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Bidding Increments:
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule: 

       

Grading and Condition
Superb   Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine (XF) A stamp or cover of outstanding and exceptional quality.
Very Fine (VF)  Scott Catalog’s standard.  Stamps will present a nice, balanced apperance. Covers appear new or show only
   minimal  wear.
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF) Stamp and/or covers are sound. Stamps are fully margined but noticeably off-center. Covers show normal 
   travel wear
Fine (F)   Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; imperforate stamps 
   will not be cut into to any significant degree. Covers how extensive wear.
Very Good (VG)  Stamps with imperfect centering, stamps or covers with poor general appearance. 
Covers
Minor imperfections are normal for 19th-century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. These include, but are not limited to, 
nicks, edge or flap tears, or slight reductions; folded letters will often have at least one file fold. Further, covers may have an ordinary stamp 
with a minor defect. Acceptable forms of conservation include light cleaning and edge mending. These conditions, even if not described, 
are not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available (2021 edition) Scott Catalogue values are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the nearest 
dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.

Collection Lots
Please note that all collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been made to 
provide an accurate description, and extensive imaging is available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps and/or covers 
with varying imperfections or faults. We strongly suggest that all lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.

Bidders Information

Bid Live
www.stampauctionnetwork.com

For Phone Bidding call us at 203.830.2500

Up to $200:  ..................................................increase by $10
Over $200 to $500:  .....................................increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000:  .................................increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000:  ........................... increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500:  ........................... increase by $250
Over $7,500 to $15,000: .........................  increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000:  .................... increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000:  .................... increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000: .................  increase by $5,000
Over $130,000: ..................................   at discretion of auctioneer.

Please note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.



For clients already registered with both Kelleher and SAN

 Log into StampAuctionNetwork  http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm

I am a Current SAN client but not registered with Kelleher

 Update your registration page after logging in at: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit ureg.cfm, select Kelleher from the choices   
 underlined and press the Update Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the Kelleher Team for approval.  

I am Currently a Kelleher Client but am NOT registered with Stamp Auction Network 

 You will have received an invitation to join Kelleher at SAN with a temporary username and password.
 Follow the instructions or contact Kelleher.
 

I am a new client to Kelleher and SAN

Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!

Participate comfortably in Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet.
You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable.

PLEASE NOTE:
Bidder approval in advance of the sale is required

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?

Auctions Kelleher
Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC

Under “MEMBERSHIP” select “REGISTER” 
complete the form (red highlighted areas manda-
tory) agree to the terms of sale and submit regis-
tration.  A Kelleher team member will review and 
approve or ask for additional information.

 Go to: www.kelleherauctions.com and select 
 “AUCTIONS” from the main menu.

Kelleher Auctions Powered by



Biography

Frank Correl

Frank was born in Germany in 1929.  His interest in stamps started at the age of 6 during one of his family’s 
winter vacations in Switzerland, where he admired the colorful stamps on letters in the hotel’s reception. 
Frank and his sister left Germany on the Kindertransport in 1939.  During his first year in England he was given 
a Whitfield King catalogue as a Christmas present, a seminal event in his collecting life.  
He was reunited with his parents in the US in 1943.  College and graduate degrees in business administration 
and history led to a 27 year career in USAID.  He traveled extensively, both for work and in his private life.  
Wherever he was he would visit the local post office and he would send letters to himself and to friends as a 
way to develop a collection of used covers. 
He was a frequent contributor to stamp magazines such as The American Philatelist and Mekeels.  He wrote 
about historical events such as the plebiscites in Schleswig-Holstein and Eupen-Malmedy, as well as places he 
visited, Yemen, Guinea-Bissau, Maldive Islands, Nepal and Eritrea. 
He died in January 2021, looking at and for stamps till the very end . . . 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Gordon M. Fisher Collection

Dr Fisher was truly a renaissance man and developed many talents in his 90 years.  Born in Little Falls MN in 
1925, he grew up in the Depression and never stayed in one place for too long. He would be regarded today as 
‘gifted’ but the term was seldom used in those days. At the age of 7 he was writing letters in French and was not 
welcome at the local bridge club after beating even the most experienced players. After WW2, the GI Bill took 
him on a course of academic study; from the University of Miami to Louisiana State University and his PhD 
in pure mathematics. He met his wife, Dr Dawn Fisher, an equally accomplished mathematician in Miami and 
they remained happily married for 60 years. Dr Fisher taught at Princeton, the University of Otago and James 
Madison University for most of his career. He pursued his hobby of philately with passion and found peace in 
the process. By nature, he was driven to complete each country or subject once he had begun. Of particular note 
is the New Zealand collection, where the Fisher family spent 7 happy years. With the launch of Sputnik in 1957, 
this triggered a new interest in space philately and covers. The collection is expansive, detailed and meticulous 
and the family hopes that it will find happy homes and continue to bring pleasure.
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Please note:
As a convenience to our clients 

all lots are imaged on our website
www.kelleherauctions.com 
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Coins: Baseball Cards

COINS

UNITED STATES
Coins United States
1001   Face Value Coins Plus WWI Figurines, 1860-2000, unchecked hoard of US coins (no penny shortage here) with a Face Value 

of over $600; although well-worn, a large percentage are older dates with many “Wheats” in the teens and twenties; note wartime 
nickels and small set of Type coins including three 1860 Indian Head, Flying Eagle Cent (unreadable date), Civil War 2¢ and 
Liberty V nickle, and 3¢ Thrime; there may be some valuable pieces but will require some digging; also includes a set of WWI 
metal figurines produced in Taiwan, consisting of 45 soldiers (and a few broken and not counted), a cannon, and two US Army 
aircraft; the makings of a stunning diorama, Very Good 10. Shipping charges apply - weight 106 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide

Coins Worldwide
1002   Israel, Bring an Armored Truck, 1965-92, several thousand coins in 600 sets nicely packaged for internet commerce, comprising 

trade, circulated, uncirculated, mint, proof, and specimen State of Israel sets encased and boxed; 1965 Proof-like Coins of Israel 
(72), 1966 Proof-like COI (64), 1967 Specimen COI (72), 1968 20th Anniv COI (86), 1969 21st Anniv COI (75), 1970 22nd Anniv 
COI (23), 1970 Specimen (30), 1971 Specimen (36), 1971 Mint (39), 1972 Specimen (17), 1972 Mint (27), 1973 Mint (24), 1974 
Mint (18), 1975 Mint (9), 1976 (14), 1977 Mint (14), 1978 Mint (15), 1979 Mint (17), 1979 Uncirculated (18), 1980 Uncirculated 
Lira to Sheqel (4), 1980 Mint (10), 1981 Proof (2), 1982 COI (96), 1982 Uncirculated (6), 1983 Mint (6), 1984 Mint (1), 1984 
Uncirculated (4), 1985 Uncirculated (2), 1986-87 Uncirculated/Hanukkah (4), 1986 Mint (4), 1987 Hanukkah (2), 1989 Hanukkah 
(14), 1990 Uncirculated (1), 1991 Hanukkah (1), 1992 Uncirculated (1), plus dozens more, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
144 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

CURRENCY
Stocks & Bonds

Currency Stocks & Bonds
1003   The Robber Baron’s Fiefdom, many, many hundreds of stock certificates from a broad range of companies; here’s your chance 

to be a stock holder in such iconic giants such as Pennsylvania Railroad, New York Central Railroad, US Steel, General Motors, 
Pan Am, and more; certificates are generally sound (though expect some minor faults), with useful duplication; only a couple were 
noted with Federal and New York State Stock Transfer stamps on backs; majority US, but we did spot a couple Mexican companies 
as well; in addition to the actual certificates, there is a neat compilation of proofs of various design elements; scripophilist’s delight. 
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

SPORTS CARDS
Baseball Cards

Sports Cards Baseball Cards
1004   Baseball and Football Trading Card Collection, 1968-1994, about 700 ungraded trading cards created by Topps and Upper 

Deck; 500 are baseball cards with about 450 Topps from 1969 and 50 from Upper Deck in 1994; subjects include Pete Rose, Reggie 
Jackson, Tom Seaver, Carl Yastrzemski, Ernie Banks, Hank Aaron and Ron Carew; football consists of 200 Topps cards from 1968 
and 1969; subjects include Joe Namath, Fran Tarkenton, Dick Butkus, Johnny Unitas, Gale Sayers, Bryon Piccolo, Don Meredith, 
and Alex Karras; also 10 Planet of the Apes cards; well worth examination and grading and last valued from eBay in 2009 at around 
$8000 by the owner. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Session 1 Friday, March 18, 2022 - 1:00 P.M. Lots 1001-1332
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Ephemera: United States - 

EPHEMERA
United States

Ephemera United States
1005   Monster Mash Blast from the Past, restock your online store or get a head-start on your flea market offerings; a true jumble of 

this, that, and a bunch of the other; over 130 vinyl albums (including “The White Album”, “Rumours”, “Tommy” and “Thriller”, 
along with movie soundtracks, disco and more), a stack of circa 1970s comic books, boxes of Hummel figurines (some individually 
identified, others jumbled) along with Miller price guide, two 1947 Centenary Stamp Exhibit presentation plates, framed Duck 
Stamp prints, astronaut-signed items (autopen?), tubes with a signed #771 sheet, blueprints for the “Surveyor” lander, and more 
besides; a big lot that would benefit from personal perusal. Shipping charges apply - weight 200 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ephemera Worldwide
1006   Colorful and Eclectic Stock of Advertising Cards, delightful compilation of approximately 550 full-sized cards, plus perhaps 

another hundred or so small-format cigarette cards, offering a broad range of products, images and languages; note numerous 
Singer Sewing Machine cards depicting usage from around the world, coffee-related items with images of the source countries, 
state-themed cards, a nice group of patriotic or otherwise military-related images; themes of animals, children, lovely ladies, and 
humorous; cards mainly in English, but note some French and German, the latter including a solid holding of Liebig Company’s 
“Fleisch-Extract und-Pepton” cards, all with artistic renderings; all individually sleeved and ready for retail or presentation—after 
a bit of sorting; the occasional fault, but remarkably fresh condition overall. (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

UNITED STATES
General Collections

United States General Collections
1007   Magnificent Collection of Proofs and Prints, thousands of proofs and samples housed in over a dozen thick (and sometimes 

massive) ledger books, plus binders, stockpages, etc., a wonderful presentation of the engraver’s art across all the job types where 
their skills would have been called upon; we note American Bank Note Company, National Bank Note Company, and US Bank 
Note Co. imprints, while many are cut close or without attribution; proofs include on-paper, die-sunk and hybrid varieties; at the 
more mundane (though still impressive) end of the work are redemption timetables and text for stock certificates, numeral panels 
for stocks and banknotes, titles, etc.; the figurative material is simply breathtaking, with portraits (some large-scale and suitable for 
framing), vignettes, pastorals, work scenes, allegorical figures, lovely ladies, etc., some even with Spanish titles engraved below; 
note a Republic of China banknote design, several fronts and backs for Ethiopian banknotes, Cuban stock pamphlets and cigar 
labels, a multicolor example of “Allegory of Progress” (used on Canada #E6, the design here reversed), and much more besides—
you’ll spot more than one design used or adapted for stamps here; the ledger book pages are heavily aged but the affixed proofs 
appear unaffected; some foxing or toning to be found, but overall a remarkably clean and fresh holding, Very Fine, a veritable feast 
for the eyes; a sampling available online, but viewing is highly encouraged. (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1008   United States, Pretty Proof Collection, 19th Century (Scott 3P/229P), on pages comprising of card or india proofs, sometimes 

both, selected for freshness of color, centering and appeal, #3P4-4P4; 40P-47P both card and india; 56P in three diff; 66P in two 
diff; 74P with four; 63P-78P both card and india; 112P-22P both card and india; 156P-66P on both card and india; 182P-91P on 
india; 219-29P on card, a delightful selection, worthy of the finest collection, or for resale, those that we checked were Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1009   Large Holding of 3¢ Washington Essays for the 1868 Grilled Issues (Scott 79-E25a//k), 126 stamps made up of 34 singles, 

eight pairs, 12 blocks of 4, two blocks of 10 and a block of 8; the larger blocks are 79-E25a/b, but otherwise a reasonably good 
variety of papers, perf/imperf and grilled/ungrilled; few small perf flaws but 99% F-VF. A most unusual lot. Scott $4,100. (photo 
on web site) ......................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

1010   1882, 5¢ Garfield, A.B.N.C. essay, in gray black (Scott 205-E2), vignette with frame of horiz. lines, die on India, die sunk on 
card, stock of 86, all but a handful fresh save for light toning around the outer edges of the card; all full-sized die with “PREST 
JAS A GARFIELD”, die number C-47 and American Bank Note Company New York imprint below the design, Very Fine overall, 
the perfect holding for the fat cat. Brazer 205Ec.Scott $21,500. (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1011   1898, Trans-Miss. bicolor essays holding (Scott 285-E8//293-E7), $2 (2); 50&cent (4); 10¢; 8&cent (2); 5&cent (2); 4&cent (2 

including one on exhibition page as dark flame scarlet and black) 1&cent (2); some small faults here and there but overall a lovely 
holding that may well contain better colors, counted as the regular colors mostly Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1.3 lbs.  
Scott $12,000. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1012   U.S., Riveting Revenue Plate Proofs Blocks of Four, 1862-71, A total of 31 all-different plate proofs, all in blocks of four; mostly 

on card but some on India paper. Hard to choose highlights, as every single one of these is worth mentioning, but here’s the best of 
the best #R21P4, R22P4, R28P3, R38P3, R39P3, R41P4, R52P4, R53P4, R56P3, R61P4, R62P3. A perfect lot for those wanting to 
expand their revenue or proof collections, generally Fine to Very Fine or better, CV=$6,360; may be viewed in full online. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1013   Valuable Stock of Match & Medicine Proofs, comprehensive stock of die & plate proofs plus a few essays; about 150 items, 

including minor duplication excellent variety, all identified on more than 100 black approval cards; all of the die proofs are cut 
down - of which there are more than 60, all cataloging at least $210 - are cut down (as they would have to be to fit on the approval 
cards), but otherwise almost everything is clean and F-VF. Scott value is over $27,000! Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
1014   Impressive Group of 27 Different Match and Medicine Proofs, mounted and identified on three blank 8½x11 pages; most are 

cut down die proofs with Scott values up tp $600; few small faults but just about all Very Fine. Scott $6,435 for full size. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1015   United States, Powerful, Highly Complete, Mint & Used Collection 1845 to 1930s, in a single Lighthouse tome, boasting a very 

high degree of completion with varieties that includes many of the scarcest stamps including rarities— seldom offered intact as is 
here, the quality is a bit mixed and there are some misidentifications, but overall a very comprehensive and valuable holding, with 
around 50 certificates, and one of the many highlights is a complete unused set of the 1869 Re-Issues (#123-32) and a used 24c 
Banknote Grill (#142); we also note as mounted used: #9X1a; 1-2; 5A; 6 (cert); 6b; 8 (cert); 8A; 12; 13-16; 17 (cert); 18; 19 (cert); 
19b; 20-23; 27 (cert); 28; 28A; 28b (cert); 29-30A; 31-34; 36; 36B; 37-38; 62B; 63-63b; 63c laid paper (cert); 64; 64a; 64b; 67; 
67a; 67b; 70; 70a; 70b; 70c (cert); 70d; 70d on piece (cert); 71; 72; 72a (cert); 72b; 75; 76-76a; 77; 78; 78a; 78b; 79; 83 (cert); 84; 
85; 85C; 85E; 86-91; 92-101 with 92a, 95a, 96a; 112-22 the 90c a mgnificently centered gem; 123; Banknote Grills Colpete: 
134-44 (24c & 30c with Weiss cert); also 134A-139A (7c with cert); the rest of the Banknotes highly complete snd includes some 
essays of the 3c; 272a (cert); 518b (cert), unused/mint: #8XU1 reprints; 10X1-2 plus reprints; 3-4; 24; 37a; 39; 56; 65 (cert); 
73; 94a; 123-32 (6c; 10c; 24c; 30c & 90c with cert); 133; 133a beginning with 1875 issue it shifts to unused/mint where quality 
improves dramatically further noting: #178-79; 182-91; 205-9; 208a; 210-18 (90c with cert); 211B (cert); 219-29; 230-45; 246-
63; 264-78; 279-84; plus shades of both series most notably 275a, 277a, 279Bc; Booklet panes 279Bj-k, 300b, 301c, 319 g; 319a; 
319p; 319Fhl 319Fg; 285-93; 294-99; 300-13; 319 ten examples in various shades plus 320; 320a; 320b in pairs; five 1c vending 
machine coils and seven 2c; commems complete from here to #650 including 397-404, various shades of 537; then an extensive 
holding of Washington Franklins: 331-42; 343-7; line pairs : 348; 349 (cert), 353-4; pairs of 351 (cert), 352, 354-55 (cert) 356; 
Bluish papers complete but for 4c and 8c(13c and 15c with cert); 374-82; 414-23; 385-88, 391, 395, 412 pairs; 390, 392-94; 
396, 410-11 line pairs; 424-40; 445, 446; 456 pairs; 441-44, 448, 450, 452-55, 457-58 line pairs; 459 pair; 460 (cert); 461; 464-
480 (477-78 with cert); 467 single error in block of 6, nice showing of rotary coil pairs/line pairs; 498-518 including 499h Boston 
Lake (cert), 500, 505 in strip of three; 519 (cert); varieties as mounted include: 499g, 502d, 525d, 527a, 528c, 528Ad, 529a; 523; 
nice offsets; 534A wide top margin plate block of six; 545-6; 547; 547a; 551-73; 554a; 578-79; 581-91; 595; 597-723 line pairs 
including 599A; 599b pair (cert); 606a pair (cert); 634b (cert); 634A; 658-79; 703b (cert), Complete Airmails C1-C24, plus C23c 
(cert); plus offsets, C66a, Special Delivery Complete plus E5a, E6a, E9a (cert), E12a, various of E15 Guam & Phillippines also, 
F1; Shanghai Complete K1-18; PR114-125; Q1-12; JQ1-5; QE1-4. A powerhouse of a collection and although there are some 
mixed quality and/or id issues, there are many of the most difficult to locate stamps and varieties that are correct and many in nice 
quality, substantial catalog and resale value, or could be a solid beginning, imaged in its entirety, inspection invited, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $60,000 - 80,000
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1016   United States, “Kingpin” Collection of Mint and Used, 1847-1961, A high degree of completion, it is much easier to state whats 
missing from regularly issued stamps, #5; 28A; 64; some 24c 1861 colors, the rare grills; 122; 164; 1902 series coils; 3c to 8c 
bluish papers (which the owner sold separately before passing); 594; 596; 613, It DOES include some rarities such as a used 
1¢ Pan-Am Invert #294a (APS and PSE certs) the only invert present, on to some highlights that are included (lessor items not 
noted but present) Used: 1-2; 5A on cover; 6; 8; 8A; 12; 16; 19 Doporto cert plating it as “F: relief from plate 4, pos 93L4; 21 on 
cover; 23; 34; 39 mint; also includes some proofs,40-47; 56; 67; 67a; 70b; 70d; 72; 75 unused appear; 78a (cert); 78b; 79; 83; 84; 
85; 85B; 85C; 85E; 91 unused; 97 unused; 99; 100; 101; 142 (no cert); 143; 144; 145-55; 165-66; 191 unused; 211B; 219-29 mint; 
222P3 block 8; plus imperf pair on stamp paper; 230-245 mint; plus a set of plate proofs on card plus tickets; 246-63 mint; 264-78; 
plus some 2c shades; 267a and 271b pairs (certs); 285-93 mint; 294-99 mint; 294a used with crease (certs) (Cat $25,000); 300-13 
mint plus a few specimens; complete commems from here and high degree of completion of the regular isues and mint from here: 
331-42; 343-55; 356 (used no cert); 343-7 blocks; 366; 374-82; 385-7; 388 used; 389 used (no cert); 390-6; some private perfs 
including kansas city roulette blocks; 449 used; 456; 459 (cert); 460 used; 461 mint and used; perf 10s complete; 5c error #467- 
single, single error in block of 9 and double error in block of 12; 491 used; perf 11 complete #505 in strip of three and block of 
nine; 519; 523; 534B used; some offset blocks plus imperf between pairs (need to be expertised) 634A plate # single; 639a pair 
(cert); 832-4 plates; 832b used; Airmails complete mint, Special Deliveries Complete mint except #E10 which is used, Postage 
Dues include unused/mint: J20; J28; J36-7; J59 used bottom margin imprint single; J60; Shanghais complete mint but K5, K10, 
K13-4, K18; Parcel Post two sets a few values mint; CSA includes #1 used; 4, 6-8, 11-13 mint., there are faults present, but the vast 
majority Fine or better appearance on 19th Century which improves as we hit the 1890s on with some very fine or better present, 
The collection has significant catalog value and selling value including many of the impossible stamps that are so often removed 
from collections prior to sale, many many items within would make solid public auction lots, but at the behest of the estate it is 
offered here in its entirety.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $50,000 - 75,000

United States General Collections
1017   US, Fully Loaded Luxuriant Mostly Mint Collection, 1847-1975 (Scott 1//RW42), intact as received and sold at the order of 

the estate, packed in old Brown Scott hingeless album, with key values often not found within the pages of a collection lot, lets get 
to it, we note used as follows: 1-2; 7; 8A; 12; 13-15; 28A; 29; 30; 31; 67;75-76; 78; 91; 99; 101; 119; 122; 137, 139; 396 line pair; 
the collector preferred mint and as well centered and many Never Hinged selecting the best he could find, noting: 9; 11; 16; 17; 
18; 20; 26; 26a; 27-28; 30A; 3536-39; 40; 63; 64 (PSE cert); 65(2); 68-69; 70b; 71-72; 73; 75; 77;86; 92-3; 96; 98; 112-121; 123; 
127; 133; 134; 136; 141; 146; 148; 150; 152(2); 155; 157-63; 165-66; 178-9; 182-91; 205; 206-11; 212-18; 219-29; 230-45; 246-
63; 264-78; 279-84; 267P5 block; 285-93; extra 291; 294-99; 300-313; 315; 323-7; 330; 331-42; 343-7; 348-51; 352-56 extra 354; 
352 pair; 357-59; 367-73; 376-82; 385-7; 392-6; 393 line pair; 397-404; 405-7; 414-23; 413 line pair; 424-31; 433-40; 447; 460; 
461; 462-76 no 467; 478-80; 505; 501-8 with extras; 519 (PFC); 523-24; 547; 551-73 plus extras; 578-9; 581-91; 595; 599A single 
and line pair; 630; 634A; 658-79; 703b; complete from here and includes 756-65 and 909-21 plates, Airmails, Special Delivery 
and Duck Hunting complete! A really delightful collection that would have noramlly been broken down into many many lots, a 
real opportunity for the collector looking to strart a nice collection or a trader to dismantle, quality is generally above the norm 
although some earlies are without gum or with small faults, ths is one of the nicer collections we have been able to offer intact. 
Viewing highly recommended but not necassary as the pictures tell it all, Fine to Very Fine with many that will be Very Fine plus.  
Scott $250,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $40,000 - 50,000

United States General Collections
1018   United States, Valuable “Big Daddy” Unused Collection, 1845-1908 (Scott 9X1//320), in a Scott Hingeless Platinum Album, 

one used stamp, collection formed by a high powered dude that liked coins and stamps, his coins brought well into seven figures, 
the stamps— will bring less, but he spent big, he wanted to collect complete mint singles and got a good start and then couldn’t 
continue due to health reasons, the collection is offered here in its entirety, intact as received, many unused no gum, many original 
gum and even some never hinged, he was filling the book quickly and bought what was offered, we note some highlights as 
mounted: #9X1; 1; 3-4 india proofs; 9; 12; 13; 14; 17 18; 20; 21 (cert); 22; 23; 25 (cert); 29; 30; 31; 32; 36 (cert); 37 (cert); 38; 
39; 40; 46 (cert); 62; 62B; 64; 67b (cert); 70a (cert); 70c (cert); 71; 72; 72b; 75 (cert); 77 (cert); 78; 79 (cert); 85B; 86-91 (89 & 
91 certs); 92-96; 98 (cert); 99; 101; 103; 112-20 (119 &120 certs); 134-6 (135 cert); 139 (cert); 142 used; 144 (cert); 145-51 (150 
cert); 160-65 (163 cert); 186-91 (191 cert); 206-17; 219-29; 230-45; 246-63 (262 cert); 264-78; 279B-84; 285-93; 294-99; 300-13 
(313 cert), many of the stamps have a very nice appearance, but have faults, we also would expect some identification and used vs. 
unused issues, but there is still a huge aggregate value, Fine or better appearance, our estimate is most conservative and this is one 
collection you should have a look at to determine its value.  (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $40,000 - 60,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

1019   United States, High Value, Nice Quality, Mint & Used Estate Collection, 1845 to 1930s, residing in a Lighthouse hingeless 
album, virtually intact as received and being sold on the order of the estate. There is a stack of about (100) certificates, mostly APS 
and then PF. The quality begins with varaible to nice on the classics and vastly improves in the 20th Century, especially with the 
Washington Franklins and Coils, many of which have certifcates, we note a few highlights used: #9X1; 1-2; 12; 13 (cert); 14 pair 
(cert); 18 (cert); 23 (cert); 27-29; 31 (cert); 62B (cert);67(2); 72; 75; 79 (cert); 83 (cert); 84(cert); 85B (cert);90 (cert); 91 (cert); 
92-101 (8 vals with cert);116-122; 124 (cert); 130 (cert); 155; 137-39 (each with cert);141 (cert); 143 (cert); 144 (cert); 166; 191; 
240-42; 262; 276-78; 292; 311-13; 404, unused/mint: #9 (cert); 25(cert); 39; 40 (cert); 42 (cert); 102 (cert); 113 (cert); 115; 123 
(cert); 126 (cert); 146; 149; 156 (2) (one with cert); 157 (cert); 159 (cert); 182-86; 189 (cert); 208 (cert); 212-16; 219D-222; 225-
29; 230-39; 243-45; 246-50; 256 (cert); 261-61A; 263 quality starts to improve dramatically 264-5; 267-74 (274 with cert); 
279-84 with extra shades; 285-90 (three with cert); 293; 294-99; 300-10; 323-27; 328-30; 331-42 (less 10c); 343-7 (singles, pairs 
and imperf coil pairs) from here it gets really interesting, 352 pair (cert); 353 pair (cert); 354 pair (cert); 354 line pair (cert); 355 
pair (cert); 357-8; 369; 374-81; 385 pair (cert); 386 pair (cert); 387 pair & line pair; 390 pair (cert); 390 line pair (cert); 390 line 
strip of four (cert); 391 strip of four (cert); 392 pair and line pair (each with cert); 393 pair (cert); 393 line pair(cert); 397-403; 
410-13 pairs (each with cert); 411 line pair (cert); 410 & 412 line strip of four (cert); 414-20; 422-23 (cert); 424-39; 441-44 pairs 
(443 with cert); 441-43 line pairs (442-43 with cert); 456 pair (cert); 457 line pair; 458 line strip of four; 467 single error in block 
of nine; 468-76;; 478-80; 492-97 pairs and line pairs; 500 (cert); 506-18; 519; 523-24; nice offsets including Wilson Rouletteblock 
of four #532; 545 (cert); 546; 551-73; 573a (cert); 578-79; 581-91; 595; 599A line pair (cert); 630; 659-679 plus some National 
Parks to round out the album. By and far a desirable and high quality collection as far as the 20th Century goes, the earlier are in 
mixed quality, so ex[ect that, but is still useful and here and there, there are some plums, inspection truly recommneded as many of 
the later stamps are never hinged which one cannot see in the full imaged onlne presentation, generally Fine to Very Fine with the 
classics less-so and the 2oth century more Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

United States General Collections
1020   United States, Mint & Used, Valuable Old Masters Collection, 1845 to 1996, in six Scott Platinum hingeless albums with 

slipcases, four are the modern period but with premiums such as 803-34, Recalled Legends and the like plus muchos denominaros 
of face, the best resides in two volumes, the front of the book whose highlights include Used:9X1; 1 (four with shades); 2; 1c 
1851s incl strip of three; 10-11; 12; 14-16; 17 plus a pair; 20; 24s; 25; 30A(2); 32-33; 35-38; various 1861s incl 64; 67; 72; 75 
and five 24c; 3c grills; 86-91; 92-100; 112-22 incl extra 10c with Japan cancel; 138-40; 144; 145-55; 156-66; 182-91; 215-8; 229; 
261-63; 278; 293; 310-13; many other used values including $ values washington/ franklins and more, spotted a 595 and there are 
numerous coils; some BOB includes postage dues and a smattering of Special Deliveries and Oficials.  Unused/Mint: 10X1 plus 
reprint; 13 (PFC some gum and creasing cat val $19k); 26(2); 63; 64b; 65; 73; 212-4; 219; 220-21; 223-7; 230-245, 242 used; 
various small banknotes/bureau isues; 285-90; 292; 294-99; 300-9; 324-30; 331-40; 343-7 pairs; 367-73; 374-82; 397-99; 400A; 
401-3; 405-18; 420; 497-518 (505 in block 6); 547; 551-573; 581-91; 630; 658-79, filled in nicely and includes various coils, coil 
pairs, line pairs; BOB includes complete airmails; E1; E3; E5; E7(2); E8 and others, complete Shanghai set; Newspapers including 
PR114-25, condition does vary from sound to unsound, but a valuable holding none-the-les, from one of the grand old masters 
own private collection, throwing in the towel, albeit unwillingly, please review the images or better yet we suggest a thorough 
inspection, don’t forget the out of print hingeless albums with lotsa face, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 37.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................  Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

United States General Collections
1021   Advanced Collection on Album Pages, 1847-1956, a true specialists collection, offered intact as received. A compact but 

remarkably comprehensive collection, classics mostly used but in varying quantities, begins with 14 lovely #1’s in a variety of 
shades (includes at least one #1b with certificate) and cancels; 1851-57 includes dozens of 1¢ and 3¢ and a couple of 5¢, 10¢ and 
12¢; 1857-62 run to the 90¢ with a large variety shades, cancels, and types, occasional mint and unused stamps included; 1869 run 
to 15¢; starting with the banknotes, grilled and ungrilled, almost all values are represented, used unused or both including good 
shades and cancels, small banknotes are complete unused; Columbians are complete to $2.00 with extra values and several never 
hinged, the bureaus are complete except for a few dollar values, including many duplicates; Trans-Mississippi complete to 50¢ 
with several never hinged; Pan-American complete with most never hinged; 1902 regulars run to 15¢, many never hinged; from 
there on we’re largely complete with many extras and most never hinged; airmails include C1-C6 never hinged; two C13 and C14, 
never hinged except one C13 lightly hinged; Special Delivery from E5 on except E10, earlies lightly hinged, rest never hinged; 
a very nice run of officials; parcel post complete; and a nice group of Confederates, generally Fine to Very Fine, an astounding 
variety of the classics, worthy of further study and classification, generally superior condition throughout although the usual faults 
may be present, numerous hidden gems reside as well as hundreds of solid stamps, huge break up value or a superb basis for 
culling and expansion, thorough examination will be rewarded, 40 Certificates are included. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ....................................................................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
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1022   U.S., Heart-Stopping Mint & Used Collection, 1846-2021, From Providence, R.I. Postmasters’ Provisionals to modern day errors, 
I kept asking myself if there were any weak points in this collection. A #1 is here and the hits keep on coming incredible offering 
of Bank Notes many with fancy cancels, 1869 Pictorials complete, Columbians complete, Second Bureau issue complete and 
mostly mint, powerful selection of Washington-Franklins, gorgeous mint Fourth Bureau issue with Kansas/Nebraska overprints, 
potent B-O-B with MNH Zepps, Shanghai overprints complete, impressive Officials and Newspaper stamps whew, let me catch 
my breath! In three binders of stocksheets, the first contains the majority of goodies, and for those of you who prefer numbers, 
here are just some of the highlights Mint 10X1 (NG), 10X2, 38 (with cert), 183, 216-18, 240, 243, 285-90, 299, 323-27, 328-30, 
400, 467 (block of 12, two middle stamps), 547, 573 (NH), 573a, 630 (2), 658-79, C1-3 (VLH), C4-6 (NH), C13-15 (NH), E3, 
E5, E7 (NH), Q11 (NH), J28 (NG), O5, O15-24, O30, O35, O41, O52, O56, O81, O93, K1-18, PR59 (with cert), S5 and scores of 
others. The second binder contains modern U.S. with a lot of face value, but before you start using it for postage, take a close look! 
There are some errors including imperfs, and I’m not just talking about the common ones from the 2010s, but a few from the 60’s, 
70’s & 80’s, like 1338Gh, 1596a, 2279a & 3068u. And the cancelled stamps in this collection are no less impressive; we have #1, 
9, 17 (with cert), 62B (with cert), 69, 71, 72, 75, 76, 77, 112-22, 144 (with cert), 276, 278, 291-93, 311-13, 369, 491 (with cert), 
J27 and two covers of R.F. overprints, CM4 (signed) & CM6. The third binder is mint U.N. with many se-tenant blocks from all 
offices including the UNTEA set. Without a doubt, a goldmine for the reseller or serious collector. As expected, condition varies 
with earlier issues, but also many better than usual for the time period, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, Scans of first volume online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 11.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
1023   Better Quality Unused and Used Collection, 1847-1991, mounted in a Scott National album, the regular issues to 1970, Airmails 

to 1991 (definitive series end with Kansas-Nebraskas—so no Prexies or later—and no further Back-of-the-Book); what is here 
is a handsome collection built by an aficionado with an eye for better-than-usual quality material; starts with a 3½-margined 
#1, with nice 1851 Issues such as #9 o.g., 14 & 15 used, 17 no gum (1984 PF certificate); attractive mint and used 1857 and 
1861 Issues, nice grills, 1869 Pictorials to the 30¢ value (less 6¢ and Type II 15¢); Bank Notes including both National & 1897 
American 90¢ used; Columbians to the $3 (less 10¢ and $2) unused; First Bureaus mint/unused to the $2 less 50¢, the 15¢ page-
marked “NH”; plus mint/unused Trans-Mississippis complete, Pan-Ams missing just the 1¢, Second Bureaus including a lovely 
$5, strong Washington-Franklins with imperforates, coils (including pairs or line pairs); 1909 Commemoratives complete, a very 
fresh #523, Fourth Bureaus complete less #594-596, White Plains, Kansas-Nebraskas, #C1, C4-C6, C18, etc., etc.; classic used 
offer an interesting array of cancels; later mint offers postage if nothing else, but even these are centered better than most general 
collections have, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, along with a number of certificates, tremendous catalogue value; 
see a solid sampling online. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
1024   US Highly Complete, Mint & Used Collection, 1847/1930, incredible breadth and depth with many of the key regularly issued 

stamps, some are in reference quality with varying faults from small to large and others so nice they seem out of place, used 
highlights include: 1(2); 2; 8; 8A (PFC); 9 (PFC); 10A; 12; 13-16 (16 PSE cert); 17(2); 18-23 (19 PSAG cert, 20 Doporto cert, 
extra 22); 24(4 vars plates);25; 25A (APS cert) 27-28; 29: 30A; 31-34 (34 pos 65L1 PFC); 36; 36B; 37; 37a; 38; 62B; 64; 64a 
(PSE cert); 65b (Weiss cert faulty corner); 67(3); 68-72 vars shades incl 72a and five 24c; 75-77; 78 (4 vars shades); 79 (Crowe 
cert); 83; 84 (PSE cert); 85 (PSAG cert); 85B (PSE cert); 85C; 85E; 86-91; 92-101 extra 96; 112-22; 130 (PFC); 134-44 (139 PSE 
cert, others look OK, 24c a few points visible); 134A-137A; 138A (PSE cert); 145-55 extra 90c; 156-66 (no 164); 184-91; 212-
18; 219-29; 230-44; 246-62; 264-78; 285-92; 300-13; 315 (two - one may have a shot); virtually compolete commems from here 
and a nice showing of Washington Franklin including coils- some genuine; 449 (Weiss cert); 460; 523; 578-9; a page of EFOs; 
Special Delivery nice showing; Postage Dues (as mounted) J1-7; J15-21; J22-6; J45-50; J58; J59-60; JQ1-5; Q1-12 unused/mint: 
30; 39 (smallish); 40; 56; 66 fresh (PFC); 74P3; 102; 123-124; 133; 183; 211B (PSE cert w/ grade 80J); 245; 263; 293; 358; 459; 
595; 630; J28; J34; J37; J44; the good the bad and the ugly playing now, huge resale value and ginormous catalog value, many 
stamps one never sees in collection lots, have a look and you will want in on this one, fully imaged online. (photo on web site) 
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
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1025   US, Mostly Mint, “Magnificato” Collection, 1847 to 1964, in a lovely and still serviceable Lighthouse Hingeless album, the first 
two and a few other stamps are used #1; 11; 33; 260 noted, the rest unsued and/or mint as mounted: #24; 26; 30A; 35; 36B; 37; 
63; 65; 70; 73; 76; 96; 114-7; 119; 133; 145-6; 148; 150; 152-4; 156; 158; 182-4; 187; 189; 207-11; 212-7; 219-227; 229; 230-39 
(at first glance they look fresh NH); 241 Nh but for some light adherence; 242 (faulty); 243-244 (the latter with a PFC and both 
fresh and nice); 246-59; 261; 262; 264-70; 272-76; 279-82; 283-84; 285-292 (the $1 with a PFC); 294-99; 300-9; a few (4c and 
15c NH); 311 (PFC) 323-30 (323-7 NH); 331-41; 343-7; 348-55; 367-73 (369 PFC); 374-81 (380 PFC); 385-7; 390-96; 397-404 
(404 a GEM w/ PFC); 405-7; 410-3; 414-8; 420-22; 424-29; 431-2; 434-9 incl 435a; 441-7; 456-8; 461; 464-6; 469; 472-74; 480 
(2); 502-4; 506-18 a few extras; 519; 545-6; 547; 555-573 including blocks of 571-572 and a 573a single; 579-9; 581-91; 595; 
599A; commems cplt from here including 630 (2); 634A; 658-79; nicely filled regulars and commems including 803-34 plus coil 
pairs; Airmails complete the C2-6 (NH) extra C6; C10a booklet; Zepps (LH); E1-3; E5; E7-21 note both perf 10s; F1 (NH) Q1-9; 
Q11-12 (Q12 NH); JQ1-5; QE1-4 plus QE4a; ends with two pages of Ducks: RW1-17; 19-20 plus a pair RW53. Most of the items 
were selected for overall freshness and many are of superior centering, some tiny faults here or there, or some averge, but a very 
nice collection that would be the basis for a great strat to collectin USA or in breaking down for sales, either way you won’t be 
disappointed by this lovely holding, viewing most enjoyable, be sure to catch the images online, generally Fine to Very Fine or 
better. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States General Collections
1026   Better Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1932, neatly presented in a Scott Platinum album, starting with a crisp #9 with red paint 

Mobile cancel, with used #12, 15, 17 29, strong 1861-66 Issues including #67-72, 75, 76 & 78; several grilled items with attractive 
cancels, 1869s less #118 & 122; nice selection of mostly used Bank Notes; unused #36; Columbians mint or unused complete less 
#239 (#245 no gum); Trans-Mississippis and Pan-Ams complete mint (several page-noted “NH”), #266-267 pair never hinged; 
#277-278 mint plus #278 pair used; #315 top margin single never hinged plus horizontal pair no gum; Second Bureaus mint or 
unused to 50¢, dollar values used; Louisiana Purchase and Jamestown complete (#326-327 & 328-330 marked never hinged); 
strong Washington-Franklins including coils (with pairs or line pairs scattered in); both Panama-Pacific sets complete; three #505 
double error in block of 12 (one no gum, the other errors never hinged), #523 & 547 hinged, 548 never hinged; #537 never hinged 
with photocopy of partial 2018 PSE certificate; bottom margin never hinged plate block of six of #548; beautiful centerline block 
#573 (no gum, sadly), etc., etc.; numerous stamps noted “cert” on page, but no certificates accompany; generally fresh and sound, 
though expect the occasional small fault or thin, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth the time to peruse. (photo on 
web site) ....................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States General Collections
1027   Premium Mint & Used with Many Certificates, 1851-1971, Mostly on auction cards, a seemingly never-ending parade of better 

material. The following are unused and all have an accompanying certificate #10X1 (cert for pair), 17, 102, 113 (cert for block of 
12), 159 (corner strip of 3 with cert for block of 12), 211 (never hinged), 243 (no gum), 263, 279Bc (never hinged block of 4 with 
cert for block of 12), 311 (never hinged with plate number), 354 (guide line pair), 499h (with cert for block of 4), O18S-D. Other 
unused without certs include 292 (4), 293 (2), 312, 438 (block of 8), K16, RW38 (plate block), Cuba E1 (two mint pairs), as well 
as the famous #505, not here just once but three times, twice in blocks of 6 and one block of 9, and in all three cases, the 5¢ is 
never hinged! Some eye-opening used too, like 28A (with cert), 122, 292 (2), O68 (with cert), generally Fine to Very Fine, entire 
lot viewable online. (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
1028   The 1869 Pictorial Issue Like Never Seen Before, A study collection of the 1869 issue with each and every denomination in 

duplication including unused scattered throughout, some with original gum. In addition to the various color shades and grill 
varieties (split & double), we’re also treated to a wide range of color and fancy cancels, as well as usage in Japan and steamship 
cancellations. CV over $82,000 and it’s easy to see why with the following quantities - #112 (20), 113 (43), 114 (44), 115 (26), 116 
(37), 117 (39), 118 (10), 119 (32), 120 (16), 121 (19), 122 (5). Some faults as expected, but overall Fine to Very Fine, collection 
viewable in its entirety. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
1029   U.S., Study Collection of E & F Grills, 1867-68, Comprehensive overview of the Grill issues featuring many multiples of each 

and every denomination. In addition to the various color shades and grill types, we’re also treated to a wide range of color and 
fancy cancels, as well as usage in Japan and some double transfers. CV over $92,000 and if you view our scans, it’s easy to see why 
with this much duplication. There are 11 copies of #101 alone! Some faults as expected, but overall Fine to Very Fine, collection 
viewable in its entirety. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections - 

1030   U.S., Mouth-watering Plate Block Selection, 1893-1956, Accumulated from various auctions over the past 30 years and many 
still on their original auction pages, an absolutely stunning array of 44 premium plate blocks; many gems with deep rich color, 
fine centering and/or never hinged. Among the better plate block of four of #290, plate blocks of six of 232, 303, 320, 357 (2, one 
with PF cert), 532, 536, 566, 570, 622-23, C1 (2), C4-5, C13-14, E9, E11, K1, RW8, and plate blocks of eight of 230 & 232. Need 
I even say, tremendous catalog value! generally Fine to Very Fine, entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

United States General Collections
1031   U.S., Top Shelf 98% Mint/Unused Collection, 1847-1964, All in mounts on quadrille pages, an almost all-mint collection with 

many never hinged; there are so many stamps to highlight, I’ll try to focus on the very best of the mint/unused. Get ready for the 
wall of numbers, as mounted #7, 9, 10A, 11A, 20, 25, 29, 30A, 35-38, 63, 68, 69, 71, 75, 76, 76a, 78, 87-91, 93-96, 98, 112-17, 
123, 133, 134-35, 139, 146-55, 157-60, 163, 165-66, 178-79, 182-91, 205, 208, 211, 215-18, 219-29, 220c, 230-40, 252-58, 260, 
264-74, 275a, 283a, 285-90, 294-99, 300-11, 323-27, 397-403, 414-23, 431-39, 460, 477-80, 595. And let’s not forget the used; a 
small amount but definitely worth mentioning #1, 30A, 67, 70, 72, 78b, 118-21, 153 (6), 218. Some condition issues as expected, 
but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, many scans viewable online. (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
1032   Attractive and Valuable Collection, 1847-1934, neatly presented (if in unconventional order) on 28 pages/56 sides of a 

32-page/64-side Lighthouse stockbook, plus in two sparsely filled but highly usable Scott National albums; stockbook begins with 
Postage Dues, followed by Special Delivery, Official, Duck and Airmail stamps, then reverts to front-of-the-book starting with 
two used #1 (1 heavily cut into at sides); a mix of never hinged, mint, unused and used throughout, with Proofs and Specimens 
sprinkled in for good measure; we note #J29 used, J30 hinged, J31-J37 mixed, J58 used, J59 no gum, J60 hinged; #Q1-Q12 
mint/unused; #O10SD-O14SD, with 1873 Officials apparently complete to the 90¢ values; #C1-C6, C13-C15 and C18 all hinged; 
#RW1-RW28 hinged; attractively margined #15 and 35 used; #112-122 used, nice used Bank Notes, #230-245 unused (many 
faulty), Trans-Mississippi & Pan-American issues complete mint/unused, Second Bureau complete (50¢-$5 used) and including 
some private perforations; 1909s including #369 mint, strong Washington-Franklins; complete Fourth Bureaus, Kansas-Nebraskas, 
Washington Bicentenary, and more besides; condition varies from the damaged to the delightful, but generally fresh throughout; 
numerous certificates (not all clean) accompany, Fine to Very Fine with better, worth the time to inspect; see it all in-person or 
online. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
1033   U.S., Classy Classics Mostly Used on Pages, 1851-1939, On old, European-style pages, a mostly used collection with an overall 

appearance quite striking; many with rich color and nicely centered. Very strong throughout from the classic period with many 
type variations and grills, as well as an array of fancy cancels, to abundant Bank Notes, 1869 Pictorials, and Columbians. Some of 
the better include unused 30 & 39 (no gum), and used 10A (with cert), 29, 32, 70-72, 112-21, 229, 230-43, 245, 276-78, 285-93, 
300-13, 523-24. Some serious back-of-the-book too, especially officials and newspaper. A smattering of covers throughout as well, 
such as a couple of patriotic with overseas usage and C13 on cover. Condition well above average and, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
CV around $35,000; most of this lot is viewable online. (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $9,000 - 12,000

United States General Collections
1034   U.S., Thunderous Collection of Classics, 1847-1965, Mostly used until around 1930 and then mint thereafter, all in a hingeless 

Lighthouse album. Normally I would then list the catalogue numbers of the most valuable stamps, but then the thought occurred to 
me, for a collection like this, wouldn’t it be easier just jotting down what isn’t here?! In all seriousness though, what an incredible 
collection of classics this has, with many additional blackmounted in the margins or on the accompanying stocksheet. The only 
thing noticeably missing are the airmails including the pages, but otherwise here are just some of the highlights - used #1 (with 
cert), 2, 9 (pair), 14, 17, 29, 33, 36, 37 38, 70, 71 (3), 72 (4), 76, 77, 78, 112-22, 162, 163 (3, one with cert), 165, 166 (3, one with 
cert), 191, 218, 229 (2), 230-45, 260, 261, 277, 278, 285-93. In addition to the White Plains sheet, other mint include 69 (no gum), 
179 (no gum), 212 (NH corner strip of 4). Whether you’re a collector or a dealer, a collection like this is hard to pass up. Some 
visible condition issues, but generally Fine to Very Fine, All the goodies have been scanned and are available online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
1035   Mostly Never-Hinged Definitive Plate Block Collection, 1899-1993, Very high-caliber plate block collection in Scott album with 

some lightly hinged but mostly never, and for the most part well centered for the Washington/Franklins and 1922 issue. Better plate 
blocks of six include #279B, 384, 405-06, 501-04, 507-13, 551-56, 559, 561-66, 568-69, 572 (with PSAG cert), 622. Some plate 
blocks of four certainly worth mentioning include 661-63, 673-74, 1053. A number of high-denomination modern issues too, like 
Express Mail, etc, Fine to Very Fine or better, numerous scans available online. (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $7,500 - 9,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

1036   Mint & Used Showstoppers, 1857-1930, On one large black card, enough scarce material to tide over even those collectors with 
the most voracious philatelic appetites. Unused #116 (partial gum), 117 (2), 218, 243 (3), 277, 292-93 (no gum), 467 as a block 
of 12 with the two middle stamps being the 5¢ error. Used 313, C13-14, O68 and more. Some small faults here and there, but 
otherwise Fine to Very Fine, astronomical catalogue value. (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
1037   United States, Mostly Mint US Collection in Four Acts, 1857-2001, four fresh Scott National albums with slipcases housing 

a powerful collection; mostly used between Scott 24//179 and predominently unused after that; better postally used include #24, 
25, 35, 63, 64, 69, 70, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 91, 96, 97, 98, 112-117, 119, 121, 135, 145-155, 156-163, 165, 182-191, 260, 354, 
395, and 523; unused include 87, 229, 238-240, 243 ($1,350), 260, 284, 290, 291, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 331-337, 352, 353, 
355, 397-400A, 411 LP, 418, 462-474, 476, 498-518 (less 500), and fairly complete unused thereafter including #551-573, 630 
(hinged), Kansas-Nebraska, Prexies complete, Liberty complete, Americana complete, Great Americans complete, all booklets, 
coils and minisheets through 2001; condition varies with usual faults in some early material; Airmail is unused C1//C138 (missing 
C13-15); the modern Face alone is massive, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1038   Valuable Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1974, Here’s another collection which demands attention from the very first page; not 

just one copy of #1 but three! #2 is here too with plenty more eye candy in the following pages. Hinged in a Scott National album, 
a mix of mint & used until 1938, then virtually all mint thereafter. In addition to 1-2, some of the better used include 17, 27, 30A 
(2), 70-71, 100, 120, 121 (2), 155, 218, 242 (2), 243, 261, 278, 285-92, K5, RW3-10. For mint, we have 467 in a block of four 
(the 5¢ is never hinged), 630 (never hinged), O64, O66, RW1-3 (no gum) and many more. Some decent B-O-B as well in airmails, 
postage dues, cut squares, revenues, etc, generally Fine to Very Fine, over $40,000 in Scott CV; scans available online. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

United States General Collections
1039   U.S., Kansas/Nebraska Overprints Plate Block Collection, 1929, U.S. #658-79, each with multiple plate blocks, most with 

varying plate numbers as well. Many never hinged; additional blocks of four of each value. As an added bonus, #669 as a block of 
30 containing two copies of 669b (no period after Nebr). CV around $27,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, collection viewable in 
full online. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1040   Key United States Collection including Back-of-the-Book, 1863-1980, valuable US (and Canadian) material in four binders; 

#490 complete roll of 500; four unexploded booklets of #424d (16 panes each); #859-863 complete matched position set of 
Famous Americans plate blocks (296 blocks); Bank Notes including an unused plate number strip of 10; Washington-Franklins 
including coils with line pairs, imperforate blocks, and vending private perforations; #572 unused block of 6; Shanghai (#K1-
K18) complete unused; #630 never hinged (perforation separation noted); multiple Prexie plate blocks through $1 Wilson; unused 
and used singles and souvenir sheets from 1912-47 on White Ace pages; Airmail on White Ace pages from 1941-93; Special 
Delivery (including covers), Certified Mail on cover, Postage Due, Special Handling, Parcel Post, Official Mail, and Airmail 
unexploded booklets from #C10a forward; several hundred Revenue stamps including Bank Check, Certificate, Conveyance, Entry 
of Goods, Foreign Exchange, Life Insurance, Inland Exchange, Mortgage, Proprietary, Playing Cards, Stock Transfer, Silver Tax, 
Narcotics, War Savings Bonds, Documentary, and more than 100 Canadian Revenues; considerable interesting items, Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1041   U.S., Stupendous Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-1976, A Scott National album which draws you in from the very first page, from 

the 1851 issue on through the Washington/Franklins and beyond. Very strong in most areas, even with some duplication for better 
items. Unused Columbians up to the 50¢, solid Small Bureau & 1902 issues, and some nice Ducks too. There was some wishful 
thinking on behalf of the collector, as some mounted as special printings are obviously not, and the two suspicious-looking bears on 
the Provisional page, but nevertheless plenty of other goodies to draw upon. For those of you keeping score at home, here is just a 
sampling of cat #’s unused #37-38, 73, 78, 92, 113, 117, 145-48, 150-51, 156-58, 189, 208-11, 212-16, 214 (2 never hinged pairs), 
219-24, 226-27, 229, 230-40, 284 (w/plate #), 285-88, 290, 294-99, 303-06, 308-09, 323-27, 328-30, 369, 573 (never hinged), 
658-68, 679 (never hinged) and used 112, 119, 218, 291. Like I said, just a sampling; you can view numerous scans online, but 
better yet, make an appointment to view this in person, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections - 

1042   Mostly Used Classic Collection, 1847-1932, On gorgeous, gold-framed oversized album pages from 1930s Germany, a very 
impressive U.S. collection; and judging from so many stamps displaying a deep, rich color, it is probably safe to say that this 
collection hasn’t seen the light of day for quite some time! Glorious Bank Notes, 1869 issue, Columbians, first & second bureau 
issues, the Trans-Mississippians, all with color seemingly jumping off the page. Some of the better used by number, #1, 69-71, 75-
76, 96, 98, 115-17, 119-21, 240-42, 244-45, 285-92, 313, J1-7, J27, O25-34 and many more. The mint present here is either lacking 
gum or is stuck down on the page; this includes 230-41, 268-71, 273-74, 294-99, E3. Nevertheless, a collection to be cherished and 
entirely viewable online. A few damaged, but generally Fine to Very Fine, over $27,000 in Scott CV for sound stamps. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
1043   Mostly Used Estate Balance, 1847-1959, Four collections in three albums and on a set of pages, the highlight without question a 

Scott National with many better items, the best of the best being used #1-2, 17-18, 25 (block of four), 27-28, 38, 70a, 119-21, 191, 
277-78, an outstanding selection of 1867 grill varieties and plenty more. Some very good quality items on offer here; over $34,000 
in Scott CV, generally Fine to Very Fine, scans available online. (photo on web site) .................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1044   U.S., Mostly 1930s & Early 1940s Cacheted FDCs, 1924-76, Extremely comprehensive overview of cacheted First Day covers, 

the vast majority pre-WWII with a particular focus on 1932-44; housed in 18 cover albums with around 2,000 FDCs and many 
better items, from #617-19 (among the very few uncacheted) to numerous “Reds” and better airmails, not to mention many 
complete sets, like the 1934 National Parks, 1936-37 Army/Navy, and 1940 Famous Americans; among the various cachet makers, 
Anderson, Aubry, Bronesky, Dyer, Grimsland, Gundel, Kapner, Linprint, Pavois and many others, generally Fine to Very Fine, a 
portion of the collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 62 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States General Collections
1045   U.S., “Get into Position” Imperf Plate, Arrow & Corner Blocks, 1903-26, Over 200 mint blocks with some never hinged; many 

complete sets of all four positions for plate number, arrow and/or corner blocks. Highlights include #314, 320, 320b, 368, 371, 373, 
575, 577 (with star), 611 and a cross gutter block of 16 of #631. Very fresh appearance, and generally Fine to Very Fine, entirely 
viewable online. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
1046   U.S., Revelatory Revenue Collection, 1862-1963, Magnificent holding encompassing most areas covered by Scott and beyond. 

A generous offering of first and second issue internal revenues and subsequent documentary issues. Proprietary stamps are also 
very well represented, as are future delivery, stock transfers, consular service fees, customs fees, potato tax, playing cards, silver 
tax, wines, tobacco, and more; even some state tax stamps and private die proprietary. For those keeping score at home, here are 
the Scott #’s (used unless otherwise noted): R2c, R17 (NG), R19a, R21, R32a, R79c, R80c (with cert), R83c, R87c, R90c, R97c, 
R97e, R98a, R98c, R100c, R101c, R119, R128, R172 (mint), R177, R183, R198 (mint), R216 (mint), R291 (mint), R293, R332, 
R334 (perf initials), R338 (perf initials & with cert), R683-84 (mint with receipt tab), RB65-73 (some NH), RE56-57, RE142 
(mint), RE148 (mint), RE156 (mint), RE158 (mint), RE163-65 (mint), RE197 (mint), RE202 (mint), REA194-95 (mint), REA 197 
(mint), RG80 (cut cancel), RG94 (mint), RG123-25 (mint), RK1-2, RK8-9, RK15, RK33, RL8, RS161, RV24 (NH), WS2 (mint). 
If you’re a U.S. collector and always wanted to start a revenue collection, here’s your chance to get off to a blazing start! Condition 
varies but on the whole, Fine to Very Fine, Entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States General Collections
1047   U.S., Fourth Bureau Issue in Singles and Plate Blocks, 1922-31, Virtually complete definitive series in singles and blocks 

of four, most also with plate number and the vast majority with very useful duplication. Much of it never-hinged, and largely 
unchecked for plate varieties and scarcer plate numbers. Coils in pairs and strips of various lengths, some with line. Highlights 
include the following blocks of four #551-73, 578-79, 581-91, plate blocks of six 556, 558-59, 563-67, 569, 575 (block of 24), 
plate blocks of four 581-82, 584-88, 590, 622-23, 692-701. Complete booklet (BK68) also present. Very attractive collection with 
fresh colors abound, generally Fine to Very Fine or better, CV around $22,000; collection may be viewed online. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States General Collections
1048   U.S., Outstanding Collection of Classics, 1857-1939, In clear mounts on album pages, a strikingly beautiful collection with a 

number of very scarce stamps including #28A, the 5¢ Indian Red with certificate; other valuable items as mounted include 27, 28b 
(with cert), 67a, 134-39 (138 with cert), 141 (with cert), 144 (with cert), 145-53, 155, 156-63, 166, 191, 208, 218, 230-40, 248-61A 
(261A with cert), 263 (with cert), 264-78, 369, E1-5. Also note Bank Notes predominantly with fancy cancels; lot viewable entirely 
online, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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United States: General Collections

1049   Mostly Used Classics, 1851-1902, The Jim Avery Collection, a comprehensive and informative study of the Banknote issues 
and their cancellations; annotated with numerous illustrations, we get a good glimpse at the many stamp varieties and various 
cancellations utilized at the time; also 18 covers each detailing its usage and cancellation A second volume covers other definitive 
issues from 1851-1902 and throughout this lot, you will encounter many better items, like used #71, 76 (4), 78 (4), 90, 95 (2), 96, 
97 (2), 98, 100, 112 (2), 115 (4), 117 (4), 119 (7), 151-53, 154 (2), 163, 165 (2), 191, 218 (2) and many more. Only a few unused, 
but they’re good ones! - 73 (partial gum), 115 (no gum), 150 (no gum). Scott CV over $31,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, all 
pages with stamps viewable online. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States General Collections
1050   U.S., Mostly Mint Collections in 21 Albums, 1855-1991, Yes, you read correctly, 21 albums from a variety of publishers; Scott, 

Harris, Minkus, Schaubek, Ka-Be, Lindner, Davo, etc. with mostly mint collections, but an excellent selection of used classics as 
well, among them #68, 69, 73, 76, 229, 230-40, 294-99, 311, 323-27, 404, C1-6, E1 (2), O122 and a wide range of Bank Notes & 
Washington/Franklins. And as I mentioned, a whole lotta mint with many better too, like 229, 285-90, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 369 
(LH), 403, 523, 548-50 (NH), 658-79, 803-34, 839-51 (line pairs), C6, C18, E3, E7 and many more. Some images available online, 
but personal inspection is still recommended. Some condition issues as expected but overall, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 103 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
1051   U.S., Dynamite Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-1985, Initially a mix of mint & used, but entirely mint from 1928 onwards, this 

very clean collection in a Scott National has all stamps in black mounts. Many of the scarcer Bank Notes are here, including some 
mint, and maintains its strength throughout the standard issues, with nice additions, like most coils & imperfs in pairs, many with 
line, and later often with plate number. Among the better mint, we have #113-114, 119, 211, 212, 215, 219D, 226, 228, 230-237, 
275, 285-290, 310, 320 (never hinged pair), 323-327, 369, 400, 630 (never hinged), 658-679 (most lightly hinged or never hinged). 
Better used stamps include #112, 115-116, 119, 217, 291, 311, 404, C1-C3, E1. Some images online, but the collection can also be 
viewed in person. As expected, condition does vary early on, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
1052   U.S., Mostly Mint B-O-B Plate Number Singles, Strips & Blocks, 1902-54, Absolutely amazing collection of mostly mint 

back-of-the-book in singles, strips & blocks, virtually all with attached plate number and arranged numerically. In three binders, 
volume 1 covers airmails from C3//C24, volume 2 with special delivery from E6//E21, as well as a copious amount of postage 
dues. Volume 3 continues to impress with registration, special handling, parcel post, hunting permit, postal savings, some Shanghai 
overprints and more. Rarely seen in this quantity and hard to duplicate, generally Fine to Very Fine, this collection can be viewed 
in its entirety online. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
1053   United States Collection, 1847-1948, mostly used in a moderately well-filled Scott National album with a useful Back-of-the-

Book section; we note #1 used and then very mixed condition used 19th century singles including high values, Bank Notes to 
90¢, early Bureaus with dollar values, Columbians with dollar values, 20th century commemoratives, definitives, Washington-
Franklins; the Airmail section features #C13 mint, C14 used, C15 mint (thinned), assorted mostly used Special Delivery, Postage 
Dues and Officials, mint Shanghais, and ending with First Issue Revenues and some early used Federal Duck Stamps; very mixed 
condition with some space-filler quality noted, VG-VF, viewing of this collection with enormous catalog value a must. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
1054   Mirror Mint/Used Collection, 1851-1989, collector endeavored to have a page of unused followed by the same page of postally 

used starting with Columbians; used include #9, 24, 36, 64, 69-71, 75, 77, 78, 97, 112-117, 119, 182-191, 291 and strong 
Officials; unused include # 218, 228, 240, 242 ($1,050), 330, 423, 551-573, Kansas Nebraska, C1-C12, and C16-C125; bonus 
collection 55 unused and signed Federal Ducks, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1055   U.S., The Mother of First Day Cover Lots, 1930s-2014, In over 80 albums and so many shoeboxes, even Imelda Marcos would 

have been jealous, we have what must be at least 20,000+ FDCs. What sets this apart is not just sheer quantity, but the variety of 
cachets; yes, the usual suspects are here - Artcraft, Artmaster, Fleetwood and a lot of Colorano silk cachets too, but scores of others 
as well. One album has over 50 different cachets alone of the 1993 Elvis stamp. Some beautiful commercially-released collections 
as well, like the “Wildflowers of America” from the Postal Commemorative Society and the “Birds & Flowers of the 50 States” 
from Fleetwood. There are oversized enveloped for mini-sheets and larger souvenir sheets, cachets with gold replicas, some postal 
stationery and numerous FDCs in unopened packs from the USPS. A perfect lot for the reseller or for someone waiting to break 
into the exciting field of first day cover collecting, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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United States: General Collections - 

1056   U.S., Mostly Mint Plate Number Singles & Strips, 1894-1903, Magnificent and seldom seen in this quantity, two binders filled 
with first and second bureau issues in singles and mostly strips of three, virtually all with attached plate number and arranged 
numerically. A lot of never hinged too adding to the already enormous catalogue value. Condition varies, but mostly Fine to Very 
Fine, this collection can be viewed in its entirety online. (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1057   U.S., Mostly Mint Remainder Collection, 1851-1980s, Don’t let the word “remainder” turn you off; there’s more than enough 

here to excite any U.S. collector, beginning with a counter book of over 170 pages of choice material, among which you will find 
mint #288, 290 (3, one NH), 297 (NH), 323-27, 329 (NH), 330, 658-68, 834, E7 (NH block of 4), Q11, RW1, RW9, RW15, RW19, 
RW20, and the following used, 36, 68, 73, 76, 87, 112, 113, 115, 116, 117 (2), 118, 119, 229, 311. There’s also a stockbook with an 
excellent selection of mint airmails, such as C1 (3, one NH), C2 (2), C3 (5, one NH), C3 (used block of 4), C4 (3), C5 (3), C6, C13 
(NH), C14, C18 (2, one NH). In addition to a collection of mint PNCs, mostly Transportation issue in strips of 5 with varying plate 
numbers, there are a number of stocksheets with better mint & used, like the Columbian, Trans-Mississippi, and Pan-American 
issues. Most everything has been imaged, so please take a look online. Some condition issues as expected, but on the whole, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1058   Intriguing Two-Volume Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1976, the mint in a Minuteman album, the used in a National; mint starts 

with a couple low value Pan-Americans, and is near-complete for 1923-76, with better including complete Louisiana Purchase, 
1909 Commemoratives (less #369), Pilgrims, Kansas complete, Nebraska through the 6¢, #C1-C11, C18, and more besides, along 
with a great used run of #RW3-RW42 plus never hinged plate number singles of #RW43 and RW44; the used is a truly impressive 
sight, starting with a red grid-cancelled four-margined #1, a pretty #67 along with other 1861 Issues in shades, a few grills, a well-
centered #121, nice Bank Notes (including #220a and 220c) with an array of cancels, Columbians to the 30¢, Trans-Mississippi 
to 10¢, complete Pan-Americans, Second Bureau to the 50¢, a range of Washington-Franklins (some perforated by Schermack, 
some pre-canceled, numerous pairs) and, for all intents and purposes, complete from the Fourth Bureau Issue on (Prexies including 
#832g) through 1973, with solid Back-of-the-Book including a nicely centered #F1, complete Special Deliveries, some Dues, cut 
squares, Revenues and more; an impressive collection on which to build—or to pull from to fill your album’s empty spaces, Fine 
to Very Fine with better throughout, set aside time to review; this one won’t disappoint. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1059   Postally Used Exemplar Collection, 1847-1973, virtually without exception, this collector curated beautiful centering and 

cancels in a Kabe album; includes Scott #1 (on piece), 9, 15, 17, 30A, 36, 37, 69, 70, 71, 75, 112, 115-120, extensive Banknotes, 
Columbian through $1, 276-278, 291, 311, 312, Washington Franklins including used coil pairs, 523, C15, PR1-15, PR17, PR20, 
PR21, and PR114-PR125; a number should be considered for grading, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1060   United States Collection, 1851-1965, neat generally fresh collection of commemoratives and definitives in a Scott National album 

with the 19th century issues primarily used and the 20th generally mint with good number never hinged after 1920; premium issues 
throughout highlighted by #7 used, 10A used, 15 used, 17 used, 76 used, 78 used, useful selection of used Grilled issues, #112-
117 used, 119 used, attractive Bank Notes to 90¢ issues and with some fancy cancels, #219-229 used, 236 never hinged, 246-260 
used, 268-276A used, 288 mint, 290 mint, mint/used Washington-Franklins to dollar values including some coil pairs and line 
pairs, mostly complete from #551 on with many never hinged, etc.; many of the classic period imperfs are with full margins and 
the perforated issues are generally well-centered, generally Fine to Very Fine, and an ideal foundation collection. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1061   Better Pages from US Classic Collections, 1847-1965, collection on Lighthouse hingeless pages including used #1 (4 margin 

with red cancel), 25, 37, 70, 71, 72, 76, 78, 112-117, 119, 230-240 and Federal Ducks (first three unused); unused include 293, 
294-299, strong Washington Franklins, 551-573, Kansas Nebraska, Prexies, fairly complete through 1965; Back of Book includes 
Airmail to 1963 (except C13-C15), Special Delivery (except E10), Parcel Post Postage Due, Special Handling, and Parcel Post; 
a classic collection on Scott National pages postally used with better centering throughout including #24, 35, 68, 69, 73, 76, 77, 
78, 113-116, attractive Banknotes, selection of Washington Franklin and Bureau issues; Thorp & Martin pages with #17, 24, 25, 
33, 69, 78, 112, 117, 119, 151, 162, and some Washington Frankins, as well unused including 178, 207, 211, 217, 251 and 253; 
White Ace pages with Parcel post used, Parcel Post Postage Due, Special Handling, Columbians unused to 15¢ with 30¢ and 50¢ 
used; black stock pages with Columbians unused to 30¢, 571-573 unused; custom pages with unused Kansas Nebraska, Famous 
Americans, National Parks blocks (perforated and inperforate), and some National Park imperforate plate blocks; plenty of meat 
with very little gristle; catalog exceeds $23,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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United States: General Collections

1062   Almost All Never Hinged Premium Items with Certificates, 1857-1921, For those of you who like collecting certificates as 
much as stamps, do we have a lot for you! Almost all PF certified, a collection of almost all never hinged items taken from blocks 
or strips of various sizes for which the certs were issued, yet stamps are nevertheless identifiable. Plenty of high-end material, like 
#26 (block of 4 hinged only on selvage), 219D, 248 (block of 4), 279Bc (6), 295 (block of 8), 299 (2, one with plate number), 325 
(3), 400 (3), 403, 435 (block of 4), 480, 546 (pair), C2, JQ5 (2) and more. Also includes #514, the only items without cert, in blocks 
of 4 (with plate number), 12 & 15, generally Fine to Very Fine, lot imaged in full. (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1063   U.S., Mostly Mint Plate Number Singles, Strips & Blocks, 1902-1920, Outstanding offering of mostly mint singles, pairs, strips 

of three, and blocks ranging from four to ten, including some booklets in three binders; a few pages of 1902 issue, but mostly 
Washington/Franklins, virtually all with attached plate number and arranged numerically. Singles rarely seen in this quantity; 
in addition, some used along with precancels and some never hinged too, as well as a page of different monograms in selvage, 
generally Fine to Very Fine, this collection can be viewed in its entirety online. (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1064   U.S., Face Value Lot with Premium Items, 1904-90s, Mint sheet files with full & partial sheets ranging from 3¢ to 33¢ and many 

100’s of plate blocks both loose and in an impressive collection housed in five albums and nearly complete from the 1930s-1968. 
There are some block files which have plate blocks stuck down on the glassine, but thankfully this is only a small portion of the 
lot and does not have seem to affected the premium items mostly located in the albums and on stockcards. Some of the better plate 
blocks include #323, 548, 567, 569-71, 610, 628, 649-50, 704-15, 740-49, 756-65, 832-34 (center line), 859-93, 906, C2, C7-9, 
C11, C16-17, C20-22, C24, C31 and many more. Other blocks without plate number worthy of inclusion are 572-73, C1, C3, C4-
6. Many 100’s in face and many nice items to add to your collection. A few scans viewable online, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 38 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1065   Mostly Used Bank Note Bonanza, 1870-83, On Scott album pages, a nearly complete set of Bank Notes from National, Continental 

and American; as mounted, used #134-41, 143 (with APS cert), 144, 149, 151-55 (155 with PF certificate), 162-63, 165-66, 191 
and many other better; and not just the stamps, but better cancels too. A few additional pages of shade variations and cancellation 
types, as well as a page of proofs. Some flaws as expected, but overall Fine to Very Fine, CV around $18,000; entire lot viewable 
online. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1066   U.S., Premium Mint Sheet Collection, 1923-54, Over 200 full and partial sheets in mint sheet folders with many better values; 

full sheets include the Washington Bicentennial issue #705 (2), 708, 709, 710 (3), 711, 712, 713, 714, the National Parks complete 
with numerous duplicates, #740 (6), 741 (4), 742 (2), 743, 744 (4), 745 (2), 746 (2), 747 (3), 748 (2), 749 (3), most of the 1940 
Famous Americans, among them #872-73, 877-78, 882-83, 887-88, 892-93, the Overrun Countries 909-19, some in duplication 
like #909 (6), 910 (9), 911 (6), 912 (4), and some nice B-O-B, such as C25-29, CE2, E15, E17, FA1, J104. Other better include 
610, 718, 734 (2), 789 (3), 794 (5) as well as some partial sheets of note, like 671 (block of 24), 715 (block of 66), 868 (block of 
50), 906 (block of 30), C20 (block of 45), C22 (block of 10), C30 (block of 20), C31 (block of 10), E14 (block of 48), E16 (block 
of 49), E18 (block of 49). CV exceeds $12,000 without taking plate numbers into consideration. Some separation here and there as 
expected, but Fine to Very Fine and NH. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1067   U.S., Superb Air Mail Plate Block Collection, 1918-2011, Quite a few from the 1980’s & 1990’s are missing, but more importantly 

#C1-6 are all here and nicely centered. C1 & C2 are blocks of six with plate number & arrow and both NH. C3 is a block of 12 
with two plate numbers, arrow and two “TOP”, with two stamps having slightly disturbed gum. C4-6 are all blocks of six with C4 
(NH), C5 (2 stamps LH), C6 (1 stamp LH). Another high-demand plate block of six is that of C18, here just 1 stamp with disturbed 
gum. C22 & C24 (NH) are two other plate blocks of note. This entire collection has been imaged and is available online, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1068   U.S., Mint & Used Collections, 1855-2001, Another super-sized U.S. collection lot, this one with a counter book, 5 stockbooks, 

and 31 albums in all from many well-known publishers like Scott, Minkus, White Ace, including hingeless volumes from Davo, 
SAFE, Lighthouse (pages only), and Lindner (pages only). Plenty of mint with additional plate blocks, mint sheets and booklets 
adding up if you’re counting face, but many fine used to mention as well, like #68, 70, 73, 76, 77, 112-17, 119, 230-40, 658-79. 
Many covers too, such as an album with a complete set of Famous Americans and another with over 80 U.N. covers, mostly 
Vienna FDCs. Other nice surprises like a scattering of revenues and an attractive Christmas Seal collection with many better items. 
Condition varies as expected with a lot this large, but generally, Fine to Very Fine, Personal inspection highly recommended. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 157 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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United States: General Collections - 

1069   U.S., Mostly Mint Stock with Premium Items, 1869-1991, A red box filled to the max with “102” cards, almost all mint U.S. 
stock from #401 to 2540, as well as a counter book with numerous premium items, among them mint 294-99, 314 block of four 
(NH), 320 block of four (NH), 328 block of four, 340, 346 plate with imprint block of six, 352 (NH), 353, 354 (LH), 357 (NH), 
579 plate block of four with star (NH), 599A, F1 plate with imprint block of ten. Some nice used stamps as well, such as 72 with 
fancy cancel (small thin), 112 (2), 113 (3), 115, 116, 117, 119, 217-18. Also, hundreds of plate blocks in glassines and in mint block 
files, Condition varies, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 11 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1070   United States Collection, 1861-1946, mixed mint, unused and used in a Scott National album with better issues sprinkled 

throughout, including #236-237 mint, 239-245 mint or unused, 289 mint, assorted mostly mint Washington-Franklins, 571-572 
mint, 658-679 mint, C1-C6 mint (#C3 without gum), C13 mint, etc.; mixed condition, most Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1071   Train & Depot Picture Postcard Collection, 1900-90, approximately 2,200 vintage to modern picture postcards, plus postcard-

sized photographs showing trains and depots, alphabetically organized for the most part and housed in four loaded three-ring 
binders; spanning the major railways of the United States, the majority of the picture post cards are linen but with some older real 
photos; disaster/train wrecks, interior views, street scenes, and a couple of better “Large Letters” noted as well; condition always 
varies in a lot of this size, the majority Fine to Very Fine, it has to be said - All Aboard! Shipping charges apply - weight 34.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1072   Postally Used US Collection, 1857-1980, unusual gems in a rather straightforward holding of two Lighthouse and a Harris 

Liberty album; includes #69, 70, 71, 75, 78, 112, 113, 116, 117, 119, 240, 291, 630 (hinged) extensive Banknotes, 4th Bureau to 
90¢, Columbians to 50&cent (damaged $2 not counted), Trans Mississippi to 50¢, strong Washington Franklins, Kansas Nebraska 
complete and on through 1980; also extensive Back of Book including most Airmail (no C13-C15), Parcel Post complete, strong 
Officials and Shanghai surcharge K1, K2, K12 ($230), K13 ($325), K14 ($275), K15 ($1,000), and K16 ($750), as well as nice 
First Issue Revenues; box of envelopes includes 4 Hindenburg flown (two from the US and two from Germany), better FAM and 
early Canadian first flights, and some mint postal stationery, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1073   U.S., Mostly Modern Duck Stamps, 1948-2010, With the exception of a handful of pre-1990, almost all modern-day hunting 

permit stamps with a dozen full sheets from 1993//2006 and seven self-adhesive panes of one from 2000//2010, each pane in 
multiples of four, mostly Very Fine, duck season is officially open! (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

United States General Collections
1074   U.S., A Useful Mint Collection, 1857-1940.  Presented in black mounts in a beautiful Palo album with slipcase. Includes 

several hundred mint stamps including the 1¢ to $1 Columbians, a nice set of C1-C6 airmails, plus a mint 65¢ Zeppelin and 50¢ 
Century of Progress Zeppelin. Many more useful stamps are present. Condition, especially on the early issues, is a bit mixed 
with some without gum and faulty, later issues improve to more Fine to Very Fine, not counting space fillers and one used stamp.  
Scott $11,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ............................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

United States General Collections
1075   U.S., 500+ Mint Sheets & 100’s of Plate Blocks, 1924-77, A total of 21 mint sheet folders with full sheets up until 1968 and 

featuring many better, such as #615, 617-18, 627, 629, 635, 694, 709, 740-49, 785-94, 821, 827, 855, 882, 887, 906, 909-21, C8, 
C16, C29-31, C42-44, C57, C66, CE2, R733. Well over 500 in all with almost no duplication, and 100’s of plate blocks as well up 
until 1977 easily surpassing $900 in face for this lot, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

United States General Collections
1076   U.S., Premium Plate Block Collection, 1890-1952, Beginning with three gorgeous plate number strips of 10 with imprint of 

#219, 264 & 279, all of which appear never-hinged. Plate blocks of 6 carrying some serious catalogue value include 268 (NH), 
301 (VLH), 302 (NH), 319, 537 (2, one NH), 616 (NH), 618-19 (5¢ NH). There are also plate blocks of the Hawaii overprints, 
numerous red commemoratives, Prexies up to $2, complete Famous Americans, the China Clipper set, 15 plates of C46 and much 
more. Well over 300 plate blocks in all, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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United States: General Collections

1077   United States Assortment, 1846-1920s, mostly 19th century sets and singles with almost all on Gold Medal Mail Sales (remember 
them?) lotting pages, the lots ranged from a single item to a selection of mint and used singles; leafing through the cards we note 
some premium as #10X1 unused (2), 1 used, 12 used, 17 used, 30A used, 91 used (cancel removed, PF certificate), 112-113 single 
frankings on cover, 120-121 used, 238 never hinged, 276 used, etc., plus a handful of Locals and Confederate States; usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF, well worth a close look. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1078   United States Premium Assortment, variety of 19th and 20th century mint and used singles plus a handful of covers, all in dealer 

display pages; virtually every item worth mentiong but the highlights include #22 used (PF certificate), 30A used vertical strip 
of three (natural straight edge), 64 used, 64b used, 75 with pen cancel used as Revenue, 83 on cover (Holcombe certificate), 139 
used (reperforated), 234 never hinged, 299 mint, 400 never hinged, 578 block never hinged, C5-C6 mint, E12 XF never hinged, 
PR76 mint, etc., plus useful assortment of 19th century fancy cancels including Waterbury Conn “Circle of Diamonds” on 3¢ 
entire, some 1930s/50s issues never hinged with graded 98 PSAG certificate, etc.; some small faults but generally fresh and F-VF. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1079   Specialist Color Reference Collection, 1851-1935, mint and used in a Scott National album; this specialist curated beautiful 

examples and annotated color shades; used include #14, 24, 69, 78, 85, 94-96, 112-117, 119, Banknote cancel study, 218, 276A, 
and 291; unused include early booklet panes, Washington Franklins, 630, Kansas Nebraska, Special Printing including guide pairs 
and gutter pairs, and Prexies including LP coils; a pleasure for the winning bidder, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1080   US, Optimum Officials Collection of Mint & Used, 1873-2009 (Scott O1//O163), highly complete collection which includes 

mostly used, missing only O69-71; O94; O113 as mounted; unused/mint are: O2-3; O6-7; O9; O12-14; O21; O25; O27; O59; O61; 
O63; O63TC; O66-68; O103 (PSE cert), faults as one might expect, maybe a tad more so than we would all like, but usefull and 
valuable, just the highlights unused catalog over $10,000, imaged fully so have a peak or sneak in and view it, Fine or better in 
most cases. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1081   U.S., “Going Postal” Stationery Collection, 1873-2013, Substantial holding of postal stationery in seven boxes with at least 

7,000 envelopes/cards, probably much more. An excellent mint postal card collection with many better, the best of the best being 
#UX1, UX3, UX5 and the seldom-seen UZ1. Five stockbooks house mostly used postal cards, but the remaining 7,000 or so are 
virtually all-mint, from over 50 postal card packs from USPS still sealed, to some uncut sheets, stacks of unfolded aerogrammes 
and postal reply cards, and various sized envelopes with mild to heavy duplication. A fantastic start for someone who wants to 
break into this neglected branch of philately, and enough stock here to resell and pay back your winning bid! Generally Fine to 
Very Fine, Portion of the postal card collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 81 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1082   Several Better US Singles Collections, 1920-1993, 16 albums of beautifully presented US unused singles; Scott National 1929-

1987 with the souvenir sheets but no Prexies; Safe hingeless 1920-1940 fairly complete commemoratives including Airmail 
(C19-C74); Schaubek hingeless 1934-1976 complete with Special Printing gutters, Prexies, Prominent Americans, and Airmail 
C20-C80; Scott Specialty Series Airmail C7-C12, C20-C98, Special Delivery used E2, E5, E6, E8 & E9, Parcel Post Q1-Q5 
unused, RW25-RW27, and dozens of exquisite cut squares including U102 and U204; Schaubek hingeless 1935-1976 about 
2/3rds complete; Scott pages with 1935-1973 complete; Scott Minuteman 1973-1995; Scott Platinum Series 1977-1984; Schaubek 
hingeless 1977-1993 mostly complete; Safe hingeless 1970-1984 mostly complete; Safe hingeless 1968-2006 regular issues (about 
half complete); Schaubek hingeless 1977-1993 (2/3rds done); essentially new Scott National that has 100 used commemorates in 
mounts; Scott Platinum 1984-1994 complete; Lighthouse Leuchtturm hingeless 1965-1987 (90% complete); and Scott Platinum 
1965-1976 complete; add in a stock book of additional modern US; wonderful albums with many stamps that could be graded; 
these show very well and would be great for internet sales, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 85 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1083   U.S., Choice Cover Lot, 1842-1934, Over 140 covers in all with many better stamps, such as #9, 14, 17 (pair) to London, 115 

on an 1870 cover from Portland, Maine to France, and E1. A number of stampless covers from the mid-19th century, as well as 
Confederate States including #1 & 6 on one cover. Very attractive FDC with the entire Washington Bicentennial issue (704-15) on 
one cover. Some other intriguing covers too, like F1 used on a cover sent to a German-language newspaper publisher in Cincinnati, 
and #409 cancelled on board the Taisei Maru, a Japanese training ship making its only U.S. port of call in 1934 in Portland, Oregon, 
generally Fine to Very Fine, multiple images available online. (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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United States: General Collections - 

1084   U.S., Meaty Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1981, In a Scott National all in black mounts and mostly used up until 1922, then 
almost all mint thereafter. An excellent range of classics include the following used as mounted, #1, 7, 36, 37, 68-71, 76-78, 87, 92, 
97-98, 115-18, 134, 151, 153-55, 162, 166, 182-91, 208, 212-28, 219-29, 230-41, 658-79. Noteworthy mint include 112 (no gum), 
119 (no gum), 152 (no gum), 327, 630. As a bonus, there’s a #2 which appears to be unused. With the exception of mint C1-12 & 
C16-31, not much else in B-O-B, but this should in no way detract from this collection and its strong showing of classics, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, pages from 1847-1902 viewable online. (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1085   Extensive Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1902-2019, marvelous collection of booklet panes in three White Ace binders 

with cases and complete booklets in five counter books; panes include Scott 279 H ($500), 301c NH ($950), 319g H ($125), 331a 
NH ($300), 332a NH ($240), two 331a with/PL# ($225), 374a H ($125), 405b NH ($110), 583a H ($110), and C10a NH ($115); 
unexploded booklets BK54, BK56, BK75, and BK94 ($350); hundreds of different panes and complete booklets (some mild 
duplication); nice selection of partial plate numbers and dull vs shiny gum; consignor catalog value $9,500+, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 20.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1086   U.S., Mint & Used Collections in Albums, 1893-2019, Six separate collections, one all mint from 1933-2007 in three Minkus 

American Commemorative albums with all stamps in mounts. Very nearly complete with only a few missing. Many added booklet 
panes and mini-sheets from the 1990s on amounting to some serious face value estimated at around $900. Another mint collection, 
this time in a 2-volume Scott National has very few stamps before 1930, but from 1940-99 it is very nearly complete, with not only 
over $800 in face, but some scarcer modern issues like the Legends of the West recalled sheet and the Bugs Bunny pane without 
die cutting, as well as most coils from 80’s & 90’s in pairs or strips of 3 with plate numbers. A 3-volume set from Minkus houses an 
all-used collection from 1935-2019. Only a few missing up to 1987 but still extremely well-filled from then on. Yet another Minkus 
set, this one in three volumes and covering mint postal stationery from 1893-1998; nearly complete from 1960-93 with envelope 
entires, postal cards, aerograms and official mail. The fifth collection is an American Bicentennial Commemorative album in two 
volumes, a worldwide mint collection featuring stamps & souvenir sheets from the mid-70’s honoring America’s 200th birthday; 
extensive British Commonwealth, Latin America, etc., and best of all, it too is almost complete. And lastly, another mint collection 
with well over $300 in face from 1935-96 bringing the total face value in this lot to over $2000, but I would rather look at this last 
one as a collection, because not only does it have some better stamps, like a complete set of Prexies and a number of Ducks, but it 
is housed in perhaps the finest album available for U.S. collectors, the Scott Platinum Hingeless Series, here in pristine condition 
and in five volumes, Almost all Fine to Very Fine, A quick flip of four volumes are viewable online to give you a feel for the level 
of completeness. Shipping charges apply - weight 98.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1087   U.S., Minkus Mostly Mint Collection, 1855-1984, Very clean 2-volume Minkus set, the majority of which are mint and in 

mounts. One volume is specifically for commemoratives (1893-1960) and includes many better mint sets & singles, such as #230-
37, 288, 294-98, 325, 330 (NH), 630 (NH) and almost complete Farley special printings including arrow blocks. The other volume 
has regular issues (1855-1984), as well as B-O-B, and includes the following mint 209, 551-73, 803-34, C1-2, C4-6, C18, F1, 
some ducks, and many additional booklet panes. A secondary, again mostly mint, collection in a Scott Minuteman album is also 
included, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Some scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1088   U.S., Extremely Useful Stock, 1855-1989, Eight Lighthouse stockbooks with much premium material and some duplication. 

1869 issue up to 30¢ used, a few very nice Bank Notes, the Columbians mint up to 15¢ and used up to 50¢, a half dozen Shanghai 
overprints, #C1-6 mint and much more. Also includes some revenues, possessions and some better modern-day issues, like mint 
express mail and PNCs, Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, A portion of this lot can be viewed online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 19 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1089   U.S., Precious Used Bank Notes, 1870-88, Very thorough collection on album pages, many with fancy cancels. Here’s a listing 

of some of the better as mounted and not checked for better grill varieties #134, 138, 139, 141, 144, 151-55, 162-63, 165-66, 191. 
Have a look for yourself as all pages have been imaged and are available online, Condition varies but mostly Fine or better. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

1090   Valuable Airmail Balance, 1918-2012, unused and used Airmail singles and 40+ better aviation related covers in a 3 ring binder; 
unused includes #C1, C2, and C13-C15 MNH; used include C1-C6, C13-C15, and C18; covers include C3 on first flight San 
Antonio to Mexico City, C6 Elko to New York, C4 on NY to Chicago RPO, Lindbergh “Horseshoe”, USS Akron Coast to Coast, 
Graf Zeppelin Los Angeles to Lakehurst, July 2 1937 USS Snapper Earhart, Jerrie Mock autographed carried Round the World, 
Century of Progress Official Stratophere Flight, and 1935 Cleveland to India via Baghdad; Zepps alone catalog $2,700, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1091   U.S., Mostly Mint Commemorative Plate Number Singles, Strips & Blocks, 1898-1923, Very enticing lot of commemoratives, 

from the Trans-Mississippians to the Harding Memorial issue, all on quadrille pages in singles, pairs, strips of three and four, and 
numerous blocks too, virtually all with attached plate number and arranged numerically. The only downside is that most mint are 
stuck to the page, but still a lot of better items intact including used. Entire collection viewable online, but personal inspection is 
highly recommended, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

United States General Collections
1092   U.S., Enticing Revenue Collection, 1862-1999, Some serious back-of-the-book here beginning with stockpages of Hunting 

Permit stamps complete from RW1-54, mostly mint without gum until 1947, then used with signature; including duplicates, 
over 70 ducks in total. On these same sheets you will find a nice sampling of private die proprietaries, telegraphs, test coils, state 
revenues, Cinderella labels and some post office seals. In the same binder are the revenue pages from the Scott National album 
with a reasonably well-filled collection of the 1st-3rd issues with many additional pairs, blocks and perfins, a decent amount of 
proprietary, future delivery and stock transfers, as well as wines, playing cards, potato tax, motor vehicle use, war savings and 
more, not to mention a very strong showing of officials; although not revenues, a very nice addition indeed! You’ll find used 
#O20-24, O27, O40-41, O83-93, O122 and mint O48 among many others. Another binder is home to 1000’s of sorted duplicates 
from the 1st issue to ducks, perfect for the reseller. The final binder houses revenues on documents, revenue stamped paper, old 
checks, receipts, etc. All in all, an excellent overview of American revenues, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Most of this collection 
is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1093   U.S., Minty Fresh Never Hinged Columbians, 1893-98, Numerous singles, pairs and blocks of the 1¢ & 2¢ denominations, 

as well as multiples of the 4¢ & 5¢. To sweeten the pot even more, the 1¢ value of the Trans-Mississippi issue is included with 
18 singles. Bright colors and nice centering for the majority and after intensive spot-checking, the entire lot appears to be never 
hinged, overall Fine to Very Fine or better, CV=$7,300; imaged in full. (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1094   U.S., “Let’s Face It” Face Value Lot, Over $2,440 in face, mostly full sheets with a lot of higher denominations including $1 to 

$5 range, which accounts for about $1000 of the total. Most in mint sheet folders, some still in original USPS packaging, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1095   Estate Accumulation, intact as received, included mounted collection in album offering a number of attractive classics such as a 

1847 5¢; a couple 1855-57 10¢; 1861 issue including 5¢ buff (#67), attractive 30¢, 90¢, beautiful 5¢ red brown (#75), #95, #98; 
1869 issue including 2¢, 10¢ and 15¢ unused; Bank Notes with values up to 90¢ including some very pretty singles; Pan-American 
and Louisiana Purchase sets, some Back-of-the-Book including #C13 mint; further group of Scott pages includes Columbians, 
Trans-Mississippis, and various mint later including White Plains sheet; two binders with duplicates in plastic pochettes not to be 
ignored as here we spotted both $1 and $2 Trans-Mississippis; stockpages with mint duplicates 1920s and on; significant catalog 
value in this lot with some very attractive singles to be found, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1096   Monster Modern Medley, ca. 1918-2000, mostly used (a feat for the modern in particular!), all mounted on pages in four 

thick, filled-to-the-gills binders; includes regular issues, of course, but also Back-of-the-Book including Airs, Dues, a page or 
two of Revenue Stamped Paper, a binder of envelope and postal card cut squares (a few entires) including decent 19th century, 
a binder of Christmas Seals (essentially complete from 1907’s #WX1), etc.; highlights (used, unless noted) such as Kansas-
Nebraskas complete, #C1-C6, C13-C15, C18 (perfectly centered), an array of cancels on the cut squares including Baltimore blue 
and Waterbury floral, grids and fancies; a handful of covers including First Flights, etc.; a true labor of love, with a fair amount 
of mint face in the modern se-tenants, Fine to Very Fine or better, inspection invited; images online will give you the flavor of the 
collection. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
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1097   U.S., “The Reds are Coming!” Mint Sheet Collection, 1929-1932, No, we’re not being invaded; it’s the famous red 
commemoratives in full and partial sheets including the White Plains SS! Other full panes include #651 (8), 654 (22), 680 (7), 681 
(4), 689 (3), 703 (9). Approx. CV = $5,540 not taking plate numbers into consideration. #630 is hinged, otherwise all NH. Some 
separation as expected, mostly Fine to Very Fine, Collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

United States General Collections
1098   U.S., Mostly Mint Washington/Franklin Plate Number Singles & Blocks, 1917-20, Comprehensive collection in three binders 

of mostly mint singles, blocks and booklet panes, virtually all with attached plate number and arranged numerically. Singles rarely 
seen in this quantity; in addition, some used along with precancels and some never hinged too, generally Fine to Very Fine, this 
collection can be viewed in its entirety online. (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States General Collections
1099   Solid Mixed Unused/Used Collection, 1851-1972, old time collection hinged in a Scott National album; used include #7, 67, 

78, 112-115, 119, 292, 311; also good Back of Book including E1-E8, strong Officials, Parcel Post and Revenues; unused include 
#240, 327, 573, 658-668, 669-679, and C18; a lovely collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1100   U.S., Forever Imperforate Uncut Press Sheets, 2012-13, Now here’s a lot of modern mint where scarcity 

and catalogue value certainly outweigh the amount of face; nine “Forever” uncut press sheets, all imperforate; 
includes the following with the number of panes in each sheet. #4694a-97a & 4697c (6 panes each), 4710p (9 
panes), 4716g (16 panes), 4805a (6 panes), 4822g (3 folios), Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.  
Scott $3,047. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1101   Singles Collection in two volumes, 1893-1964, unused collection in Lindner hingeless and Scott Platinum hingleless albums; 

Lindner unused #230-237, 239, 286-290, 294-299, 323-327, 328-320, 630, 730, 731, and commemoratives complete 1935-1964; 
Platinum hingeless album, Special Printing gutter pairs and blocks, and complete 1935-1964; clean and useful, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1102   U.S., Mint Collection with Extensive Plate Number Coil Strips, 1918-2002, A nice and tidy collection in two Scott albums, the 

first covering 1923-99; well filled throughout and nearly complete into the late 80’s, with coils in singles and pairs. Speaking of 
coils, the second volume is a plate number coil collection from 1981-2002 with almost all in strips of five. As a bonus, a collection 
of B-O-B mostly hinged on Scott pages; airmails, special delivery, modern officials, computer vended postage, etc. Some better 
too, like #C1-6, C10a and more, including a Legends of the West recalled sheet. Some considerable face here, as well as catalogue 
value, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1103   U.S., Better FDCs with Abundant Prexies, 1929-83, Many hundreds of FDCs from a complete set of Prexies including coils and 

booklets with various cachets and healthy duplication to Famous American sets. And if there are any Yankee fans out there, we 
have well over 400 virtually all different FDCs of the 1983 Babe Ruth stamp including over 50 Z-Silk cachets! Some other covers 
of note include #855, 906 (15) with various cachets, C7, C10, C21, C22 and C21-22 on one cover, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
personal inspection welcomed. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1104   U.S., Mostly Mint Collection in Lighthouse Albums, 1851-1980, About 98% mint, two hingeless Lighthouse albums, one for 

commemoratives from 1893-1980, the other for Air Mail and Special Delivery. Better mint, like #327 & 630, but some of the 
best material is not in the album itself but on accompanying counter pages, such as used 10, 17, 33, 36, 117, 119 and some 
faulty yet still very worthwhile Columbians, overall generally Fine to Very Fine, images available online. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1105   Surprisingly Good Plate Block Collection, 1919-1972, decently complete plate block collection on Minkus pages in three 

binders; includes #343, 425, 537, 565, 569, 582, 583, 585, 614-616, 617-619, 622, 623, 647, 648, 658, 660, 704-714, National 
Parks and Special Printings, Prexies complete (832-834 are arrow blocks, plus 832g), Famous Americans, Overrun Countries, 
Liberty Series to $5 Hamilton, Prominent Americans to $5 Moore; $5,000 catalog in better blocks plus 1940-1972 figured at $225 
Face, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 24 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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United States: General Collections

1106   United States, Predominantly Mint, Specialists Collection 1935-1991, in two Lighthouse albums, starting with Farlies Follies 
and complete for all postions but for #771, including plate blocks, also Prexies complete with 832b, 832c and coil line pairs, a 
specialists page with six certificates of Overrun Countries: 909a; 909c; 910a (cert); 912 reversed block; 913a (cert);915a (cert); 
915b (cert); 916a; 917a; 918a pair; 919b; 920a (cert); 920b (graded GEM 100 cert); 1030-53, Airmails #C25 to 1991 plus offsets 
and #C66a, booklets, coils and $2.40 pane of 1989 Priority Mail stamp, J88-101 plus later Oficials, a nice useful collection with 
some interesting varieties and highly saleable items, generally Fine to Very Fine or better with what we checked was never hinged. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1107   U.S., Uncut Press Sheets, 1995-2017, Over 40 uncut press sheets in total, all U.S. except two, Canada #2772 & Great Britain 

1791-95. Total face for U.S. is in excess of $1,600, but it would be a shame to strictly use this for postage; there are some better 
items here, like the imperforate panes of the Inverted Jenny (4806b), Lady Bird Johnson (4716g), and Baseball All-Stars Ted 
Williams & Joe DiMaggio (4694a & 4697a). The catalogue value on this lot alone by simply multiplying the number of panes is 
approx. $5,600. Other press sheets include 2967, 3188, 3190, 3226, 3236, 3237, 3238-42, 3306, 3408, 3409-13, 3502, 3505, 3506, 
3510-19, 3523, 3534, 3694, 3772, 4074, 4143, 4159, 4198, 4471a, 4726, 4748m, 4788b, 4823f, 4846, 4915b, 4986a, 5009a, 5057a, 
5210a. An attractive edition to any U.S. collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.8 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1108   Plate Blocks, Get Your Plate Blocks Here, 1935-2019, lifetime collection in three Scott and nine Minkus Plate Block albums; 

Scott 1901-60 with plate blocks in clear mounts begining in 1935 and well-populated to the end, 1961-76 mostly complete, 
as is the last Scott album; Minkus 1920-37 has singles mounted from 1920-34, 1938-50 looks good (has singles for 50¢-$5 
Prexies), 1951-60, 1961-70, 1971-76, 1977-82, 1983-86 (and another 1983-85), and 1918-2000 Airmail fairly complete beginning 
in 1946; included are thousands of plate blocks and singles in glassines annotated with catalog numbers and retail prices between 
#551//2090; mint sheet file has plate number strips during the 6¢-10¢ era; storage issues causing some stuck fast and some lightly 
stuck which are usable, some unaffected; overall face value approximately $2,200; no returns, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 83 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1109   U.S., Famous American Plate Blocks in Multiple Packs, 1940, One red box crammed with plate blocks of the iconic Famous 

Americans set of 1940, #859-93. They’re all here ranging from sets of about 40 to as many as 100. The very few with hinge 
marks seem to have been exiled to separate glassines, as others appear all never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1110   U.S., Mostly Mint Plate Number Singles, Blocks, Booklets & Coils, 1922-32, Housed in two binders, the fourth bureau issue 

with excellent coverage of the flats and rotaries in singles and blocks, virtually all with attached plate number and arranged 
numerically. Numerous booklets and coil strips with joint line, and all with partially visible plate number. Rarely seen in this 
quantity, a lot to be savored here, generally Fine to Very Fine, this collection can be viewed in its entirety online. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1111   U.S., 1¢ Type IV (#9) Plating by Position, 1851, Arranged in a stockbook by plate position, nearly 80 copies of #9; five are in 

pairs, two strips of three, and one on piece; various cancels also noted including towns, grids, paid, etc. About 15-20 yet to be 
plated; waiting for the experienced collector to be expanded upon. Condition varies, but generally Fine, collection photographed 
in full. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1112   U.S., Beautiful 20th Century Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1935-2002.  Neatly mounted in six luxurious slipcased Scott hingeless 

albums (catalog values are noted in pencil on each page). Appears to be over 95% complete for the period, including the 1938 Presidential 
series and the 1954 Liberty series, plus loads and loads of commemoratives, souvenir sheets and airmail - yes, even your favorite Bugs 
Bunny souvenir sheet. Who could ask for more? A lovely way to start a flawless US collection, Fine to Very Fine or Very Fine throughout.  
Scott $6,100+. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1113   U.S., Mostly Mint Plate Number Singles & Blocks, 1917-1927, Fantastic holding of two binders filled with third and fourth 

bureau issues in singles and blocks ranging from four to eight, virtually all with attached plate number and arranged numerically. 
Singles rarely seen in this quantity; in addition, some used along with precancels and some never hinged too, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, this collection can be viewed in its entirety online. (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1114   U.S., Mostly 19th & Early 20th Century Covers, Over 1000 covers covering a lot of ground, beginning with around 20 
stampless covers dating as far back as 1827 with 100’s of others from the 19th century, many still with their enclosed letters. Good 
representation of Bank Notes and 1st & 2nd Bureau issues. There is one album devoted entirely to postal stationery, which contains 
the only modern material in this collection, postal cards which are either FDC or mint, but still much early envelopes and cards. 
Another album has even better material, with a few Blood’s Penny Post of Philadelphia, #69 on cover, U351 sent registered mail, 
and F1 also on a registered cover. Many picture postcards too, mostly from the 1910s. Something of interest here for any U.S. cover 
collector, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1115   U.S., Duplicate Stock with Many Better, 1855-1998, A total of 17 binders of various sizes and one stockbook; mostly used but 

there is a fair amount of mint too, some in blocks. Some have less than 1,000 stamps while others have many times more. But 
this lot isn’t just about quantity; as the title says, there is a lot of better material here. Take the Columbians, for example; from 
the 4¢ to 15¢, here are the quantities #233 (19), 234 (15), 235 (3), 236 (13), 237 (15, 1 mint), 238 (4). How about the Trans-
Mississippians? 285 (18), 286 (35), 287 (2), 288 (8), 289 (2), 290 (6). Seven of the binders house commemoratives, while six others 
are for definitives. How do these stack up? Here’s the 1890 issue from the 3¢ to 10¢ as an example 221 (24), 222 (44), 223 (26), 
224 (6), 225 (7), 226 (28). The first bureau issue of 1894 does not seem to be sorted by watermark, only denomination. The same 
for the Washington/Franklins and also not checked for perforation, so this lot even comes with a little mystery of perhaps finding 
the scarcer varieties. Other than that, this collection is well organized with additional volumes on airmails, high denominations, 
precancels and one marked B-O-B containing good stock of special delivery, dues, cut squares and even some possessions, like 
Hawaii, Cuba Canal Zone and D.W.I. Condition does vary; yes, there will be some space fillers but also many sound copies of 
higher value stamps, Generally Fine to Very Fine, We are including a number of scans online to give you a better idea of the scope 
of this collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 62 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1116   U.S., 5¢ Chinese Resistance Issue Mint Sheets (13x), 1942, Issued to commemorate the fifth anniversary of Chinese resistance to 

Japanese aggression, USA #906 is here 13 times in full sheets never-hinged in a mint sheet folder. Get ‘em while they’re hot! Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1117   United States Collection, 1936-78, which really should be considered several different collections under a single umbrellam as 

you have the standard stamp collection, the World Exhibitions label collection and the EFO collection, each lovely in its own right, 
with a few notable sections that include #803-834, 805b, 832b with PF certificate, BK94, BK100, 839-851 line pairs, 899a-901a, 
1030-1053, some hi-bright papers, Liberty coils with different types of gum and small hole/large hole varieties; Wheaton, Maryland 
Experimental booklet Type IIb, Prominent American varieties with some mint precanceled blocks, early tagging varieties on 1960s 
commemoratives, Christmas precancel varieties with plate blocks, plus Autographs including #C23 cover with Jack Benny and 
Mary Livingston autographs, 1979 ASDA convention souvenir card autographed by Jesse Owens (‘36 Olympics), o.g., mostly 
never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1118   US, A Lodge of Locals, Mint, Used and Covers, 1845-1883, seven covers including WestTown local, a period official advertising 

circular used by Bloods to promote their services, includes over 250 items with many reprints/fakes/facsimiles as one often 
encounters but do take note to a genuine used #9X1, 10X1-2 reprints; various genuine Adams, Allen’s, Bloods; Boyds, Hussey; 
Swarts; Wells Fargo #143L3; plus others, a few essays for #65; two genuine Sanitary Fair stamps; #31L5 (PFC); Postage Currency; 
a desirous and useful holding, owner identified many as genuine, some are as noted above, worthy of a much closer examination 
and will reward the ardent viewer, quality from faulty to VF, fully imaged, hidden value to be found. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1119   U.S., Mint & Used Collections with Plate Blocks, 1851-1991, Two Scott National albums (1857-1991), mostly used until 1932 

and almost all mint thereafter, a Minuteman album (1851-1984), mostly all mint from 1965 onwards, a total of six plate block 
albums (1922-91) comprised of two concurrent collections, both nearly complete after 1940, four full mint sheet files, mostly 
3¢ & 4¢ denominations, four stockbooks of used duplicates in order by catalogue number, two albums of FDCs, one a series of 
Artcraft cachets from 1981-85, more plate blocks in glassine files, and lastly, three boxes of numerous mint sets, mini-sheets, stamp 
collecting kits and other USPS publications. Some condition issues with earlier issues, but otherwise Fine to Very Fine, for such a 
lot, personal inspection vital. (photo on web site) .........................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
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1120   US, Nifty Newspapers, Mint & Used, 1865-1897, over 100 items, including proofs, reprints/facsimiles and the actual stamps, we 
note unused as mounted: PR1 (PSE cert); PR3-8; PR13; PR33; PR36; PR57-63; PR81-84; PR91; PR102-4; PR114-25 some used 
and faulty. Used as mounted: PR9-12; PR14-6; PR18-20; PR22; PR86-7; a most uncommon selection with conditon mixed (badly 
damaged not mentioned above, but useful for reference) as one might expect but a respectable offering none-the-less and great to 
expand or disperse, fully imaged online, overall Fine to Very Fine appearance. (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1121   United States, Mostly Mint Coil Pair Collection, 1908-1990s, on Scott album pages, some duplication, we note mint pairs as 

mounted: 348; 349; 348LP; 349 used; 352-54 LPs; 353; 355; 385-88; 387 LP; 390-92; 393LP; 394-6; 410-11 LP; 411-12; 413 
used(2); 441LP; 441-2; 442 used; 443-44; 446; 446 used; 448; 450LP; 452; 453 used; 454; 454 used; 455; 457-8; 458LP; 46-
90(2) a few lines; 492-7 some lines and extras; 597-606 plus extras and includes 599A; 656LP; 723; 723LP; Prexies LP; 1059Ad 
line strip of five; Liberty and Prominent Americans plus later issues and also includes 1402a and 1519a both with Lines, spotty 
Transportation with some additional singles and 2463a, a useful group once you get past the for reference flat plate coils #348//444, 
some may be genuine, but we didn’t count them in our conservative estimate, Fine to Very Fine or better with many never hinged, 
inspection a must but still have a look online.  (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1122   U.S., Mostly Mint Collection with Plate Blocks, 1933-99, Fifteen albums, seven of them strictly for plate blocks, and there 

are 100’s of them with varying date ranges into the 1980’s, and 100’s more in five accompanying stockbooks. Attractive mint 
collections too in a hingeless Lindner album and a multi-volume commemorative set from the USPS. Nice collections waiting to be 
merged into one, or for the reseller, a tremendous amount of face value. It’s up to you! Overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 96 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
1123   A Lifetime in a Single Album, 1861-1968, mint, used, as well as plate blocks in a tired Scott National album; used are hinged 

and most unused are in mounts; condition varies considerably with gems mixed in with the average; unused include #238, 630 
(MNH with edge stain), 730, 731, C1-C12, and C16-C75; used include 113, 115, 118, 260, ready to remount as a used collection, 
an unused collection, and a plate block collection; nice items plus lots of Face, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
1124   Scott National Hingless Collection, 1856-1986, postally used before 1920 and mostly mint during the Washington Franklins and 

after in a Scott National hingeless album; used include # 113, 115, 117, 121, 149, 190, 238, 239, 276, 291, and 311; unused include 
the Kansas Nebraska sets, Farley souvenir sheets, and on through 1986; Airmail and Special Delivery nicely represented, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
1125   U.S., Hunting Permit Collection, 1934-2017, around 40 mint/used state hunting/fishing revenues. As you can imagine, enormous 

catalogue value. Outside of a small thin on RW2, I did not see any other faults on the federal stamps, Otherwise Fine to Very Fine, 
Don’t let this lot slip through the quacks! Entire lot scanned and available online. (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
1126   Collection of Collections, 1892-1980, 14 albums and stockbooks containing mint and used stamps; three Scott Modern, two Scott 

American, Minkus New World Wide, Grossman Superior, Minkus All American, White Ace US Commemorativesand a Scott 
National, most with hundreds of mostly 20th century stamps; five binders of manila pages with mint singles in mild to moderate 
duplication from 319//1360; two sets of White Ace pages with mint mounted 1935-1953; value to extract and consolidate, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 43.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

United States General Collections
1127   United States Locals, Forgeries and Fantasies Collection, 1850’s-1980’s, 750+ stamps and 27 covers, neatly organized by local 

issue on stock sheets made by Scott for specialty albums, with good mix of genuine and reprints which are just waiting for the 
astute collector to come by and sort out the genuine stamps scattered about, includes interesting Adams Express Company similar 
in color to 79-E30 rainbow color essays, Fresno Bicycle Mail sheetlet of six, many Bloods, Husseys, Pony Express, etc., along 
with the various Scott Local Fantasy stamps including Winan’s City post stamps with cover, plus there are some later locals with 
IPSA issues and several pages filled with Fantasies, College stamps, Prop stamps (for the Theater and Film), eight locals stamps 
with APS certificates as fake and finally a page of everything else with labels, tickets, etc., condition is mixed as usual, generally 
Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
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1128   U.S., Locals Mostly Reprints or Forgeries, Around 1,000 U.S. locals and some carriers, mostly reprints or forgeries, both used 
and unused, some o.g. Housed in seven stockbooks, from Adam’s & Co. to Whittelsey’s Express, with many recognizable names 
in between, like Blood’s, Boyd’s Dispatch, Floyd’s Penny Post, Hussey’s, Wells Fargo, and many more. Perfect for someone 
knowledgeable in this area or as a base for a reference collection. As one would expect, condition will vary, but generally Fine to 
Very Fine, entire collection viewable online. (photo on web site) ................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1129   U.S., Bedford’s Behemoth Postal Stationery Stock, 1853-1995, well over a thousand postal entires from U1//U632 in mild to 

moderate duplication; a few early used and unused cut squares but the vast majority are mint and organized by Scott number; 
includes three U9 ($140), U11 ($275), U62 ($160) U348-51 (enough for several sets); extensive collection of U468 city surcharges 
with minimal duplication including Milwaukee, Des Moines, Los Angeles, Butte, Detroit, New Orleans, Baltimore, Denver, 
Washington, Brooklyn, St Paul, Pittsburgh, Seattle, St Louis, Cincinnati, Charleston, Philidelphia, New York, Cleveland, and 
Boston; city surcharges for U448, U449, and U458; U620 envelope sets (24); the granddaddy of postal stationery stock, Fine to 
Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1130   Substantially Complete Cut Squares Collection, 1853-1962, neatly hinged or mounted on Scott National pages in a Specialty 

binder, running from a nearly complete holding of First Issues to #U545, with Airmails and Officials as well; includes mint and 
used 1¢+3¢ “Founding Fathers Face-off”, #U34-U45 complete (less #U37, the 40¢ cut to shape), a nice array of 2¢ Jacksons, Bank 
Note-inspired values often to 90¢, all four Centennials, complete Grant lettersheet, Columbians complete, a solid offering of 1920s 
surcharges, paper varieties of course, several dry prints and albinos, Official Business imprint squares, Official and precancel 
overprints, and much more besides; good part mint, well worth the time to view, Fine to Very Fine or better, well superior to most 
such collections; fully imaged online. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1131   Carrier and Local Collection, 1851-63, about 260 stunningly attractive Carriers and Locals on quadrille pages; #LO1 and LO2, 

with the exception of one, have not yet been identified as essay, proof, or stamp as well as Carriers from Charleston, Louisville, 
and New York; Locals are hinged and organized by company and are offered as reprints although many appear genuine; companies 
include D O Blood, Broadway Post Office, US City Despatch Post, City Despatch Post, Denings Penny Post, Moody’s Penny 
Despatch, Brady & Co, Priest’s Despatch, Wells Fargo & Co, W Wyman, Jones City Express, Adams City Express Post, American 
Letter Mail, Barr’s Penny Despatch, Browne & Co City Post, Brainard & Co, Browne & Co City Post, Brown & McGill USPO 
Despatch, United States City Despatch Post (on cover), Eagle City Post, Jenkins Camden Despatch, Metropolitan Errand & Carrier 
Express Co, Metropolitan Post Office, Adams & Co, Allens Despatch, American Express, American Letter Mail Co, Barr’s Penny 
Despatch, Bell’s Dispatch, Berford & Co Express, Blood;s Penny Post, Boyd’s City Express, Brady & Co, Bronson & Forbes 
City Express, Brooklyn City Express Post, Brown’s Easton Despatch, Carnes City Letter Express, G Carter Despatch, Cheever & 
Towle, Cincinnati City Delivery, New York City Despatch Post, City Dispatch, Cressman & Co Penny Post, Crosby’s City Post, 
Demings Penny Post, Douglas City Despatch, East River Post Office, Edinburgh & Leath, Essex Letter Express, Floyd’s Penny 
Post, Frazer & Co, Gahagan & Howe City Express, Hall & Mills Despatch Post, Hanford’s Pony Express, Hussey’s Post, Jefferson 
Market Post Office, Kerr’s City Post, Letter Express, Wm E Loomis Letter Express, McIntire’s City Express Post, Menant & Co 
Express, Messenkope’s Union Square Post Office, Metropolitan Errand & Carrier Co, Metropolitan Post Office, Overton & Co, 
Pomeroy’s Letter Express, Price’s City Express, Priest’s Despatch, Prince’s Letter Despatch, Roadman’s Penny Post, Staten Island 
Express Post, Stringer & Morton’s City Despatch, Swart’s City Dispatch Post, Teese & Co Penny Post, Wells, Fargo & Co, Union 
Square Post Office, and Westervelt’s Post; an effort has been made to identify reprints but this fascinating lot will clearly require 
closer examination to extract maximum value; fully imaged on the website, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1132   United States, Carriers and Locals, Mint, Used and on Cover, 19th Century, on twelve collector’s original pages, we note 

1LB1 on FL (untied); 1LB6-9; used 1LB2-3; 6LB5 various (four singles one unused); 6LB5a on FL (untied); 7LB12 unused; 15L5-
6 unused plus 15L6 used; 15L12 acid tied to cover front plus some other Bloods; 40L2 used with cert plus reprints; 5LB1 unused; 
75L2 used; 75L5 cut shape on FL (tied); 5L2 unused and on FL with pen cancel (untied); 114L3 block unused; some other reprints 
and the American Letter Mail original sheet, proof sheet and reprint sheets in six colors, condition variable as one would expect on 
these issues, owenr’s catalog (not counting 5L1 proof sheet or reprints) exceeds $5,000.00, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance 
or better. (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1133   Mostly Mint Postal Entire Collection, 1854-1907, special collection of Postal Entires with little duplication; mostly mint 

including U9, U10, U19, U26, U27, U50, U54, U56, U64, U79, U86, U88, U121, U139, U172, U191, U218, U219, U236, U240 
(used), U256, U378, U393, U438a, and UO6; UPSS catalog value $3,425, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800
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United States: General Collections

1134   Reprint and Reproduction Collection, 1840s-1950s, in Scott Specialty albums of various cover and stamp reproductions or 
forgeries, some of which are classically produced, some of which have been produced recently with the aid of inkjet printers and 
modern printing techniques, a few of these reprints are quite desirable with several interesting supplementary items, such as a 
few covers signed by postmaster who produced the provisional stamp or various show souvenirs that honor the original stamp, 
within this collection, you will find: 1X1 three cover reproductions, 2XU1 two cover reproductions, one in blue, 3X1-3X2 two 
well done cover reproductions, plus a cover signed by J.M. Buchanan (although we suspect it is a different J.M. Buchanan as the 
signature doesn’t match) and 14 more cover reproductions of both denominations, 3 reproductions on piece, 6 label reproductions 
and group of five 1946 souvenir cards from Baltimore Philatelic Society, 3UX1 one cut square reproduction, 3UX4 two cut square 
reproductions, 4X1 two cover reproductions, stampless cover from Boscawen, NH free frank signed by PM, 5X1 four cover 
reproductions, 6X1 two cover reproductions and one free stampless cover from Lockport, NY signed by H.W. Scovell PM, 7X1 
two cover reproductions, 8XU1 three cover reproductions and 8XU1 reproduction of 1923 E.A. Mitchell reprint, 8XU1R red and 
8XU3R dull blue, in original Carroll Alton Means booklets, very rare as only 130 were printed in each color, Scott describes 
and values these scarce booklets at approximately $250 each, with 1938 red and blue souvenir pages along with FDC, 9X1 three 
forgeries, each with FALSH in printing at lower corners, 9X1 two cover reproductions and one reproduction on piece, 10X1, 10X1 
two reprints with letter on reverse, 10X1 four forgeries, 10X2 three forgeries, 10X1-2 three cover reproductions, 10X1-2 Rhode 
Island Philatelic Society 1936 special souvenir No. 296 sheet reprint, 11X1-2 five cover reproductions and 13 stamp forgeries, and 
small show souvenir cards of 11X1. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1135   Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (Scott C13-C15), wholesale group including 65&cent (3, 

one with minor gum bends), $1.30 (6, two with P.S.E. certificates) and $2.60 (2), o.g., all never hinged 
except one $1.30 and both $2.60 are lightly hinged, centering averages Fine to Very Fine or Very Fine.  
Scott $5,050. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1136   Commercial Airletter Service, 1982-1984, about 1000 seldom seen USPS/Airline partnership stamps/labels; for a premium of 

$1 an ounce, Western and Burlington would speed letters providing Official Company Mail Restricted Mail, Premium Remittance, 
Special Delivery Service, Second Day Service, Comail, and International Service; Western Airline (Airletter) issued 16 stamps (of 
which 13 are represented); Burlington Northern Airfreight (Airletter) issued 6 stamps (of which 5 are represented); AirLetter 
Mail Express (Airletter) issued 3 stamps (all are here); and PRIDE i.e., Prompt Response Insurance Delivery Express (Airletter) 
issued 7 (of which 4 are here) in bundles of 10 on cardboard backing, with 37 packs of Western (about 480 labels), and four 
bundles labeled “Complete Airletter Set- All 32 Issues”; in the future these will be viewed like the Semi-Officials in Canada and 
the Air Express of the 1930s in the US; very useful stock easy to market online, Fine to Very Fine with better. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1137   United States, Highy Complete Mint & Used Oficials Collection, 1873-1985, on Scott album pages and missing only O11; 

O16-20; O60; O68-9; O113 as mounted and includes a lovely set of card proofs of the entire series, all are used except for: O1; 
O3-4; O6; O8-9; O13-15; O24; O25; O29-31; O36; O40; O42; O45; O47-50; O52-4; O56; O57-9; O67; O70 (cert); O71 (cert); 
O73-6; O78; O83-87; O89-93; O94 (cert); O95;O114-6; O118-9; O96-9; O102; O103 (cert);O106-8; O122; O124-6; plus later 
series, generally Fine to Very Fine some better, some a bit less, but overall a lovely holding of these issues. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
1138   Officials Fancy Cancel Collection, 1873-79, hundreds on black stock pages; Agriculture #O3, O6; Executive #O10 (2), O11, 

O12, O13, O14 (3); Interior #O15-O24; Justice #O25-O31, O32 (6), O33 (6), O34 (2); Navy #O35-O45; Post Office #O48, 
O49; State #O57-O66, O68; Treasury #O72-O79, O81, O82; War #O83-O93; this very attractive lot will clearly require closer 
examination to extract maximum value; fully imaged on the website; each priced retail (without fancy cancel premiums) which 
totals $20,600, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
1139   Virtually Complete Officials Collection, 1873-1910, fresh, wonderful centering and lots of fancy cancels describe four album 

pages of Officials; Agriculture, Executive, Interior, Justice, Navy, Post Office, State through O68 ($2 Seward has a PF cert), 
Treasury, and War; one of the finest Officials collections we have ever carried; consider grading; catalog $12,100+, Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections - 

1140   U.S., Interesting Used Official Collection, 1873-1911, Not your usual lot of Officials, as we also have a number of proofs to 
mention, 14 different in all. In addition to #O68P3, there are two “Goodall” small die on India paper, O10TC2f (pair) & O13TC2f 
and some Atlanta Trial Color Proofs, O34TC4c, O34TC4e, O65TC4c, O72TC4e, O84TC4a. Among the better “standard” officials, 
you’ll find O24, O51 (2), O62, O80 (3) and many more. There’s even a set of forgeries of the Justice Department! Some condition 
issues, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, This collection is viewable in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1141   United States, Nice Newspaper & Periodicals, Mint Collection, 1865-1897 (Scott PR2//PR125), on Scott album pages and 

ranges in quality from faulty to sound very nice, we note the following as mounted: PR2; PR5-7; PR9-10; PR12-16; PR18; PR20 
(cert); PR22-3; PR33 (cert); PR57-59; PR61-63; PR71; PR77; PR78; PR81; PR114-25, we note some no gum and an occasional 
fault, but a decent group of these tough to locate issues, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1142   U.S., Booklet Collection with Enormous Face, 1938-2015, A very clean and specialized booklet collection in two Scott albums 

with perf & die cut, as well as tagging varieties. An additional shoebox has many duplicates including complete booklets. 
Face value in the neighborhood of $5,700, with approx. $1,600 of the total in forever stamps; some better items too, like 
#1909a, 2122a, 2122c, 3138. Only the first few pages are hinged, the rest never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

United States General Collections
1143   The “Masochism Tango” Collection, 1900-76, if you’re into panes, this collection will make you giddy with delight; neatly 

hinged on National pages, starting with #279Bj (with interleaf) and 279Bk, and substantially complete thereafter; #300b and 301c 
are both accompanied by front and back booklet covers, 1903 Washington Shield offers three shades, nice Washington-Franklins 
including plate number panes of #405, 424, 463 and a positional pane of #462; a nicely centered #498f; miscut #1035a (part of 
design in top selvage) and 1036a (50% plate number), #C10a plus complete unexploded booklet #BKC1, complete 6¢ Transport 
booklets, and more besides; most all with full selvage tab, and most all appear never hinged as purchased by the collector, Fine to 
Very Fine with much better throughout, a must-see; imaged fully online, with 2008 P.F. certificate for #634d. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1144   American Bighorn Sheep Booklet, 1982 (Scott BK142), about 575 booklets for the enterprising dealer or specialist; a quick 

glance reveals virtually all plate numbers including at least two P#21 ($350), four P#25 ($120), and two P#26 ($120); several Type 
II P#34 and at least one 1949f tagged omitted; Face Value $2,300, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1145   American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢, reprints in various colors (Scott 5L1R), a one-of-a-kind holding of these “20 for a dollar” 

Eagles, as singles, blocks and full panes of 20 in a rainbow of colors; in addition to the basic stamps, a massive mix of varieties is 
included, with double transfers, paper varieties, partially missing designs, pane printed across two sheets of paper, marginal blocks, 
weak inkings, sunken “die proofs”, panes inscribed “Convention Souvenir”, double transfer on front & printing on back, and more 
besides; useful duplication for swap or sale, Fine to Very Fine or better, see it all online or come view in-person. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
1146   Blood & Co., 1855 (1¢) black, Specialized Collection (Scott 15L18), attractively presented in two binders, and offering a myriad 

of Trial Color Large Die Proofs, Trial Color Plate Proofs, issued stamps (never hinged, no gum, used, used on piece and used on 
cover), reprints, forgeries and Clay-related ephemera; Trial Color Plate Proofs on both stamp paper (five different colors, two 
complete sets plus additional singles) and on India; mint and used issued stamps duplicated with the full range of cancel types; 
good showing of Type I and Type II reprints with multiples; forgeries duplicated and arranged by type; the highlights of the 
collection unquestionably the Trial Color Plate Proof lower right corner sheet margin block of eight in red, and the issued stamp 
as an unused block of 40 and unused imprint block of 18 (ex George Sloane)—likely the two largest blocks extant; generally fresh 
and clean, though a couple stamps heavily toned; nonetheless, a collection that would be nigh impossible to duplicate today, Very 
Fine, see the entire offering online. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

1147   Complete Set of Cancelled Plate Proofs on Card of Butler & Carpenter-printed Revenues, 1865, a “how did this ever survive 
intact?” lot, all on Joyce pages and accompanied by typed transcripts of three letters (April 1, April 12 & April 18, 1865) from 
Butler & Carpenter, two to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, one to Mr. Jno Browne of Philadelphia, who had requested 
the set; all of the “stamps” are here, arranged by denomination and in Joyce’s unmistakable hand; each cancelled by the printers’ 
“Butler & Carpenter/APR/12/1865/Philad’a” handstamp, the $200 proof (on India) cancelled Aug. 7, 1865 (as explained in the 
letters); stunningly fresh and as pretty a presentation as could be hoped for, Very Fine, a truly unique opportunity. (photo on web 
site) ..............................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
1148   High-Yield Revenues Collection, 1862-1963, cleanly mounted on National pages in a Specialty binder, a wonderfully full and 

wide-ranging holding of this popular collecting area; First Issues comprise imperforates, part-perforates and perforates, including 
the elusive #R31c (cut cancel and small faults, along with later #R97c-R102c (as filled on the page) and R135b; Documentaries 
include “I.R.” overprints (including one inverted, a full flotilla of Battleships, Reds generally to the $50 or occasional $100 value; 
highly complete Proprietaries; Future Delivery, Stock Transfers generally under $100 values but with #RD312 & RD361; a brut 
Wines holding, Playing Cards, Silver Tax, Potato and Cigarette Tubes, Narcotics, Consular Service & Customs Fees, Motor 
Vehicle and Boating stamps, plus non-Scott listed items, forms, etc.; bonus Telegraph, Post Office Seal and Postal Note holdings 
round out the collection, Fine to Very Fine, one not to miss; fully imaged online. (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
1149   Extensive Holding of Revenue Pre-Printing Folds, approximately 900 neatly mounted on custom-made pages or arranged on 

black stockpages; First Issues dominate, but also present are Second and Third Issue Documentaries, Future Delivery, Proprietary, 
Red Documentaries, Battleships, Private Dies, Consular Service, Tobacco Tax, even a 1982 Texas Waterfowl Stamp; most are 
singles, but pairs and larger multiples (some reconstructed) are present, fold se-tenant with normal, multiple folds, and more; 
condition and centering varies, but a wonderful specialized holding to please collector/exhibitor and dealer alike, generally Fine to 
Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
1150   ca. 1871, Compilation of Washington Vignettes and More, 31 black cards presenting approximately 70 Essays, most Turner 

#123 and 124 with minor numbers and color varieties; lot also includes Essays or Trial Colors for Matches, Snuff, Proprietary, 
Cigarettes, Turner #232 (2 blue, 1 dark green), and six differently colored American Letter Mail Co. Eagles; a few with discoloration 
or minor fault, but generally fresh and sound, Very Fine on the whole, all cards imaged online. Turner 123, 124 vars. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1151   Mansfield & Co., 1¢ blue, plate proof on wove (Scott RO130P4 var.), the balance of the holding of 80 plate proofs, 70 of them 

sound: five blocks of 12, a block of eight and a pair, the rest with creases or tears where the original sheet was folded, bright and 
fresh, otherwise Very Fine.  Scott lists, but does not price, a plate proof on thin card. However, we would describe this as more like 
a heavy wove/bond paper than a thin card.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
1152   2005, $15 Hooded Mergansers, water-activated gum and self-adhesive (Scott RW72, RW72A), press sheet of 80 stamps 

consisting of four panes of 20 and complete sheet of 18 panes of the self adhesive, RW72 (12), RW72A (7); Type I on left 
panes, Type II on right of #RW72, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, face value alone is $16,290. Scott $32,445 as singles.    
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Designed by famed engraver Czeslaw Slania, this was one of his last projects. The engraving work he started for this issue was 
completed after his death by Piotr Naszarkowski.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service offered only 100 press sheets. A copy of the letter reporting this is included (one per set of 
sheets).

United States General Collections
1153   U S, Duck Plate Blocks, Investment Holding, 1974-1979 (Scott RW41//RW46), plate blocks of 4, all in 

post office perfect, mint never hinged condition, worthy of closer inspection for grading, face value $14,210 
RW41 (80); RW42 (238 plus 50 singles); RW43 (240); RW45 (60), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine or better. Scott $40,430. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections - 

1154   2006, $15 Ross’s Goose water-activated gum and self-adhesive (Scott RW73, RW73A), press sheet of 80 stamps consisting of 
four panes of 20 and complete sheet of 18 panes of the self-adhesive, three of each, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, face value alone 
is $4,410.  Scott $7,350 as singles. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service offered only 250 press sheets.

United States General Collections
1155   U S, Duck Plate Blocks, Premiere Holding, 1975 (Scott RW42), plate blocks of 4, 300 post office perfect, mint never hinged, 

worthy of closer inspection for grading, face value $6,000, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine or better. Scott $19,500. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1156   2006, $15 Ross’s Goose self-adhesive (Scott RW73A), press sheet of 18 panes of the self adhesive, 14 press sheets, 10 of which 

are signed by the artist, Sherrie Russell Meline, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, face value alone is $3,780.  Scott $450 as singles.   
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs. (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service offered only 250 press sheets.

United States General Collections
1157   Comprehensive Federal Ducks, Handpainted Covers and Signed Prints, 1934-2002, almost complete (missing RW35) RW1-

RW69 in super fresh condition, all appear MNH and 20 with plate numbers on Scott hingeless pages; 17 envelopes with Duck 
stamps, including 2 printed (Morris), and handpainted covers by Hord (4), Chabrier (6), and Krainik (5); also 10 duck prints 
signed by artists including Leblanc, Balke (7), Bierly, and Smith; an exemplary collection for the savvy specialist, Very Fine.  
Scott $7,200+. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States General Collections
1158   Go Completely Quackers Collection, 1934-2018 (Scott RW1-RW85A), a full flight of Ducks on a mix of Scott pages, the only 

signature in sight that of the artist on #RW69 (in gold) and #RW83; all in split-back mounts with both halves attached to page; 
our spot check of earlies turned up #RW1 no gum, but the others appear to be o.g. hinged, later issues never hinged; facial scuff 
or crease on a #RW11-RW12, but otherwise all appear fresh and sound, some with plate numbers; 1998 and later issues include 
both sheet singles and self-adhesive complete panes of one; a page of extras not counted in our catalogue value, Very Fine overall, 
imaged in full online, with graded P.S.E. certificates for #RW14 (2008, VF-XF 85), RW36 (2009, VF 80), and RW49 (2005, XF 90).  
Scott $5,858+. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States General Collections
1159   Virtually Complete Ducks, 1934-97, mounted on National pages, #RW1-RW61 plus RW64; all fresh-faced and apparently 

sound with crisp colors and sharp detail; all appear never hinged (as purchased by the collector), but the occasional item may 
have been brushed, Fine to Very Fine, nice additions to your collection or stock; see them all online. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1160   Get Your Fresh Ducks Here, 1945-1993, 100+ MNH Post Office fresh Federal Ducks RW12//RW46 and FWH1-FWH9 Wildlife 

Habitat Conservation booklet panes; eleven are singles (beginning with RW12 plate single) and the remainder are plate blocks 
(except two RW15 blocks of 4, one with plate number); the plate blocks are RW39//RW46 with mild duplication; catalog $3,500, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

United States General Collections
1161   Delightful Ducks, including 30 Years on License, 1934-2020, eye-popping collection from a hunter who kept his signed hunting 

licenses from 1934-64 (missing 1963); the 1934 stamp is nicely tied with a duplex postmark and the subsequent Ducks are signed 
by the hunter as required; 1965-67 signed licenses by another hunter; #RW15 never hinged plate block of 8 (with perforation 
separations) and never hinged corner block of 6; #RW1 and several unused and used singles as well as plate blocks for $5-$25 
Ducks; stunning licenses plus lots of modern, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
1162   State Duck Lot of the Century, 1976-2003, 44,500+ MNH State Ducks in sheets, blocks and singles organized by state and 

annotated with Scott number; represents revenue stamps from 36 states with no premium assessed for plate numbers; often the 
stamps are still attached to the issuing card, form, or booklet; catalog value $439,000+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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United States: General Collections

1163   Dealer Counter Books of State Ducks, 1981-1998, very fresh mint examples in 6 small counter books nicely annotated with 
catalog numbers and retail prices; minimal duplication and with better items including Illinois #1 (mint and used), 2, 3, 4 (2), 5 (2), 
7 (2), 9 (2); Iowa #1, 2, 11; Arkansas #1-11; New Jersey #1a; New York #1; North Carolina #3; Rhode Island #1-3; West Virginia 
#1; South Carolina #3a; Vermont #1; also JDS9, JDS10, JDS11, JDS13, JDS15, and JDS17; clean a saleable; Face Value $1,900, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1164   Attractive Offering of State Duck and Fish Stamps, 1980-94, a ready-for-resale holding comprising singles of 1988-94/95 State 

Trout/Salmon/Fishing Stamps, plus 1985-94 State Ducks, all in Fleetwood binders; also includes glassined South Dakota Ducks and 
Wildlife Habitat Stamps (most in full strips of five), all identified and counted (#SD9//18, SD 3A6//3A22), plus glassines of 1987 
Vermont, 1986-88 Washington (including sheetlets of one) and 1980 Wisconsin Ducks, some in blocks with inscriptions or plate/serial 
number in selvage, plus 100 1986 Tennessee fishing licenses with stamps affixed (unsold and unsigned), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  
Scott $7,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1165   United States, Mostly Mint Spectacular Savings Stamp Collection, 1911-1961, on Scott Album pages and boasting a high 

degree of completion, we note: PS1-15 singles; PS2 full unused card; PS5 used complete; extra block of PS14; PS11b; PS12b panes 
plus covers for the 25c; savings S1-5 complete plus S6a and S7a; War Savings complete singles plus WS1 on card (damaged); WS3 
(cert) WS4, WS5, WS6, WS7b-8b plus covers, not ime to be a spend-thrift here, its the real deal, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1166   “Lineman for the County” Telegraph Trial Color Proof Stock, a lovely and overall fresh assortment of Trial Colors on glazed 

card, plain card, on card cut down and on bond (some showing watermark); bulk of the holding is Western Union #16T44 (inscribed 
“1913” with Theo N. Vail signature), along with same as finished stamps (miscut and misperforated) and as imperforate (Plate 
Proofs?) blocks of 16—all in useful quantities of up to about a dozen; also included are B&O #4T1 design with value tablet blank 
and “Conn. River” omitted; Western Union #16T99-16T103 imperforate strips of five or blocks of ten, plus various other dits and 
dots; a wonderful holding rarely encountered, Very Fine overall. (photo on web site) ................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
1167   Massive Stock of Souvenir Cards, thousands upon thousands in total, filling 18 banker’s boxes, tubs and moving boxes (as 

received by us), from the American Bank Note Company, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and USPS, presented in specialty 
albums, on pages, loose and packaged, many still with their original presentation envelopes; both philatelic and numismatic cards 
are included, as are a handsome array of BEP-produced thematic and “house” cards; duplication throughout, with even early 
premium cards included, as well as numerous Philatelic Truck forerunners; overwhelming majority of those found in our spot 
check were mint, but some show-cancelled as well; also includes five file boxes (red box-sized) of cut-outs from the cards made to 
look like proofs; quite possibly the last such stock lot you’ll need to purchase, Very Fine, one you’ll never forget. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 300 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1168   Great Central Sanitary Fair, Philadelphia, 1864, Impressive Holding of Many Hundreds (Scott WV11-WV13), Loaded with 

with 20¢ plate proofs in a variety of colors and papers including lots of blocks of 4, all arranged in a stockbook of eight double-sided 
pages; also includes perhaps 80-90 mint examples of the issued stamps plus an even greater number faulty and/or without gum, the 
latter group not even counted in the catalog value; also includes three “used” copies of the 10¢, four of the 20¢, and six of the 30¢, 
all pen canceled or with a non-contemporaneous c.d.s., none of which were counted. All-in-all, quite a marvelous lot — especially in 
the Age of Covid in which we live, when we’re always on the lookout for anything “Sanitary”.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  
Scott $13,000+. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
1169   Nice Back-of-the-Book Admixture, arranged on black cards or in glassines, with Airs, Special Deliveries, Dues, Offices in China, 

Parcel Post, Officials, Ducks, a couple CSA items and Philippines; all fresh-faced, though some with faults; includes #C14 (no 
gum, thin), C18 block of four (toned spots on gum), four never hinged #C19 plate blocks; mint and used #E4 (mint with 1982 PF 
certificate; a handful of Dues, #K1-K4, K8 & K12 (all regummed) plus #K16 (2, one mint, one used); nice groups of well-centered 
Officials; Ducks including plate blocks of #RW26-RW28 & RW42-RW46 (RW43 as round-robin set); solidly margined used CSA 
#1 & 4, etc., Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth a close inspection. (photo on web site)  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections - 

1170   Extensive and Eclectic Back-of-the-Book Compilation, mounted on pages, some organized, some more haphazard, but that 
just adds to this lot’s “what’s next?” appeal; Revenues dominate, but we note labels, Carriers, Savings, Postal Savings and War 
Savings stamps, and extensive Official Seals and Telegraphs as well; Revenues run nearly the full gamut, including Match & 
Medicines, Customs and Consular Fees, Cigarette Tubes and other tobacco-related, a great jumble of varied State Revenues; 
imperforate, part-perforated and perforated First Issues, “I.R.” overprints, #R143b, #R223 (cut cancel, 2018 APS certificate), 
Documentary, Proprietary (including #RB17c, 2008 PSE certificate), Potato Tax, Future Delivery, Stock Transfer and Wines; 
Red Documentaries with numerous $1000 values (most perfin-cancelled), Stock Transfers with $10,000 values, and more besides; 
condition varies as to be expected, but generally fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire holding online. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
1171   U.S., Back-Of-The-Book Mint and Used Collection Balance, 1865-2002.  Including special delivery, 

newspapers, parcel post, postage due, officials, Offices in Shanghai and duck stamps. Some high catalog items 
present - individual catalog values up to $2000. Approximately 75% of the total catalog value is in stamps that 
are poorly centered, faulty, without gum or regummed. Balance tends to be F.-V.F. Some wheat, some chaff.  
Scott $16,500+. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1172   Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1862-1991, mostly mint in a Scott National album with much of the mint being fresh and never 

hinged; notables include #C7-C11 and C19-C31 never hinged, E2-E5 used, E11-E19 mint (most never hinged), J28 used, J50 used, 
O6 used, Q1-Q12 used, useful array of First Issue Revenues (mostly perforated), #RW1 unused, RW2 never hinged, RW3 mint, 
plus never hinged RW5-RW6, RW8, RW11-RW18, RW24-RW27, RW30-RW39, and RW44/RW60 mostly complete; a few minor 
faults but generally fresh, Fine to Very Fine, excellent for continuation. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
1173   The Folly Lama Assortment of EFOs, a simply massive stock of this popular material, with approximately 270 “102” cards, black 

cards, etc., offering the dealer everything he could want in terms of stamp production gaffes: imperforates and part-perforates, 
gutter pairs, pre-printing or -perforating folds, colors missing (completely or partly), over- and underinkings, mis-cut booklets, 
panes and coils, offsets, etc., etc., etc.; holding leans to the modern/contemporary, but we note earlier material as well, including 
pre-printing folds on an unused #10X1, and used #100 and 1869 Pictorial 1¢ and 3¢ issues, and #85B amongst others; shifted 
vignettes, Washington-Franklins of all descriptions, a misperforated block of eight 1¢ Kansas overprints, a striking paperfold on 
#510, plus Airs, stationery, Revenues, Sanitary Fair, Test Stamps, even Christmas Seals; appears sound thoughout, with many Scott 
minor numbers present and several certificates sprinkled in for good measure; a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the savvy dealer, 
the consignor’s inidividual pricing in excess of $140,000, Very Fine, a must-see. (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
1174   Huge Stock of Errors, Freaks & Oddities, About 400 dealer’s “102” small retail cards containing everything from major color-

omitted errors and imperf or part-perf errors, to dramatic misperfs (including plate blocks, fold-overs and 19th century double 
perfs), color shifts, full offsets on the backs, and minor printing flaws; 98% mint and nearly all identified and marked with retail 
prices ranging from $30 to $1,499 (a 1934 3¢ Maryland in deep carmine lake). A great lot with retail prices totaling nearly 
$80,000. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States General Collections
1175   Binder Bursting with Sheets of Misperfs, 1944-2015, 56 sheets plus partials with mild to bizarre misaligned perforations in a 

Supersafe binder; includes #1867, 2066, 1953-2002, 1942-1945, 1394, 1525, 3899, B1, 2877, 1133, 2980, 1068, 2059-2062, 2114, 
2440, 2082-2085, 1856, 2524, 1284, 1362, 1894, 997, 1074, 1068, 1006, 1105, 1370, 1122, 907, 1142, 1144, 1140, 1281, 1334, 
1419, 1384, 1406, 1374, 1386, 1375, 1393, 1455, 1472, 2514, 1432, 1507, 1445, 1440-1443, 2440, 1471, 1474, and 1148 (not to 
mention the partials); much never hinged, and offered at a fraction of consignor’s retail prices, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
1176   An Amazing Amassment of Aberrations, everything a dealer could want, with perforation and color flaws, miscut booklets and 

panes, full panes of stamps, inking and wiping flaws, etc., etc.; some 19th century material, good middle period items including 
Washington-Franklins, much always sought-after modern; a hodgepodge of a presentation, but the time needed to sort and organize 
will be well spent and well rewarded, Fine to Very Fine with better, inspection invited; you can only go right with these “wrongs”. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 12.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
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United States: Accumulations

1177   A Whimsy of EFOs, outstanding stock of approximately 60 items offering a wide array of printing anomalies; all large multiples or 
full panes, showing colors missing to varying degrees, dry prints, over-inkings, color shifts, smears, fade-aways, color/perforation 
shifts, engraved colors missing, etc.; most items a single part-sheet or full sheet, but several present with useful duplication; spot-
check turns up only never hinged items, the earliest being a 1½¢ brown Harding, the latest item being around 1990, o.g., never 
hinged, Fine to Very Fine or better, imaged in full online. (photo on web site)............................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1178   What Appealed to Old Langs’ Eye, 1922-2015, how else to describe this eclectic lot of EFOs, Canal Zone, pre-production art, 

and Local Stamps? Consigner knew what he liked and had an eye for extraordinary material; #U617 with lower half of hologram 
missing; U600b, U596e, U598 red omitted, U642c, U642g, U615a, U618 with sinking players, 4th Bureau printer’s waste (#553 
pair, 554, 554 pair, 554 block, 557 pair, 557 strip of 3, 557 block, and 560 block), 2603a imperforate strip of 10 with Pl #22222 
and paste-up strip, a few hundred stamps in coil strips with double paper (large percentage are line pairs), BK159 (10), BK181 
panes affixed at bottom, 26 Nebraska Territorial Centennial Experimental stamps (TD99, TD99a, TD100 and TD101 in pairs 
and blocks), 2994a wildly miscut (14), 3 panes of 2121 with almost all violet omitted, 1894 plate strip with black dramatically 
underinked, 2201b unexploded booklet (2) and First Day Cover, U599a (8), 3052 with wild perforation (41), 1894c; three full 
and a partial sheet of 117L4 (likely reprint), sheet of 60L2 (likely reprint), and blocks of 20L43 (likely reprint); BEP cards of 
the Washington Post Office, George Washington, Franklin D Roosevelt, the US Capitol, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 
and the White House; used sheets of J65, J77, J80, J81, J82, J83, J84, J85, and J86; photograph of #372-E1, photograph of 614-
E1; Loewenberg essays 79-E8a pale blue sheet of 25, 79-E9a green sheet of 25, and 79-E9c violet sheet of 25; Metropolitan 
Street Railway Company $20 gold bond die sunk essay with control number, and two proofs for tickets to the 1876 International 
Exhibition in Philadelphia; bonus material includes stunning full pane of Canal Zone #71, large blocks of Canal Zone 222A; 
1996-97 Australian Ducks in sheets of 20 (5) and souvenir sheets of 4 (10) with total Face Value of $2,100; tremendous value 
for the astute dealer, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1179   Breathtaking Presentation of Production Hiccups, from classics to modern, heaps (to use the technical term) of material to 

please as wide an audience as you have; presented every which way and in need of a good sort, but solid and saleable throughout; 
note misperforations, color shifts, miscut booklets (and panes) with markings and plate numbers, miscut coils with partial design or 
plate numbers, albino entires, miscut or inverted postal cards, inking varieties, plate flaws; mis-, part- and imperforates, foldovers 
(pre-printing or pre-perforating), full panes, multiples, etc., some earlies through Back-of-the-Book; an attractive lot sure to please, 
Fine to Very Fine with better. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
1180   1986, 22¢ Stamp Collecting, booklet pane of 4, black omitted on two stamps, Dealer’s Stock (Scott 2201b), 

500 booklets; a great offering for the internet dealer, Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  
Scott $25,000. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
1181   A Palace of Motes, aka The Flyspecker’s Delight, hundreds of items variously presented, each somewhere on the EFO spectrum; 

some will jump out and bite you, for others you’ll need your loupe; misperforated stamps, miscut booklet panes and coils (some 
with partial plate number), dry prints, overinkings, paper folds, #921a in sheet of 50, misregistered colors, double perforations, bad 
plate wipes, smudges, offsets on gum, smaller plate/ink transfer flawsanything you might want can be found here, a few foreign as 
well; no earthshattering rarities or eye-popping “oh my goodness” moments, but plenty of solid material for the specialist or dealer, 
Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, worth the time to inspect. (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Accumulations

United States Accumulations
1182   U.S., Plate Number Coil Hoard, 1981-1989, 6,000+ PNCs in strips of 3 and 5 (about 3,000 of each) organized by Scott number 

and plate number in two shoe boxes and a Lighthouse PNC hingeless album with slip case; owners catalog for the half populated 
album is $3,200+; in one shoe box are coil P/N strips of three (1981-1984 Transportation Issue) with most with 40-50 strips; the 
other box contains coil strips of five from the 1985-1989 Transportation Issue, again with often 40-50 examples of each plate 
number; the saavy dealer will snag this lot to supply coil specialists; tremendous catalog (Face alone is quite considerable), Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Accumulations
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United States: Accumulations - 

1183   Hundreds of Sheets with Premium Items, 1922-1980, mint accumulation of sheets and partial sheets in a few dozen file folders; 
#610 (2¢ Harding Flat Issue) accumulation including full panes of 100, broken sheets and scrap in mixed condition; full and partial 
sheets of 2¢ Reds, Washington Bicentenial and others from the period 1920-1930; mostly full panes of a number of the Presidential 
Series through 20¢; hundreds of #651 and 703 in sheets, broken sheets and Plate Blocks; cursory examination notes #614, 617, 618, 
622, 627, 654, 646 (Molly Pitcher), 684, 690, 707, 708, 712, 713, 714, 717, 719, 723, 727, 728, 729, 732, 855 and Airmail sheets 
including C19; also your typical discount postage sheets through 29¢; worth the effort to harvest the better material; Face Value 
$4,700, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 64 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Accumulations
1184   Long Time Dealer Eclectic Accumulation, 1856-1940, a host of items in counter books, sheet protectors, small boxes and 

envelopes; 4 stock pages of early 20th century used blocks; about 200 Christmas Seals (1932-1957); 10 early 20th century plate 
blocks including #610 (with second “ghost” plate number), 645, 649, 657, 680, 681 (2), 683, 690, and 734; C7-C9 plate blocks 
of 6; O49 top plate strip of 7 with CBN Co imprint; better plate blocks including #549, 610, 614, 615, 627, 644, and 650; 1876 
Philadelphia International Centennial Exhibition cards (11 different) on 2 stock pages; Farley souvenir sheets #735, 750, 751, and 
797; 44 MNH XF-Superb mid-century items ready for grading; 7 booklet panes of C10a; about 175 FDC with some 1920-1930 
but most mid-century; approximately 150 postal history covers from 19th and early 20th century (some with letters); nice group 
of 30 A V Filstrup/Covel covers with pairs of imperforate Franklins (most with guide lines); wholesale quantity of 3¢ Liberty 
coil (#1057) with dozens of line pair strips with partial plate numbers; Complete set of Kansas/Nebraska First Day Covers 
postmarked in Washington; #1056 (Bunker Hill) complete roll and C61 (7¢ carmine) mostly complete roll; wholesale booklet 
panes, coil pairs and line pairs including #424d, 406a, 498e, 499e, 552a, 554c, 634d, 720b, and many more; counter book with 
#540 used block, #63 and 65 on lady’s cover, 64b on Civil War cover, 339 on Registered cover to Canada, #357 (Bluish Paper) on 
postcard (2 examples according to consignor), #656 pair on First Day Cover, #1 on cover with faint “US Express Mail NY” 
postmark (2008 cert), 70d with small faults (1975 PF cert), 443 on cover; unused C18 with XF centering, #85E two small tears an 
a crease (PSE 2004 cert), better booklet panes (425e, 720b, 405b, 583a, 406a, 332a, 375a); and counter book with about 70 used 
blocks including #319F, 319, 340, 381, 383, 405, 408 and 409 arrow blocks, 437, 472, 514, 518, and many more; useful quantities 
and nicely presented, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Accumulations
1185   United States, Useful Balance of a Collection, Mint, Used and Covers, 19th-20th Century, small stockbook with a few better 

like two #73s and a #69 which has many other items but mostly inexpensive, a group of covers, a stampless and maybe half a dozen 
Civil War period correspondence franked by 3c 1861s and a short stack of black cards where the money is to be found. Includes 
used: #119-122; 285- 292; 116 looks perfect! 404 plus others, mint noted: #277; 293; 294-99; 329; 614-621; 648(6); 647-648 plate 
blocks and others then finishing the lot are itrems o larger sheets we noted 2c reds, #630 S/S and others, worthy of a quick look and 
a no brainer, clean and easy lot, generally Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site).........................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Accumulations
1186   Accumulation of Odds ‘n’ Ends, 1855-2010, As a famous comedian once asked, “If you’ve got 24 odds and ends on the table 

and 23 of them fall off, what’ve you got? An odd or an end?” Well, in this case we have six bankers boxes filled with some of 
your more standard material like Harris and White Ace albums housing both mint and used collections containing many better 
stamps to more unusual material like 100’s of test coils in strips & rolls. You’ll find a very large amount of PNCs throughout, 
the transportation series, presorted, nonprofits, bulk rate, CVPs, etc. in strips of 3, 5 & 10. Lots of face value too in this lot with 
some higher denominations (ex. ~100 copies of 3205c). Many FDCs also on offering including modern panes & souvenir sheets 
and more-than-adequate used collections with good B-O-B like Ducks complete from 1950-84, as well as RW4-8. Definitely 
worth a look and we recommended you do! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 93 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
1187   Crisp and Valuable Balance Lot, 1879-1992, FDR memorabilia group of 9 items from first two terms including 1932 portrait 

of FDR and family, 1934 photo of the White House, Congressional invitation to the Inauguration, Presidential invitation with 
envelope, and more; EFO group of 76 coils, singles, pairs and blocks on 3 stock pages; 20 different stamps on March 1935 
Commemorative Parks Special Issue all on one Registered cover; 1¢-10¢ Rotary Issues of 1926 (632//642) complete less 634A, 
plate blocks of 4 MNH, also 1¢ and 2¢ booklet panes; 630 souvenir sheet MNH with small faults; National Parks imperforate 
plate blocks complete; 2¢ 1st Bureau Issue specialized collection with about 65 items on stock or exhibit pages, both used and 
unused, including several unused plate number strips; 230-238 Columbian collection of 20 unused stamps on two pages, includes 
2¢ block of 4; 220 coil line pairs of Scott 848; 55 coil line pairs of Scott 849; 120 coil line pairs of Scott 850; 103 coil line pairs 
of Scott 851; Postage Due collection on hingeless album pages including J1-J7, J15-J16, J18-J20, J22-J28 and J36 (unused); 10 
sheets of Scott 688; sheet of Scott C10; sheet of Official Mail postal card rate D plus 30 coil examples; plus two commemorative 
panels (397 and 398) with the Columbus 1992 reprints; lots of value well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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United States: Accumulations

1188   U.S., Considerable Accumulation, 1851-1997, Consisting of around 20 albums, numerous stockbooks and 100’s of covers, 
mostly FDCs, this sizeable lot has a number of individual collections, the best of which is a 5-volume set with a lot of choice 
material unfortunately stuck to the page but waiting to be rescued. There’s another Scott album with some nice 19th century and 
B-O-B, like Potato Tax #RI1-13 and 17 mint/used ducks, and another with all mint ducks from 1974-97. We also have an album of 
envelope entires and postal cards from 1964-86 which is nearly complete and most in duplicate or triplicate. 100’s of plate blocks, 
a red box filled with “102” cards, various mint folios from the USPS, Postal Commemorative Society, etc., some still unopened, 
and various Cinderella labels noticed throughout. Well worth a look and we encourage you to do so, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 139 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
1189   U.S., Ample Accumulation, 1857-1990, This leftover lot is heavy on mint with a number of collections in albums or on pages, a 

few very nearly complete from the 30’s to the late 80’s. There’s also a six-volume set of White Ace plate block albums from 1935-
87 which seems to be only missing #834 & 1053 but goes above and beyond with added pages for PNC strips and booklet panes. 
Speaking of PNCs, the Transportation series seems to be everywhere in this lot in varying length strips and many 100’s of other 
coils in pairs and strips. There are also many FDCs, numerous mint folios and commemorative panels, UN inscription blocks, mint 
U.S. Trust Territories, glassine files, and a couple of counter books with better material, Fine to Very Fine, Another lot which needs 
to be viewed in person to fully evaluate. Shipping charges apply - weight 144 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
1190   Washington Bicentenial Sheet Accumulation, 1932, file folder with glassine mint sheet files with full panes of 100 plus broken 

sheets; #704 (5), 705 (3), 706 (1), 707 (1), 708 (1+), 709 (29+), 710 (3), 712 (7), 713 (2), 714 (6), and 715 (2+); perforation 
separation on many of the 4¢ sheets noted; most of these 60 sheets appear quite fresh and the catalog value is considerable, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
1191   Balance with Delightful Ducks, 1857-1977, two volume Liberty album well populated mint and used 1935-1977, including 

Airmail, Special Delivery, Postage Due and Parcel Post; includes about 100 mixed United Nations mounted; 46 very attractive 
Federal Ducks (about half unused) on three pages; commemorative plate blocks on Minkus pages 1935-1953; a few thousand 
used Fourth Bureau stamps in a black page stockbook; check it out online, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.2 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
1192   U.S., Mainly Face Value Lot, 1920s-2000, An all mint lot, the vast majority NH. Great if you want to start a plate block collection 

with three glassine files all in order by cat number, but also fine if you want to use it for postage with probably close to $2,000 in 
face. But not so fast, there’s a lot of earlier material here too. Would you use a 3¢ stamp if it catalogs at over $1? How about a plate 
block at $20? There’s plenty here, like #340, 548-49 (blocks of 4), 563 (plate block of 4), 634d misperf, 637-41 (plate blocks), 650 
(block of 4), 685 (plate block), 697 (2 blocks of 4), 700-01, 704-15 (blocks of 4), 735 (2), 868 (plate block), 883 (plate block), 888 
(plate block), 892 (plate block) and many, many more. You’re welcome to inspect this lot in person, but without a doubt, worth 
it if you can nab this near the estimate, Mostly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 23 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
1193   Balance Lot Accumulation, 1929-2018, albums, stockbooks, binders, and boxes of covers; 100s of Bureau of Engraving and 

Printing products still in their original shipping packages; like new Lighthouse hingeless US (1847-1972) in two albums unused; 
dozens of UN FDC blocks; hundreds of modern mint postal stationery including Official Business; Year Sets 1973-1982; White 
Ace pages 1929-1953 with mixed used and unused; binder with Israel, Iraq, Libia and Iran; Westport Mint 23K gold stamps 
on cards; 100s of unchecked USPS souvenir pages; about 50 plate blocks (4¢-13¢) mounted on pages; Opening of the West 
presentation collection with tipped American Bank Note Co reprints of original engravings; hundreds of precancels on manila 
pages; Harris Liberty album with predominently used; two G&K mint files still in shrinkwrap; 1971-1975 postal stationery FDCs 
on Minkus pages; Harris Ambassador album lightly populated; 100s of BEP philatelic show cards; and an oldtime Regent World 
album with hundreds of stamps; value for the bidder willing to hunt for it, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 298 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
1194   Fresh Sheets Ripe for Grading, 1948-1969, 1400 sheets bundled in packs of 100 per issue; includes #1022, 1026, 1028, 1031, 

1034, 1073, 1076, 1093, 1098, 1104, 1109, 1113, 1193 and 1365-1368; representing 1¢, 1 1/4¢, 1 1/2¢, 3&cent (9), 4¢, and 6¢; 
opportunity to mine for valuable graded examples; Face Value $2,175, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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United States: Accumulations - 

1195   U.S., “We Gotcha Covered” Cover Accumulation, Should say “mostly U.S.” as there probably are a few hundred foreign 
amongst the several thousand covers on offer here. A large amount of 19th and early 20th century including stampless covers, much 
postal stationery, some unused, many hundreds of both vintage and modern postcards, a cover book of Crosby cacheted FDCs from 
the 40’s, Fleetwood Hunting Permit cachets, many special events, airmail-related, first flights, submarine launchings and much 
more. Some binders and cover books but mostly haphazardly thrown into boxes, thus making personal inspection necessary, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 100 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
1196   U.S., Alluring Accumulation, 1857-1997, An “accumulation” usually conjures up images of piles of unsorted material, but here a 

lot of it is quite orderly and could be labeled as dealer’s stock. In addition to a couple of albums and numerous stockbooks, there 
are three files of #4 glassines by cat number with used stock from #24-#3174, nicely sorted even into the modern issues by tagging 
varieties and plate numbers. Many thousands more on stocksheets, various sized envelopes and cigar boxes. Some better items 
throughout including revenues and even some nice Xmas seals, like WX2-3. Other items of note include a stocksheet of early 
precancels of the 1894 & 1902 issues and very old approval books filled with 100’s more of later issues, booklets of war ration 
stamps, FDCs including a very attractive album of U.S. Presidents from 1986 and a box loaded with meter stamps. Inspection 
strongly encouraged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 129 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
1197   U.S., Coils, Booklets & Other Goodies, 1869-1981, Numerous coil rolls, most still unopened, with over $200 in face, including 

C37, here in a complete roll of 500. Plenty of coil pairs too with many better, #352 pair (NH)(2), 387 pairs (NH, both 2 & 3mm 
spacing), nine NH pairs of 497, and numerous other line pairs, test coils, and coils in pairs or strips showing partial plate numbers. 
And did someone mention booklets? There’s more than enough here with many panes and around 185 complete booklets with 
many better, like 319Fq, BK100, BKC1. And various other surprises, like a used 119, a number of misperf pairs and blocks, mint 
Q7, Q11 (VLH), JQ2 (NH), JQ5 (NH), 571 block of 4 hinged on selvage. Plenty more to uncover, like mint Washington/Franklins, 
various B-O-B, etc, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online for viewing. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
1198   Farley Special Printing Uncut Press Sheets, 1935, 26 uncut sheets, plus some bits and pieces from the 1935 Special Printing 

limited sale; includes #756 (4), 757, 758 (4), 764 (attached to poster board), 766 (7), 767 (7), 768 and 771 (tear at bottom affecting 
3 stamps); condition varies as most have been rolled in sonotubes for an extended period; quite stunning to see; catalog $5,500 (764 
sheet and partials not counted), o.g. or without gum as issued, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ......................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

United States Accumulations
1199   Treasure Hunt Accumulation, 1851-2014, balance lot containing thousands on cards, on stock pages, and in glassines; C1 MNH, 

C3 unused, 73 unused, 116, 119, 156 unused, 239, 386 MNH LP; about 100 #65 in a slender stock book; 1766 1£ British Revenue 
on piece (PF cert); numerous space fillers on stock cards; Scott National Booklet Pane album pages with panes from 1965 forward 
(about $50 Face); a few hundred Revenues on manila cardstock including Wine, Motor Vehicles, Postage Due, and State Fish & 
Game; 400 First Flights on UXC1 postal cards (1949-1952); 4 STS-8 folders with Challenger Space Mail envelopes; hundreds 
of Christmas Seals, includes two tiny albums, includes labels back to 1908; hundreds of modern coils in a Lighthouse stockbook 
including long strips of Prexie and Liberty Series coils; unopened Civil War and Tropical Birds postal card sets; and lots more for 
the winner willing to dig, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Accumulations
1200   Uncommonly Eclectic Miscellany, 1902-38, a couple hundred items (representing more stamps) presented on a mix of manila and 

Vario stockpages a bit haphazardly, which simply adds to the fun of reviewing the lot; material ranges from Second Bureau Issue 
through the Prexies, with multiples mint (including a few plate blocks) and used, perforated and imperforate pairs or blocks mint 
and used, a solid selection of Washington-Franklins (unchecked), strip multiples mint and used, used precancel multiples, mint and 
used Folly blocks of four, dollar-value Prexie blocks (including vertical block of six #834), some Airs, even a page with a selection 
of Newspapers, Documentaries and Parcel Post Postage Dues (two precancelled); condition varies as expected, but generally clean 
and sound; any yellowing in our images is due to the stocksheet’s plastic—the stamps are completely fresh, Fine to Very Fine, an 
enticing little something to spice up your stock. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Accumulations
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United States: Dealers Stock

1201   United States, Balance of Epic Collector, 1923-1970, three large boxes of remainder from Chicago airmail collector prominent in 
the 1930s; liked to scrapbook create custom covers to honor Bremen Flyers, Lindbergh, Earhart, Balbo and others as the visited the 
Windy City; noted uncacheted National Parks and Overrun Countries (do you know an artist?) as well as thousands of addressed 
and unaddressed first day covers; would estimate number of covers in the low thousands; lots of commorative covers from Macon, 
Akron and other airships; extensive Century of Progress material; early CAMs and FAMS, some signed by pilots or Postmasters; 
many hours of enjoyment (or profit?) for the winning bidder, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 52.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ......................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Accumulations
1202   Better Postal History Accumulation, 1880-1952, about 250 Early Postal Card fancy cancels, Advertising covers, Registered 

Bank Tags, and Ship covers; 29 postal cards (mostly UX4, UX7) with stars, crosses, targets, couple colored, etc; 54 postal cards 
(UX4, UX7) with negative letters or numerals with many great strikes; 22 mostly late 19th century Advertising covers with an 
assortment of illustrations; 7 envelopes using #208 as part of the rate; 25 covers franked with 1¢-15¢ Issue of 1902 (300-319); 
24 domestic Postage Due (J1//J22); 26 envelopes (1899-1926) with advertising slogans for Expositions; about 100 Ship covers 
with many related to Antarctica (a few canceled at the South Pole); 15 canvas tags with #516 on all plus other Washington 
Franklins; and 18 WWII APO, NPO (several First Marine) including Australia, Canal Zone, Tunisia, Trinadad, Solomon Islands, 
Saipan, and Midway; inspect to fully appreciate, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Dealers Stock

United States Dealers Stock
1203   U.S., Cut Squares and Entires, an Old-Time Estate Collection.  A fabulous collection of hundreds of mainly cut squares with 

a plethora of specialized material including albinos, specimens, reverse printings, a specialized collection of 112 different U58 
types of working dies, 1868-1870, plus Nesbitt “Bulls-Eye” essays with 12 different examples, interesting canceled entires and 
cut squares plus more varieties none of which were counted in the Scott value. A very comprehensive collection of cut squares 
beginning with the 1853-1855 issues, with mint and used followed by mainly mint, all housed neatly in a Scott National album for 
stationery. There are a huge number of key items with Scott values into the hundreds of dollars each and denominations to 90 cents. 
Certainly one of the finest collections of this popular are that we have ever had the pleasure to offer. Viewing is a delight as you will 
discover color errors, double impressions and more. The collector’s passion is evident by the quality and rarity and the scope of the 
collection. The “normal” cut squares have a Scott value of over $43,000, and this doesn’t count any of the specialized material. 
The condition is mainly Fine to Very Fine with some mixed condition and a few flaws but overall quite attractive. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States Dealers Stock
1204   US, Stupendous Selected Mint Stock, 1893-1911 (Scott 230//F1), a hoarders delight, post office fresh as the day they were 

printed, some straight edges,230 (19); 231 (30); 323 (572); 324(123); 328 (393); 329 (265); F1 (172), o.g., never hinged, generally 
Fine or better, some average. Scott $122,767. (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Dealers Stock
1205   U S, Nebraska Issue Cornhuskers Delightful Stock, 1929 (Scott 669-679), from an original find, selected for freshness and 

centering, as follows:669 (107); 670 (182); 671 (176); 672 (367); 673 (160); 674 (118); 675 (252) [some oxidation which can be 
remedied]; 676 (45); 677 (29); 678 (60); 679 (23) excellent potential for retail/online sales, unpicked for better quality and there 
are some VF-XF to be had here as well as a potential for grading, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine or better. Scott $49,800. 
(photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Dealers Stock
1206   Substantial and Refined Dealer’s Stock of Classics, 1890-1920, neatly organized on manila stockpages, nearly all identified 

by Scott and with quantities noted; starts with #223, 224 (5) and 225, followed by 1¢-50¢ Columbians in quantities up 
to 35, Trans-Mississippis 1¢-5&cent (quantities to 22), Pan-Ams less 4¢ in quantities to 21, a smattering of Second Bureaus 
including a 13¢ block of four, Louisiana Purchase to 5¢ in quantities to 33, Jamestown with #328 (28), 329 (12) and 330 (3); 
1909 Commemoratives (less #369) in quantities to 56; strong Washington-Franklins including booklet panes and coil singles, 
pairs and line pairs; a #523, 1919 Victory with 19 singles, a pair and three blocks of four; and ending with Pilgrims Issue #548 
(25) and 549 (36); all mint, with later including never hinged; note corner, arrow and plate blocks, plus plate number singles 
sprinkled throughout; one for the savvy dealer, as our catalogue value is based on mint hinged without premiums for later never 
hinged and better quality items, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth the time to inspect; imaged in full online.  
Scott $24,700 ++. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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United States: Dealers Stock - 

1207   Mint Washington/Franklins in Abundance, 1917-20, Generous helpings of many better Washington/Franklins; mint singles, 
pairs, blocks, mostly never hinged and many with plate number. If there is a single highlight, it is the 2¢ Washington, flat plate, 
perforated 11, unwatermarked, type 1a variety, aka #500. A single copy is certainly worth mentioning, but here we have a never-
hinged block of 30 with plate number! Other mint blocks consisting of four or more include 504 (26), 506 (6), 507 (3), 508 (8), 509 
(13), 511 (16), 512 (12), 513 (30), 514-16. Also some misperfs and pairs imperforate between of 498-99, as well as used copies 
of 524 (25) & 547 (40). CV over $38,000, mostly Fine to Very Fine, stockbook viewable online in its entirety. (photo on web site) 
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Dealers Stock
1208   Selected for Quality, 1861-1956, 100s on black stock cards annotated with catalog numbers and values; used #30A, 32, 76, 78, 

96, 112-114, 117E1e (grilled and gummed), 119, 153, 165, and 218; unused include #189, 209, 235 block, 266, 285-289, 319g 
booklet pane. 323-326, 367-368 plate blocks of 6, 374,-82 (except 8¢), 382, 392 LP, 400, 410-411 LP, 412-413 pairs, 415-416, 420, 
471, 497 pair, 528B block of 9, 545, 573, 658-668 (2 sets), 1053, 1908 (plate #2), C1 block, F1, K18, O6, O36, O65, Newspaper 
(including PR3P4), Special Handling, U207 and U475; and 24 cards with key Revenues each cataloging $100-$200, Revenues 
catalog $3,000+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Dealers Stock
1209   Better Quality Airmail Stock, 1918-78, a sharp-eyed hoarder’s collection, mounted on White Ace album pages, with two to seven 

of each page; begins with a nice holding of #C1-C6, many never hinged, with additional better items including #C7-C9 (7), C10a, 
C13 (2), C18 (6, one graded 95, another 90), C23c, five Transport sets, C46 (3, one graded 95), numerous coil line pairs, etc.; 
certificates, often graded, are scattered throughout, Fine to Very Fine with much better, a very nice lot well worth inspection. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Dealers Stock
1210   Envelope, 2001, 34¢ Eagle, blue gray omitted (Scott U646a), 297 stunning mint entires of the Federal Eagle 

with blue gray omitted leaving just the “34” in gray; as a bonus the lot includes an additional 62 examples with 
partial color; catalog excluding partials is $52,000, Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  
Scott $175. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Dealers Stock
1211   United States Used Inventory, 1850’s-1930’s, each stamp sorted into glassine envelope by Scott number, into three large inventory 

boxes, with: 205 (74), 209 (95), 211 (47), 215 (23), 216 (74), 224 (50), 225 (73), 226 (75), 227 (25), 232 (67), 233 (74), 235 (50), 
236 (69), 237 (24), 274 (22), 284 (66), 287 (25), 288 (25), 290 (23), 297 (25), 310 (25), 330 (25), 399 (49), 403 (25), 550 (25), 617 
(25), 648 (24), C1 (23), C2 (31), C3 (15), C4 (19), C5 (57), C6 (19), E1 (23), E2 (52), E3 (58), E5 (132), E6 (70), E7 (18), E8 (39), 
E9 (46), E10 (3), F1 (72), Q7 (30), Q8 (24), Q9 (32), Q10 (4), Q11 (6), Q12 (5), J26 (6), O3 (4), O4 (2 used and 1 mint), O27 (5), 
O36, O37 (4), O38 (5), O39, O40, O41 (2), O42, O51, O57, O58, O62 (2), O113, several better early newspaper stamps. Includes a 
couple stockbooks of earlier regular issues and a small cigar box full of faulty seconds and thirds. Condition and centering are both 
mixed but useful and huge catalog/sales value, generally Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs. Scott $35,000+ 
(Owner’s). (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Dealers Stock
1212   Dealer’s Stock of Better US Singles, 1853-1986, mostly one of a kind postally used and unused on counter book pages annotated 

with Scott number and retail prices; used include #23, 72, 85, 90, 97, 123, 137, 658-668, 669-679, O11, O25, and O29; unused 
include 94, 98, 116, 135, 183, 189, 205, 209, 226, 238-240, 253-255, and 258; overall nice quality and useful; catalog over 
$15,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Dealers Stock
1213   1938, Presidential Series, Large Dealer’s Stock (Scott 803-834), plate blocks of 4, massive stock with mild duplication with 

many different plate numbers or positions, neatly organized by plate number onto dealer tear sheet with plenty of scarcer plate 
numbers, with the scarcer plate numbers we list below, plus many of the plate numbers with slight scarcity that can be difficult to 
find, but are not worth mentioning in our list. A good mix with many of the lower denominations, plus a good amount of the higher 
denomination plates, with 803 (18), 804 (62, with a few better plate numbers incl. 22255 UL, 22255 UR, 22267 LR, 22268 UR, 
22268 LL, 22275 UR, 22277 UL, 22277 UR), 805 (93), 806 (400+), 807 (1250+, incl. 22057 UR, 22456 LL, 24220 four positions, 
24221 four positions, 24241 four positions, 24251 3 positions, 24252 two positions, 24353 two positions, 24737 three positions, 
24800 four positions, 24817 three positions, 24822 three positions, 24837 two positions, 24840 LL, 24841 two positions), 808 (20, 
incl. 21961 four positions, 24507 UR, 24509 LL, 24511 two positions, 22341 four positions, 22342 four positions), 809 (14), 810 
(60), 811 (50), 812 (26), 813 (50, incl 24107 LR, 21969 LR, 21971 two positions), 814 (41, incl. 22035 two positions), 815 (167, 
incl. 24126 UL, 24126 LR), 816 (4), 817 (7 incl. 22047 two positions, 22049 LL, 23910 LL), 818 (22074 UL, 22073 UR), 819 (1), 
820 (11), 821 (3, 23929 two positions), 822 (4), 823 (22144 LL, 23931 LL), 824 (8, incl. 22135 two positions, 23932 UR, 24079 
UL), 825 (6), 826 (5, incl. 22113 two positions), 827 (7), 828 (7), 829 (3), 830 (6), 831 (6), 833 and 834, o.g., some never hinged 
/ some hinged, a few with disturbed or glazed gum, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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United States: Dealers Stock

1214   Very Popular Prestige Booklets, 1999-2004, perfect for internet stock are these post office fresh modern commemorative booklets; 
including 170 Submarines (#3373-3377), 90 Lewis & Clark (BK297), and 53 Old Glory (3776-3780); Face Value $2,800+, Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Dealers Stock
1215   Massive, Mostly Modern Postal Stationery Dealer Stock, 1873-2020, 25,000+ Postal Cards, Postal Reply, Stamped 

Envelopes, Official Mail, Air Letter Sheets, and Airmail Postal Cards; this considerable holding is an amalgam of very old 
stock with a tremendous quantity of modern Face; a random exploration in one box revealed about 50 of the earliest Officials 
mixed in with minimally useful material, including UO1 (2 unused), UO2 (28 some mint some used plus 11 Specimens), and 
UO4 (including 5 Specimens); in another box found 50+ modern Officials (many postally used) including a few UO75 from 
West Point; noticed UX10, UX34, UY3 (unsevered) and other early but predominent is from 1960 forward including modern 
commemorative sets; Face in excess of $2,400, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 211 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Dealers Stock
1216   125+ Mostly Airmail Sheets & Partial Sheets, 1929-1982, mostly Airmail in a large binder including #645, 690, 717, 894 (3), 

1953-2002 (4), 2647-2696, C7 (5), C8 (5), C9 (5), C25 (4), C26, C27 (2), C28, C29 (2), C30 (3), C31 (2), C32 (15), C33 (4), C34, 
C35 (3), C36, C38 (5), C40 (8), C42 (2), C43 (5), C44 (2), C45 (8), C47 (3), C48 (2), C49 (3), C50, C51 (2), C53, C54, C55 (2), 
C66, C68, C70, C128, C129 (2), C130, CE1, CE2 (2), E15 (2), E16 (2), E17 (2), E18, E19 (2), E20, FA1, QE1, QE2 and QE3; a 
number of partial sheets (not counted) and minor selvage issues, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Dealers Stock
1217   Solid Dealer Stock 1851-2014, four counter books, and dozens of “102” cards of earlier US material; counter book of used 

including 77, 113, 152, 165, 190, 229, 238, 241, and 276; a second book of postally used with numerous sets of Washington 
Franklins; a book of unused hinged and another with no gum that includes 234, 236, 237, 239, and 240; stamps with faults on 
“102” cards include 112, 155, 214, E1, E3, and J18; mint with faults include 214, 233, 235, 287, 330, J2, J16, and J25; used 
coil pairs including 390 LP, 393, 413, 441, 442, 492, 497, and 599A LP; unused hinged coil pairs include 452 LP, 458, 492 
LP, 494 LP, 496 LP, and 497; catalog $12,200, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Dealers Stock
1218   U.S., Voluminous Mainly Used Inventory, Many thousands of mainly used stamps, all neatly mounted on 102 cards and housed 

in 5 large red boxes. Contains some 19th century, much 20th century, airmails, back-of-the-book, postage dues, revenues, special 
delivery and ducks which total $1,236 alone. Prices range from 20 cents to $10 with many higher. Duplication is present and 
condition is a bit mixed, especially on the earlier material. However there are lots of useful material for online sales. Well worth a 
look. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Dealers Stock
1219   United States, Clean Plate Block Dealer Stock, 1908-2011, 1800+ plate blocks in two like new 12” drawers and two large 

Lighthouse black page stockbooks; Scott 332//4584 and C7//C148 with minimal duplication; better items include 332 ($150), 
554, 583, 615, 617, 621 ($115), 622 ($210), 623 ($250), 628, 629, 631, 646, 647 ($110), 650, 683, 711, 715 ($110), 771, 883, 
2881, C11, and C21; consignor catalog $9,500, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Dealers Stock
1220   Cover and Post Card Collection, 1845-2012, several hundred covers ranging from a dozen stampless, a number of Banknote 

era, hundreds of clean fdcs with cachets, a marvelous post card collection, a box of pictorial cancels, as well as a number of 
worldwide commercial covers; 1849 West Point to father reporting student grades have improved and term tuition ($106) received, 
1840 Newbergh to the Controller in Albany, 1849 Newbergh inquiring about unpaid taxes, attactive postmarks and rates, 1831 
Newbergh FREE to Auditor in Washington City, and a free frank from Congressman A S Murray from Goshen; #11 tied to 1854 
Hartford Mutual Insurance Co document, New York town cancels; some better FDCs mixed in with more common ones including 
Staehle, Ken Boll, O R Watts, Rose Craft, Fleetwood, Art Craft, Twin City Philatelic, and others; a few hundred First Flight, 
Helicopter, A.M., NAMW, and Airport Dedications; about 250 small sealed envelopes each with the 13¢ 50 States Bicentennial 
Issue all dated Feb 23rd with the pictorial cancel “50 States - One Nation USA Bicentennial”; lastly, about 70 early postcards 
principally regarding Port Jervis but also Otisville, Greenville, Middletown, and Liberty NY; someone will have an enjoyable time, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 28 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................  Estimate $500 - 750
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United States: Face Value Lots - 

Face Value Lots

United States Face Value Lots
1221   Strips, Line Pairs, and Plate Number Coils, 1954-2020, thousands of coil stamps organized by denomination in four volumes 

(Vol 1 1¢-4¢, Vol 2 5¢-11¢, Vol 3 12¢-28¢, and Vol 4 29¢-34¢); extraordinary amount of guide line pairs and plate number coils 
noted; half of the Face is found in the 29¢ to 34¢ range; golden opportunity to extract line pairs and better plate number coils to 
offer to your better customers; Face Value $7,500+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.8 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Face Value Lots
1222   U.S., Mostly Forever Uncut Press Sheets, 2008-15, Over 60 uncut press sheets with issues remembering various personalities, 

from Katharine Hepburn to Jimi Hendrix. Over 50 of these sheets are “Forever” with other denominations, mostly higher than the 
current “Forever” rate, such as the “Three Ounce” Flannery O’Connor, the 86¢ Puffin and the $2 Inverted Jenny; a whopping face 
value of $4872.70, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 23 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States Face Value Lots
1223   U.S., Forever Uncut Press Sheets, 2016-19, Over 60 uncut press sheets with many memorable issues, from Music Icon John 

Lennon to the National Parks. All denominated “Forever” with a whopping face value of $5145.76, Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 37.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States Face Value Lots
1224   U.S., Forever Uncut Press Sheets, 2016-19, Well over 50 uncut press sheets with many memorable issues, from the 50th 

Anniversary of Star Trek to the Centennial of Airmail. All denominated “Forever” with a whopping face value of $5138.88, Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 39 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States Face Value Lots
1225   U.S., Forever Uncut Press Sheets, 2016-17, Over 60 uncut press sheets with many memorable issues, from the World 

Stamp Show in New York in 2016 to the History of Hockey. All denominated “Forever”, as well as the Henry James “Three 
Ounce”, all with a whopping face value of $4551.84, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 31.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States Face Value Lots
1226   Considerable Face Lot, 1934-2021, very fresh modern (although some Farley National Parks blocks and Liberty Series plate 

blocks noted), ranging from 1¢ through $18.95; very little is below 20¢ with the lion’s share between 29¢ and 34¢; nice condition 
with much still packaged; Face Value $6,500, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Face Value Lots
1227   U.S., Mostly Forever Uncut Press Sheets, 1997-2015, Over 40 uncut press sheets with many memorable issues, from Paul 

Newman to Rosa Parks. About two-thirds are “Forever”, the remaining ranging from 32¢ to $1; a whopping face value total of 
$3571.60, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Face Value Lots
1228   Considerable Face Lot, 1935-2018, 26 mint sheet files plus 4 glassine boxes full of very clean plate blocks, strips, and sheets from 

1¢-$15; very nice condition for the dealer interested in selling sheets or grading stamps; duplication is mild to moderate with strong 
representation of popular 29¢-34¢ mini-sheets; Face Value $5,500++, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 44 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Face Value Lots
1229   U.S., 32¢ to Forever Uncut Press Sheets, 1997-2014, Forty uncut press sheets with issues remembering various personalities, 

from James Stewart and Ingrid Bergman to Bob Hope and Wilt Chamberlain. Denominations run from 32¢ to 66¢ with about a 
dozen “Forever” sheets, all with a whopping face value of $3095.17, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Face Value Lots
1230   U.S., Massive and Valuable Mint Accumulation, huge selection comprising hundreds of complete booklets to the 33¢ era in 

duplicate, plus many, many hundreds of sheets, part-sheets, plate blocks, strips of ten, etc., filling a good-sized box as received; 
great variety to be sure, with very substantial aggregate face value, Very Fine, well worth a careful inspection. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 16 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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United States: Face Value Lots

1231   U.S., Vast and Valuable Mint Accumulation, eclectic holding comprising a two-volume Lighthouse hingeless album 1935-97 
collection of mostly face, with some premium included; in addition, we note four large, fat glassine-type bags jam-packed with 
useful postage, mostly in blocks of four-ten, strips, Airmails, etc., with strength in the 20¢-30¢ values range; huge amount of face 
to be sure, Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
1232   U.S., “Show Your Face” Mint Accumulation, A huge amount of face value here, around $4700, with almost all higher 

denominations, a large chunk of this lot stemming from the 21st century with stacks of mini-sheets & souvenir sheets, Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
1233   Useful Face Value Postage, 1922-2018, wonderful mix of numerous sheets, plate blocks, sets and singles; duplication is minimal 

and most sheets are in the 13¢-20¢ range; Airmail sheet denominations including 25¢, 28¢, 35¢ and 40¢; Face Value $3,618, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
1234   Wide Variety of Coils, Booklets, and Sheets, 1954-2021, massive quantify of useful newer material in mint sheet files, Minkus 

album pages, and in glassines; range extends from 1¢ to $10.75 with concentration at 13¢ and the 29¢-37¢ denominations, and 125 
are $1 or more; nice to see a wide range with mild to moderate duplication in keeping the needs of today’s online merchant; Face 
Value $3,750, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
1235   U.S., “Forever and a Day” Face Value Lot, Over 3,400 forever stamps, and at today’s postal rate, that’s around $2,000 in face. 

Here’s one investment guaranteed to go up in value! Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
1236   Extensive Commemorative Panels Holding, Plus Pre-Packaged Postage, the Panels mostly in USPS binders (noted on spines 

as to catalogue number range) or in Commemorative Society oversized binders; majority run 8¢ to 32¢ values, though we note 
another shorter run with 37¢ and 39¢ stamps—each Panel presenting a never hinged block of four; additionally, there are sealed 
window envelopes containing 200 3¢, 4¢, 5¢, 6¢ or 8¢ stamps, ready-made to offer or use; the pre-packaged stamps alone tally 
$926; easily multiples of that in the hundreds of Panels, Very Fine. (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
1237   USPS Uncut Press Sheets, 1995-2007, approximately 80 uncut press sheets of popular commemoratives; includes Civil War, 

Exploring the Solar System, Celebrate the Century, Mars Pathfinder, Bugs Bunny, Trans-Mississippi, Atlanta 1996 Olympics, 
Sylvester & Tweety, Marilyn Monroe, Pan-American Inverts, Pacific 97, and Star Wars; duplication ranges from 1-15 sheets; cut 
sheets of Yoda and Star Wars, US Face Value approximately $2,800; bonus material of Canada Lunar New Year souvenir sheet 
press sheets 1997-1999 (Ox, Tiger, Rabbit) plus two 2016 Lenticular Star Trek press sheets (Unitrade C$480), Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
1238   USPS Uncut Commemorative Issue Press Sheets, 1995-2012, 95 uncut press sheets including Hawaii Missionary (29), Trans-

Mississippi (24), World Stamp Expo (3), Kwanzaa (5), Pacific 97, Deciduous Forest, Marilyn Monroe (2), Comic Book Classics, 
Civil War, Celebrate the Century (set of 10 different), Legends of the West (4), Atlanta Olympics (2), Mars Pathfinder (9), and 
Major League All-Stars (2), All-Star sheets are imperforate ($840 catalog); Face Value $2,900, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
1239   U.S., Another Pretty Face Value Lot, 1930s-2003, Stocksheets with singles & blocks, a small box, bags of stamps, a plate block 

collection on album pages and a binder filled with modern self-adhesive mini-sheets. All this adds up to a heck of a lot of face, well 
over $3,000 to be more precise. So, unless you want to lose face, you might as well face up to it and please, try to keep a straight 
face! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 25 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
1240   Modern Collection Offered at Face, 1960-2009, 7 volumes of modern issues in black mounts; three volumes (1960-1999) on 

custom printed pages and stored in 3 ring binders, the remaining four (1997-2009) are housed in attractive Schaubek volumes; 
everything is fresh and cost a considerable amount to assemble; Face Value $3,000+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 36 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1241   U.S., “In Your Face” Mint Accumulation, 1930s-2000s, Five albums, a dozen stockbooks, one mint sheet folder and a box 
loaded with blocks and booklets. Much modern and higher denominations bring the total face value to at least $2,500. Be sure 
to check our other face value lots in this sale, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 49 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
1242   American Bicentennial Issues Souvenir Sheets, 1976 (Scott 1686-1689), issued in connection with INTERPHIL 76 International 

Philatelic Exhibition in Philadelphia, this lot consists of 600 sets (4 different sheets); 400 remain in the original envelopes while 
the other 200 are neatly bundled; exceedingly fresh with catalog value of $10,200; Face Value $2,580, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 29.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
1243   Souvenir Sheets, Get Your Souvenir Sheets Here, 1936-1966, 18,300 souvenir sheets between 5¢-15¢ face each; #778 

(3,800), 797 (3,500), 948 (4,600), 1075 (4,300), and 1311 (2,100); catalog value is nearly $17,000 but you can have them for a 
fraction of the issue price; Face Value $2,074, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 34.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

United States Face Value Lots
1244   U.S., Big-Time Booklet Bonanza, 1938-2008, Nothing but booklets, and mostly higher denominations totaling around $2400 in 

face. Perfect for the reseller or someone with a lot of letters to mail! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
1245   U.S., Commemorative Face Lot, 1940-88, two multi-mint sheet files brimming with more than 300 commemoratives sheets 

with minimal duplication; 3&cent (28), 4&cent (30), 5&cent (29), 6&cent (61), 8&cent (75), 10&cent (41), 11&cent (3), 13&cent 
(41), 15&cent (3), 18&cent (14), 20&cent (7), 22&cent (4); about 20 percent consists of strips and plate blocks; dozens of BEP 
engraved show cards; about a dozen USPS commemorative panels; sheet of #1283B with drastic miscut; Post Office Department 
presentation folder for #1168 and 1169 autographed by Postmaster General Arthur E. Summerfield; face value $2,100+, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 33 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
1246   U.S., The “Your Guess is as Good as Mine” Face Value Lot, A 3-volume Harris Plate Block Album, a collection on Scott pages 

and a few glassine files organized by cat number; other than that, this gigantic face value lot is pretty much a free-for-all with 
singles and blocks crammed into envelopes or just loose, full and partial sheets in between the pages of Life Magazine from the 
40’s, numerous coil strips, many from the modern era with plate number and around 200 mint sets from the USPS from the 70’s, 
80’s & 90’s (most with folders/books removed to reduce weight). If you’ve been waiting for a bargain on a face value lot, this could 
very well be the one! Must be seen to even guesstimate the total value, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 147 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
1247   AMERIPEX ‘86 Issue Miniature Sheets, 1986 (Scott 2216-2219), issued in conjunction with AMERIPEX ‘86 International 

Philatelic Exhibition in Chicago in four different miniature sheets; 250 sets in the issued envelope have a catalog value of $6,500; 
Face Value $1,980, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
1248   Pan-American Invert Souvenir Sheets, 2001 (Scott 3505a-c), approximately 19,000 souvenir sheets where the 80¢ stamps have 

been removed leaving just the three lovely reprints of the 1901 classic; removed from the bricks to trim the high value postage, 
the brick cards have all been retained as a bonus; Face Value $1,325, a great promo item! o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 114 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Face Value Lots
1249   US, Hawaiian Missionary Stamps, Uncut Press Sheet, 2002 (Scott 3694), complete press sheet of 6 souvenir sheets, 

in post office sealed package of 100, face value $888, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $3,000 ++. (photo on web site) 
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750
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United States: Postal History Collections

Postal History Collections

United States Postal History Collections
1250   Delightful Postal History Compilation, 1851-1911, 17 in total, neatly mounted and identified on quadrille pages, many with 

a Schools theme; starts with a strip of three #7 on Fort Edward Institute corner card envelope, followed by #10A with recuts 
cancelled “University, NJ” in blue, #11 on Granville Female Academy corner card envelope, another #10A, a #11A with #LO2 
on large piece, a #11, three more #11A, two #26 covers, a #26A on bold Hanover College corner card, #64b on Williston 
Seminary cover, a very attractive #85C on cover, #95 on Promissory Note, #222 bisect used locally in Boston, and a wonderfully 
centered #347 on multicolor advertising corner for Mint Jujubes with Dead Letter Office “Returned to Writer” pointing hand 
handstamp; normal usage wear, but generally clean and sound, Fine to Very Fine, imaged in full online. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
1251   Box After Box of Postal History, 1880-2015, several concentrations amidst thousands of older envelopes; Spanish-American 

War Correspondence (about 50 items) with roughly opened covers in a binder; a few hundred gold replica covers (very popular); 
several hundred WWII APO and FPO envelopes, many with enclosed letters; a few dozen ship Parcel Post on cut squares mounted 
on envelopes; hundreds of picture postcards (mostly pre-chrome) postally used with turn of the century franking; about 40 pilot 
signed CAM first flights; several hundred First Day Covers with ArtCraft and Artmaster cachets; a few hundred examples of 
modern postal stationary; lovely mounted collection celebrating Council of Europe with stamps and several dozen covers 
including Concorde related; numerous ornate and useful picture post cards; a few hundred RPO and HPO envelopes from first trips; 
sealed mint commemorative postal cards series including Porky Pig, Wile E Coyote, Daffy Duck, 1996 Olympics, Friendship 
All Aboard Trains, Legends of the West, Civil War, Nancy (2), Early TV, 50s Sports Cars, Baseball Fields (3), Legends of Baseball 
(14), Baseball Sluggers (7), Black Heritage Vol 1 & 2, Lighthouses (3), America on the Move (3), and Scenic Landscapes (2); and 
thousands of unchecked commercial and personal envelopes franked from Banknotes through WWII and later; much to enjoy, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 97 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
1252   US Naval Postal Facilities at Sea, 1907-45, about 350 pieces of mail postmarked aboard ship; beginning with the Great White 

Fleet through the end of WWII this postal history comes from Cruisers, Frigates, Battleships and Destroyers; good percentage 
involve the USS Constitution with appropriate cachets; nice selection of Tokyo Bay occupation mail at the end of the war; useful 
to military historians or the dealer who supplies them, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
1253   First Bureau Issue Covers, 1880-1898, 85+ envelopes franked with First Bureau stamps, beautifully curated with the potential 

to fashion a top flight exhibit; about a third currently mounted on custom pages and remainder on black stock cards; includes 
Registered cover with tied #10x1 reprint, Spanish American War patriotic, interesting combination commercial mail, Registered 
Package label, W J Bryant campaign cover, Registered Advertising, illegal bisect, first flag cancel, Collection and Distribution 
Wagon #1, used to mail insurance report, used to serve Injunction, Advertising covers, wonderful Marcophaly, as well as a stunning 
Vanlentine’s card and envelope; eye popping material for the discriminating specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal History Collections
1254   Columbian Exposition Stamps and Postal Entires, 1893 (Scott 230-237, U348-U351), 100+ envelopes with examples of #230-

237 paying the rate (at least a dozen were #237), plus 40 #U348-U351 entires; large percentage have business corner cards and 
some with advertising including County Clerk’s office, rubber stamp company, The New York Times, Trenton Phosphate, Wild Cat 
Poultry Farm, Pratt Institute, Bibliotheca Platonica, Vermont Farm Journal, Farmers Alliance Exchange, Hart Pioneer Nurseries, 
Traders’ National Bank, A Hoen & Co Lithographers, Guptil Fine Carriages and Sleighs, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station 
(nice RPO), American House Livery, Quebec Steamship Company, Washington String Orchestra, Perkiomen Vally Brewery, and 
many more; numerous Registered and a lovely Postage Due; condition varies as expected with some opened roughly or toned but 
majority are quite nice; a few examples of mint entires included, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ......................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal History Collections
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1255   Century of Presidential Inauguration Collection, 1909-2009, 275 envelopes celebrating the peaceful transition of power in two 
G&K cover albums; #357 bluish ($175) on Taft postcard; Coolidge envelope postmarked Washington; Hoover cover with NJ 
cancel; 1st FDR with 6 different cachets; 2nd FDR unusual cachet; 3rd FDR two different cachets; FDR death four different; 
Truman; 1st Eisenhower three different; 2nd Eisenhower eight different; JFK three different; JFK death 2 different; Johnson 
14 different; 1st Nixon 15 different; 2nd Nixon 20 different; Nixon resign four different; Ford 12 different; Carter 16 different; 
1st Reagan 54 different; 2nd Reagan 22 different; HW Bush 15 different; 1st Clinton 11 different; 2nd Clinton 17 different; 
George W Bush 14 different; 1st Obama four different; several of the cachets are handpainted or limited, multicolor cachets, Fine 
to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
1256   Marvelous Collection of Union Patriotic Covers and Postal History, More than 130 used Patriotic covers, ten of them with their 

original letters, most of them being Soldiers’ letters, seven with transcriptions and six of them on Patriotic letterheads; the bulk of 
them are more common designs featuring Male or Female Figures, Eagles, Shields, Flags, etc., but there are a few better designs 
mixed here and there, and there are also about 20 interesting non-patriotic Civil War-period covers. Condition is mixed, though 
generally Fine, with the nicer designs being in lesser condition. Still a terrific lot—one that would take a long time to assemble. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
1257   Definitive Old Ironsides Cover Collection, 1931-34, 2,300 USS Constitution covers attractively presented in 20 volumes; a 

lifetime accumulation of commemorative envelopes from the oldest ship afloat anywhere in the world; commissioned during the 
tenure of George Washington and having served with distinction during the War of 1812 with England, it continues to inspire 
Americans and those that love the sea; as you would expect, this specialist acquired the unusual and scarce as well as the minute 
differences in cachet colors and the like; this lovely collection is ready for its new home, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 60 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
1258   Cheerful Selection of First Day Covers, 1925-68, comprising eight Lexington-Concord (2 with complete set, 1 

Washington, 1 Boston, plus sets of single covers from Lexington and Cambridge), a $2 Prexie with later hand-
painted cachet, four $5 Prexies (all-different cachets, one a later hand-painted), and 54 Walt Disney covers all First-
Day cancelled, 35 with standard bars, 19 with Marceline, MO c.d.s. of Sept 11, 1968; the Disneys particularly bright 
and cheery, the duplication of cachets useful, Fine to Very Fine or better.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  
Scott $2,500+. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal History Collections
1259   United States, Kitty Gallup Embroidered First Day Cover Collection, 1985-1994, 39 extraordinary encased postcard sized 

embroidery coordinated with cancelled First Day postmarks; these were done in limited quantities between 10-30 and are very 
collectable; many were done with high value US or Canadian Ducks; an absolute delight, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

United States Postal History Collections
1260   Kendal Bevil Handpainted First Day Cover Collection, 1993-2002, over 200 premium First Day Covers from the modern 

master, Kendal Bevil in two binders (for the smaller covers) plus a stack of larger envelopes; highly prized, the only duplication 
is when both a regular issue (generally less than 200 made) and an Artist Proof were available; about half are sports related with 
a large percentage about baseball; 27 are legal-sized large format and eight are 8” x 10” format; sumptuous artistry highly sought 
after by collectors, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
1261   U.S., Mae Weigand Hand Painted Collection, 1942-1943, approximately 230 very collectable covers postmarked with hand 

cancels throughout the country during WWII, housed in three attractive UN Covers flip binders; mild to moderate duplication of 
her work showing nation flags set against an outline of the Statue of Liberty; overall condition is quite good and does not suffer 
from glue staining often observed during the period; golden opportunity to stock up on personally fashioned artwork from a 
glorious age, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
1262   Wildly Popular Wildhorse FDC Collection, 1980-2000, 90+ limited edition handpainted FDCs in a bulging cover album; terrific 

imagery with great subjects including Space, Sinatra, Kennedy, Lucy, Superman, Fonda, FDR, Olympics, War, Aviation, Horror, 
Composers, Redford, and many more; will sell great online, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1263   The Rest of the Best, 1938-54, 1800 premium sets and individual issues (#835//1053) from the end of the classics to just before 
First Day Covers become pedestrian; includes Pilgrim, Pavois, Linprint, Reid, Anderson, Gundel, Sidenius, Ludwig, Crosby, 
House of Farnum, Goldsmith Brothers, Fidelity, Espenshade, Mayne, Historic Arts, Grimsland, Plimpton, Grandy, Hobby Cover 
Service, Bronesky, Evans, Staehle, Ioor, 1st Hart, Fairway, Ferryman, 1st Sorg, Raley, Sanders, Beardsley, Casper, Hux, Clifford, 
Phoenix-Conneticut Insurance, Aubry, Gundel, Rice, Fidelity, Holland, Washington Stamp Exchange, Law, Speer, Von Losberg, 
Espenshade, Webster, Czubay, Nix, SEPAD, Imperial, Annis, Heyl, Keyworth, Dregg, Leo August, 1st Golden Gate International, 
and many more; several striking Chinese Resistance (#906), a few sets of Overrun Countries (#909-921) by different cachet-
makers and some great complete sets of Famous Americans (#859-893), finishing nicely with a couple of $5 Hamilton including 
Artcraft and Artmaster plate blocks, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Postal History Collections
1264   Classic Era Illustrated First Day Covers, 1932-37, 1100 classic era better covers from #701//802; Klotzbach, Gorham, Egolf, 

Reid, Roessler, Ioor, Rice, 1st Bennett, Ahlmann, 1st Los Angeles Times, Miller, Linprint, Stoutzenberg, Gill, Crosby, Bert, Truby, 
Fairway, Sidenius, Baxter, Groat, 1st Collingdale Press, Heinrich, Hudson, Rothblum, Feigenbaum, Joseph, Merchantville Stamp 
Club, 1st Douglas Stamp, 1st HF, 1st Nelson White, 1st Willard Wethersfield, Parsons, Gundel, 1st SPA, Farnam, Batson, Holland, 
1st Ham, Grimsland, Bronesky, Grandy, Washington Stamp Exchange, Staehle, Gilbert, Mauck 1st Hertelle Stamp Co, Nickles, 
Hacker, Chester, Kee, Krause, 1st Pancoast, Whitman, Nix; wonderful set of National Parks, Washington Bicentennial blocks of 4; 
very minimal duplication and eye-catching better First Day Covers put the bourse or online dealer at a real advantage, Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Postal History Collections
1265   Prized Beazell Photographic Collection, 1929-1933, 150+ exceedingly rare envelopes from Robert Beazell; in addition to his 

hand drawn cachets that often humorously relate to town cancels, he is legendary for his handmade experimental photographic 
cachets; group of 34 of cancels matching the photo with the majority postmarked in 1931, examples include Deep Water WV, 
Alligator MS, Cedar Lake MI, etc; 31 covers with cancels that match to photos like Longfellow TX, Lincoln WA, Swan Lake MS, 
Falling Waters WV, etc; Beazell Presidents Collection of 29 honoring United States Presidents which relate to the town cancel; 15 
envelopes (2 duplicates) showing construction of the Cincinnati Union Terminal; Library PA photographic envelope; plus 46 more 
fanciful (but not photographic) Beazell creations; among the most innovative, attractive and exceedingly rare covers you can own; 
bonus consignor CDs Beazell Data Disk/Photos and Beazell Video Slide Show, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Postal History Collections
1266   The Dawn of First Day Covers, 1923-1931, about 210 envelopes from #555//700; #555, 589, 590, 605, 612 ($100), 

616, 617-619 Washington (2 x $150), Concord ($175), 620 & 621 blocks, 622 North Bend (6 x $200), 627, 628, 629, 633, 
634, 635, 635a, 637, 640 (and an unaddressed $150 Gorham), 642 (3 x $100), 643, 644 (including 4 Mauck and 1st Joshua 
Gerow), 645, 646-651, 654, 656 (5), 657 (1st Roschel 7 different, Roessler), 680 (Beazell 14D, 14F, 14G, 14I), 681 
(Shockley, Stoutzenberg), 682, 683 (Roessler, Stoutzenberg), 684, 685, 688 (Klotzbach, 1st Valley Stamp, Bernet), 690, 
693 ($100), 697 block of 4 (4 x $400), 698 plate block (2 x $300), 699 block of 4 ($350), 700 ($300), Fine to Very Fine.  
Scott $9,000+. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Postal History Collections
1267   Airmail & Special Delivery First Day Covers, 1927-52, about 500 better envelopes with Airmail franking; First Day Covers 

from #C10//C46 with great artwork from Rice, Ioor, Grandy, Linprint, Washington Service, Espenshade, Anderson, Hux, Imperial, 
and more; at least 50 are related to the Clipper flight of FAM14 (#C20-C22); includes 30 Special Delivery (#E17-E18), ten #FA1, 
and a matched set (on green covers) of #QE1-QE3; considerable catalog value (as well as clamor from your customers), Fine to 
Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Postal History Collections
1268   Mostly WWII Patriotics and Naval Related, 1930-1968, 450+ from the finest cachet makers of the golden age of First Day 

Covers; 375+ unaddressed Fluegel FDCs and Patriotics spanning #925//1361, C32-C71, U532//U550, and UC14//UC37; 75+ 
Weigand WWII Patriotics with neatly lettered addresses or in very light pencil; and 8 highly sought after Beazell Navy photographic 
cachets including USS Nevada, USS Idaho, USS Mississippi, USS Texas, USS Oklahoma, USS New Mexico, USS New York, and 
USS California; individually sleeved and annotated with Scott number and retail price; superior material that will sell well online, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Postal History Collections
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1269   Ultimate Eye Candy FDC Collection, 1983-2006, 120+ Bernard Goldberg premium envelopes including some truly scarce 
examples; includes unique $2 Bobcat franked with #312, 532, 572, 833, 1611, 2195, and 2482; F stamp 1/10, Cats 1/48, 
Connecticut 1/3, Executive Branch 1/3, World Stamp Expo 89 1/105, Francis Quimet 1/24, Mary Lyon 1/14, unlisted Sol Koved 
1/2, James Audubon 1/12, Eleanor Roosevelt 1/7, Orchid 1/108, Christmas Santa Claus unique, 1984 Olympics 1/100, Stravinsky 
1/80, George Washington 1/50, FDR 1/50, Sammy Sosa 1/46, Mickey Mantle 1/43, Steve Young 1/49, Rogers Hornsby 1/50, 
Super Bowl 1/100, Desmond Howard 1/52, Jackie Robinson 1/25, Ted Williams 1/50, Jimmy Doolittle 1/60, Ida B Wells 1/6, John 
Marshall 1/7, Beau Geste 1/48, George S Patton 1/60, Alvin Ailey 1/54, unlisted Republic of Texas 2/2, Lou Gehrig 1/59, and 
George H W Bush 1/49, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
1270   United States, Better FDC Dealer Stock, 1926-1937, 550+ early First Day Covers in a 15 inch dealer box; beginning with 

Scott 614-16 (Allentown) and 627, 681, 683, extensive National Parks, 733, 739, 742, 745, 797 and more; cachet makers include 
Grimsland, 1st American Chemical Industries, Adam Bert, Clifford, Raley, Top Notch, Ioor, Beverly Hills, Anderson, Imperial, 
Grandy, Garfield Perry, Historic Arts, Rice, Sidenius, Theren Fox, 1st Equitable, 1st Coppard, Crosby, 1st Cohen, Sons of the 
American Revolution, Stoutzenburg, Shockley, Roessler, and dozens more; numerous handpainted including A O Henry, David 
Peterman, A B Andrews, and more; many in sleeves annotated with catalog numbers and retail prices; strong dealer stock for clients 
of early FDCs, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
1271   Postal Card First Day Cover Collection, 1952-1989, 185+ Postal Card FDCs with attractive cachets; at least 20 are handpainted 

and 8 are USPS publicity photos (many autographed); art from Fluegel, Hux, Vevetone, Kolor Kover, C George, TriColor, Ulrich, 
Gamm, Weddle, Swindall, Anderson, Pugh, Ham, Sylira, Remmirk, Fox, Smartcraft, Ken Boll, Goldcraft, Sarzin, Artopages, 
Artmaster, Aristocrats, Fleetwood, Albers, DYS, Lorstan, and Colorano Silk:, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
3 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Postal History Collections
1272   Red Hot Baseball First Day Cover Collection, 1939-2012, about 350 envelopes (and a few postcards) honoring the boys of 

summer in three Showgard albums; premium cachets including Sanders ($125 x 2), McCamley ($200 x 4), Marsella ($350 x 2), 
Holland, Farnam, Ioor (4), Warneford ($100), Bromesky, Gundel ($100 x 2), Grimsland, Rice, 1st Ladedger, 1st Baltimore Orioles, 
Staehle, Crosby ($150), Historic Arts, Grandy, Coulthard, Clifford, Cachet Craft, 1st Rich, Linprint, Artcraft, and many more; 
autographs of Enos Slaughter. Dwight Gooden, Rickey Henderson, Robin Roberts, Phil Niekro, Pete Rose (2), Nolan Ryan, 
Tom Seaver, Rod Carew, and Don Baylor; consigner lovingly assembled this collection; owner’s retail price $8,500+, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Postal History Collections
1273   United States, Premium Cachet Cover Stock, 1937-1948, about 400 better cachetmaker FDCs individually sleeved often with 

Scott number and retail prices; Goldstein, Dyer, Historic Arts, Pavois, Anderson, Rice, Nix, Crosby, Fluegel, Staehle, Fleetwood/
Knapp, Fidelity, Ludwig, Latto, Jackson, and dozens more; handpainted including numerous Dedek, A O Henry, D Jordan, A O 
King, and H Mitchell; very clean useful for internet and show sales, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

United States Postal History Collections
1274   Postal Entire First Day Cover Collection, 1926-1991, nearly 200 FDCs in two albums; cachet makers include Staehle, Fluegel, 

Kolor Kover, Veletone, C George, Cascade Cachet, Western, Sarzin, Jackson, Art Craft, Ulrich (handpainted), US Envelope Co, 
Glen Cachet, A H Spannuth (handpainted), T M Weddle (handpainted), Doris Gold, Pugh, K Bevil, Ken Boll, PentArts, Knapp, 
Fidelity Color, Aristocrats, and Artopages; mostly unaddressed and lovely, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Postal History Collections
1275   United States, Knapp Family Cover Collection, 1942-1951, about 100 Fleetwood/Knapp envelopes in a Elbe cover album; 

Dorothy Knapp is considered a top First Day Cover cachetmaker of the 20th century and these were collected for she son Wally; 
many are unaddressed and 24 are autographed by Dorothy Knapp; wonderful selection of Overrun Countries, Airmail, and 
Special Delivery with most covers from the 1940s; great collection with a special pedigree, Fine to Very Fine, Estate of Wallace 
Knapp. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

United States Postal History Collections
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1276   “Doesn’t Fit in the Album” Collection, 1937-1991, 65+ under and oversized FDCs, including handpainted in a small box; 
includes FDC Publishing Co, Bernet, Sanders, Koenig, Pilgrim Cachets, Reid, Ferryman, PentArts, Adams (handpainted on PMG 
cornercard), Roessler, Von Losberg, Panda Cachets, and Nikirk;a fun group, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

United States Postal History Collections
1277   United States, Valley Forge FDC Collection, 1930 (Scott 645), 70 better cachets in a Showgard album; includes Midwestern 

Philatelic Station, Patterson, 1st Garfield Perry, 645-57, 645-75, Bradie Buchanan, more than 20 Civil War patriotics, a handpainted 
by Dottie Bundy, and many other wonderful covers, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

United States Postal History Collections
1278   United States, Massachusetts Colony FDC Collection, 1930 (Scott 682), 50+ better cachets without duplication in a Showgard 

album; includes C M Evans, 682-39, 682-GP12, 682-GP5, 682-GP10, 682-GP11, 682-GP13, Vahan Mozian, Elliott, Egon Bernet, 
J W Stoutzenberg (3 diff), 1st Walter B Arno, 1st Herman C Gordon, A C Roessler (2 diff), 1st H E Harris, Official Tercentenary 
Committee (2 diff), Clark/Johnson, N Joseph, 682-18 (2 diff), Hoover, as well as seven lovely hand drawn; great material, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Postal History Collections
1279   United States, Ordinance of 1787 FDC Collection, 1937 (Scott 795), 125+ better cachets on black stock pages in a premium 

G&K binder with slipcase; cachetmakers include Nix, Garfield-Perry, Linprint, Historic Art, James Roy, House of Farnam, 795-
48, Imperial, 1st Pavois, GP1, GP6, Hutnick, Clifford, Goldstein, Espenshade, Anderson, 795-36, Ioor, 1st Marietta NW Territory 
Celebration Commission a-e, Beverly Hills, Richard Buchwald, 795-30, Cachet Craft, 795-27, 795-24, 795-23, Grandy, 795-
20, Linprint, Sidenius, David Davenport, Fairway, Rice, 795-17, Plimpton, Raley, Jesse Graham Holland, Bronesky, 795-11, 
1st Equitable Fire & Marine Insurance Co, Roessler, 1st Warneford, Eugene Laird, Ralph Dyer, and more; great material for the 
advanced collector, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Postal History Collections
1280   Presidential Series First Day Cover Sets, 1938-39 (Scott 803-834, 839-851), about 450 Prexie covers, many in sets; includes 

Fidelity (flags) complete matched set, Ludwig Coils matched set, Ludwig (text with frame) Coils matched set, Fidelity (laurels) 
#803-834 matched set, Rice matched #803-834, Farnam #803-834 complete, Cachet Craft matched set #803-834, Adam 
Bert Coils complete matched, 23 Louis Weigand Coils (plus seven non-Prexies), Adam Bert Booklet panes; additional cachet-
makers include Linprint, Fidelity (eagle), Staehle, Ferryman, Crosby, Pavois, Art Craft, Mayne, WSE/Clifford, Historic 
Art, Czubay, Grimsland, Grandy, Anderson, and more; also numerous Electric Eye noted; $1 Wilson (13), $2 Warren (10 
includes a hand-painted), and $5 Coolidge (9); set of 50¢-$5 blocks ($1 Wilson plate arrow block is to Amon Carter, and the $5 
Coolidge has a guide line); extraordinary range of cachet-makers; considerable value here, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Postal History Collections
1281   United States, Constitution FDC Collection, 1938 (Scott 835), 90 better illustrated envelopes on black album pages; includes 

Linprint (3 diff), Phoenix-Connecticut Insurance, C S Anderson, Clarence Reid, F Rice, Torkel Gundel (2 diff), Progressive, 
Crosby (2 diff), Annis, House of Farnam (2 diff), 835-21, Cachet Craft, WSE by Clifford, Goldsmith Brothers, Fidelity (2 diff), 
Holland, Espenshade, Historic Art by Gilbert, Pavois (3 diff), Mayne, Grandy (2 diff), Grimsland, Plimpton, 835-37, Ioor (9 diff), 
Cachet Craft by Heyl (3 diff), Staehle, Warneford, Fairway, Historic Art, S Davis Wilson (3 diff), Ferryman, 1st J Sorg, Raley (3 
diff), Washington Service, Philatelic Press, Bernier, 835-57, 835-GP10, 835-67, 835-52b, and many more; hand drawn include 
John Anderson, Adams, M Fox (2 diff), Fulton, 835-72, and 835-75; a wonderful collection with many unaddressed, Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Postal History Collections
1282   Swedish-Finnish Tercentenary Issue, 1938 (Scott 836), 95 early First Day Covers in a cover album; includes Hux-Fairway, 1st 

Herdelin, Demetrious Petroutsa, Crosby, Grandy, Linprint, Phoenix-Connecticut Insurance, Anderson, 836-14, Plimpton, Pavois, 
Hobby Cover Service, Staehle, Clifford, Gilbert, Evans, Bronesky, Aubry, Gundel, Sidenius, Holland, Farnam, Rice, Fidelity 
Stamp Co; Washington Stamp Exchange, Mayne, Law, Speer, Grimsland, Reid, Espenshade, Von Losberg, Annis, Hobby Cover 
Service, Ioor, Webster, Czubay, Detroit Thermographic, Ludwig, Law, Cachet Craft, Kuntz, Nix, Christie, 836-60, 836-67, Reid, 
836-42, and several others including hand-painted, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..............................  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Postal History Collections
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1283   Northwest Territory Sesquicentennial Collection, 1938 (Scott 837), 87 better First Day Covers in a Showgard album; includes 
Anderson, Marietta Celebration Commission, Linprint, Buchwald, Staehle, Imperial, House of Farnam, Aubry, Bronesky, Ioor, 
Raley, Gundel, Annis, Pilgrim, Fidelity, Fidelity with Hux Cut, Rice, Buckey Stamp Co, Lugwig, Pavois, Heyl, Plimpton, Crosby, 
837-34, Linprint, Evans, 837-37, Historic Art/Gilbert, 837-44, Keyworth, Nix, Leona Christie, 837-62, Reid, Wentz, 837-82, 
Warneford, 837-34, plus several hand-painted; a nice group, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Postal History Collections
1284   Washington’s Inauguration Issue Collection, 1939 (Scott 854), 118 better First Day Covers in a Supersafe cover album; includes 

Parsons, Rice, Grandy, 854-7, 854-8, Crosby (25 different), 854-13, Holland, Clifford, Fidelity, 1st Horton, Goldman, Gundel, 
Chalmers Pancoast, Warneford, House of Farnam, Carter, Sidenius, Fairway, Reid, Cachet Craft, Historic Art/Gilbert, Historic 
Art/Coakley, Grimsland, Anderson, Jeweled Envelope, Masonic Stamp Club of New York, Ioor, Artcraft, Linprint, Espenshade (8 
different), Nix, Ludwig, Intercity Stamp Club, Chankalian, 854-52, Mayne, Philatelic Press, Ferryman, and more including nice 
Adams handpainted, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal History Collections
1285   Very Desirable Boys of Summer First Day Cover Stock, 1939 (Scott 855), approximately 175 premium red hot Baseball First 

Day Covers; includes Crosby, House of Farnam, Phoenix-Connecticut Insurance, 1st Leatherstocking, Gundel, 1st Wooley, 1st 
Frank Dietz, McCamley, Sanders, Holland, Heyl, Grimsland, Linprint, Ioor, Clifford, Anderson, and many more; these are the ones 
your clients are clamoring for, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
1286   Printing Tercentenary Issue Collection, 1939 (Scott 857), 100 beautiful examples of the cachet maker’s art in a Supersafe cover 

album; includes Crosby, Hux, House of Farnam, Grimsland, Rice, Corkley, Historic Art, 1st Stamford Press, Clifford, Grandy, 
Neumann, Gundell, Crockett, 1st Printing Magazine, 1st Inquirer & Mirror, 1st Stevenson & Foster, Pavois, as well as several 
lovely hand-painted, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

United States Postal History Collections
1287   50th Anniversary of Statehood Issue Collection, 1939 (Scott 858), 116 better cachets in a Supersafe cover album; includes 

Mayne, Crosby, Grimsland, Gundel, Roessler, Rice, Art Craft, Nix, Ferryman, Grandy, and many more than a dozen hand-colored, 
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

United States Postal History Collections
1288   Inauguration of Clipper Airmail Collection, 1935-37 (Scott C20-C22), 88 premium international Airmail First Day Cover 

envelopes (many on maiden trans-oceanic flights) in two Lindner albums; extraordinarily complete including Anderson (with and 
without text), Bronesky, C20-6, C20-11, 1st T Fox, C20-13 (all 4 colors), Washington Stamp Exchange, Sidenius, Espanshade, 
C20-19, Espanshade multicolor (C20-19a), M.C.P.S., Rice (Clipper), Rice (monoplane), C20-24a & b, Washington Service, Ioor, 
Top Notch (a, b, & c), Beverly Hills, Grandy, C20-51, as well as unlisted and handpainted by Barboor; China Clipper First Day 
Covers include Linprint, Anderson, Washington Service, Ioor (East), Ioor (West), Ioor (Lincoln Memorial), Rice (Clipper), Rice 
(circle), Kee, Kapner, Roessler, Washington Stamp Exchange, Fairway, Espenshade, Grandy (6 different), Top Notch, Grimsland, 
Beverly Hills, C21-C22-35, Crosby ($125 x 2), Adam Bert, Gundel ($400), unlisted as well as a pair of handpainted by John Ike; 
a beautiful collection essentially free from toning seen on many covers from this period, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Postal History Collections
1289   United States, Columbian Postal History Specialized Collection, 1893 (Scott 230-240), in two cover albums and a short stack 

of auction sheets, over 135 covers, from single-use frankings to combination uses, registry, special delivery, advertising, uprated 
usages on postal cards and stationery including a Grant letter sheet to Argentina, postage due, redirected, auxiliary markings, we 
note two 30c solo usages, three mixed frankings with others, plus a 30c & 50c franked supplimentary uasge; 50c solo and another 
with additional stamps, an incredible holding formed over decades and will reward the ardent postal historian or trader, most items 
have owners notes on reverse side with a full description of the item, when and from whom it was ourchased, as well as the price 
paid, quality is generally nice with some small faults here or there as one might expect from postal transmissions of the time, 
imaged completely online, ready, set, bid-bid-bid, Ex-Robert Gaudian.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Postal History Collections
1290   Columbian and Jamestown Exposition Memorabilia, 1893-1907, comprising a mint sheet binder with 22 prints based on C. 

Graham watercolors of the Columbian Exposition, plus a lovely group of over 100 color picture post cards from the Jamestown 
Exposition; Columbian prints all different, depicting scenes from around the expo, Jamestown cards with minimal duplication, 
some used, some not; Fine-Very Fine in general, the prints showing some chipping to extreme edge of board (images not affected). 
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1291   Expositions, Celebrations, and Fairs, 1885-1939, 90 unusual envelopes, postcards, and souvenir packs from US major events; 
illustrated World’s Cotton Exposition (1885) New Orleans to Paramaribo, World’s Columbian Exposition (1893), Pan 
American Exposition (1901), Brockton Fair (1901), St Louis World’s Fair (1904), Jamestown Celebration (1907), Hudson-Fulton 
Celebration (1909), Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition (1909), Panama-Pacific International Exposition (1915), Century of Progress 
(1933), and Golden Gate International Exposition (1939); many on official cards and most with attractive pictorial cancels; Great 
Central Fair scene etched on white paper on a portion of scrapbook page; significant catalog value and quite attractive, Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal History Collections
1292   Archives of Do X Pilot, Zeppelin Mail & More, 1929-48, extensive papers of a naval pioneer who piloted the Dornier Do X, at 

lease a dozen examples of flown Hindenberg mail, a few hundred FAM covers, and more; “Dutch” Schildhauer was a US Navy 
Capt involved in transoceanic flight, Catapult mail, and Pacific survey flights; included is a binder with photographs, internal 
correspondence, letters to and from Dr. Dornier (2 Dornier autographs noted), crumbling scrapbook from the period, May 1931 
confidential report on Pan Am, magazine on Dornier seaplanes, carbon copy of 1930 Definitive Agreement between Dornier 
Aircraft and General Motors to build the flying boats in the United States, 40 pg internal memo on building all metal aircraft 
designs; The Do X in Europe by Lt Schildhauer; 1948 SAE reprint Economical Aspects of Flying Boat Operations; analysis of wing 
tip vs side floats, E G Simpson investigation on Dr. Dornier (for GM to partner with him); about 250 event covers to commemorate 
first flights, Foreign Air Mail (FAM), Airport Dedications, NASA test flights; two sets (one missing key first cover) Milestones of 
Flight series (100 covers) produced by the Smithsonian Air & Space Museum; three vintage covers autographed by J H Doolittle 
on autogiro related envelopes; 3 WWII era silk charts in perfect condition (sewn into letter jackets for escape and evasion); USS 
Akron christening signed by C E Rosendahl as well as a coast to coast Akron carried cover, USS Los Angeles New York to San 
Juan, 13 envelopes and postcards flown on the Hindenberg, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Postal History Collections
1293   Lindbergh Treasure Trove, large box filled with all manner of Lindberghiana, includes over 400 covers & cards, loose in box, 

in cover albums and in two groups on pages, the best having write ups on quadrille pages, an incredible collection that includes 
several RPPCs, & an autographed 1928 cover flown from Columbia while he was on a goodwill trip, also has binder of 1997 
material, viewing recommended, an exciting offering for the historian or Lindbergh admirer, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal History Collections
1294   American Legion Rocket Mail Achival Collection, 1966, printer’s archive for the 30th Anniversary rocket mail flights from 

McAllen TX in 1966; the Jun 16th and July 2nd flights (EZ67 and EZ68) are chronicled in this wonderful lot; contains over 30 
different proofs of the 30th Anniversary cachets in black, brown, green, blue, and purple as well as several different overprint 
stamp proofs, center gutter blocks printed on both sides and more; includes full press proof sheet of 80 overprinted “TEST 
ROCKET” (No 1, 2, and 3), “JUNE 16, 1966”, sheet is split down the middle but otherwise fresh, complete with gutters, tete-
beche, etc; imperforate tete-beche proof strips of 8 (x3) with embosed “50th Anniversary New York National Guard/on Maneuvers/
McAllen, Texas 1916-1966” also present; about 160 covers and cover proofs, stamped and unstamped, on bond or glossy paper; 
unfolded proof envelopes are stunning; much unlisted in Ellington-Zwisler, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal History Collections
1295   Remaining Stock of McAllen TX Rocket Mail, 1961, in 1961 the American Legion Post 37 that launched the first US to Mexico 

rocket mail launched a series of 25th anniversary flights on June 15th and the actual anniversary on July 2nd; this accumulation 
bundled by flight includes all 13 different covers with moderate duplication and the most from the June 15th rocket explosion, 
many of these with singe marks and burn holes; includes E-Z 45C1 (11), 45C2 (51), 45C3 (110), 45C4 (140), 45C5 (81) from the 
June 15th flights; the July 2nd envelopes, which include 46C1, 46C2, 46C3, 46C4, 46C5, 46C6, and presentation folder 46D1, are 
put together in sets of which there are 19; some toning as might be expected as well as the not necessarily unwelcome burn marks 
on the explosion flight; over 500 covers in total with a 1973 Ellington-Zwisler catatog value of $7,575; interest in rocket mail and 
spaceflight has recently reignighted and sales of these sets could really take off, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal History Collections
1296   Extensive Holding of Modern US Rocket Mail, very clean collection of modern (1950 and later) rocket mail; very minimal 

duplication perfect for the specialist or dealer who wants more breadth than depth; 243 envelopes in total, of these 167 are US and 
76 foreign. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

United States Postal History Collections
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1297   Northeastern States Stampless Covers, 1819-1858, approx 500 folded letters from the pre-adhesive stamp era; predominently 
CT, NY, PA, and MA with a smattering of LA, CA, KY and other states; much is business correspondance with some 
family and occasional government business; town cancels, auxiliary markings and rate calculations will keep you (or your 
customers) busy for hours; an enjoyable lot, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
1298   United States, Old-School Fancy Cancel Study, 1870-1873, 3,600+ Banknotes in two volumes organized by cancel; the 1c value 

includes some Scott 136 but most of the 1,600+ are 182 or 206 (as well as a proof essay); categories include Stars, Blue, Green, 
Letters, Numbers, Target, Numeral, Maltese Cross, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, Cincinnati, 
Washington DC, and Palm tree frond; the 3c has some Scott 136 but most are 147, 184 and 207; over 2000 stamps organized by 
Paid, Center arrow, Star, Target, Lavender, Purple, Brown, Orange, Palm tree frond, Bullseye, Maltese Cross, Letter, Numeral, 
and City; a serious study beautifully presented, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Specialized Collections

United States Specialized Collections
1299   Pan American Exposition Plate Number Strip Collection, 1901 (Scott 294, 295), remarkable specialist collection of unused 

strips with plate selvage for the 1¢ and 2¢ values on clear stock pages; about 50 Scott #294 strips with the majority 4 or 5 stamps; 
about 200 #295 strips almost all 4 stamps in length; the selvage includes a wonderful assortment of different plate numbers, 
Printer’s initials, Siderographer’s initials, Plate Finishers, guidelines and arrows; some perforation separation and many are 
previously hinged (although you still get a large percentage MNH) although this collection looks quite fresh on its face and 
valued as strips of three; catalog $16,250, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Specialized Collections
1300   1851-57 1¢ Specialist Holding (Scott 7//24), 153 wonderful examples of the imperforate Franklin on nine black stock pages; at least 

41 are #7 with better cancels and strong color, and at least one double transfer noted; there is a #40P4 proof plate on card; several of the 
#9 are pairs, a Type II on piece, fancy cancel, and Steamer cancel; a pair of #24 on piece with a #7, and many not yet identified; high 
quality for the specialist or dealer with better clientele, Fine to Very Fine, fully imaged online.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  
Scott $15,230. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Specialized Collections
1301   1916, 2¢ carmine, type I, unwatermarked, imperforate, plate block stock (Scott 482), Over 200 plate blocks of the 2¢ 

Washington, imperf, flat plate, unwatermarked, type I on stocksheets in numerical order by plate number. About 78 different plates 
noted; useful duplication in the way of positions. Much never hinged; some scarcer plate numbers as listed in Durland, generally 
Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Specialized Collections
1302   1938, Presidential Series, Coil and Booklet Pane Plate Number Capture Collection (Scott 804b//850), with the following 

booklet panes and booklets: 804b (25), 806b (20+), 807a (approximately 280 booklet pane, one miscut to show full electric eye 
markings at left), 804b (20+), BK90 (2), BK97 (14 booklets, each pane stuck to glassine interleaving), BK102 (2), BK103 (14) and 
coil plate number captures: 839 (2 plate number strips of 5), 840 (2 plate number strips of 5), 841 (9 plate number strips of 5, 1 plate 
number strip of four and leader strip of four), 842 (21 plate number strips of 5, 5 plate number strips of 3 or 4), 844 (plate number 
strip of 5 and plate number strip of 4), 846 (2 plate number strips of 4), 848 plate number strip of 5, 850 (4 plate number strips of 
5) and several more line strips without plate numbers, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, a few without gum, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Specialized Collections
1303   Marvelous Collection of Specimen Overprints, 1861-1901, 47 different including 65SB//78SB, 210SD-211SD, 

267aSE//272SE, 189SL & 209SL, 298SE & 299SE and 28 different back-of-the-book (e.g. J15SD-J21SD & O10SD-
O14SD); a few small faults but mostly F-VF, virtually all of the regular issues with o.g., the back-of-the-book without.  
Scott $4,350. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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United States: US & Foreign

Topical Collections

United States Topical Collections
1304   Space Event Classic Collection, 1958-2000, 1,500+ space event covers in 17 binders; virtually all with better cachets including 

Goldcraft, Inner & Outer Space, Space Voyager, Space Craft, Sarzin, Beck RS, KSC Officials and many others; 110 early 
Goldcraft including Explorer 1, Vanguard 1, Pioneer 1, numerous Discoverer, Echo, Atlas, and more; better flights include MR-4, 
MA-2, Ham, Enos, Robot, MA-1, MA-3 and other qualification flights; Autographs on cover include Dave Scott, Jim Irwin, Al 
Worden, Scott Carpenter, Fred Haise, James Lovell, Ken Mattingly, Jack Swigert, Kurt Debus, James Van Allen, Christopher Kraft, 
Thomas Paine, J H Glenn Jr, Wally Shirra, Ron Evans, Neil Armstrong & Dave Scott on GT-VIII launch cover, Ron Evans, 
Gene Cernan, Harrison Schmitt and Michael Collins (uncounted are autopens or secretarials); nice selection of recovery ships 
including MA-7 Captain, GT-VIII PRS, with most from the Apollo era; astrophilatelic gold to mine here, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 67 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Topical Collections
1305   Saturn 5 Sized Space Collection, 1958-2019, event covers, Space City Cover Society Locals, mission patches, badges, 

photographs, and hardware blueprints; over 14,000 Astrophilatelic envelopes including Space Craft, Whitney, Smithsonian, 
Fleetwood, Coranano Silk, NASA Exchange, Space City Cover Society, Sarzin, Zazo, and Goldcraft; includes launch, tracking 
and communications stations, as well as Prime and Secondary Recovery Ships; large percentage are additionally franked with the 
Houston Local stamps; includes NASA Local Post album with the minisheets from Ap-1 through Ap-15; better cachets include 
Goldey Pioneer, Pioneer II, Pioneer IV, Explorer III, Explorer IV, and Vanguard II; 25,000 minisheets (over a quarter million 
stamps) from the Space City Cover Society; 56 astronaut and cosmonaut autographs on 6 postcards from the 7th Planitary 
Congress in Berlin; fakes, autopens and genuine signatures, with real autographs including McDivitt, Irwin, Worden, Brand 
as well as Isaac Asimov under a self portrait; about 250 high quality space related patches from missions, programs, NASA 
facilities, military agencies and more; 23 launch parking permits and 28 security badges (some quite uncommon); photograph of 
Apollo 1 crew (Grisson, White, and Chaffee) in a parking lot with two men in Gemini spacesuits (very unusual photograph), 
borderless Kodak photo of missile launch on a rocky coast (probably Vandenberg), Kodak borderless “Visor” shot with way 
too much purple, and what appears to be Enterprise vertical and stacked with two SRBs and an orange Main tank; 10 Apollo 
blueprints deaccessioned from the KSC SIMCOM Library; Dec 1948 issue of Thilling Wonder Stories autographed by Ray 
Bradbury; two volumes containing a few hundred mint topicals beautifully arranged; also misc trinkets, puzzles and pins to get you 
in the right head space, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 291 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

US & Foreign

United States US & Foreign
1306   Worldwide Stampless to Flight Cover Collection, 1828-1957, four volumes of folded letters and envelopes on black pages; 

Envelopes & Letters (1828-1957) include 1828 Michigan Territory cover, 1831 Liverpool to London, 1845 Washington City 
Free Frank, 1846 US Express Mail, #1 on 1849 Lowell to Boston, Stagecoach Wells Fargo mail, #1 folded letter from Chicago, 
1851 #2 New York to Montreal, 1851 Petersburg folded letter with #7 strip of three, 1865 letter to London with #78, Carrier 
letter with #87, #1 on envelope to New York, Washington Bicentennial set of 12 stamps on Mount Vernon envelope; Old Letters 
& Specialty Cancellations (1835-1957) includes 1835 Forwarded, several Ladies covers, Feb 14 Valentine with enclosure, 1846 
Drop letter, 1963 burned interrupted mail with ambulance envelopes, First Lady free frank of Roosevelt and Coolidge, early Pitney 
Bowes meters, WWI censor mail; Foreign Envelopes include 1858 Canadian franking to MA, 1858 Great Britain franking on 
Mourning cover to Van Dieman’s Land, 1858 Paris to London, 1858 Belgium cover, 1866 Paris to New York, pilot-signed Canada 
Semi-Official Airmail; US & Canada Air Mail (1927-1942) includes several Lindbergh-carried covers, WWII military censored 
mail, Operation Highjump at South Pole, dozens of Airmail First Day Covers including aerogrammes, Earhart honoring around-
the-world flight flown by Ann Pellegreno, Canada Semi-Postals and early Canadian Airmail, Hindenburg Registered cover from 
Germany, too many interesting pieces to mention, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States US & Foreign
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United States: US & Foreign - 

1307   US, Canada, and a Little Worldwide, 1851-1970, delightfully compact collection of better US in a small binder, Canada in Scott 
Specialty with slipcase, Israel in Scott Specialty, and UN in a tired binder; begins with Zeppelin covers including Denmark to New 
York, two Akron to Switzerland (#C18), two New York to Germany to Rio to New York (#C18), #1402a (2 imperforate pairs), 70a 
pair with fancy cancel, 611 plate block of 6, 611 guide block of 16, 900a pair (part of block of 4), 1338Gh pair, 1519a imperforate 
line pair, C83a pair, C21 plate block of 6, C8 plate block of 6, two C31 plate block, two C18 blocks of 6 with plate number 
over outer stamps, two C24 plate block of 6, C9 plate block of 6, C21 plate block of 6, C20 plate block of 6, 467A block of 9, 
11 margin block of 8, 253P5 pair, 254P5 pair, 314 line block of 4, C18 unused, 423 unused; a binder with hundreds of postally 
used Banknotes and Washington-Franklins arranged as a cancellation study; a small black page stockbook with case that 
contains #630 MNH, matching set of Canada #411 blocks, Famous American blocks, four US #1295 plate blocks, 1053 block of 
4, 611 centerline block, 611 block of 16, and two plate blocks of 6, and a matched set of 771 arrow blocks; three slim Lighthouse 
stockbooks with common 3¢-8¢ issues; a box of unused US in glassines #279b//1510c, C8//C69, CE1//CE2, J38//J91, E12//E20, 
FA1, and Q2//Q5; the UN binder holds White Ace 1956-70 with much mint to transplant; the Israel is a like-new album with plenty 
of quadrille pages, some used stamps with only value in J1-J5 mint; the Canada album is also new with some unused stamps on 
black mounts between 1937 and 1969; a pleasure for the right bidder, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States US & Foreign
1308   U.S. and Foreign, Solid Mostly US “Caboose” Accumulation, filling several good-sized boxes, including strength in a substantial 

amount of US face value material (generally to the 37¢ period) in sheets, strips, blocks, etc.; we also note a decent single-volume 
Harris album US collection, foreign covers including five binders of lovely cacheted Canadian First Day Covers, foreign mixtures, 
some nice foreign Post Office packs, etc., etc., Fine to Very Fine, a useful mix; happy hunting. Shipping charges apply - weight 127 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

CONFEDERATE STATES
General Issues

Confederate States General Issues
1309   Confederate States and Sanitary Fair Collection, 1861-1960’s, approximately 2,000 stamps and covers, starting with some 

genuine Sanitary Fair and Confederate stamps in the beginning followed by reprints and forgeries, with full sheets and singles, 
commemorative covers, etc., genuine stamps include a page of mint stamps: 1-5, 6-7 with shades, 8, 9, 11-14, with various 
#11-12 shades, followed by a page of used stamps, with 3-4, 7 pair with white tie plate variety and a few covers, #1 on cover, a 
page of Sanitary Fair stamps with WV1-4, WV11-13 and many reprints and reprints of Sanitary Fair locals, followed by several 
military documents including a couple pay and clothing vouchers, two booklets of Gettysburg, PA photo stamps booklets (Series 
A-B), several complete sheet reprints, nine pages of Confederate locals reprints, group of 12 sheets of Springfield facsimilies, 
approximately 20 pages of Confederate reprints and facsimiles, some pages with dozens of stamps and several with facsimile 
covers and finally some event covers from the 1930’s-60’s to commemorate the war. An interesting collection of the Album weeds 
mixed with some genuine meaty items to bring a little flavor into the specialists collection, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Confederate States General Issues
1310   Fascinating Collection of Stamps and Postal History, 13 black stocksheets filled with interesting material; most of the value is in 

the more than 50 covers with highlights including two U.S. 3¢ Star Dies used in the Confederacy, a 5¢ New Orleans provisional, a 
5¢ Raleigh provisional (68XU1), Scott #1 (3 including a pair), 2 (3 plus 2 fronts), 4 (single on adversity cover & pair on an 11-Star 
Flag Patriotic), 6/7 (15), 11/12 (10 including a single on a captured Union patriotic), four P.O.W. covers (two Rock Island Barracks, 
one one Fort Delaware, one Johnson’s Island, the last two Flag of Truce), and two other Flag of Truce covers with dual franking. 
Included among the stamps are (used unless noted) 56X1, 58X1, 62X1 (plus 2 unused), 62X2 (mint), 62X3 (single & pair), 1 (10), 
4 (pair & single) 5, and 6 (mint block of 4). As for condition, it is extremely mixed, as would be expected, but overall it’s generally 
Fine with a whole lot of nice, clean F-VF material. A real treasure trove. (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Confederate States General Issues
1311   Selection of Stampless Covers, 28 covers including Dadeville, Ala. “PAID” & “5”, Athens, Ga. (Due) “10”, Cassville, Ga. 

“PAID/5”, Canton, Miss. large “PAID 5” (2), Corinth, Miss. “PAID/5” in oval, Vicksburg, Miss. “PAID 5”, Columbia, S.C. blue 
“PAID” & “5”, & “5”, Grand Junction, Tenn. manuscript “Due 5” Knoxville, Tenn. “Paid 5”, New Market Va. “DUE/10”, Norfolk, 
Va. blue “PAID”, Staunton, Va. (manuscript Due) “10”, etc. Some faults, but generally Fine. C.S.A. Catalog $6,100. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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United States Possessions: Canal Zone

1312   Confederacy, An Old-Time Collection, an interesting, intact old-time collection put together decades ago; we note Provisional 
Charleston press-printed envelopes #16XU1 & 16XU3 (both mint, Scott $1250 each), also #73XU1, plus a general issue #8 
on cover (ex Gibson), a #13 on cover, as well as off-cover a pair of #8 & #4 singles used, and a #8 & 13 on piece; a number of 
additional very interesting items are present; please view the scans to fully appreciate; all are unexpertized, so also be mindful of 
that; numerous reproductions are present as well as additional interesting covers; a few faults as to be expected, but much is Fine 
to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
United States Possessions 
1313   U.S. Possessions, Positive Passel of Postal History, an excess of riches with over 300 covers and postal stationery items; Canal 

Zone offers lovely multiple or mixed frankings and stationery from overprinted US issues to inscribed items; Guam presents 
a handful of US Airmail-franked covers; Hawaii is represented by a cover and several mint stationery items; a couple covers 
with Puerto Rico cancels; Philippines make up the bulk of the holding, with overprinted issues, Japanese Occupations, Victory 
overprinted covers, and a few Independent covers; nice range of First Flight Covers and First Day Covers throughout, with a hearty 
helping of commercial mail as well; generally fresh and sound, though expect the occasional fault, Fine to Very Fine or better, 
worth the time to inspect. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Possessions 
1314   U.S. Possessions, Primarily Used Collection, particularly strong in Canal Zone, which is fairly complete and includes #1 and 3, 

most overprinted issues (if not all), Back-of-the-Book including Airmail with #CO8-CO12, all Postage Dues, some extra pages 
with various values; in addition mint and used Canal Zone stock on manila pages (this alone catalogues $2,800); in addition, an 
attractive group of mint Hawaii Bank Note issues on stockcards, plus various other including Cuba and Philippines in glassines; 
significant catalog value, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $750 - 1,500

United States Possessions 
1315   U.S. Possessions, Lovely Collection on Stockpages, 1869-1978, A mostly mint collection with a little bit of everything and then 

some. Canal Zone leads off with an impressive array of overprints on Panama & U.S. stamps to the final days of the postal service. 
Many better mint like #70-81, 120-35, C15-20 and a used O8 (CTO). Guam has some spectacular mint, 1-8, 10-12, E1, Cuba also 
with E1. In addition to Philippines under U.S. administration, there is also a nice selection under Spanish Dominion as well as 
independence, with better items, such as 8 used, 12 mint pair and 325 MNH. The same goes for Puerto Rico and here we have a 
nearly complete set of the Boutwell Rectified Spirits set, all mint except for RE48 and only missing the 36¢ & 58¢ denominations. 
Hawaii also has a strong showing with many mint premium items, like 31, 32, 34, 36, 37-41, 42-46, O1-2. The Ryukyus too with 
mint 18, R3-4, R11. You’ll also find other revenues throughout, TB seals, some cut squares, Confederate States, Marshall Islands 
and Palau, even a page of Rattlesnake Island! A video flip of the entire lot is viewable online, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Possessions 
1316   It’s Always Sunny in the Tropics Collection, broad-based collection of US overseas holdings, all mounted on a mix of pages; 

starts off with a colorful Ryukyus grouping, then jumps gear a bit with post-war Occupation stamps for use in Italy, Venezia Giulia, 
France, Germany and Austria), followed by a nicely centered mint/unused complete set of Offices in China, and then returns to the 
theme with Canal Zone starting with #4-6 used and largely complete from 1904 on (most used to about 1930) including Back-of-
the-Book; Cuba 1899 Issues complete (mixed mint and used); Guam #4 & 6 mint, #10 used; nice selection of Hawaii from 1864 
including Officials and Revenues (including used #R8); attractively filled Philippines including used #273, a selection of Japanese 
Occupations, #480 hinged, #J19 hinged, a few unlisted “O.B.”-handstamped items, two Giro stamps, etc.; and finishing with a 
fresh mint/unused Puerto Rico #210-216, J1-J3, and handful of Rectified Spirits Revenues; some condition issues, but an attractive 
collection on which to build—or to break down for stock, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Canal Zone

United States Possessions Canal Zone
1317   Canal Zone, Maj Gen George Washington Goethals Booklet, 1934 (Scott 117A), 198 unexploded booklets with two 

panes in each cardboard covers, Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. Scott $7,920. (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200
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United States Possessions: Guam - 

Guam

United States Possessions Guam
1318   Guam, Handsome Collection with Duplication, 1899-1901, on attractive homemade pages, each space identified and annotated, 

beginning with a page of mint/unused #1 (5), 2a (2), E1 (2), E1a (2) and blocks of four of #2a and 8 (2), followed by a page of 
duplicated #1a-8 used, parallel mint and used #1//12 singles, a #2 plate block, #5 block of four with plate number, a #2a on piece with 
nice cancel, and finishing with a page of used fake overprints; gum that we can see ranges from none to apparently never hinged, 
with centering and condition as usual, generally Fine to Very Fine, fully imaged online; a well-built semi-specialized collection.  
Scott $9,045 with mint as hinged. (photo on web site) .................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Philippines

United States Possessions Philippines
1319   Philippines, Postal Stationery Collection, 1899-1956, remarkably complete collection of cut squares, entires, wrappers, and 

aerogrammes, with hand-lettered annotations on sleeved pages in a study binder; #U1-U39 complete as mostly cut squares, #U1//
U16 entires include additional examples showing printed Gonzales corner cards, appears to include UPSS #1-24; #U17-U27, 
U29, W1-W3, a focus on the 1908 Issue (including albinos), #U32 (UPCC #74, 75), #U32 (UPCC #78, 79, and 78 albino), #U43 
(UPSS #120a, 121a, 121b, 122, and 123), #U45 (UPSS #125b), and much more; clean and beautifully organized, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ryukyu Islands

United States Possessions Ryukyu Islands
1320   Ryukyus, Mostly First Day Cover Dealer’s Stock, 1951-70, approximately 230 First Days, with a handful of unused postal cards 

mixed in, largely sleeved, identified and ready to sell; we note a variety of printed and handstamped cachets, cancels including 
plain Naha postmark, “First Day of Issue” bars, and color lcds, and better issues including overprinted Yen-value stamps for regular 
postage and Airmail usage, #C9-C13, C14-C18, Currency Conversion issue (including full set on single cover); strong duplication, 
with sets present on single cover and broken on multiple covers, with nearly all Post Office fresh (a few of the oversized covers 
show some toning or minor edge wear), Very Fine, a great stock to tide you over. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ......................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

UNITED NATIONS
United Nations 
1321   1955, 10th Anniversary souvenir sheet, Dealer’s Stock of Mint, Used and First Day Covers (Scott 38), about 350 clean 

examples of this attractive and sought-after souvenir sheet on First Day Cover; cachet makers include ArtCraft (4 different), 
Artmaster, Fleetwood, Aristocrats, UN Stamp Club, Ken Boll, and a few others; large percentage are unaddressed and both sizes 
of cancellation are present; also 33 unused (plus a few used) souvenir sheets with varied condition of gum; online sellers have 
been realizing in excess of the $18 current First Day Cover catalog value, and this lot is unchecked for printing, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United Nations 
1322   United Nations, A Fraction of Face Value, 1952-77, approximately 450,000 mint stamps organized by Scott number; each in 

glassines and then placed in multiples (generally 1,000) in Priority cardboard envelopes; series extends between #1//189 and C1//C23; 
over $18,000 in face, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 71 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

United Nations 
1323   United Nations, Elegant Presentation of all Issuing Offices, 1951-2015, comprehensive United Nations in 14 Lighthouse faux 

leather binders with slip cases, a Supersafe binder for oversized material, and two novice (Harris and Minkus) albums packed 
with stamps; includes 4 New York binders with over 6,200 stamps, 3 Geneva binders with more than 4,000 stamps, a binder of 
2014 Joint Issues, 2 Serial Issues binders, 3 Vienna binders with in excess of 3,500 stamps, and a binder of Postal Stationery; the 
Harris and Minkus albums are light on the early years but quite plump on balance and the fresh material is set in clear mounts; 
inscription blocks annotated with issuing location and catalog numbers; included is the consignor’s computerized inventory that 
runs about 40 pages; owner’s catalog $22,200+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 94 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1324   United Nations, Nations Unie, Stock Un of Newer Issues, 1960s on, as received and counted by face value alone without 
any premium assessed to the issues, singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, you name it, the question is why did Bill buy it? New 
York, Geneva, Vienna, where else would you like to be? Face Value exceeds $20,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United Nations 
1325   United Nations, Nations Unie, Stock Deux of Newer Issues, 1960s on, as received and counted by face value alone without 

any premium assessed to the issues, singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, you name it, the question is why did Bill buy it? New 
York, Geneva, Vienna, where else would you like to be? Face Value exceeds $15,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United Nations 
1326   U.N., Huge Accumulation of Mint & Covers from All Three Offices, 1951-2020, Two collections, one on White Ace pages 

to 1980 which looks complete and another on Minkus, very nearly complete to 1987. The most exciting part though is the sheer 
volume of mini-sheets, souvenir booklets, year sets, souvenir sheets, cards and folders, and many 100’s of FDCs including #38 
and about 150 oversized covers with mini-sheets. And a large portion of this is 21st century, which although recent, can be hard 
to come by. Many 100’s too of mostly mint postal stationery, including the very rare surcharge errors on UXC2, namely UXC2a, 
b & c! Other nice surprises, like a couple of sets of the UNTEA issue, a collection of duplicated inscriptions blocks from 1951-
56 with all different plate numbers, cover album set of the Flag issues, and more. Eight boxes in total with gargantuan catalogue 
value. Personal inspection highly recommended, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 142 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

United Nations 
1327   United Nations, Complete Collection, 1951-94, neatly presented in nine slipcased Lindner hingeless albums, comprising New 

York, Geneva and Vienna Offices, with singles, marginal inscription blocks of six, and miniature sheets apparently complete; 
wonderfully fresh, with our spot checks turning up only never hinged stamps (a few early inscription blocks lightly hinged in 
selvage only); note better New York items such as #2 precancel on full corner piece, #38 and 38a, #C3a with 1986 Gaines 
certificate, 1962 UNTEA overprints on Netherlands New Guinea stamps (a mix of first and second printings), first Flag Series 
complete (singles and sheetlets); cross-Offices miniature sheets celebrating Human Rights, Mission to Planet Earth, Endangered 
Species, Forests, Oceans and more—even a set of 1964-66 Cyprus stamps (#232-236, 265-268, 274) with UN-themed overprints; 
a lovely holding to bring up to the present, or ready for resale, Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United Nations 
1328   Gargantuan Dealer’s Stock of Stationery and Souvenir Cards, tens of thousands of items in total, generally grouped by 

catalogue number and ready to present to your eager clientele; stationery covers the gamut of postal cards and entires (both regular 
and Airmail); the souvenir cards from the first to at least the mid-1990s; most mint, some First Day Covers and cancelled souvenir 
cards; expect the occasional fault, but fresh and sound overall, generally Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United Nations 
1329   United Nations, Nations Unie, Stock Trois of Newer Issues, 1960s on, as received and counted by face value alone without 

any premium assessed to the issues, singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, you name it, the question is why did Bill buy it? New 
York, Geneva, Vienna, where else would you like to be? Face Value exceeds $10,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United Nations 
1330   United Nations, A Ton of First Day Cover Fun, 1952-2021, 75,000 First Day Covers (don’t hold us to it even if there are more!) 

from dozens of cachet makers; vast majority are unaddressed, many blocks, a good number in sets; over 100 “VIP” folders with 
minimal duplication as well as a few hundred of the Proof edition cards; hundreds are in albums and many hundreds on White 
Ace pages; some mint postal stationery; unchecked for souvenir sheet (Scott 38) of which there may be considerable; a great 
opportunity to exhibit an issue by cachet maker or offer eye popping material at a fraction of the original production cost, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 825 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United Nations 
1331   United Nations, Nations Unie, Stock Quatre of Newer Issues, 1960s on, as received and counted by face value alone without 

any premium assessed to the issues, singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, you name it, the question is why did Bill buy it? New 
York, Geneva, Vienna, where else would you like to be? Face Value exceeds $10,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United Nations 
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United Nations: Ryukyu Islands - 

1332   United Nations, Nations Unie, Stock Cinque of Newer Issues, 1960s on, as received and counted by face value alone without 
any premium assessed to the issues, singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, you name it, the question is why did Bill buy it? New 
York, Geneva, Vienna, where else would you like to be? Face Value exceeds $10,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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British North America: Canada & Provinces

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada & Provinces

British North America Canada & Provinces
1333   Canada & Provinces, British North America Dealer Stock, 1853-2017, folder containing a variety of mini sheets, souvenir 

sheets and blocks including two complete sheets of Scott 519-520 folded and a complete sheet of 582-585; five counter books 
containing better material from the Provinces, classic Canada, modern material and BOB; Book 1 includes Newfoundland 25 
unused ($550), 26 MLH ($400), 172-182 MLH ($229), C6-8 MLH ($116), Nova Scotia2 ($240), 3 with thin on border ($300), 
Prince Edward Island 1 MH ($700); Book 2 Canada 2 ($1,750), 4a ($250), 5 ($1,500), 5b ($1,500), 8 ($700), 12 ($1,300), 14 
MH ($425), 15 unused ($525), 17 ($150 x 2), 17a ($160 x 2), 17b ($140 x 3), 18 ($130), 18a ($125), 19 unused no gum ($950), 19 
($200 x 2), 23 ($290), 24 ($100), 26 unused no gum with APEX cert ($1,300), 26 ($225), 27 unused no gum ($1,800), 27 ($140 
x 2), 28 unused no gum ($900), 28b ($150), 29a ($425), 30 partial OG ($100), 35 MNH ($110), 36 MNH ($170), 37 MH ($140), 
39 MLH ($800), 40b unused no gum ($1,600 x 2), 42 MH ($230), 43 MLH ($240), 44a MH ($425), 44 MNH ($550), 45 MLH 
($725), 46 ($125), 46a MH ($750), 47 partial OG ($475 x 2), 50 MNH ($300), 54 MNH ($180), 55 MLH ($230), 56 MLH ($130), 
57 MLH ($175 x 2), 58 MLH ($275), 59 MNH ($650), 60 MLH ($375), 62 light crease ($600), 66-73 MLH ($1,398 x 2), 69 MLH 
($200), 71 MLH ($140), 72 MLH ($325), 73 MH ($600), 74-84 ($248), 78 MNH ($180), 79 MLH ($220), 80 MLH ($200), 81 
MH ($150), 82 MLH ($375 x 2), 83 MLH ($425), 84 ($110), 91 MH ($200); Book 3 Scott 92 MH ($260), 95 ($175), 96-103 MLH 
($998), 96-103 ($694), 98 MNH ($100), 99 MNH ($240), 100 MH ($160), 102 MH ($225), 110 MNH ($120), 111 MLH ($175), 
112 MNH ($100), 116 MH ($275), 135 MNH ($120), 141-145 MNH blocks ($326), 146-148 MNH blocks ($301), 149-159 MLH 
($755), 149-159 ($200), 157 MNH ($120), 158 MLH ($225 x 2), 162-175 MNH ($975), 162-177 MH ($516); Book 4 Scott 176 
MLH ($175 x 2), 177 MLH ($175), 178-183 MNH ($170), 195-201 MLH ($155 x 2), 211-216 MNH blocks ($178), 217-227 
MNH ($205), 217-227 MLH ($138), 241-245 MNH ($230), 245 MNH ($120), 249-262 MNH ($194), 249-262 MLH ($128); 
Book 5 Scott C2 MNH ($120 x 2), E1 MLH ($125 x 2), E2 MLH ($100), E5 MNH ($115), F1a MLH ($170), F2 MH ($150), F3 
($350), J6-10 MLH ($175), MR1-2 MNH ($120 x 2), MR3 MNH ($100), MR6 MNH ($350), O1-10 MLH ($310), and O16-25 
MNH ($139); two 13” red boxes, one full of “102” cards, the other 7/8th full; the “102” cards contain a mix of common and better 
material, many contain two or more single stamps or small sets resulting in an inventory of 5,000 to 6,000 stamps in the two boxes; 
powerful material for the dealer with customers to supply, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
1334   Canada & Provinces, Massive Better BNA Stock, 1870-2014, thousands of mint and unused Canada in quantities from minimal 

to massive; hundreds of 102 cards or counter book pages and then hundreds of glassines packed with neatly organized stacks of 
blocks, and more than a dozen older sheets in wonderful condition; unused include #46, 47, 124, 157, 158, 175, 176, 198, 201, 
MR5 and literally thousands of fresh material strong from the turn of the century towards the present; nice selection of $25-$100 
Provinces and lots of attractive Back of Book as well; post office fresh with an eye towards better centering means the dealer that 
snags this lot will have premium material for their most discerning collectors for the forseeable future (don’t let this one get away), 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British North America Canada & Provinces
1335   Canada & Provinces, Extensive Postal History Holding, ca. 1850s-1953, well over 450 items in all, comprising covers and 

postal stationery; the core of the holding, not surprisingly, is Canada proper, with stampless items, Beaver and solid Small 
Queens usages, Maple Leafs, then King Edward VII through the very early years of Queen Elizabeth II; many First Day Covers 
(cacheted and plain), First Flight Covers (numerous on Roessler envelopes) and event covers (particularly the 1937 Royal Visit); 
we note Airs, Dues, Registered, Officials, On Active Service, Censors, perfins, meters, auxiliary markings, and more to whet 
the appetite; Provincial items are mostly Newfoundland, including First Flight Covers and First Day Covers (among which an 
attractive oversized #233-243 single cover), but we note an 1864 New Brunswick cover and several 5¢ blue Queen Victoria 
Nova Scotia covers—even a British Guiana wrapper addressed to St. Johns Nfld.; generally fresh and in good nick, Fine to Very 
Fine with better, well worth the time to inspect; get a taste online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1336   Canada & Provinces, Lovely Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-1999, A mouthwatering selection of many better sets & singles on 
stockpages. Early Canada is as you would expect, mostly used, but with an abundance of QV Heads showing many colour varieties 
and appearing very fresh, most very well centered and lightly cancelled. Before we get into the mint, here are some premium used 
#14, 17, 18, 19, 21-30, 40, 47, 62, 95. And there’s definitely no shortage of mint worth mentioning 20, 36, 46, 50-61, 63-64, 66-73, 
74-84, 91-94, 96-103, 104-15, 117-22, 123-24, 126c (vertical pair, imperf between, NH), 133, 137 pair (NH), 149-59, 177, 203 
(NH), 245, 262 (NH). But that’s not all; there’s also some nice mint modern with high denominations and various souvenir sheets 
and very strong B-O-B from airmails to dues, such as mint C2 (NH), C4 (NH), E1, E2, E3 (NH), E4, E5, F1, F1a, F3, J1-5, J6-10, 
some perforated official stamps, even a rarely-seen post office seal, OX1 (NG) and nine pages of exquisite federal and provincial 
revenues both mint and used. And that’s not all; bid today and get this free set of Ginsu knives! OK, just making sure you’re still 
reading this! We also have a very nice selection of provinces dominated by some magnificent mint Newfoundland, like 29, 30, 46, 
48 (NH), 54, 59, 61-74 (some NH), 75, 87-97 (missing 6¢ type I), 99, 103, 104-14 (including 110a) & 115-26. And all this could 
be yours, if the price is right! Generally Fine to Very Fine, Many scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
1337   Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collections with Covers, 1851-1990s, Two collections, one a mix of mint & used on pages 

running from 1851-1977 is the stronger of the two. Many better items including a strong showing of provinces and some nice 
B-O-B and revenues. Some of the better mint include New Brunswick #6-9, 11, Newfoundland 15A (no gum), 41 (NH), 42, Nova 
Scotia 1, Canada 51, 60, 66 (NH), 76, 77 (NH), 85-86, 89-90, 90A, 102, 201, E3 (NH). Many fine used too, like New Brunswick 
1, Newfoundland 1, 24, 31, 37, Canada 14, 15, 18, 25, 29, 47, 54, 56, 58, 59, 102. The second collection is all mint on White Ace 
pages from 1935-72 including a large stock of 1000’s mostly used from QV Heads through to the 1990’s. In addition, we have 
around 60 covers, mostly FDCs from the 1970s and about 75 covers of Great Britain, mostly FDCs from the 1960s-80s, including 
some regionals, censored mail from WWII and even a couple of covers from Queen Mary’s maiden voyage. Some condition issues 
as expected with earlier stamps, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
16.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
1338   Canada and Provinces Assortment, 1852-1929, 87 used singles (mostly Canada) arranged on stock cards and including Canada 

#4 (2), 5, 8, 14, 17-20, Large and Small Queens, #46-47, 50-65 ($1-$3 roller cancel, $4, $5 smudge cancels), 73, 84, 94-95, 
99-103, 158-159, F3; Newfoundland #19, 27-28, 76, etc.; usual mixed condition, most Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
1339   Canada & Provinces, Extraordinary Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1965, Here’s a collection which must have been languishing 

in a closet for decades; a Scott Specialty album with a very strong offering of classics, most still with very vibrant colours, the only 
downside being that it was either in a humid climate or in someone’s basement, because some of the mint is partially adhering to 
the page. In the right hands, these stamps could be liberated and placed in a better album, which a collection of this caliber truly 
deserves! Some of the better sets & singles you will encounter include the following mint #46-47, 50-65, 96-103 and used 5, 14, 
17, 18, 21-25, 27. Some eye-opening provinces too, like New Brunswick used 1-2, Newfoundland mint 199a (the only item in a 
mount and never-hinged), Nova Scotia used 1-2, 4. In addition, a few stocksheets with bonus material, mostly Fine to Very Fine, 
some scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Newfoundland

British North America Newfoundland
1340   Newfoundland, Jaw-Dropping Mint Collection from “The Rock”, 1848-1946, Absolutely stunning collection beginning with 

nine stampless covers, one of which is #A1, the St. Johns crowned circle handstamp as listed in Scott Classic. A few other covers 
of note include one with a #3, another with #33, and also a registered cover to Leipzig bearing #73 and others. Among the many 
better mint you will find are 34, 37-38, 59, 77 (signed), 87d, 128 (NH), C18 (NH) and blocks of four of the following 18-20, 22-23, 
28-29, 31, 46 (block of twelve), 48-49, 51, 55, 59, 61-74, 75. Other nice bonuses include a number of plate proofs from the 1865-
94 issue, strong showing of postal stationery, an imperial reply coupon, and some exploded booklets. If you’re a Newfie-Fan such 
as myself, this lot is a real treat, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

British North America Newfoundland
1341   Newfoundland, Swimming Stock, 1861-1939, several hundred mostly mint in “102” stock cards with duplication mostly to about 

10 copies but with some higher; better issues sprinkled throughout though the condition, as usual, is quite mixed with some faults 
to be expected, VG-VF with substantial retail value and an owner’s Scott value of over $18,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 
0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1342   Newfoundland, Nice Stock Selection, 1857-1933, a few hundred stamps arranged in “102” cards with majority mint, some duplication to 
about 10 each; premium include #15A unused, 24 used (4), 27 used (3), 29 mint (8 including pair never hinged), 30 mint, 31 (3 including 
one never hinged), 33 unused and used, 34 used (3), 35 mint (3 including one never hinged), useful assortment of 1880-96 issues including 
a few never hinged, 1897 Cabot issue group of mostly mint, #78-85 mint (9), 86 mint (7 including block), 87-97 mint, C6-C15 mint, etc.; 
typical very mixed centering and condition, generally Fine to Very Fine, fully imaged online.  Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  
Scott $16,250+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ............................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Canada

British North America Canada
1343   Canada, Disney, Winnie the Pooh, Souvenir Sheet Stash, 1996 (Scott 1621b), a small box full totalling over 7400 examples, 

excellent item for promotion, face value is over $13,000. Scott $55,000+. (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

British North America Canada
1344   Canada, Large Queens Selection, 1868-76, 150 mostly used singles neatly arranged in a stockbook by issue; duplication with 

myriad color varities plus assorted cancels, including fancies, town markings, etc., typical mixed condition with some small faults 
but the overall apppearance is fresh and F-VF, useful group for the specialist in this popular issue; Owner’s Scott value exceeds 
$17,250, see them all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British North America Canada
1345   Canada, Classics Issues Assortment, 1851-64, over 130 used arranged by Scott number (#1//20) in a stockbook; includes #1, 

4 (6), 4a pair, 4d (3), 12, 14 (23 including four with pen cancel), 15 (49), 17 (27 with variety of shades), 18 (7), 19 (10), 20; 
unchecked for varieties, very mixed condition as usual, VG-VF; Scott $17,000+. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British North America Canada
1346   Canada, “The Canadian Lighthouse” Collection, 1852-2007, In four gorgeous, hingeless Lighthouse albums, a collection 

strong in classics and extremely well-filled throughout, with modern issues adding up to some tremendous face value. Some of the 
better mint include #46, 50-57, 99, 101, 102-103 (no gum), 111, 120 (lightly hinged), 156-157 (never hinged). And for the used, 
#4, 8, 14, 18-19, 20, 21-25, 27-29, 40, 47, 60, 158. Ideal for someone looking to upgrade their collection, and/or their albums. 
Aside from two pages marked with catalog numbers, the albums are clean and in excellent condition. As for the stamps, some 
condition issues early on, otherwise mostly Fine to Very Fine or better. Some scans and a quick video flip of one volume to give 
you a better idea of the level of completeness to be found online. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1347   Canada, Powerful Better Singles Collection, 1851-1948, hundreds of better Canada on severalblack stock pages divided into 
NH, unused, and used; mint range 76//409, C1//C6, E3//E10, and J15//J17; unused/hinged include #50(4), 54, 56 (3), 57 (3), 58 
(2), 59, 60 (2), 61, 70 (3), 71 (2), 72, 73 (3), 79, 80, 84, 90, 91 (2), 93, 95, 97, 98 (2), 99 (3), 100 (4), 101 (2), 102 (3), 103, 158, 
and 177; used include #14, 15, 16 (not counted and needs cert), 18, 23, 27, 45, 45a, 45b, 46, 47, 55, 56, 57, 58 (2), 59 (2), 60 (3), 
61, 62, 64 and 65; minimal duplication with a few exceptions, particular strength in the Jubilee series; this is a wonderful collection 
(there is even an unused #16 space filler) for the specialist or the dealer eager to really beef up their stock; catatog $21,600+, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canada
1348   Delectable Lineup of Classics, 1851-1929, Small collection on “102” cards, which on more than one occasion caused me to do a 

double-take! Like an imperforate four-margin Beaver which happens to be on laid paper, making it Canada #1 or the highly elusive 
Queen Victoria 1¢, 2¢ & 12½ with clearly visible watermarks from “Bothwell Clutha Mills” (#22a, 24a, 28a). Other exceptional 
used include #18, 21, 26 (with certificate), 28; mostly lightly cancelled and well-centered, the same high standards applying for the 
mint as well: #29 (with certificate), 35-36 (never hinged with certificates), 42 (with certificate), 50-58 (53 & 57 never hinged with 
certificates), 92 (never hinged), 149-159 (never hinged), Fine to Very Fine or better. Have a look for yourself and you’ll agree, the 
best things do indeed come in small packages! Entire lot viewable online. (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canada
1349   Canada, Mostly Mint Collections, 1851-1995, A couple of nice collections, one in particular running until 1969. Only the first 

few stamps are used, but one of them is #2! We also have 17 & 18, and mint 24 & 26 (no gum), 28, 55, 59, 60, 158, 176 and many 
other better. There’s also three stockbooks, two with mint and one with used stock, as well as a stack of stocksheets with various 
booklets, many of them complete including an exploded BK4 (French Version). You’ll also find some postal cards, international 
reply coupons, bill stamps, some Wildlife Conservation stamps, souvenir cards, about 60 first flight covers and W12, a quite scarce 
wrapper in used condition. A few scans available online but we do recommend in-person viewing., Generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 18.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British North America Canada
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1350   Canada, “Saving Face” Accumulation, 1960s-2020, To put in quite simply, a mountain of mint Canada, mostly later material 
right up to 2020, with semi-annual & quarterly, as well as various thematic packs issued by Canada Post and almost all unopened 
in their original packaging. Tons of singles & blocks, souvenir sheets, complete booklets, mini-sheets, you name it. How much 
is actually here in face is hard to say, but considering it’s more recent issues with higher denominations, it’s a steal at the current 
estimate. You’re welcome to visit and try counting it up yourself, but just remember we close at 5:00! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 28.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British North America Canada
1351   Canada, Huge Mint Accumulation, most entirely of more modern issues, filling a good-sized box; within, we note everything 

from sheetlets to souvenir sheets to booklets to presentation packs to quarterly sets to etc.; a very substantial aggregate face count 
to be sure, never hinged, Very Fine, a super holding; examine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada
1352   Canada, Fantastic FDC, Postal Stationery & Annual Souvenir Collection, 1882-2020, Over 750 FDCs in cover albums or 

collections as released by Canada Post, and another box full of loose FDCs with at least that many, probably more, dating back 
to 1947. These boxed editions still in their original packaging are complete from 2009-20, and there are dozens of semi-annual or 
quarterly packs as well. The annual souvenir collections, also unopened, are nearly complete from 1977-2020, only missing 1990 
& 2010. There are four copies of the Millennium Edition as well as a few more duplicates; over 50 in all. And if you ever wanted 
to start a postal stationery collection, this lot has many 100’s if not a 1,000 of them dating as far back as 1882 with many better, 
and with the exception of some FDC, entirely mint. A great lot for the Canadian enthusiast, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Viewing 
in-person recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 176 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada
1353   Canada, Extensive First Flight Cover Stock, late 1920s-30s, clean and vast holding of approximately 1200 Canadian flights, 

often lightly duplicated, including a nice range of various legs, some nice franking combinations, nice cachets, six clean #CL48 
covers, numerous Sydney, Newfoundland, St. Pierre flights with labels all pilot-signed, etc.; solid holding for the specialist or 
trader alike, Fine to Very Fine or better for the most part, well worth a review either live or online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada
1354   Copious Classics for the Canada Connoisseur, 1859-1932, An exquisite lot beginning with 24 copies of #17 showcasing a wide 

range of color shades; other premium items, many with generous helpings, include #21, 22 (4), 23 (3), 24 (10), 25 (20), 26, 27 (10), 
28 (10), and 40/45 with a total of 32 copies, again showing a broad spectrum of color varieties; Bothwell and Duckworth paper 
varieties marked but unverified among the Queen Victoria issues of 1868-76; for the most part, well above average condition for 
the time period, generally Fine to Very Fine, scans of collection viewable online. (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada
1355   Canada, Sensational Specialized Plate Block Collection, 1908-67, Comprehensive collection covering not only the various plate 

numbers but positions as well. Many blocks larger than the minimum required, such as a partial sheet of 40 of #138 (some thins) 
and a block of 16 of #139. Among the better plate blocks in this collection are 148, 154, 155, 209, 216, 226, 227, 243, 261 (4), 262 
(all 4 positions), 272 (all 4 positions), 273 (3), 302 (all 4 positions), C1, C7 (two sets of all 4 positions), C8 (plate 5), EO2 (all 4 
positions). Even a very common stamp like #233 is given the “royal” treatment here with 18 different plate numbers and various 
positions including scarcer varieties, like plate 12 LR & plate 13 LR, as well as a misperf strip of 5. There are also a few blocks 
without plate number but definitely worth mentioning, like blocks of four of #52, 98, 203, C4 (3). Also worth noting are a few plate 
blocks used(!) 198, 203, 209. Some mint and used singles & pairs also included in this collection housed in two block albums, with 
what should be a few thousand in face. Some discoloration on blocks caused by tape applied on the sides of crystal mounts, but this 
mostly occurs in later items, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, scans online but in-person evaluation recommended. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada
1356   Canada, Four-Volume Collection, 1897-1981, in a mix of White Ace and Scott pages, in four nice Scott Specialty binders with 

slipcases, containing #50, 57, 59, 85-86, 122, 139-40, 157, 176, 200-201, 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 268-273, C1-C9, E3, several 
mint blocks, plus $163 worth of face value postage; very fresh with many attractive and sound stamps, generally Fine to Very Fine.  
Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs. Scott $7,500+. (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canada
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1357   Canada, Quality Group on Stockpages, 1900-30s, very attractive group hand-picked for centering, most lightly hinged or never 
hinged, a few used; includes Admirals, Scrolls with values up to $1, Maple Leafs with values up to $1 as well as a smattering of 
other issues, Very Fine to Extremely Fine throughout, with numerous gradeable singles.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  
Scott $5,000+. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canada
1358   Canada, Fresh King George VI Coils Dealer Stock, 1942-50, includes #263 (365), 264 (516), 265 (415), 266 (8), 267 

(4), 278 (500), 298 (838) and 299 (445), majority never hinged, Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  
Scott $7,877. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

British North America Canada
1359   Canada, Big Face Value Lot, 1920s-70s, Hundreds of plate blocks, partial sheets, booklets, mini-sheets and singles in albums, 

stockbooks, and bags amounting to a couple thousand in face. Some blocks stuck down on interleaves or together not counted, 
but most of this lot is salvageable. Includes tagging and paper varieties, as well as various plate numbers and positions. Should be 
evaluated in person for best assessment, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
Great Britain

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1360   Great Britain, Outstanding Used Collection Balance, 1841-1951, A marvelous, rarely seen specialized collection on printed 

3-ring pages, the bulk of them made according to the Stanley Gibbons Specialised Catalogue, Vols 1 & 2; starts with 10 different 
1841 Penny Reds and 37 different 1854-58 perforated Penny Reds and goes on from there (no embossed issues) including more 
than 25 pages of the 1902-11 King Edward VII Issues by printer, shade, paper, perforation; it even includes two covers of the 4d perf 
15x14; high values abound in the “regular” section, where clean cancels being the rule rather than the exception; includes virtually 
every number up to a Scott value of $500 plus higher values, Scott #57, 65 (nice “socked-on-the-nose” Liverpool squared circle), 
74, 75, 110, 123, 142, as well as such “specialized” varieties as #20 var. - SG Spec. C8(6), £400 & Scott 128d (SG Spec. C6(8), 
£375). All-in-all, a truly exceptional lot and not your typical Great Britain collection balance. Our Scott catalog value includes more 
than $5,000 in specialized varieties, counted as the cheapest shade. A rare opportunity.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  
Scott $40,000. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1361   Great Britain, Dealer Stock of GB and Offices, 1840-2018, two 13” red boxes packed with “102” cards, most of the “102” 

cards contain from 2-10 of the single or sets so there are many thousands of stamps in the two boxes; one box contains postage, 
Postage Due, Officials and occupations catalog values from $1 to $75; the second contains MH numbers, British offices, Guernsey, 
Alderney, Jersey and more with good showing of $10-20 catalog value with many higher; three counter books packed with better 
sets and singles; Book 1 Scott 1 ($390), 5a ($925), 7 ($1,000), 22 ($440), 24 ($540), 26 ($125 x 2), 27 ($100), 28 ($450 x 7), 
31 unused stained without gum ($8,750), 37 ($300 x 2), 39 ($105 x 2), 40 ($400 x 3), 42 ($260), 42a ($450 x 2), 44 ($215), 45 
plate 6 ($190 x 3), 45 plate 5 ($100 x 3), 46 plate 4 ($575 x 2), 48 ($225 x 8), 49a plate 4 ($300), 49 plate 10 ($145), 51 plate 8 
($135 x 2), 53 plate 1 ($350 x 3), 55 plate 1 ($200 x 3), 57 plate 1 ($600), 60 ($250), 66 plate 3 ($135 x 2), 67 plate 3 ($125), 69 
plate 15 ($500), 70 plate 15 ($325), 73 plate 1 ($350 x 2), 74 ($3,250), 81 ($175 x 2), 83 ($155), 84 ($118), 87 ($165 x 2), 94-95 
($300), 94 ($150 x 2), 98 ($165), 98-107 ($1682), 103 unused no gum ($575), 103 ($210 x 7), 104 ($210), 105 ($240), 106 MH 
with crease ($1,250), 107 ($300 x 8), 108 ($250 x 2), 109 ($550 x 3); Book 2 Scott 111-122 ($275 x 2), 127-138 ($338), 139 
($150), 139a ($200), 139c ($190 x 2), 140 ($225 x 2), 159-172 MH ($200), 173a MNH ($360), 174 MH ($525), 179-181 ($360), 
180 ($125 x 5), 181 ($160 x 2), 210-220 MNH blocks ($500); Book 3 Office in China 14 ($210), Morocco 55-57 MLH ($178), 
Morocco 201-208 MLH ($180), Turkish Empire 2 ($210), and Levant 46-54 MLH ($117); lastly a three ring binder with 1-3 of 19 
different souvenir or full sheets; strong value here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1362   Great Britain, Sensational Specialized Collection of Cancels, 1841-1913, J. Paul Cali, the man behind the mammoth Belgian 
cancellation collection and other lots in this sale has done it again. Following the same approach, this 3-volume set has all stamps 
in black mounts on quadrille pages, well annotated, and in the case of Great Britain, noted catalog numbers are for the most part 
referencing the book British Postmarks: A Short History and Guide by R.C. Alcock & F.C. Holland. Volume 1 covers numeral 
cancels for England & Wales, Scotland and Ireland arranged in ascending order and also includes pairs, on piece and postal 
stationery. London numeral cancels are next presenting the various district offices and showcasing the various types of obliterators. 
The final volume details what came after the numeral cancels, namely the so-called “squared circle”, scroll, single and double 
circles, triangular, etc. With well over 3,000 stamps dominated by QV Heads with numerous duplicates on stockpages and what 
seems to be a complete collection of plate numbers of #33 (minus #77 of course!), the collection without even taking the actual 
cancellations into consideration has an enormous catalogue value. But the true value of this collection is the lifetime spent amassing, 
researching and putting together this masterpiece, which of course is priceless, Some condition issues but mostly Fine to Very Fine, 
Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1363   Great Britain, King George V to Modern Collection, 1924-2020, eight binders of quadrille pages with unused King George 

V forward, plus four binders of Royal Mail sets and a few First Day Covers, all exceedingly clean; includes #179 and 180 
overcharged Morocco, 187-200, 209, 1936 King Edward VII overprint Morocco and Tangier, 248-251A, 286-289 blocks, 309-
312, 371-374, and on through the Machins and modern commemoratives; in addition to mint singles and the intermittent postally 
used are numerous blocks of four; Royal Mail sets include British Cathedrals, Historic Buildings, Energy, Horses, Cycling, Dogs, 
Rowland Hill, Police, Springtime, Cats, Shakespeare’s Globe, Science Fiction, Rugby, Robert Burns, Football Legends, Classic 
Sports Cars, The Great Tutor, Tales of Terror, Post Offices, The Queen’s Beasts, Lighthouses, Comedians, Health, Magical Worlds, 
Carnival, Speed, Angels, Inventors’ Tale, Travellers’ Tale, Patients’ Tale, Settlers’ Tale, Workers’ Tale, Entertainers’ Tale, Citizens’ 
Tale, Scientists’ Tale, Farmers’ Tale, Soldiers’s Tale, Christains’ Tale, Artists’ Tale, Diana, and many more; bonus Royal Mail Year 
Books including 2006, 2011, 2012, 2013 (2), 2014, 2015, and Millennium; extraordinarily clean and organized, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 50 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1364   Fantastic “Business in a Box” Postal History Accumulation, an extraordinary old-time hoard comprising approximately 630 

items, virtually all Queen Victoria through King George VI, with virtually nothing later or modern; this wonderful holding offers 
many possibilities and includes a nice range of stampless, extensive Victorias from the imperforate line-engraved through the 
surface prints, lovely King Edward VII and King George V covers, plus excellent mostly used stationery with compound embossed 
issues, military mail, consular mail, censored and registered covers, Foreign Offices, packets, town cancels and destinations and so 
much more—a bit of pricing and organizing, and there you go! Bulk appear Fine to Very Fine, a thorough inspection invited; get a 
taste online. (photo on web site) ....................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1365   Great Britain, Powerful Mint & Used Classics, 1862-1902, Outstanding little assemblage of almost all QV Heads with some 

scarce unused, like #40 (3), 53 (3), 85, 105-07, 122. Used selection is just as impressive, if not even more so, with potential color 
and paper variants noted; used 57a (cancelled in Valparaiso, Chile), 65 (gorgeous CDS on Xmas Day!), 87, 95, 103-04, 107, 
109, 139-40 and more. One cover is included in this collection - an 1886 cover from Manchester to Vera Cruz, Mexico bearing 
#103. A fantastic addition to any GB collection, generally Fine to Very Fine, entire lot viewable online. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1366   Great Britain, Compelling & Valuable Postal History Collection, 1671-1950, An absolutely exquisite collection of covers in 

a binder, impeccably presented on album pages detailing the rates, postmarks and contents with many accompanying photos and 
maps illustrating the routes taken. Beginning with a half-dozen stampless covers from the 17th & 18th century and immediately 
followed by five Mulready envelopes & letter sheets; used copies of #U1 & U3 cancelled with Maltese Cross, and unused U2-4. 
Cover highlights include one from 1855 from London to Bombay with #5 & 6 (6 is cut to shape, but 5 isn’t!!!), an 1863 cover 
from Scotland to Quebec with #39 and numerous covers both inland and abroad franked with #58 with at least six different plate 
numbers. In addition, around 30 more loose covers, of which you will find four more Mulreadys - unused U1 and used U3 (2) & 
U4. Other items of note include a censored 1941 POW cover from a Women’s Internment Camp on the Isle of Man to Los Angeles, 
a London to Chicago cover postmarked 5/26/1936 for the maiden voyage of the Queen Mary, and additional stampless covers. A 
captivating lot in every sense of the word. Imaged in full and available online, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
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British Commonwealth: Great Britain

1367   Great Britain, A High End Mint Collection, 1841-1951.  A nice collection of several hundred stamps, all mint, neatly displayed 
in black mounts on Palo pages. Includes Sea Horses and a PUC £1, plus these highlights by Scott: 3, 8, 32, 43, 59 plate 11, 61 plate 
19, 68 plate, 17, 80, 81, 87, 96, 98//107, 108, 111-122, 127-139, 144-158, 159-172, 173-174, 179-180, 187-207, 210//291, postage 
dues, plus O34, O36, O44, O64, O74-O75 and more. A clean quality collection, mainly o.g. or some later NH. A few faults on 
earlier issues and some never hinged but overall above the norm. Perfect for online sales, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1368   Great Britain, Cloudy with a Chance of #3, 1841, Yes, it’s raining Great Britain #3! What must be around 1,500 copies, probably 

more, and unchecked for plates and positions, color shades and various cancellations, such as usages in Scotland in Ireland. 
Countless hours of fun! Condition will of course vary, but generally Fine. (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1369   Great Britain, Smashing Mostly Mint Collection, 1840-2003, This collection on stocksheets may be mostly mint, but it should 

be no surprise that the highlight is her Majesty Queen Victoria with many cancelled stamps of significant value. #1-2, 26, 27, 28, 
44, 45, 49 (plates 5-7), 57, 69, 85, 87, 94, 98-107, 108 and mint 33 (plate 157), 95, 96. And the other monarchs ain’t too shabby 
either! Mint KEVII #127-36 & 139 (signed), a splendid array of used Seahorses, #173-75, 179-81, 222-24, and an abundant 
offering of Machins both mint and used. In addition, there are also regionals, officials, offices, Channel Islands including German 
occupation, and seven pages filled with tempting revenues. Some condition issues early on, but otherwise mostly Fine to Very Fine, 
Entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1370   Great Britain, Exceptionally Well Documented, 1841-1955, consignor obtained this material from an English dealer specializing 

in British Commonweath, not only are these wonderful examples but many are plated and exquisitely described; includes Scott #4, 
14, several 16 with local cancels (Pitt Street, Argyle Street, Elmrory, Amerston), 32, 33 with lots of beautiful examples (sorry, no 
plate 77), 51, 58, nice QV Jubilee Issue (attractive 126), beautiful KEVII (fresh 138), 139, 179, 180 and much more; two KEVII 
covers, one to Jerusalem and the other to Persia via Russia; a delicious lot, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1371   Great Britain, Interesting 19th Century Wholesale Accumulation.  Dozens of used better 19th century G.B. issues with some 

duplication and values into the hundreds of dollars each in Scott, neatly placed on blank stock pages. A great wholesale lot for online 
sales. A few faults however the majority are attractive examples with excellent eye appeal. A huge Scott value for a modest price.  
Scott $19,600 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1372   Great Britain, Massive & Diverse Queen Elizabeth II Group, 1950s-80s, housed in nine thick stockbooks, many hundreds 

of primarily mint with decent used Queen Elizabeth II issues in all varieties, including definitives with better values, watermark 
varieties, phosphorous types, minor printing flaws, booklet panes, Machins with coils, etc.; commemoratives in blocks; the value is 
clearly in the mint; a few adhere to the page but generally pop off, the vast majority are fresh and Fine to Very Fine or better never 
hinged, a great lot for online sales. (photo on web site) ................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1373   Great Britain, Eclectic 19th & 20th Century Accumulation, a collection of Great Britain and Offices, containing hundreds of 

stamps both mint and used all housed in a thick stockbook; also a group of duplicated Queen Victoria issues with a Scott of $4237, 
followed by a group of King Edward VII used with a Scott of 5618; a few faults, but mainly Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

British Commonwealth Great Britain
1374   Great Britain, Cover Holding, Primarily WWI Censored.  An interesting holding of approximately 300 covers and cards, 

with the value being in the WWI censored covers. Unpicked as received, great to break up for online sales. A few later covers 
but certainly “finds” can be mined, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750
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British Commonwealth: Australia & States - 

Australia & States

British Commonwealth Australia & States
1375   Australia & States, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1999, Very attractive offering from Down Under, a mix of mint & used on 

stocksheets with the first eight pages devoted entirely to Australian States. Among the better you will find mint NSW 101, South 
Australia 14 (with cert), Victoria AR41-43 & used AR48. Australia proper is also strong with many better sets & singles, like 
mint 152-54, 218-21, C4 (LH), and used 54, 127, 151. Also includes some better A.A.T., such as L8-18 and more. Aussie, Aussie, 
AussieOi, Oi, Oi! (sorry, couldn’t resist!) Condition varies with the earlier issues, but overall Fine to Very Fine, Scans available 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Australia & States
1376   Australia & States, Mostly Used Collection, 1854-2009, Australia is a mix of mint & used in two binders on album pages up until 

the decimal currency (1966) and from then on mostly used. Many better items, not only in the states and Roos & KGV Heads, but 
afterwards as well, like mint #177-79, 331, 376-79 and used 142-44, 147-49, 150-51, 152-54, 218-21, CO1 and more. Condition 
varies with earlier issues, but generally Fine to Very Fine, Many images available online for scrutiny. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1377   Australia & States, Excellent Vintage Postal History Selection, lovely holding comprising approximately 250 items in total, 
with Australia being approximately 180 items, the bulk being nice ca. 1940s-51 cacheted better First Day Covers, plus First Flight 
Covers and some better individual usages, etc.; the States are quite interesting, with about 25 covers, mostly New South Wales or 
Victoria usages, plus over 40 stationery items, mostly mint, but including several nice used Victoria wrappers, etc.; attractive lot 
of popular material, bulk generally Fine to Very Fine, be sure to view a sampling of images on the web. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Australian States

British Commonwealth Australian States
1378   Australian States Used Collection, neatly organized by State on Scott stock sheets and generally selected for quality of cancel 

whether it be a numeral, town, auxiliary, etc., some minor duplication including multiples, shade varieties, different cancels, 
etc., better include New South Wales 5, 29, 77 bisect+78 on piece, J10a, Queensland 18, South Australia 2-3, 5, 28, 63, 142 
(2), 142B, 143 registry cancel, Victoria 6, 20, 137 (2), 166, 189, extensive selection of #161/194 with array of different cancels, 
Western Australia 24B, 82 (7), 86, 87 (2), 88 cto, 94 (5), 95, 98, etc., typical mixed conditon but an overall F-VF collection with 
plenty of cancel interest. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Australian States
1379   Australian States, Specialized Numeral Cancellation Collection, 1859-99, A lovely collection of numeral cancels neatly 

blackmounted on quadrille pages and arranged first by state and then numerically with the town name identified below. And all 
the states are here - New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia. The key reference 
work in assembling this collection is Australian Numeral Cancellations: A Compendium by H.M. Campbell, which appears to be 
photocopied in full and is included in the binder. In addition to the approx. 340 stamps of the Australian States are around 160 
more numeral cancels from the British Commonwealth with some very nice Barbados, Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, etc., a small 
sampling of about 60 stamps from various countries with some better Spain & Portugal, and roughly 90 stamps with CDS cancels 
from the British colonies. Be sure to check out the other cancellation lots from this same consignor, as it doesn’t end here! Some 
condition issues but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Tasmania
British Commonwealth Australian States
1380   Tasmania Cancels Collection, three covers and approx 1400 used 1899/1908 Pictorial issue singles (unchecked for watermark, 

perf, varieties, etc.) all neatly sorterd by denomination on stock sheets, ½d (24), 1d (907), 2d (460), 2½d (4), 3d (5 including one 
with “OS” perfin), 4d (6), 5d (1), incredible array of different town cancels with each stamp showing all or nearly all of the cancel, 
some duplication as expected but the dedicated cancel specialist is sure to find some scarce markings, typical mixed condition with 
majority F-VF, a must-view for the Tasmania town cancel specialist. (photo on web site)................................  Estimate $500 - 750
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British Commonwealth: Barbados

Australia

British Commonwealth Australia
1381   Australian 1996 Wetlands Conservation Duck Trove, 1996, 96,000+ mint examples of this $15 face revenue released to 

support the Australian Nature Conservation Agency; the stamp was produced in sheets of 20 and in souvenir sheets of 4 by 
City Security Printers LTD, UK; in addition to 3,200 perforated sheets (Brookman AUS-8 @ $17 per), the successful bidder 
gets 500 imperforate (gummed) sheets, 200 perforated souvenir sheets and 31 sets of Progressive Color Proof Sheets (7 diff 
to a set); imperforate, souvenir sheets, and the Progressive Color Proofs (23,000+ stamps) are not included in the valuation; 
face value $1,440,000 plus the imperfs and proofs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 29 lbs.  
Brookman AUS-8; $1,632,000. (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

British Commonwealth Australia
1382   Australia, Classic Kangaroo and Map, 1913-1924, about 525 postally used Australian first issue in a small Lighthouse stock 

book and on black stock cards; beginning with Australia #1 there are numerous shilling stamps including #43 and 44; Official 
Services perfins, T perfins, and OS NSW; gorgeous blue cancels, blocks (and one Kangaroo on cover); effort has been made 
to identify watermarks; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Australia
1383   Australia Used Collection, 1913/1971, 100s of used singles and multiples neatly sorted on stock sheets including six pages of 

½d/10sh ‘Roos with excellent range of cancels, shades, dies and varieties, handful of KG V issues with assorted flaws, some “OS” 
perfins, numerous premium with 3 inverted watermark, 5 block of four, 6 (6 including Perth registry cancel), 7 (3), 8 (7 including 
block of four), 12 “English Mail” cancel, 42 block of four (4), 43 (2), 45 (10 including three with inverted watermark), 54 (4), 55 
Sydney registry cancel, 95a exhibition cancel, 100 (3), 121 (4), 126 (6 including one with “Air Mail” cancel), 127 (2 including 
one with “Air Mail” cancel), 179 block of four, 220 blocks of four and six, 221 block of four (2), OB43, OB55, OB100, O5, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for the specialist. (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Bahamas

British Commonwealth Bahamas
1384   Bahamas, Used Collection, 1918-64, extensive collection neatly arranged on quadrille pages and including Back-of-the-Book 

issues along with many premium such as #33-36, 61-62, 65-69, 70-84, 85-89, 100-113 with shade varieties and a few multiples, 
116-129 with shade varieties, 132-149, MR4, etc., most with legible town cancels, generally fresh, Fine to Very Fine, desirable 
collection of this popular country. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Barbados

British Commonwealth Barbados
1385   Barbados, A High End Mint Collection, 1852-1952.  An exceptional quality mint collection, neatly mounted on Palo pages. 

Highlights include Scott 2, 13, 15-17, 36, 44, 50-52, 60//69, 70-78, 81-100, 102-110, 112, 116-124, 127-233 less 101, B1, MR1, J1-J2 
and J4-J6. All are fresh and without any noticeable faults. Perfect for online sales, Fine to Very Fine. Also includes Barbuda issues 1-11.  
Scott $3,798. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Commonwealth Barbados
1386   Barbados, Used Collection, 1852-1962, nearly complete for the period arranged on quadrille pages and including some shade 

varieties and numerous better sets and singles as assorted 1852/78 “Britannia” issues with fresher colors and better centering 
than typically seen, #102-108, 110-112, 116-126, 127-139, 139a (1952 PF certificate), 140-151 (less the 2/-), 152-164 (less the 
3/-), 165-179, 186-189, 207 “double flag” variety, 216-227, etc. plus a final page with an assortment of different town cancels, 
generally fresh, Fine to Very Fine, ideal foundation collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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British Commonwealth: Bermuda - 

Bermuda

British Commonwealth Bermuda
1387   Bermuda, Powerful Used Collection, 1910-63, comprehensive and generally fresh collection neatly arranged (generally in 

Gibbons order) and annotated on quadrille pages and highlighted by strong sections of both the George V and George VI “keyplate” 
issues with range of shade and perforation varieties, highlights galore including #49-54, 55-79, 94-97 including shade varieties of 
the 2/-, 2/6 and 10/- values, two full pages of George VI “keyplates” including shade and perforation varieties and the majority with 
a crisply struck date cancel, #133-134, two pages of the 1953/58 Queen Elizabeth II definitives; collection ends with two pages 
of George VI town cancels including the 2/- and 2/6 blocks of four, Fine to Very Fine, an exceptional collection and well worth a 
close inspection. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

British Guiana

British Commonwealth British Guiana
1388   British Guiana, Used Collection, 1876-1965, neat collection on quadrille pages with some added varieties and multiples, generally 

fresh with better issues sprinkled throughout that include #72-80, 72a, 84, 88A, 151 block of eight tied on piece, 145-147, 160-170, 
171, 178-201 with shade varieties, 205-226, 230-241 with some perforation varieties, O5, etc., Fine to Very Fine, nice collection 
of this overlooked area. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Honduras

British Commonwealth British Honduras
1389   British Honduras, A Superior All Mint Quality Collection, 1872-1947.  A lovely collection of 107 different mint key sets and singles, 

all mounted on Palo album pages. Highlights include (all mint) Scott 4-6, 7b with BPA certificate, 8-12, 18, 20-21, 26, 28-37, 58-74, 75-
87, 92-104, 115-126. All fresh, with few if any faults, 5 and 7b without gum, a solid comprehensive collection, well worth consideration.  
SG £5,350 ($6,910). (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1390   British Honduras, Used Collection, 1904-63, strong, clean collection with numerous better including the high values, all on 
quadrille pages and including two pages of George VI period town cancels, many premium with #62-71, 75-84, 92-104, B1-B5, 
etc., Fine to Very Fine, an exemplary used collection from this underappreciated country. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ceylon

British Commonwealth Ceylon
1391   Ceylon, High End Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1952.  A wonderful comprehensive mint and used collection all 

mounted on Palo pages, containing several hundred stamps with rarities and a multitude of varieties, missing only a few stamps for 
completion. A great showing of the Chalon head first issues. A great lot to add to your collection or for online sales of individual 
high values. Includes Scott numbers (used unless noted) 1 (x2), 2, 3-4, 6, 6A unused, 8-13, 14-15, 17-20A, 21 unused, 22-24, 
25-28, 32-34, 35-36 unused, 38 unused with certificate, 40 unused, 43 unused, 45-58 mixed mint and used, 59 unused, 63-73m 
77-82 unused, nice showing of the 1885 overprints including 103 unused with certificate, 109a unused, 112-113 unused, 114, 
117a invert with certificate, 1888-1890 surcharge varieties, 161 unused, 163 unused, 166-177 unused, 178-196 unused, 200-218 
mixed mint and used, 243-244 unused, 254-258 unused, War Tax with varieties, Officials O1-O7 unused, O16 unused. Altogether 
a superior collection. Condition is a bit mixed mainly on the 19th century issues with some no gum, but later is mainly o.g. 
and much Fine to Very Fine. Check out the scans to fully appreciate the size and scope as well as the always popular varieties.  
Scott $41,465 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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British Commonwealth: Guyana

Cyprus

British Commonwealth Cyprus
1392   Cyprus, High End Comprehensive Mint Collection, 1880-1963.  Over 220 mint stamps and souvenir sheets plus 2 used, all 

neatly mounted on black stock pages and identified by Scott number and catalog value. Contains a plethora of scarce and rare 
issues from key Queen Victoria through Queen Elizabeth II. Well above average quality and rarely is a Cyprus collection offered 
this complete and mint. We note an array of 1880 surcharges and also the following Scott number highlights (all mint unless 
noted and with Scott catalog value): 1 ($125), 2 plate 174 ($1,500), 2 plate 205 ($90), 2 plate 208 ($135), 4 plate 16 ($150), 5 
($575), 6 ($900), 8 plate 174 ($225), 8 plate 208 ($225), 11 ($210), 12 ($425), 13 ($525), 14 ($1,050), 15 ($1,900), 16 ($750), 
18 ($190), 19-24 ($153), 19b used ($525), 20a ($85), 25a ($190), 26 ($550), 28-37 ($304), 38-47 ($802), 48-59 ($376), 61-
71 ($282), 89-108 ($319), 114-123 ($412), 125-135 ($231), 143-155 NH ($275), 146a NH ($575), 168-182 NH ($107), 183-
197 NH ($147), 206-218 NH ($63), 226a ($130). The value is in key sets and singles. Condition is excellent overall with a 
very few gum issues on the 19th century issues. A perfect lot to sell online by scarce set or single stamp. Certainly one of 
the finest Cyprus collections that we have offered. Well worth viewing and a bid.  Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  
Scott $15,000. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Cyprus
1393   Cyprus, Mostly Mint Collection in Lighthouse Album, 1880-1988, Well filled and mostly mint collection in a hingeless 

Lighthouse album; many better including mint #4, 18, 48-59, 72-86, 89-108, 125-35, 159, 183-97, 226a, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, some scans available online. (photo on web site) ................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Falkland Islands & Dependencies

Falkland Islands
British Commonwealth Falkland Islands & Dependencies
1394   Falkland Islands, High End Mint Sets and Singles, 1878-1960.  A simply spectacular holding of key sets and singles, all 

individual auction lots, filling a Prinz stockbook. The quality is outstanding with few if any faults. We note mint 1878-1902 
issues, many on original auction lot sheets as purchased. Scott 20-21 plus a single 21 are present, 22-29, two sets of 30-40 
plus 41-48, 54-64 plus extras, 3 examples of Scott 74, the 5 shilling Penguin, and a Scott 75, the 10 shilling Centenary. Plus a 
plethora of 65-73 including marginal examples, multiple sets of 84-96, five sets of 107-120 plus much more. Viewing will be a 
pleasure. All are ready for immediate resale online and only better material with just key items, rarely offered thus. So put this 
lot on your must have list. Condition is exceptional as noted, at least Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  
Scott $18,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ............................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Falkland Islands & Dependencies
1395   Falkland Islands, Tempting Almost Entirely Mint Collection 1894-1984, Beautiful collection from a far-flung British outpost. 

Housed in a Lighthouse stockbook, the first item which catches the eye is the surcharged 1p bisect (#19) on piece. Other noteworthy 
items include mint 5, 26 (NH), 28a (2), 29 (2), 36, 48, 62, 65-72 (at least 5 of each, some more), 73 mint & used, mint 93-96 
(at least 3 of each), 107-20, 128-42 (2) and looks like there might be a complete run of mint until 1984 with many duplicates. In 
addition to an Argentinian cover postmarked in Islas Malvinas on 5/29/82, we also have the Dependencies 1L19-33 (at least 2 of 
each) and the issues for the separate islands (3 sets each), 2L1-8, 3L1-8, 4L1-8, 5L1-8, Fine to Very Fine or better, Imaged in full. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Guyana

British Commonwealth Guyana
1396   Guyana, High-Value Locomotive Issues, 1987-89, nearly two-foot-tall stack of high-value sheets and mini-sheets, including 

valuable overprints; #1826 sheet of 16 (380), 1827 sheet of 25 (390), 1828 mini-sheet of 5 (380), 1830 sheet of 25 (940), 
1911 overprint sheet of 16 (530), 1035-1038 Red Cross overprint sheet of 25 (240), 2026 mini-sheet of 10 (120), E12 five on 
sheet of 25 (440) and E13 five on sheet of 25 (420); edge curling of sheets will require some flattening; catalog value well 
in excess of $150,000, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 37 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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British Commonwealth: Hong Kong - 

Hong Kong

British Commonwealth Hong Kong
1397   Excellent Postal History Selection, lovely, generally prime selection of approximately 33 items, including better such as an 

interesting 1862 incoming stampless “per Str. Roma”, a Bangkok US Consulate envelope franked by Hong Kong Queen Victoria 
10c to US with “JY 15 81” transit, a 10c Queen Victoria with bold “Amoy AU 24 96” Treaty Port c.d.s. to Japan, a 10c King 
Edward VII 1906 Canton Treaty Port cover, a King George V Registered letter entire to New York with 20c additional postage, 
a handpainted 1912 4c King Edward VII card with Shanghai B.P.O. to Vancouver, a couple choice US Diplomatic Pouch covers, 
#157 plus 171 & 173 on March 1941 cover to Manila “Not Opened by Censor”, lots of lovely early First Flight Covers, several 
#167 covers with different dates, better Omnibus First Day Covers and more; solid lot of this popular country, generally Fine to 
Very Fine, be sure to see images online. (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Ireland

British Commonwealth Ireland
1398   Ireland, High End Accumulation, 1922-1940.  Several dozen mint better sets and singles, many on the original auction lot 

sheets, others housed in a stock book. Includes an array of Sea Horse overprinted sets and singles, plus inverted overprints, 
missing accents, plate blocks, Brennan re-entry and much more. Well worth a careful perusal. The collector focused on buying 
quality stamps so the condition is well above the norm. An easy lot for online resale as it contains lots ready to sell. Of course 
some better sets are in duplicates. Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.3 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Ireland
1399   Ireland, Mint Accumulation with FDCs, 1922-2009, Virtually all mint accumulation consisting of a huge amount of singles, 

blocks, sheetlets, booklets, souvenir sheets, etc. and much of it very recent adding up to some sizeable face value. There’s also 
a collection on White Ace pages with a few better, like #96-98, and a lovely mini-album issued by the Irish Dept. of Posts & 
Telegraph from 1922-56, again with a mint set of the above-listed and others. Of the over 150 covers, most are FDC but some 
picture postcards and postal stationery as well. And talk about the luck of the Irish when sifting through this box of loose material I 
found the following mint on stockcards #44b (NH block of 4), 55b (in block of 4 with 55(3)), 59a-62a (NH pairs), 77b-79b, 96-98 
(NH). There’s also mint blocks of 16 of 108 & 110 and even some high-value modern, like a full sheet of 973-74 with gutter. Some 
nice gems from the Emerald Isle, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Some photos available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Leeward Islands

British Commonwealth Leeward Islands
1400   Leeward Islands, Used Collection, 1912-54, highly complete for the period, neatly arranged on quadrille pages with some 

varieties and highlighted by the strong section of George VI-era definitives including “keyplates” with shade and perforation 
varieties; also includes the 1928 10/- and £1 George V keyplates, generally fresh, Fine to Very Fine, perfect for the Leewards 
enthusiast. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Malaya

British Commonwealth Malaya
1401   Malaya, Impressive and Attractive Collection, 1945-68, 16-page (32-side) Lighthouse stockbook filled with post-war issues, all 

mint (some never hinged), encompassing BMA, Malayan Federation general issues, sets from 11 of the States, the Crown Colonies 
of North Borneo and Sarawak, and Malayan Postal Union issues; numerous types and varieties noted throughout, all fresh and bright, 
Very Fine, a highly complete, attractive holding for collector or dealer alike; see it all online.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  
SG £2,700+ ($3,490). (photo on web site) ....................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Malaysia

British Commonwealth Malaysia
1402   Malaysia, Outstanding and Highly Eclectic Specialized Accumulation, a wonderful holding of the unusual, which quite frankly 

is rarely encountered in these parts; includes a highly comprehensive specialized Malaysia & States 1973 and on complete booklet 
collection (from MSB #1-13 on, 2 of each) comprising approximately 200 booklets showing right and left stitching varieties, reverse 
cover types, etc.; from there we note several binders of postal stationery with strong postal cards, entires, Registered envelopes, 
aerogrammes, etc.; additionally, there are three mint sheet binders filled mostly with the Garden Flower issues by State (featuring 
perforation and watermark varieties); and finally, included are several dozen beautiful and scarce year sets and presentation books/
booklets (mostly 2000 on), generally Very Fine, a most uncommon holding; inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 
59.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Malaysia
1403   Malaysia, Specialized Butterflies Issue Collection, 1970-77, neatly arranged on homemade pages in a zippered binder, all of 

the Butterfly issues of Malaysia and States, including both the original issue Bradbury Wilkinson lithograph printings of 1970-71, 
plus the highly sought-after (and difficult-to-find) 1977 Harrison photogravure reprints; all the issued stamps are present (with 
a Gibbons catalogue value in excess of £570), with additional material featuring 14 proof presentation cards, 32 color separations, 
and six photo essays or bromides; wonderfully fresh throughout and a delightful work of love on the part of the original collector, 
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, imaged in full online—be sure to view. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Malta

British Commonwealth Malta
1404   Malta, High End Holding of Key Sets and Singles, 1860-1970.  A superb holding, all mint, housed in a Lighthouse stock book. 

Begins with Scott 1 plus ½ penny color varieties, 8-13 (2 sets), 14 (2), 15-16 (2 sets), 17-18, 20a (2), 21-27 (3 sets less one #24), 
28-45, 49-62 plus duplicates, 66//72, 77-84 plus duplicates, 86-93 plus duplicates, 98//114, 116-129 (2), 167-183 plus duplicates, 
184-187 (2), 191-205 (6 almost complete sets), 208-222 (4 sets + shades), plus Queen Elizabeth II sets, J11-J20 (2 sets + extras). 
A great lot for online sales, high quality with some NH, few faults overall. Well worth viewing, generally Fine to Very Fine.  
Scott $7,000+. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Natal

British Commonwealth Natal
1405   Natal, Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1895.  A lovely collection of several hundred carefully selected mint 

and used stamps mounted on quadrille pages with SG number and a plethora of scarce adhesives. The collector often 
acquired both a mint and a used example. Highlights include (all SG numbers): 10 mint pair, 15 mint, 20 mint, 23 mint pair, 
25 mint, 44 used, 50 mint, 55 mint, 56 mint, 60-61 mint, 66 mint, 68-70 mint, 72 mint, 73 (2) mint, 84 mint signed Diena, 
and much more. Condition is a bit mixed but much is Fine to Very Fine. A great collection to break down for online sales.  
SG £6,800 ($8,780). (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Nevis

British Commonwealth Nevis
1406   Nevis, A High End Mint Collection, 1861-1890.  27 different all mint better stamps, neatly mounted on Palo pages. Includes 

1, 5-10, 12, 14-30 plus a sheet margin plate proof of the 1876 6d issue in black. Overall a fresh highly appealing collection in 
outstanding quality, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $4,085. (photo on web site) ......................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

New Zealand

British Commonwealth New Zealand
1407   New Zealand, Stock of Popular Lord of the Rings Sets, 2001 (Scott 1750a-1755a), pristine stock of never hinged sets, blocks, 

miniature sheets, postal cards, presentation folders, and First Day Covers issued by New Zealand Post; about 175 covers with 
the set of 6 values on single cover; about 750 sets (each has 6 covers) of the souvenir sheets First Day Cover series (each set 
sleeved), 30 sets (of 6) postal cards (sold by NZ Post at $12) with the stamp and First Day postmark; and 15 deluxe shrink-
wrapped presentation folders; 63 minisheets of the 40¢ value (10 to a sheet) and numerous inscription blocks, sets, booklets, and 
strips; used catalog for the souvenir sheets alone is over $13,000; nearly 5,000 covers in total and in perfect condition, ready for 
a premium market; face exceeds $1,900, Very Fine. (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Commonwealth New Zealand
1408   New Zealand, Exciting Collection of Covers, 1892-1972, Fantastic postal history lot featuring a little bit of everything; numerous 

first flights, such as #C5 on a first flight to Sydney, and a round trip cover from San Francisco to Auckland; special event covers 
like the QEII Coronation in 1953 and one from the Wellington Philatelic Exhibition in 1940 with an affixed show label; beautifully 
cacheted FDCs of 189, 191, 193, 218-22 and more; many better stamps, like 179-81 on one cover and B3-4 & C1-3 also on one 
cover to Sheffield; a 1940 “Green Cross” cover of the NZ Forces in Egypt, P.O.W. mail from Germany, censored mail, field post, 
postal cards, and other surprises, Fine to Very Fine, Collection may be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth New Zealand
1409   New Zealand, High End Mint Accumulation, 19th and 20th Centuries.  A fresh holding in two sections. The first is comprised of 

key sets and singles, all mint, 130 stamps on double sided stock sheets, including the following Scott numbers: 39, 48, assorted 1d//1s 
“Side Face”, 79-81, 114-115, 119, 134a, 136 NH, 138a-139a NH, 159 NH, 165-170, 229-241 NH, 298B-301 NH, 320 NH, 333-352 
NH, B5 NH, O111 NH and more. All fresh and Fine to Very Fine, with a Scott catalog value of $3,900+. The second section is a 20th 
century stock on sales cards with some minor duplication, all mint. Includes sets and singles, Health sheets, premium items such as 165-
170, 199-201 (2), 258-268 NH and much more. We also note a faulty mint AR13 with a Scott catalog value of $1,500, not counted in the 
total of over $3,300. Mainly all Fine to Very Fine with few faults. A perfect lot for online sales.  Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  
Scott $7,200+. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth New Zealand
1410   New Zealand, Mostly Mint Collection, 1863-2003, From the classics to the Lord of the Rings issue, this will delight any NZ 

collector beginning with a nice sampling of Chalon Heads and other QVs, like used #59-60 & 69 to some excellent B-O-B 
featuring an eye-catching array of Postal-Fiscals. Some mint premium items throughout including 79, 130e-37e & C5. Have a look 
for yourself at the scans online. Some faults with early issues, but overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth New Zealand
1411   New Zealand Collection, 1863/1969, used singles and multiples arranged on Scott blank hingeless pages and including some 

1960s Health sheets, premium scattered throughout and includes 12d, 33a pair, 59-60, AR98, O27 block of four, O28 block of six, 
O56 on piece, etc., some minor faults as often in the classic period but generally F-VF. (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $500 - 750

New Zealand & Dependencies

British Commonwealth New Zealand & Dependencies
1412   New Zealand, The Golden Kiwi Collection, 1862-2002, A Scott Specialty album from 1862-1984, mostly mint in mounts with 

many instances of a used copy hinged alongside. This collection knocks you over the moment you open the album with a barrage 
of 40 Chalon Heads (see scans) including a proof of #8. Turning the next few pages, it still doesn’t let up, and after the dust clears, 
here’s some of the better you will find mint #73-74, 22-25, 165-70, 288-301, 340b (error), C1-3, C4-5, O26, O28-29, O33-37 and 
used 51-56, 66, 69, 76-83, 92-97, 118-20, 165-70, 197-98, B1-7, E1, E1a, O27-29, O38, OY5 and more, like a page displaying 
advertisements on the backs of the 1882 issue and many better postal-fiscals. A secondary collection, again mostly mint with added 
used copies is hinged on album pages and runs from 1948-2002. Nowhere near the caliber of the previous but still loaded with 
many complete sets and dozens of souvenir and mini-sheets. Also included in this lot are over 220 covers in two albums, mostly 
FDCs including a number of early health issues, like B5, B6 & B16-17, some first flights of which there are eight round-trip covers 
between Australia and Papua, NZ C1-3 & B3-4 on one cover, some from NZ’s dependencies, such as an overfranked cover from 
Niue to NZ with #76-85, Tin Can Canoe Mail from Tonga to NZ, some postal stationery both unused and with FDC cancel, also 
some odds ‘n ends, like Antarctic covers from Little America, a gutter block of US #768 signed by Admiral Byrd, even some bank 
notes. As expected, condition will vary, especially among the Chalons, but overall the collection is Fine to Very Fine, The majority 
of this lot can be viewed online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Niue

British Commonwealth Niue
1413   Niue, A Clean Fresh Mint Collection, 1902-1967.  Several dozen stamps, all mint, neatly arranged on stock pages. Includes Scott 3 with 

spaced “U” and “E”, 10-18, 20-25, 26-29 with perf varieties, 30-34, 35-44, 35 imperf proof pair, 36 in sheet of 60, 43 vignette proof pair, 47 
on 2 different papers, 51-52, 53-72, 73-75 used, 86-89D, 116a-119. Altogether an outstanding high quality collection, Fine to Very Fine.  
SG £2,039 ($2,630). (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750
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Sarawak

British Commonwealth Sarawak
1414   Sarawak, Extraordinary Holding of All Mint Key Sets, 1869-1955.  An exceptional mint accumulation of better sets and singles 

beginning with 1-2, 3-7 (2 sets), 8-21 (3 sets), 24 (x3), 28-31 (x2), 32-35 (x2), 36-48 plus shades and duplicates, 50//93 multiple 
high values and more, 94-103 (3 sets), 109-134 (x4), 135-154 (12 sets), N1//N22. The occupation issue is well represented with 2 
each of most values including N18, N19, N20-N22. Please view this exceptional holding to fully appreciate its scope. As always 
some tropical toning primarily on the reverse but also much is fresh and Fine to Very Fine or better. A holding that is unique with 
scarce and rare adhesives in abundance. (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Southern Nigeria

British Commonwealth Southern Nigeria
1415   Southern Nigeria, King Edward VII and King George V Specialized Mint Collection, 1902-1912.  A wonderful specialist 

collector or dealer’s perfect holding of several hundred mint stamps, all neatly arranged in mounts on quadrille pages, well-described 
and housed in an old-time well-made Stanley Gibbons binder. Begins with the 1902 issued King Edward VII stamps including a 
wide range of shades, with values through the pounds for all issues present. Also included are vignette die varieties, multiples, plate 
number singles and blocks, ordinary and chalky paper issues. Many NH and very high quality issues with strikingly fresh colors. We 
note SG numbers 12 (4), 16 (3), 17-19 (4), 20, 22 (23), 22a (14), 25s (2), 26 (5), 26a bottom margin block of 8 with plate impression, 
26ab blocks of 4 NH, 42 (3), 43 (2), 44, 54 (2), 55 (3), 56 (2), and much more. An exceptional lot perfect to augment an advanced 
collection or to break down for online resale of scarce stamps in the finest quality. Few if any faults. Scott catalog value doesn’t 
have any premium for NH or most varieties position blocks etc. SG value is much higher.  Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  
Scott $7,336 ++. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

St. Kitts-Nevis

British Commonwealth St. Kitts-Nevis
1416   St. Kitts-Nevis, Strong Used Collection, 1920-63, highly complete for the period including the 1920-29 George V issue complete 

including the elusive £1 (tied on piece) plus the equally desirable 1923 Tercentenary complete (£1 signed Friedl), essentially 
complete from 1935 on with a handful of varieties or multiples, generally fresh, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

St. Lucia

British Commonwealth St. Lucia
1417   St. Lucia, A High End All Mint Collection, 1860-1951.  A solid all mint collection with the stamps all neatly mounted on Palo 

pages, quite comprehensive and fresh. Highlights include Scott 1, 3-7, 11, 15-17, 19-22, 27-33, 35-37, 42, 43-54, 57-62, 64-80, 
90-105, 107-155, J1, J3-J4, J7-J10 and MR1-MR2. Perfect to break down for online sales. Excellent quality, Fine to Very Fine.  
Scott $2,845. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

St. Vincent

British Commonwealth St. Vincent
1418   St. Vincent, Quality 19th Century Key Mint Stamps, 1862-1897.  31 different mint better than normal quality 19th century issues, 

all mounted on Scott pages, all with lovely fresh colors. Includes Scott 1a, 4 mint and used, 6 unused, 7, 8 unused, 9, 10 unused, 
12-14, 16 unused, 21, 25, 32 unused with BPA certificate, 36, 38 unused. Condition is a bit mixed but most are Fine to Very Fine.  
SG £5,677 ($7,330). (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Straits Settlements

British Commonwealth Straits Settlements
1419   Straits Settlements, A High End Mint Holding, 1867-1948.  Dozens of mint sets and singles, all mounted on stock pages, 

beginning with the 1867 issue, followed by surcharges issues, Scott 83-88, 93-104 (2 sets + duplicate high values), 105-108 (2 
sets), 109//128 plus a number of better duplicates through the five dollar 134A-144, 149//167 better values in duplicate as in 179-
201, a showing of the “Malaya-Borneo” overprints, 217-233, plus various King George VI sets. A wonderful holding. We note 
some NH. A few with normal gum toning, the majority are Fine to Very Fine. An excellent holding to break down for online sales. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Sudan (British)

British Commonwealth Sudan (British)
1420   Sudan, A High End Mint Collection with Key Sets, 1897-1941.  A nearly complete mint collection of complete key sets and 

singles, all neatly mounted on Palo hingeless pages (most are LH). Highlights include: 1-62, C1-C34, J1-J11, MO1, MO3-MO11, 
MO13-MO15, O1-O9, O10-O24. All fresh and very high quality. SG £2,421 ($3,130). (photo on web site)  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Area Collections

British Commonwealth
British Commonwealth Area Collections
1421   British Commonwealth, “Cool Britannia” Collection, 1855-1990s, Good heavens, what do we have here? Eight binders of 

stockpages meticulously laid out in alphabetical order of everything British. Mostly mint overall, fantastic mint & used classics, 
plethora of premium sets; just about everything you would want from a British Empire lot. After spending some time alone with 
this collection and a cup of tea, this is what I uncovered Please, have a seat, this may take a while Aden mint #16-27a, 36-46, 
Ascension mint 40-49 with perf variations 40a-49a (49a used), Bahamas mint 33-36, 132-47, 149, 158-73, and used 31, 41, 62, 
83, Barbados mint 81-87, 149, Basutoland mint 18-28, Bechuanaland mint 18, Bechuanaland Protectorate mint 154-65 and used 
148, B.A.T. mint 1-15, 24, Caymans mint 3-7, 14-15, 28, 29, 50-63, 85-96 (LH), 100-11, 122-34, 135-49, 153-67, Cyprus mint 2 
(7 different plate #’s), 48-55, 68-71 (LH), 122, 134-35, 159, 168-82, 226a, Egypt mint 6 (NG), C3-4 (VLH), N35-38, and used 5, 
Fiji with an excellent selection of surcharges and overprints like 20 used and 50-52 mint, also 147-62 mint, Gibraltar mint 56b, 
57a, 66-73, 122, 132-45, and used 60, India mint C1-6 (NH), and used 7 (pair), 166, Ireland with an outstanding selection of 1922 
overprints and mint 65-76, 92, 106-17, 175-76, J1-4 (NH), J5-14 and used 98, Malayan States (Kedah) mint 46-54 (missing 53) 
and used 42, Malta mint 42, 44 and used 3, Montserrat mint 21 (LH), 75-84 (LH), Natal used 9, 13, 15, 17, 18, 38-40, 46, 57, Niger 
Coast Protectorate mint 63, Niue mint 89A-D (NH), Northern Rhodesia mint 14, 25-45 (LH) and used 11, Nyasaland Protectorate 
used 7, Papua New Guinea mint 48a, Rhodesia mint 37 and used 119c (with cert), St. Helena mint 118-27, St. Kitts-Nevis mint 
52-64, St. Vincent mint 39 (signed), Sarawak mint 1, 8-17, 19, Seychelles mint 157-71, Singapore mint 28-42, Solomon Islands 
mint 8-18, 89-105, Somaliland Protectorate mint 84-95, Southern Rhodesia used 29a, 30, 33-36, South Africa & Southwest Africa 
with many mint bilingual pairs, Strait Settlements used 1 (signed), 167, Transvaal mint 135 (thin), Trinidad mint 90 and used 89, 
Tristan da Cunha mint 14-27, Virgin Islands used 5, 8. There you have it in a nutshell; an enormously valuable collection which 
can be yours. Best of luck and cheerio! Some condition issues but overall, Fine to Very Fine, Much of this lot has been imaged and 
is available for viewing. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1422   British Commonwealth, A Substantial Multi-Colony Mainly Mint Collection, many thousands of mint sets, singles and 

souvenir sheets, all neatly mounted on Palo pages and on other printed pages in eight albums; we note a nice collection of mint 
British Honduras on Palo pages, a Grenada collection also on Palo pages, Jamaica on Palo, a nice Cayman Islands, Dominica 
with issues into the 1970s, exceptional Seychelles and Mauritius all mint with much never hinged, a second never hinged Jamaica 
from 1937 to 2005 is also present, as is another mainly never hinged collection of Grenada from 1935 to 2017; additional 
countries are Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Zanzibar and Somaliland Protectorate; all in collection format except for one section on 
stockpages with modest duplication; condition is excellent overall with few faults, mainly Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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1423   British Commonwealth, The Sun Never Sets, 1925-1956, four Scott Specialty Series albums; British Europe, British Asia, British 
America, and British Africa; unused hinged sets including Great Britain 1940-1950 plus Postage Due, and Officials; Australia 1935-
1950 with Christmas Island, Antarctica, and Postage Due; most countries well populated during this period; attractive Norfork 
Island, North Borneo, Papua, Pitcairn Islands, Sarawak, excellent Union of South Africa Officials and Postage Due, Swaziland, 
Sudan Officials, Somaliland Protectorate overprints, St Helena series and Tristan da Cunha overprints, extensive Tangier and 
Morocco; stunning BMA Eritrea, Somalia, and Tripolitania; lovely Ascension, Basutoland, and Bechuanaland Protectorate; 
Canada Officials, Dominica sets, beautiful Falklands and Dependencies, Leeward Islands, Montserrat, St Kitts, St Lucia, St 
Vincent, as well as Turks and Caicos; great Aden, Bahrain, Ceylon, Hong Kong, Kuwait, Muscat, Pakistan, and Trans-Jordan; 
complete sets of beautifully engraved stamps, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 31.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1424   British Commonwealth, Mini-Sheets by the Pound, 1970s-80s, Thousands of full and partial sheets, as well as souvenir sheets, 

many in their original packaging and some yet unopened. Two countries dominate; Barbuda with sheets of 25 of #185 (420), 209 
(165), 243 (130), 322e (800), 622 (200), 626 (120) and others, and Tanzania with packs of 1,000 of the following 263-66, 266a, 
315-18, 319-22, 333-36. There’s only one stamp of Grenada, #1125, but it’s a sheet of 50 duplicated nearly 400 times! Also 1000’s 
of copies of an Australian Federal Duck stamp from 1996-97 in souvenir sheet format. Even some “errors”, such as St. Vincent 
1048/50 & 1048/51 uncut sheets with gold omitted, and Bequia 234-35 as imperf blocks of four. There’s even a couple of unlisted, 
like St. Lucia #782 & 783 in souvenir sheet format, which is only footnoted in Stanley Gibbons. Other countries represented in 
this accumulation include Gambia, Guyana, Hong Kong, Lesotho, Maldives, Nauru, Tuvalu, Uganda, Virgin Islands, and just 
a few non-British, like St. Thomas & Prince Islands #534-39 each in sheets of 50 by the hundreds. Most quantities quoted are 
from consignor’s markings but appear accurate after spot-checking. Total Scott 2020 CV without taking “errors” into account or 
including unlisted is almost $400,000, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 190 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1425   British Commonwealth, Century Old English Stockbooks, 1908-1935, extraordinary pair of English stockbooks filled 

exclusively with KEVII and KGV era unused and mint as fresh as the day they were issued; Antigua #30; Ascension 1-7, 10-21; 
Australia 8, 11 (2), 30 MNH block; Bahamas 37-43; Barbados; Bermuda 49-53; British Guiana; British Solomon Islands; Canada 
E2 (2); Cayman Islands 7; Ceylon; Cook Islands 14; Cyprus 107, 108; Dominica 34, 62, 65-82; East Africa 49-52; Falkland Islands 
9-18, 26, 27; Fiji; Gambia 31, 35, 37, 124; German East Africa N118-N120; Gibraltar 63, 88; Gold Coast 46, 55, 64; Grenada; 
Great Britain 138, 139; Hong Kong; India 164, C1-C6; Ireland 12, 13, 77, 78; Jamaica 87; Kenya 8, 29-34; Labuan J1-J9; Leeward 
Islands 57; Malta 60, 84, 92, 147, 162-166; Mauritius 198; Montserrat 74; Natal 113; Nauru 13, 14; Newfoundland 104-114, 
115-126, 131-144; Nigeria 1-17; Niue; North Borneo 126a-153c; New Zealand O39; New Hebrides; New Guinea; Nyasaland 
Protectorate 20-22; Papua 1-6, 28-33, 34-40; St Helena 55, 69, 98; Samoa; St Kitts 43-51; St Lucia; St Vincent; Seychelles 114 (2); 
Southern Rhodesia 1-14; Straits Settlements; Tobago; Togo; Trinidad 88; Trinidad & Tobago 19 (2), 31; Turks and Caicos; Union 
of South Africa; Virgin Islands; Victoria; and Western States; quality British Empire to last a dealer for some time, Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1426   British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1840-2002, Ten binders in total, most of them quite large, housing 

many thousands of stamps across the Commonwealth from Aden to Zimbabwe with moderate duplication. Various sets & singles 
including many souvenir sheets offering an array of useful topicals, as well as substantial catalogue value. Some nice classics in 
the first binder, such as used #1 (also on cover), 2, 27, 51 (plate 8), 96, 100, 105, 107, 111-22 including some cinderella sheets 
and many multiples of higher denominations. There’s also a binder of mostly definitives with mostly used Wildings and a healthy 
serving of Machins, as well as Isle of Man and Channel Islands including Lundy, St. Kilda, Staffa, etc. We find another binder with 
a used GB collection in mounts on quadrille pages running from 1953-90 and very complete, and a hingeless Lighthouse album, 
almost empty, but with the exception of just a few pages, in excellent condition. Another binder contains mostly mint better sets 
with very little duplication, some very nice Cook Islands, Falkland Dependencies, Nauru, Norfolk Island, Niue, Hong Kong and 
more. Condition varies with the earlier issues, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, A video of two binders being flipped is available 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 52 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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1427   British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock from A(den) to Z(ululand), 1841-1997, Very impressive dealer stock consisting of 13 
red boxes filled to capacity with “102” cards of mixed mint & used sets and singles covering virtually the entire British Empire. 
Each card is clearly labeled with country, catalogue number, condition and catalogue value. For the reseller, it couldn’t be easier! 
Countries with larger quantities include Australia, Barbados, Bermuda, Canada, Dominica, Egypt, Falklands, Gibraltar, Great 
Britain, India, Ireland, Jamaica, Kuwait, Malayan States, Malta, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, St. Lucia, Straits Settlements, 
Tonga, and many more. Estimated catalogue value according to prices written on cards is about $23,000., Some condition issues 
but on the whole Fine to Very Fine. Personal inspection recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 48.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1428   British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Collections, 1840-1970, There are many highlights to this lot but one is a cut above the 

rest, and that is an absolutely stunning mint collection of Grenada. We not only have #20-25 mint but also tête-bêche blocks of 
4 of 22-23 (NH) & 24-25, as well as a MNH block of 12 of #22 consisting of six tête-bêche pairs. Also on hand is mint 38a (LH 
on one stamp), 39-46, 48-57 (57 is NH), 58-67 (most either LH or NH, 67 is NH), 68-78 and 114-23, which is both mint & used. 
In addition, we have counter book pages of GB with various better QV Heads, a collection of St. Lucia with many better, such as 
mint 38 (VLH), 39, 72, 88-89 and used 88, Trinidad & Tobago mint 34-42, and three stockbooks with some very useful material 
among which you will find GB used 1, mint 138a, 141 and more including some 19th century covers, and the following mint 
Commonwealth - Bahamas 158-73, Barbuda 1-11 (some VLH), Canada 86 (LH Block of 4), 155-57 (NH Blocks of 4), Caymans 
100-11, some fabulous Newfoundland 61-74, 145-59 (NH), 212-25 (NH), C2 (2, one NH), C3, C6-8, and South Georgia 1-15 (LH). 
A lovely addition for the British collector but also ideal for resellers. Much of this lot is available for online viewing, Generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1429   British Commonwealth, Pomp & Circumstance Premium Items, 1852-1990s, Alphabetical from Aden to Northern Rhodesia, a 

spectacular lineup of mostly mint British Empire with only better sets and singles. You can view the stockbook in full online, but 
here is a listing of what to expect - Australia mint #179 (NH), 218-21 (3), 331a, 365-79, A.A.T. mint L8-18 (4), Basutoland mint 
18-28, 46-56, B.A.T. mint 1-15, 24, 25-38, 39-42 (5), 72-75 (blocks of 4), Cape of Good Hope used 2, 3, 5, 6a, 12, Ceylon used 10, 
111, 130, mint & used 158, 162-63, mint 152c, Gambia mint 35-39, 65-66, 86, 102-20, Gold Coast mint 34-35, Kenya, Uganda & 
Tanzania mint 58, Lagos mint 59, Mauritius used 18-19, mint 125-26, Natal used 97, mint & used 57, mint 93 (2), 94-95, Naura 
mint 13-15, Nevis used 28, mint 30. For collectors of the British Empire, this is one you don’t want to miss, Generally Fine to Very 
Fine, or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1430   British Commonwealth, High End Sets and Singles, 19th and 20th Century.  14 better sets and singles of the Commonwealth. 

Please check the scans to fully appreciate this holding. A great lot for online sales in sets or individual stamps. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1431   British Commonwealth, Opulent Omnibus Issue Collection, 1935-53, Four highly collectable omnibus issues of the British 

Commonwealth, beginning with the 1935 Silver Jubilee of KGV in an album published in Britain back in the day; actually make 
that two albums, both of which look complete with hinged mint including those countries with issues other than the common 
design type, like Australia #152-54, Canada 211-16, India 142-48, South Africa 68-71 in bi-lingual pairs, and of course Britain 
itself, 226-29 along with BK24. The second album also appears to be complete, not just mint but with cancelled as well. Next up is 
the 1937 Coronation of KGVI, again hinged in a period album; a mix of mint & used with some blocks and only a few missing. A 
newer Stanley Gibbons of the 1937 Coronation is also included with what appears to be a complete collection of mint in mounts. 
Another popular omnibus issue is the 1949 UPU 75th Anniversary, also in a British-made album with some in mounts but mostly 
hinged, moderately filled with about 170 stamps and room for expansion. Last but not least, Her Majesty QEII and the 1953 
Coronation in mounts in hardcover book format which only appears to be missing Kuwait, Oman and GB itself; this however is 
remedied with an additional stockbook which not only has those missing mint issues but all the others as well! Glorious collection 
from a bygone era, Almost all Fine to Very Fine, A few volumes viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1432   British Commonwealth, Eclectic Stamp and Cover Collection, 1847-1980.  16 interesting pages beginning with a Cape of Good 

Hope block of 4 of Scott 12a o.g. with margins all around + a Holcombe certificate and a Scott catalog value of $3,000. Also noted 
is a proof of India Scott 27, a stampless 1847 cover from Dry-Harbour Jamaica, a Waterlow & Sons proof with a cost of 666 euros, 
2 Tonga “Tin Can Mail” covers, plus more unusual covers. Well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1433   British Commonwealth, Great Britain, Canada and More, 1853-1956, Great Britain #96 (4), 173a, 179-181, 222 (10), 222-
224, 251A block of 10, O37 unused; Basutoland 46-56 unused (2 sets); Batum 66 stamps in older German approval book; 
Bermuda 143-161 MNH corner blocks; Cape of Good Hope SG 1a; Ceylon 214 unused; St Lucia 50-56; New Zealand 
182a-183a, and C6-8 MNH pairs; Canada used # 18; mostly MNH including 111, 116 (2), 126a and 128a blocks of 4, 131-134, 
209 (2 blocks, pair and 2 singles), 202 (30), 241 and 241a (10 each), 241 matched set plate #1, 252 matched set plate #22, 294 (15 
singles, 3 blocks and 2 plate blocks), 302 plate block, 311-314 (100 sets), 411i block, C1-C5 vertical pairs, C1-C5, E1-E9, CE1-
CE4, J11-J14, O38 matched sets plate # 1 & 2, O38a (8 plate blocks), and O45 (28 plate blocks); expect exceeding fresh material; 
British over $12,000 catalog and Canada $8,000+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1434   British Commonwealth, Substantial Omnibus Issue First Day Covers and Covers, 1935-49, lovely and substantial 

accumulation of approximately 205 covers, comprising 1935 Silver Jubilee, 31 covers franked by entire set; 1937 Coronation (8), 
1946 Peace (25), 1949 UPU (110), plus 1949 Silver Wedding (24), with an additional seven covers with low-value frankings only; 
bulk First Day Covers with many better countries represented; light duplication, mostly Fine to Very Fine or better, a nice lot; see 
some images online. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

British Africa
British Commonwealth Area Collections
1435   British Africa, Solid Mainly Mint Collection, 1848-1971.  An important collection in 5 Scott Specialty albums, containing 

thousands of mainly mint with a scattering of better used, sets and singles, from 41 different countries in Africa, plus a comprehensive 
collection of mint Great Britain Offices in Morocco and the Turkish Empire and Middle East Forces, Offices are from Queen 
Victoria through Queen Elizabeth II and very high quality with a Scott value of $4,163. Followed by Mauritius which includes a 
corner margin example of Scott 6be, the rare and popular “Penoe” error, a lovely used example with a Scott value of $3,000. Natal 
highlights (all mint) include 12-13, 17, 30, 31B, 38-39, 43, 47-48, 51-54, 61-80 and a total Scott catalog value of $5,821. A nice 
showing of New Republic includes 24-26, 37-39, 43-57 all mint with a Scott total of $2,381. Niger Coast Protectorate mint 1-6, 37, 
38, 55-63 are present. Orange River Colony has 13-14 used and mint 19-20, 24 plus 27, total Scott catalog value $1,302. Rhodesia 
is followed by St. Helena including 2B used and mint 12, 30-31, 61-74 and a Scott total of $2,065. Seychelles with 22-37 mint and 
a total Scott of $702. Sierra Leone Scott $2,280. Somaliland Protectorate includes O1-O16, total Scott $1,250. A nice showing of 
both South Africa and South West Africa has a combined Scott catalog value of $4,293. Solid mint Sudan totals $1,319. Excellent 
Transvaal with Scott catalog value $5,367. Uganda has a Scott catalog value of $2,897. A lovely mint Zanzibar section includes 
3-17, 32-112, 141-155, 201-213 and totals a strong $4,790 in Scott. Zululand boasts 1-10, 12-22 and totals $1,113 in Scott. We note 
the always difficult to find Griqualand West has a significant Scott value of $3,329. Lagos is $1,181 in Scott. Egypt contains better 
mint sets and a Scott catalog value of $3,162. Plus many more countries too numerous to detail. Most of the 19th century is o.g. 
as is basically all of the 20th century. Very fresh and carefully selected sets and singles make this a far above average collection. 
We did not note any serious faults, so if present a few might have escaped detection but certainly not many. A perfect collection to 
break down for online sales by sets or countries. A significant total Scott catalog value of $67,893. Shipping charges apply - weight 
26.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1436   Medley of British Africa, used singles through 1920s issues neatly arranged on stock cards and with nearly every issue a $20+ 

catalogue value single with dozens cataloguing over $100; among the plethora of better are Ascension #6-9, 15-21; Bechuanaland 
#9, 19, 28, 79a, 94-95, AR1; British Central Africa #10-11, 65; British East Africa #68-69, 83-87, 102-104; Cape of Good 
Hope “Triangles” selection; East Africa & Uganda #10-13, 25-29A, 51-56; Gambia #1, 36-39, 119, 120, 124; Gold Coast 
#34-35, 28, 46, 47, 80; KUT #31, 33-37; Mauritius #5e, 6g, 125-126, 150-151, 158a, 159b; Natal #97, 115, 116; Nigeria 
#11-12, 17; Northern Nigeria #50-52; Northern Rhodesia #15-17; Nyasaland #1-10, 20-23, 36-37; Rhodesia #16, 47-49, 78-
81, 99, 110-115, 135-137; St Helena #53-55, 60, 68-70, 92-93; Sierra Leone #74-75; Somaliland #36-39; South Africa #16; 
Southern Nigeria #7-8, 29-31, 41-43, 54-56; Tanganyika #4-7, 27-28, 43-44; Togo #91; Zanzibar #14-16, 32-37, 90-92, 109-
112; Zululand #1-10, 12-13, 20-22, etc.; some favor, fiscal or dubious cancels and some minor faults but still better than typically 
seen, generally Fine to Very Fine, an exceptional selection from this popular area with enormous retail value. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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1437   British Africa, Outstanding Postal History Dealer’s Hoard, a wonderful, clean and wide-ranging holding of approximately 340 
items, with nothing modern here, comprising everything from lovely mint or used classic era postal stationery to early Flights, nice 
Censor items (mostly from the WWI era and specifically from Northern Rhodesia), early frankings from Victoria on, premium First 
Day Covers (cacheted) including Coronations, 1947 Royal Visit, etc.; includes solid offering from Cape of Good Hope, South and 
South West Africa, Gold Coast, Mauritius, St. Helena, KUT and others; a splendid holding, ideal for resale, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, lots better, well worth a careful inspection, or check out images on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British America
British Commonwealth Area Collections
1438   British America, Powerful Collection, Primarily of Premium High-Value Singles, including numerous 5sh, 10sh and £1 values 

of the Victorian through George V (1920s) period arranged on stock cards, will include some Victoria and King Edward VII 
definitives, King George V commemoratives and definitives; note Antigua 26-30, 38, 41; Bahamas 26 (signed Schlesinger), 31-
32, 34-36, 41-43, 83-84, MR4; Barbados “Britannia” imperforate and perforated assortment, #60-68, 79-80, 125-126, 138-139, 
149-150; Barbuda 11; Bermuda 13-15, 49-54, 96; British Honduras #48a, 69-70, 82-83; Cayman Islands #5-7, 11-19, 29-
30, 44, 47, 62-63, 67-68; Dominica #10-12, 30-34, 45-49, 83-85; Falkland Islands #22-29, 48; Grenada “Chalon” assortment 
including surcharges, #67, 75-78, 87-88, 110-112; Jamaica #14-15, 85-87; Leeward Islands #37, 82-83; Montserrat #3-4, 9, 
19-21, 42, 51-53; St. Kitts-Nevis #32-36, 58-61, 63; St. Lucia #38-39, 56; St. Vincent #16, 70, 77-79, 86-89, 27, 114-116, 
131; Trinidad & Tobago #10-11, 30-31, B1 tied on piece; Turks & Caicos #8-9, 68-70; Virgin Islands #1-2, 10-11, 16-18, 
21-28, 34-37, 45-46, etc.; some favor cancels, a dubious cancel here and there and a some minor faults but an overall F-VF and 
desirable assortment of high values with substantial catalog value. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1439   Falklands & Bermuda, Mostly Mint Collections, 1865-2002, What do these two places separated by thousands of miles have 

in common? Well, they’re both islands, both part of the British Commonwealth and highly collectable, and (you guessed it), both 
part of this lot! In this one Lighthouse stockbook, you’ll find plenty of better material, like mint Falklands #4, 16-18, 35, 63, 65-73, 
77-80 (VLH), 84-96, 100, 107-20, 128-42, used 60-61 and mint Dependencies 1L19-33. There are many highlights for Bermuda 
too, such as mint 51, 109, 134, 143-62, but above all the KGVI Heads complete from 2sh to £1 (123-28) with all Scott listed perf 
and shade variations. They are all mint too with the exception of 127b, which has a revenue cancel. Gorgeous lot with big-time 
catalogue value, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1440   British America, Substantial Old-Time Cover Dealer’s Selection, a clean and diverse group of approximately 230 or so items, 

ranging from classic-era mint or used postal stationery to premium 1940s to early ‘50s First Day Covers, classic-era covers, War 
Tax Stamp usages, nice Registered examples, and more; British Guiana may in fact be the best, with many nice usages noted; 
nothing modern in this holding, which also includes strong Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago, Barbados, Antigua, Bermuda and others; 
ideal holding for breakdown, Fine to Very Fine, examine live, or take a peek online for images. Shipping charges apply - weight 
2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British West Indies
British Commonwealth Area Collections
1441   British West Indies, Used Collection, 1862-1964, Seven different country collections, each neatly presented on quadrille pages; 

all desirable, highly complete for the period and generally fresh, with premium material throughout; we note Antigua (1913-63) 
#41, 42-57 with some shade varieties, 58-64, 67-76, 84-95 including shade varieties, etc.; Montserrat (1903-63) #18-20, 30-31, 
42, 54-74, 75-88, 92-103, 114-126, 128-142, etc.; St. Lucia (1912-64) #64-72 with some shade varieties, 76-89, 95-106, 110-
126 with some shade and perforation varieties, 135-148 including the rare #142a, etc.; St. Vincent (1862-1958) with some 19th 
century 1d/1sh Victorian issues still on 1982 Robson Lowe auction pages, then skips to George V era with #104-116 including 
shades of the 3d, #117 single and block of eight, 118-131, 141-151 with shade varieties, 154-169, etc.; Trinidad & Tobago (1922-
63) #21-33, 34-42 including perforation varieties, 50-61, Queen Elizabeth II definitive sets, etc.; Turks & Caicos (1910-59) 
#25-35 (3/- a pair), 44-57, 60-70, 78-89, 105-117, 121-135, etc.; and Virgin Islands (1922-63) #49-52, 53-66 with some shade 
varieties, 69-72, 1938/47 George VI assortment to £1 including normal and chalky paper varieties, 102-113, 115-139, etc.; several 
include semi-specialized cancels or covers sections; perfect for collector and dealer alike, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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1442   Splendid British Caribbean, Windwards & West Indies Postal History Selection, a beautiful, mostly premium selection of 
approximately 95 lovely items, nearly all Queen Victoria through King George VI and generally selected for interest, all housed in 
two cover binders; a rough breakdown shows Leewards used in Antigua (15 covers), Leewards/Montserrat (4), Leewards/St. Kitts 
(4), Leewards/Dominica (1), Jamaica (7), Montserrat (6), St. Lucia (11), Barbados (9), Antigua (6), Virgin Islands (3), Bahamas 
(13), Trinidad & Tobago (4), Dominica (6) and a sprinkling of others; included are scarce frankings, town cancels, slogans, War 
Tax Stamp usages, stationery item, and much, much more; condition generally a good plus, largely Fine to Very Fine, lots better, 
be sure to view the entire lot online. (photo on web site) .............................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1443   British West Indies, “The Caribbean Cruise” Collection, 1854-1986, It’s time to go on a little cruise to some of the British 

islands of the Caribbean. In a Scott Specialty album with the majority of earlier issues used and the later issues mint and for the 
most part in mounts. Well filled with many better items including modern with abundant souvenir sheets, booklets and gutter pairs. 
Among the highlights are the following - St. Christopher mint #19 and used 1, 10, 16, St. Lucia mint 8 (no gum), 15, and used 
9-10, St. Vincent used 18, 28A, Trinidad with a very impressive offering of Britannias, Trinidad & Tobago used 42, Turks 
Island mint 1, 7 (no gum), 40, 41, Virgin Islands mint 5 and used 8. I wish you a calm sea and a prosperous voyage! Condition 
varies with some 19th-century, but overall, Fine to Very Fine, Much of this collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

British Asia
British Commonwealth Area Collections
1444   British Asia, Better Issues Assortment, used singles from countries stretching from the Middle East to the Malay Peninsula, 

issues through the 1920s and including Brunei #10-11, 37-38; Ceylon useful 1850s/60s Victorian issues, #75, 130, 160-163, 
176-177, 195, 212-214, 244; Hong Kong #22, 54, 56, 64-66, 71-85, 86-108, 123-124; India #6F; Malaya #11, 16a; Johore #51, 
Kedah #19-20, Perak #57, 59, Trengganu #37, 44; Palestine #1; Straits Settlements #1-4, 8-9, 38, 61, 72, 88, 134A, 144, 172, etc.; 
occasional favor, fiscal or dubious cancel and some minor faults but a Fine lot of the better issues. Shipping charges apply - weight 
0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1445   Massive Old-Time Dealer’s Mostly All British Asia Postal History Hoard, a lovely old-time holding of well over 500 items, 

strongest in India & States, and also including nice Ceylon, Nepal, Malaya & States, Straits Settlements, along with a couple 
choice, early Thailand covers, etc.; India proper features a great diversity of material, with early covers, stationery (which is strong 
throughout, including Ceylon, Hong Kong, Malaya, etc.), censors, etc.; a vast old hoard, with surprises at every turn; condition 
ranges as to be expected, but bulk appears Fine to Very Fine, you’ll be well-served by viewing, either live on online. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British Europe
British Commonwealth Area Collections
1446   Impressive British Europe Selection, several hundred used singles and loaded with shilling and pound values of Victorian, King 

Edward VII and King George V (through 1920s) periods, all neatly arranged on stock cards and highlighted by Cyprus #1 plate 12, 
16-17, 42-46, 47 (soiled), 59, 68-71, 83-86, 108, 121-123; Gibraltar #18, 20, 47, 61-62 (also includes some “Morocco Agencies” 
overprints on Gibraltar issues); Great Britain remarkable array of better stamps (too many to list individually) but must mention 
#1 (3), 2 (2), 5-7, 57, 74, 90, 108-109, 123-124, 176, with additional Offices in China, Morocco and Turkey; Ireland #12-14; 
Malta #72, 82-85, 163-166, etc.; mixed condition (especially in Great Britain), but overall better than one would expect, mostly 
Fine to Very Fine, a marvelous group of high values with enormous catalog value. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) .................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

British Pacific
British Commonwealth Area Collections
1447   Trove of British Pacific and Australia, used singles through 1920s, virtually all premium issues and neatly sorted onto stock 

cards; among the wealth of better are Australia ‘Roos with #11-13, 43-44, 54, 55, 57, also includes some Australian States with 
better New South Wales, Queensland, Tasmania and Victoria; Cook Islands #35-38; Gilbert & Ellice #3-7, 31; Nauru #13, 14, 
16, 28-30; New Guinea #8-13; New Hebrides #6; New Zealand useful selection of imperforate and perforated Chalon heads, 
#82-83, 119-120, 124-125, 182-183, O29-O30, O38-O39, O56; Papua #1-8, 15, 16-18; Samoa #123-125; Solomon Islands #5, 
15-18, 32, 38-41, 54-55; Tonga #51-53, 64-67, etc.; some favor cancels, typical mixed condition (notably in Australian States) but 
better than usually seen, generally Fine to Very Fine, an impressive assortment. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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1448   British Pacific, Attractive and Expansive Postal History Holding, ca. 1885-1960, over 200 covers and postal stationery items, 
most from New Zealand but with British Solomon Islands, Cook Islands, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Nauru, Niue, Norfolk 
Island, Papua/New Guinea/Papua & New Guinea, Pitcairn Islands, Samoa/Western Samoa and Tonga represented as well—even a 
few pieces of mint Tasmania and Victoria postal stationery; note New Zealand First Flight Covers, cacheted First Day Covers from 
numerous countries including Silver Jubilee and Coronations (both King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II) plus New Zealand 
Health Insurance issues, a New Zealand Postage Due meter, some nice Registered covers including one New Zealand franked 
with £1 Coat-of-Arms plus two 3s King George VI; oldest item spotted an 1895 domestic cover from Timaru; most to the early 
1950s, with a few later stragglers; bonus material includes a handful of British Africa covers, Fine to Very Fine, well worth a look. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1449   Australian and New Zealand Areas Postal History Selection, Australia and States (58), New Zealand and Dependencies (22) 

plus a Fiji cover on stock pages, variety of uses, excellent selection of cancels, frankings etc. highlighted by South Australia 1887 
registered to Germany; 1911 cover to USA with “T/10cts” handstamp and US 2¢ postage due affixed; Tasmania 1851 stampless 
cover Launceston (nice strike of early cds) to Sydney with Ship Letter receiving cancel, New South Wales 1904 ppc to Jersey/ 
Channel Islands; Tasmania 61 bisect use Ellesmere to Scottsdale; Pitcairn 1934 cover to USA with New Zealand franking, 1938 
commercial cover to Sydney with Australia franking; Cook Islands group of 1930s/50s philatelic covers with colorful frankings 
and including 1937 registered to London with 109 bisect; Fiji 1930 cover to “Pago Pago Hospital” Samoa with Pago Pago Samoa 
Flag cancel tying Fiji 2d; Australia 1917 censored Red Cross from Australian Red Cross in Jerusalem (post office open only 4 
months); Nov 1941 censored registered Melbourne to San Francisco flown on the last Pan Am Clipper which left New Zealnd just 
a week before the Pearl Harbor attack; etc., some typical postal wear but an overall Fine and interesting assortment. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
1450   British Pacific Used Collection, assorted sets and singles on Scott stock sheets and including Australia M1-6, L4-5 blocks of 

four, Cook Isl 1-3, 59 block of four, 101-02, Fiji 121 used in Solonmon Isl, J4 (2), J5, J10, J12, J14, Gilbert & Ellice 6, 11 block 
of four, New Guinea 12, 45, C15-18, C21-24, C28-43 with few duplicates, C49-53, C55-56, O27, O30-31, O34-35, New Hebrides 
1-5, Norfolk Isl26-28 blocks of four, 35-41, Papua C1, Solomon Isl 53, 56, 78-79 blocks of four, Tonga 31, 42 Haapi cancel, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF, a nice assortment with some genuinely elusive items. (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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WORLDWIDE A-Z

ARGENTINA

Argentina

Worldwide A-Z Argentina
1451   Argentina, 150 Mint Sheets, 1985-87, This lot features only two stamps from the 1980s in full sheets of 100, #1524 & 1526. That 

may not sound like much, but there’s 50 sheets of 1524 and 100 sheets of 1526 for a whopping catalogue value of over $42,000! 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Austria

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1452   Austria & Territories, Very Comprehensive Collection, 1850-1995, Two hingeless Lighthouse albums in excellent condition 

house this very impressive collection which, apart from a handful of used stamps, is entirely mint after 1890 and very often you 
will find more than one stamp in the mount for paper, perf and/or type varieties. Among the fantastic mint you will encounter is #26 
(VLH), 29 & 30 (signed), 32, 43, 45 (NH), 371 (NH), 431, B110 (LH), B110a (NH), B112-16, C46 (NH), J132-58, P1 (regummed, 
see scan of certificate), P6-7 and the following sets, all NH 378-79, B57-65, B66-70, B81-86, B93-98, B100-05, B107-09, B122-
27, B185-88, B269-71, C57-59. And what about the used before 1890? Beautiful 4-margin examples of the 1850 issue and choice 
newspaper stamps with color & type variations; in terms of Scott # we’re looking at 1-2, 6-8, 17-18, 33, 40b, 46, P1, P5-6 (on 
newspaper fragments) & P7. The albums end at 1972, but there is an accompanying binder of stocksheets with later mint & used 
singles, some various odds ‘n ends like imperfs, Cinderella sheets, telegraph stamps and a set of local issues from Osttirol with 
gold overprint (MiNr I), as well as a few stray premium items, like a used P2 (yes, not a typo!), genuine but repaired as stated in 
certificate, and a used PR9. Also included are very well represented assemblages of Offices in Turkey, Occupation of Italy as well 
as Italian Occupation, an extremely impressive lineup of Lombardy & Venetia with various types including used 1-2, 7, 8 (on 
piece), 12, 15-19, PR2 and mint 2 (NG), 20-24, and Bosnia & Herzegovina with mint 85 & 108b (NH). As an additional bonus, 
we are also throwing in a 3-volume set of hingeless Lindner albums in slipcases up to 1996. We welcome you to view this one in 
person, but if you can’t make it, you can still view online. Some condition issues may exist for earlier issues, but on the whole much 
better than usual for the time period and mostly, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1453   Austria, Mesmerizing Presentation of Austro-Hungarian Cancellations, 1850-1920, Four volumes containing around 3,600 

stamps of the Austro-Hungarian Empire organized by various cancellations referencing two philatelic works, Handbook of 
Austria & Lombardy-Venetia Cancellations by Edwin Mueller and Die Regulären Poststempel der Stabilen Ortspostämter in 
der Österreichischen Reichshalte by Wilhelm Klein, both largely photocopied and accompanying this collection. The first volume 
begins with unusual cancellations, such as #38 cancelled in Vaduz (Liechtenstein), ship & train cancels, Offices in Turkey #16 
cancelled in San Giovanni (present-day Albania), and Vienna Money Letter & telegraph cancels. After two pages of pre-1900 
cancels on Hungarian stamps, we have eight glorious pages of Lombardy-Venetia with many better stamps regardless of the 
postmark, such as #5, 6, 11, 12, 14, 18, 21, 23, 24. Festivities continue with six pages devoted to Offices in the Turkish Empire 
featuring cancels from Beirut and Bucharest to Alexandria and Constantinople, and over 20 pages of town cancels from the 
following - Vienna, Brunn, Trieste, Graz, Linz, Salzburg and Prague. The second volume is the largest with a breakdown of town 
cancels by province encompassing the following areas - Austria, Bohemia, Moravia, Croatia, Italy, Dalmatia, Romania, Slovenia, 
Hungary, Poland, Silesia, and Slovakia. Volumes 3 & 4 feature cancels from 1900-20, as well as cancels on postage dues and 
newspaper stamps. The scope of this collection is absolutely amazing and the fact it was put together by one person makes it all the 
more incredible. Be sure to check out the other cancellation lots from this same consignor, as it doesn’t end here! Some condition 
issues but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 21 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
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1454   Austria, Extensive Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1992, Here’s a Scott Specialty album where the collector was clearly thinking 
outside the box; not only was the Scott Classic Catalogue consulted for perforation, type and color variations, but Michel too. All 
in black mounts, it is basically a parallel mint & used collection well into the 1960s and predominantly mint from then on. Even the 
modern era features some surprises which could easily be overlooked, such as imperforate varieties of #688//98 (8 corner blocks) 
and C60 (imperf block). But the strength of this collection is in the classics, and there’s an abundance of them on overpopulated 
pages. Among the better unused in this collection, 1-2, 4-5, 6, 8, 51-65, 70 (imperf pair), 70-85, 104b (never hinged), 100-20 
(imperf pairs), 127, 128-44, 161a, 164-67, 288-93 (imperf pairs), MiNr. Va-d B (signed), 428-31, 520-26, 556b, B87-92, B106-09, 
B112-17, B185a-88a (pairs with labels), B269-71, C54-60, M1-21, M22-48 (imperf), P7, PR3 (pair), N10, N16 (signed), N20-30, 
N35 (signed), N43-47, NE1, NJ8-16 and then some! Also, plenty of used worth mentioning - 1, 1b, 6b, 7, 7a (on cover), 7b, 8, 
17, 33, B87-92 (postally used), B106-09, B110 (pair on piece), C54-60, M1-21, P1, P6, P7 (on piece), and many, many more. A 
powerhouse collection looking for the right owner, mostly Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans available online. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1455   Austria, Eclectic Viennese Balance Lot, 1886-1995, the dealer who knows Austria or the specialist will appreciate this unusual 

mix; Lighthouse hingleless album generously filled mostly mint beginning with the Nazi overprints in 1945 through 1980; pair 
of handmade pages with images of President Miklas and President Hainisch, appear to be autographed on the page as well as 
the stamp series honoring them, includes government embossed and wafer seals; 1921 Salzburg three line local overprint (20 
diff); packed stockbook mint and used 1904-1930 with strong showing of Postage Dues; specialized 19th century Newspaper 
collection including P8 (12) cancel study, P9 (80) mint and used (including blocks) and on piece, and P10 (36) in blocks mint 
and used; several hundred mint and used sets and singles on black stock cards and glassines annotated with catalog numbers 
and retail prices most in the $10-$20 range; Scott 621 var MNH imperforate on three sides with left imprint “1.00” sheet margin 
signed on reverse; Scott 630var imperforate right margin MNH signed on reverse; Austrian Offices in the Turkish Empire1883 
Double Eagle 2s brown (8), horizontal pair, each cancelled by “Larnacca di Cipro” Nov. 5 dater, incredibly fresh and clean 
($760); pair of 1932 Schmiedl rocket mail triangular stamp sheets (on one all stamps are signed) plus a commemorative 
1961 flown cover; considerable value here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1456   Austria, Mostly Mint Collection, 1850-2011, A 2-volume Scott Specialty album, which runs up to 1994, is mostly mint with 

almost all stamps in mounts. Very well-filled throughout, it looks to be complete from 1945 onwards. Here are just some of the 
better sets & singles you will encounter mint #354-73 (NH), 378-79 (NH), 427, B106-09, B110, B122-27 (NH), B132-37 (NH), 
C46 (NH), and used 1, 6-8, 17-18. Additionally there is a secondary used collection from 1910-87, a hingeless Lindner album with 
mint from 1971-82, Offices & Territories on pages with some better, like Lombardy-Venetia #6 & 12, and a handful of FDCs with 
some better as well, such as 599-603 on one cover. And as solid as the main collection is, a good chunk of the value from this lot 
comes from an accordion folder jam-packed with new issues up until around 2011, the latest date I spotted. Sets, souvenir sheets, 
booklets and more. Some scans available online but on-site viewing still recommended, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 24 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1457   Austria, Two-Binder Collection, 1850-1993, a comprehensive collection of mostly used on pages with Back-of-the-Book 

including charity issues, Airmails, Postage Dues, Officials, Military, Newspaper, etc., plus Foreign Offices and Lombardy-
Venetia; some duplication in the classic period including assorted cancels and shades, includes perforation and varnish bar 
varieties of late 19th century issues, #142-44 mint, 378-79 mint and used, 1945-69 issues highly complete used with many 
also present mint, #B1-B80 used, B81-B92 mint, B93-B99 used, B100-B105 never hinged, B106-B109 mint (2), B112-B117 
mint, B118-B141 used, B138-B141 never hinged, B260-B267 never hinged, B260-B293 used, C1-C29 used, C32-C60 used, 
J10-J63 used, P7 used, etc., generally Fine to Very Fine, ideal for continuation.  Shipping charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs.  
Scott approximately $11,500 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1458   Austria, Bundleware, FDCs & More, 1867-1981, Lots of interesting material in this unusual lot; we have 11 stockbooks filled 

with 1000’s of mint & used stock and not all run-of-the-mill either, with perf and paper variants, privately perforated newspaper 
stamps, Feldpost with many on piece, telegraph stamps, offices in Crete & Turkey, and Bosnia & Herzegovina, and two shoeboxes 
filled with similar material. Next up are 7 cover albums with over 450 FDCs running from 1966-81, an attractive and clean 
collection. But I was totally unprepared for what I discovered next bundleware! Normally this term wouldn’t excite me, but here 
we’re talking about packs going back to the 1867 issue, and the sheer amount is mind-boggling. From my approximations, there 
has to be well over 100,000 stamps here, and I welcome anyone to count them and prove me wrong! And all appear to be 1920s 
or older, which sets up the possibility of finding scarcer varieties considering perf and printing variations, with or without varnish 
bars, and various postmarks. Perfect for the Austrian collector with some downtime, Fine to Very Fine, Check out the photos 
online; you have to see it to believe it! Shipping charges apply - weight 65.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
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Worldwide A-Z Austria
1459   Austria, An A+ Postwar Mint Collection, 1945-2011, In three spotless hingeless Lighthouse albums, a virtually complete, and 

after numerous spot-checks, never hinged collection up until 2004, and still extremely well-filled until 2011, including the vast 
majority of mini-sheets issued since the late ‘80s. And yes, these are also included: the Renner sheets (#B185-B188), the Hitler 
overprints (#431 and the unissued Michel #IV, Va-d), and the Bird Airmails (#C54-C60), Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 19.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1460   Austria, Attractive Mint/Used Collection, 1850-1981, Housed in three very clean and orderly hingeless SAFE albums, this 

collection might be missing some of the big guns, like the Renner & WIPA sheets and Herr Dollfuß, but there are more than 
enough better singles & sets to satisfy any collector of Austria; here is just a quick sampling mint #128-44, 538, B106-09 (NH), 
B112-17 (NH), B138-41 (NH), B269-71, C46 (NH) and used 1-2, 7, 17-18, 33, 40b, 127, B87-92, B110, C29, J9, P14a, Mostly 
Fine to Very Fine, A video flip of the first volume is available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1461   Austria, Notable Stock Selection, 1850-1965, in binders, glassines and more, a rollicking Alpine ramble; starts with stock- or 

album pages of classic material from the First Issue on, with the bulk of the holding mint never hinged ca. 1947-65 blocks, part-
sheets and complete sheets; earlies appear generally clean, though expect the usual condition issues; later material all Post Office 
fresh and with much Topical interest, including UPU, Scouts, Art, Landscapes, and more; well worth review, Very Fine on the 
whole. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1462   Austria, Splendid Postal History Holding, ca. 1817-1949, over 200 items in total, comprising covers, postal stationery, picture 

post cards and more, from the stampless period up to 1949; majority from Austria-Hungary proper, but we note a wide range of 
origin postmarks along with Bosnia & Herzegovina, Jerusalem (including a cover franked by a pair of Turkish 20pa stamps with 
bilingual “Camp Imperial/Jerusalem” postmark), Feldpost and Naval covers, etc.; numerous multi- and mixed-frankings, issued 
stamps alongside blackprints, First Day Covers, plus Registered, Due, Express, Printed Matter usages, even a small handful of 
Telegram forms; condition varies, but generally presentable and appealing, Fine to Very Fine or better, see a sampling of what’s on 
offer online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1463   Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1987, In a binder on album pages, a mix of mint & used, although much of the collection 

is double-collected. Many better throughout with added pages for postmarks and other varieties; here is some of what to expect 
- mint #163 (NH), 378-79, 520-56, B131, B260-63, C12-31, C32-46, C54-60, M47, and used 2, 21, 64-65, 127, 199, 371, B270, 
C29, C58-59, J9 (2), J157, M67. A very well-filled and worthwhile collection. Condition does vary with some of the earlier 
issues, but overall Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1464   Austria, Mint/Used Collection with Strong Classics, 1850-1999, In a Scott Specialty album, very well-filled throughout with 
a fine representation of classics; used #1-11, 6a, 17, 33, 46 and Lombardy-Venetia 1c, 3, 6, 9, 12 to name just a few. Also strong 
in B-O-B and offices. Mostly mint from 1890-1976 with stamps in black mounts, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Numerous scans 
available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1465   Austria, Largely Doubled Mint & Used Collection in Hingeless Albums, 1850-1991, Three hingeless Davo albums in slipcases 

which begins as a parallel mint & used collection with both stamps, and in some cases duplicates, sharing the same mount; around 
1970 is when the collection becomes strictly mint. Many better to speak of, including mint #144, 538 and used 1b, 2, 6-11, 17-
21, 33, 46, 127, 142-43, C57, J1-9, P1, PR1. Also includes mint UNO Vienna until 1988 and well-filled collections of Italian 
occupation, offices abroad and Bosnia & Herzegovina hinged on Scott pages. Definitely worth a look and you can do so online, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Austria
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1466   Austria, “Wunderschön” Mostly First Day Cover Lot, 1923-86, A feast for the eyes, this collection of over 900 covers, mostly 
FDCs, has many scarcer items including some very early cachets. Housed in ten cover albums, here are just some of the better 
FDCs #565-67 (3), 599-603 on two covers (3), B57-65, B118-21, B128-31, B156-64 (2), B165, B179-83, B225-34 on two covers, 
B252-59, B260-63, B269-71 (3), B273-76, B281-85. Plenty of other covers of interest too, like complete sets on one cover B71-
76 (sent on Stamp Day 1928), B106-09, B112-17 (2), B122-27, B152-55 (postmarked just days after the “Anschluss” with “Der 
Führer in Wien” handstamp). Two volumes are fully viewable online, mostly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
32.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Austria
1467   Austria, Mint Mainly Post-War Collection/Accumulation, 1945-80, housed in four stockbooks, hundreds of mint sets and 

singles including the Styria issues of 1945, better Airmails, regular issues and Semi-Postals in profusion; please check out the scans 
to appreciate; a bit of toning, most are Fine to Very Fine with o.g. or never hinged, note there is some duplication including better 
sets and singles. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Belgium

Worldwide A-Z Belgium
1468   Belgium, Brussels Sprouting Collection, 1849-2013, wide-ranging and extensive collection of mostly used on pages in three 

volumes, many issues present both mint and used, plenty of Back-of-the-Book issues including Semi-Postals, Airmails, Dues, 
Officials, Parcel Post, precancels, etc.; better sets and singles galore highlighted by nice group of used imperforate and perforated 
“Epaulettes”, #39 used, 121 mint, B42-B45 used, B46-B47 mint, B125-B131 NH, B144-B150 used (2), B178 never hinged, 
B521-B522 mint, B561-B566 never hinged, J16 mint, Q374-Q377 never hinged, etc.; owner’s Scott value exceeds $21,000, 
but generally Fine to Very Fine and fresh, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Belgium
1469   Belgium, Monumental Parcel Post Cancellation Collection, 1879-1935, Five binders with at least 3,400 stamps meticulously 

researched and arranged in mounts on quadrille paper by a one J. Paul Cali. The sheer breadth of this project left me, well, 
breathless! What first struck me when examining this lot was the question of how many tens of thousands of stamps were needed on 
hand to be able to compile or even attempt such an undertaking. Volume 1 covers the various types of cancels - colored, hexagon, 
circular date, octagon. Volume 2 contains cancels of P.O. stations on R.R. lines and are arranged by route number taken from period 
train schedules. Volume 3 is devoted entirely to Brussels and alphabetized by station, whereas volume 4 covers Anvers, Bruges, 
Gent and Liège. The final volume, the largest of the lot, tackles non-route stations and other town cancels, from Aelbeke to Zulte. 
Also included are some modern-day waybills with stamps affixed and photocopied literature, maps and timetables from various 
sources. A superlative collection in every respect and a once-in-a-lifetime offering, Some condition issues but mostly Fine to Very 
Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $2,500 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Belgium
1470   Belgium, Specialized Cancellation Collection, 1849-1920, Fascinating study collection of over 2,000 stamps housed in two 

binders, the first of which covers numeral cancels up until 1864. All in black mounts and arranged numerically by cancel, a 
sampling of the so-called “Depot Relais” cancels are also present. Volume 2 contains 49 pages of Parcel Post cancels organized 
by issue from 1895-1920, and 24 pages of CDS cancels, first arranged alphabetically, then by issue from 1869-1905. And if you 
think this lot is impressive, be sure to check out the other lot specifically on Belgian Parcel Post and even more specialized in its 
approach, Some condition issues but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

1471   Belgium, Fantastic Full Sheet Collection, 1935-66, Large and quite scarce assemblage of around 300 full sheets with many 
additional blocks in seven mint sheet folders. Many complete sets and better stamps as well, such as the following in full sheets 
#545-52, B166-68 (MNH)(2), B625-30, B631-37, B646, B647-52, B653-59, B663-68, B669-671, B678-83, B690-95, B696-98, 
B699-704, B705-11, B712-17, B718-23. A number of better souvenir sheets to boot, like B178 (MNH), B199 (MNH), B208 
(MNH). A sweet addition to any Belgian collection, Fine to Very Fine, One folder viewable online as reference. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Belgium
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1472   Belgian Occup. of Eupen & Malmédy, Specialist Collection, 1881-1927, about 130 better envelopes, postcards, postal receipts, 
and postal cards in three Kobra binders; Germania with Belgium overprints to Malmedy, German postage used in Eupen, German 
franking on postcard with GB Postage Due, German postal card rejected with Belgian stamps with Eupen/Malmedy overprint; 
several Registered Belgian overprints with complete sets on cover; Mourning cover postmarked Malmedy; philatelic mixed 
franking German and Belgian; commercial mail from the period; nice condition and a compelling story, Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Belgium
1473   Belgium, Very Useful Almost All MNH in Stockbook, 1915-1969, A 26-page manila stockbook absolutely filled to the gills with 

mint singles and blocks of various sizes, and almost everything spot-checked came up NH. Plenty of better sets & singles, such 
as #172-84 (NH), B256-63 (NH), B513a, B520 Block of four, B521, B541-43, B544-46, B560, B662a (2), C10a Pair with plate 
number, C12 and more, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Video flip of contents online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Belgium
1474   Belgium, Cover Bonanza, 1836-1962, a useful and generally clean holding of over 190 covers, postal stationery items, picture 

post cards, etc., the majority from Belgium proper but a handful of Belgian Congo items as well; the earliest item noted was 
a stampless folded letter sheet from 1836, the latest a group of First Day Covers from 1962; in between we find First Issue 
usages, an 1898 Postage Due cover (with stamp tied), military postmarks, German Occupations from WWI and WWII, First and 
Commemorative Flight Covers, a Balloon cover, Official usage, Semi-Postals, Parcel Post receipts, First Day Covers and maximum 
cards, and more; numerous usages/services, with domestic and international destinations; condition varies, but plenty of saleable 
material, Fine to Very Fine, worth review in our office or online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Belgium & Colonies

Worldwide A-Z Belgium & Colonies
1475   Belgium & Colonies, Folders, Red Boxes & Counter Books, 1849-2007, two folders, one with a group of souvenir sheets of 

modest value and somewhat better material on sales pages, and a second folder containing 35 souvenir sheets with a catalog value 
of $3,300; three 13” red boxes packed with “102” cards, many with multiples of single stamps or small sets resulting in the 3 boxes 
holding probably more than 5,000 stamps with several hundred from Colonies and remainder from Belgium proper; five counter 
books containing better material including Book 1 Congo Scott 14-26 ($580), 115-129 ($130), 231-256 ($114), Belgium used 1 
($100 x 2), 2, 2a ($160), 3 ($100), 5 ($525 x 3), 8 ($110 x 5), 9 ($125 x 4), 12 ($150 x 8), 22c ($2,250); Book 2 Scott 23 ($150), 
36 MLH ($350), 37 MLH ($150), 92-102 MLH ($181), 121 MLH ($275), 135 MLH ($375), 173-184 MNH ($126), 212-215 MLH 
($152), 294-303 MNH ($120), 360a MNH ($200), 435-445 MNH ($135); Book 3 B106a MLH ($100), B107-113 MNH ($150), 
B123-124 MLH ($160), B125-131 MLH ($130), B132-143 MNH ($992), B132-143 MH ($992), B144-B150 MLH ($240), B156-
162 MLH ($152), B169a MNH ($140); Book 4 B273-278 MLH ($142), B466A S/S stamps MLH ($165), B466B S/S stamps MLH 
($165), B498-502 MNH ($125 x 3), B521-522 MLH ($320), B558-560 MLH ($125), B561-566 ($175); Book 5 B605a MNH 
($175), E1-5 MNH ($110);clean, valuable dealer stock with considerable depth and sunstantial catalog value, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 16.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Bolivia

Worldwide A-Z Bolivia
1476   Bolivia, Exceptional Mint and Used Semi-Specialized Collection, 1867-1960, on homemade pages in a thick binder, with 

varieties and a multitude of covers on issues to 1897, including 1867 Condor 5c violet and 100c green with Revenue cancellations; 
1868-69 Coat-of-Arms issue with 5c to 100c nine stars unused and eight covers; 1878 Arms and “The Law” 5c to 50c imperforate 
plate proofs, issued set unused, and four covers and a document with 10c bisect + 10c (#21, 21a) on large part envelope from La 
Paz to Salta and 20c bisect (#22) on 1880 folded letter from Cochabamba to Sucre; 1887-93 issues on 12 covers or cards; 1893 
lithographed perforated plate proof of 20c from the top left corner of the sheet on cardboard, 1c to 20c unused with additional 
20c, and pairs or blocks of four imperforate-between or imperforate vertically and/or horizontally varieties with #35a, b, c, 36a, 
37b, 38a on cover front, and 39b on 1894 envelope from La Paz to Colquechaca; 1897 lithographed 1c to 2b and 2c vertical pair 
imperforate horizontally unused; 1894 issue on ten covers or cards; 1901 engraved 1c to 2b strips of three overprinted “Specimen” 
and each stamp with small security punch hole mint; 1916-17 Pictorials 2c with center inverted (#113c) unused, 5c perforated proof 
in black, 10c perforated proof with center in black and 10c with center inverted (#116c) mint, etc; a few faults, generally Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Brazil

Worldwide A-Z Brazil
1477   Brazil, Advanced Collection, 1866-2005, wonderful extensive mixed unused/used collection in two Scott hingeless Specialty 

albums; well-populated with mostly unused 1940-2005; better mint include #62, 88, 465, 466, 496a, 497a, 498a, and 612; also 
dozens of album pages filled with older postally used stamps; powerful collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 15 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Bulgaria

Worldwide A-Z Bulgaria
1478   Bulgaria, Superior Mint & Used Collection, 1879-1954, No less rich in history and culture, Bulgaria has taken a back seat 

to some other Eastern European countries in the world of philately, but here’s a collection which gives Bulgaria the respect it 
deserves. All housed in a Scott Specialty album, it starts off with an almost complete collection including varieties of Eastern 
Rumelia (South Bulgaria) - mint #1 (signed), 6, 14, 21-22, 24B, 27, 27b, 27c, 29, 32a, 35-40 (37 with cert) and used 3 (CTO), 
4, 7, 9, 20, 23, 25a, 27a, 28, 28a, 33-34, 38b. Bulgaria itself is no less impressive with a darn near complete run up to 1946 and 
including the following - mint 21D, 67, 74-76, 237-43, 248-49, 272 (NH & signed) and used 1-5, 10, 19-20, 21, 21B-C, 22, J1-2. If 
you haven’t looked at Bulgaria for a while, take a second look. Collection viewable online, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Bulgaria
1479   Bulgaria, A High End Holding with Key Set Duplicates, 1901-1969.  Hundreds of mint sets and singles, all neatly placed in a 

thick Lighthouse stock book, especially strong from the 1920’s up to 1969. We note the Balkan Games issues in multiple sets (Scott 
237-243, 3 sets, catalog value $488), 244-250 (9 sets + extras, catalog value $4,894), 267-272 (2 sets, Scott $430), 273-276 (4 sets, 
Scott $580), and much more. Some toning however most are o.g. and much is NH. A great lot for online sales as the scarce sets are 
rarely available, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Cameroun

Worldwide A-Z Cameroun
1480   Cameroun, Mint and Used Collection, 1915-68, housed in a Plymouth album plus a highly duplicated balance in a well-filled 

stockbook; includes 1915 “Corps Expéditionnaire Franco-Anglais Cameroun” overprint on 2c to 10c, 35c and 1fr used; 1916 
“Occupation Française du Cameroun” overprint on 4c and 20c used; 1916 overprints with papers and overprint varieties mint and 
used; 1930-40 envelopes (6) with Nigeria stamps used in Cameroun under British Mandate; 1940 “Cameroun Français/27.8.40” 
overprints with 5f to 20f (#275-279a) mint; 1940 “Spitfire” surcharges 25c + 5fr to 70c + 5fr used and 1941 “Spitfire” surcharges 
1.25fr + 10fr to 2.25fr + 10fr used on unaddressed envelope, mainly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Cameroun
1481   Cameroun, Compelling Postal History Lot, 1928-66, What must be nearly 1000 covers, and not FDCs as you might expect 

but personal correspondence spanning a few decades. Mostly sent inland after gaining independence in 1960, there’s also many 
registered letters, some censored mail during WWII, airmail to the United States and France, etc. Rich in postal history of an 
area not often explored, and certainly something we don’t see everyday, generally Fine to Very Fine, in-person viewing would be 
beneficial. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide A-Z: People’s Republic of China

China (all periods)

Collections: Stamps
Worldwide A-Z China (all periods)
1482   China, Mint & Used Mainland & Taiwan Collection, 1885-1990s, Three volumes consisting of two albums and a stockbook of 

very useful duplicates. A more-than-adequate offering of the Empire with many better, such as mint #78, 307-10, C1-10 and used 
13-14, 22, 24, 79. Also, a very respectable range of Provinces, Japanese Occupation and Taiwan up to 1980. An album of PRC 
(1949-1990s) doesn’t disappoint either, with many better sets either mint or CTO, like mint 612-14, 639-46, 655-60, 661-80, 783-
90, 1054-57, 1067-71, 1074a, 1076-79, 1080-83, 1084-89, 1090-94, 1095-98, 1099-1102, and used 245a-48a, 344a, 716-31, 949-
53, 960-64, 969-70. A video flip of both albums is available online, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
15 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z China (all periods)
1483   China, A Collection of Fine China, 1882-1995, Two stockbooks, the first covering ROC with some really nice classics including 

some highly-coveted red revenues, like #78 mint, 79 used, 80 mint, 82 mint, even a used 79b which is the inverted “s” variety. 
Definitely more mint than used with better throughout including numerous occupation issues. Volume 2 is PRC, and like before, 
mostly mint. The early issues are reprints but you will plenty of better material here as well, like mint 456, 1121a, 1820 and 
many, many more, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, All can viewed online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z China (all periods)
1484   Useful & Diverse Accumulation, wide-ranging old hoard, including a solid array of Treaty Port issues from a nice showing of 

Shanghai through good offerigs from Hankow, Chungking, Chefoo, Chinkiang and Kewkiang, with lesser sections of the others; 
we also note some nice presentation folders, including a pristine Manchukuo First Issue example, #335-338 (two folders for mint 
and used), #776-780 punched “Specimen”-overprinted booklet, etc.; also includes loads of glassines, #B9a (2), PRC with covers, 
a nice Hong Kong collection on pages, Coiling Dragons and much more, bulk generally Fine to Very Fine, nice mix well worth a 
review. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z China (all periods)
1485   Substantial Old-Time Postal History Hoard, extensive holding of approximately 165 covers to about 1949, including several 

nice Coiling Dragon examples, nice Shanghai postal stationery (including several lovely used cards), 1920s-30s missionary covers, 
post-war CNC-franked covers, a few lovely Silver Yuan covers, a group of 32 Hong Kong to San Francisco flights, and lots more; 
useful lot of popular material, bulk generally Fine to Very Fine, explore more with images on the web. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Taiwan

Collections: Stamps
Worldwide A-Z Taiwan
1486   Taiwan, Comprehensive and Valuable Art Series Holding, 1960-2013, perfect for collector and dealer alike, neatly arranged 

in eight-page (16-side) stockbook, starting with the 1960 Chinese Painting set (#1261-1264) and running through 2013s Qing 
Dynasty souvenir sheet; in between are all the most sought-after sets of Taiwan, including Paintings, Scrolls, Fans, Art Treasures, 
Horses and more; amongst the notables are #1290-1295, 1296-1301, 1302-1307, 1355-1358, 1479-1482, 1682-1693, 1942-1945 in 
imprint (Courvoisier) strips of five, and much more besides, including block and strip designs, a few panes, and First Day Covers 
of #1682-1693 (each set of three on single cover) and #2147; fresh and sound, our spot check turning up only never hinged, Very 
Fine, inspection invited; imaged in full online. (photo on web site) ................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

People’s Republic of China

Collections: Stamps
Worldwide A-Z People’s Republic of China
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Worldwide A-Z: People’s Republic of China - 

1487   China (People’s Republic), Massive and Valuable New Issues Horde, ca. 1982-2017, a huge, clean and worthwhile holding of 
material received directly from Unicover in Wyoming, much still in the original packaging; there are at least three of everything, 
usually four of everything, as sometime in the mid-1990s the owner stopped mounting a single in his album, thus many blocks of 
four remain; in addition, there are usually four-five each of souvenir sheets and booklets, etc.; thousands of popular sets included, 
routinely Very Fine, a wonderful lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z People’s Republic of China
1488   China (People’s Republic), Massive and Exceptionally Clean First Day Cover Assemblage, ca. 1982-2017, huge and highly 

attractive collection/selection of thousands of cacheted, unaddressed First Day Covers, including nine cover binders full of 
1982-96 issues, plus a large and hefty box containing nearly everything afterwards including souvenir sheets, etc.; a beautiful 
group of these popular issues, largely Very Fine, a lovely lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 52.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Colombia & States

Colombia
Worldwide A-Z Colombia & States
1489   Colombia, American Bank Note Company Archive, 1916-1943, 171 postage stamps (including airmails) and extensive revenues 

(a large percentage) with National revenues (including rare/unique master dies), liquors, and consumer revenues on archive index 
cards; value lies in a spectacular array of postage stamps issues, sunken die proofs, trial colors, non-denominated progressive 
proofs; stunning, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Colombia & States
1490   Colombia, Eclectic Cover Holding, 1880-1950.  An interesting and valuable accumulation of over 240 covers, ranging from 

19th century to SCADTA overprints. A lot loaded with surprises for any serious postal history collector or dealer. Mainly Fine 
to Very Fine but a few faults are noted. Well worth viewing. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Colombia & States
1491   Colombia, Solid Collection, 1859-1977, many hundreds of mint and used sets and singles plus some souvenir sheets in a Scott 

album, where we also note a handful of covers and some SCADTA Airmails; 19th century issues a very useful mix of used (some 
with typical pen cancels), unused and mint in typical mixed condition but better than typically seen, 20th century mixed mint and 
used (oftentimes parallel) and note nice section of Airmails plus some premium 20th century including #C52 used, C96-C110 used, 
C121-C133 used, C186-C198 used, C566a, etc., generally Fine to Very Fine, nice foundation collection with an owner’s Scott 
value of over $11,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Colombia & States
1492   Colombia, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1980, An often-overlooked area of Latin American philately is that of Colombia; it too 

has plenty to offer with its rich philatelic history from the States to its attractive classics and extensive airmail issues. Here we are 
offering a mixed mint & used collection hinged on album pages in one large binder. Some better values on hand are mint #174, 
642a, C355, C566 and used 18, 37, 37a, Bolivar 6, Cundinamarca 1-2. Even the scores of other Colombian stamps cataloging at 
just a few dollars can be quite scarce, and there are plenty of them here; in addition to the album is a binder of 38 stockpages loaded 
with mostly used and some duplication. ¡Qué chimba! Some condition issues noted, but overall Fine to Very Fine, some images 
available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Czechoslovakia

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
1493   Czechoslovakia, Superlative Mint & Used Collection, 1918-70, A bulging Schaubek album which has not only too many pages 

but way too many stamps! All in black mounts and nearly complete, the collection is also highly specialized with perf and paper 
varieties, color shades, some proofs, inverted overprints, gutter pairs, revenues, locals, etc. For the most part, stamps are doubly 
collected both mint & used, the opposite page being used also for varieties, pairs and blocks. Among the better mint you will find 
#61-63 imperf (Pofis 140N-42N), 74-75 imperf pairs (Pofis 162N-63N), 157 imperf pair (Pofis 253N, signed Gilbert), 175-78 
(2 sets both with tabs), 262C-64 (fantail blocks of 4), 265 (fantail pair), 556, 1134a, B18 inverted overprint (Pofis 48b, signed 
Gilbert), B41-44, B55-57, B62 (signed Gilbert), B71-72 (multiple signatures), B88-89, B137-39, issues of the 1930s & 1940s with 
se-tenant labels, Czechoslovak Legion Post 6-14, Scout stamps (Pofis SK1-2, also used on piece); also numerous tête-bêche pairs, 
such as Pofis 148TBa (used), 148TBb (mint), 156TBa (used), 156TBb (used) and a few Cinderella sheets, for example, one issued 
in 1943 for the Exhibition of Czechoslovak Stamps in London. “Great” is a word used all too often, but it certainly applies here, 
generally Fine to Very Fine, images available online. (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
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Worldwide A-Z: Czechoslovakia

1494   Czechoslovakia, Mostly Mint Souvenir Sheets & Sheetlets, 1937-87, Magnificent collection in three cover albums beginning 
with the 1937 souvenir sheet of the Bratislava Philatelic Exhibition including over a dozen variants, from the 1939 New York’s 
World Fair overprints to some jaw-dropping and very valuable gems, like a never-hinged Michel# Block 1 of Sudetenland 
(Karlsbad). Plenty of others worth mentioning, even into the modern era - #434a (3), 441 sheet of 12 (used), 556 (3), 624 & 626 
sheets of 10, 638 sheet of 10 (used), 719 perf & imperf (3), 1080 sheet of 4, 1134a (2), 1307-11 sheets of 10, 1890-95 & 2634-38 & 
2678-82 sheets of 4. Czech lots like this don’t come along every day, mostly Fine to Very Fine, a good portion of this lot is viewable 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
1495   Czechoslovakia, “Strength in Numbers” Mostly Used Dealer Stock, 1918-95, In 37 red boxes and 26 other glassine files, 

most of near-equal size, this lot is not only comprised of hundreds of thousands of stamps, but all meticulously organized and 
highly specialized, for the most part utilizing the Pofis catalogue. One file devoted entirely to plate number singles, tête-bêche 
and gutter pairs, a couple others with back-of-the-book and extensive Slovakia and Bohemia & Moravia. For the specialized 
collector or dealer, a giant leap for your inventory, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 104 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
1496   Czechoslovakia, Mostly Mint Album Collection, 1945-2003, Seven hingeless albums (SAFE, Lindner & Schaubek) with a high 

level of completeness, especially 1960-2003; Czechoslovakia (1945-92) and the Czech Republic (1993-2003) is all mint; many 
better sets & singles with additional items only footnoted in Scott. One volume devoted entirely to Slovakia (1939-45) is a parallel 
mint & used collection with many additional pages added for mint blocks and perf varieties and also doubling as a stockbook with 
many duplicates. Among the better - mint #19-23, 23A, B27a. A clean and attractive collection with still a little bit of room for 
expansion. Video flips online of two volumes to showcase completeness, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 44.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
1497   Czechoslovakia, Large Mint/Used Collection, 1918-2000, A very clean and well-filled collection into the 1970’s hinged on 

album pages with mint stamps generally in mounts and never-hinged. An accompanying stockbook with 100’s of stamps at first 
seemed to be merely duplicates until I noticed a number of items which were not in the album, such as used 429a, 719 perf & 
imperf, 556, 1134a, 1554 and an unused card of 288-92 as footnoted in Scott. A second stockbook did not have 100’s, but many 
1000’s of duplicates, mostly used including Bohemia & Moravia and for the most part designated and sorted by Scott number from 
#1 well into the late 1970’s. Czechoslovakia may be a dead country, but the spirit of the Czechs & Slovaks is still very much alive! 
Overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
1498   Czechoslovakia, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1918-2005, Featuring stamps up until the 1940s in various binders/stockbooks; 

highlights include a stockbook devoted exclusively to Czechoslovkia’s first issue, the beloved Hradcany at Prague, with around 
3,000 mostly used stamps and some partial sheets. Other stockbooks take a look at Czechoslvak postal history with plenty of better 
material, such as mint #B66 (signed), B69, C1-3 (2), C1a, Bohemia & Moravia 1-19. There’s also numerous mint & used locals, 
four stockpages of various labels, C7-9 on one cover, a black proof of #1589 in block format, about 100 unaddressed FDCs, and 
a stockbook of modern mint Slovakia until 2005, generally Fine to Very Fine, a couple of video flips online. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1499   Czechoslovakia, Dazzling Cover Collection, 1919-52, A clean and attractive collection in a Lindner album of nearly 60 covers 
of which many stamps are not often seen on cover, like the 1919 overprints on Austria, and there’s over 20 of them here, such as 
B1-16 (minus B4) on one cover and B19 (single franking) & B20 on picture postcards; numerous registered letters, some postal 
stationery, special cancels, as well as some Bohemia & Moravia. So kick back, have a shot of slivovitz, and take a look at the 
collection online, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
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Worldwide A-Z: Denmark - 

1500   Czechoslovakia, Mint & Used Collections & Accumulation, 1918-90s, An adventurous lot with many better items, but not 
necessarily in one of the albums included in this collection. There are auction lots still on their original page/card from various 
auction houses around the world, and it is here you will find some of the best material, like #45a used, 68-70 mint imperf pairs, 
die proofs of 1885, 1938, 2773 & 2832 (signed by the artist), mint B32 & B91-95, mint Czechoslovak Legion Post 6-14, some 
Czechoslovakian Government in Exile in England on piece, a 1945 souvenir card of 288-92 footnoted in Scott, various old covers 
and a mostly mint BOB collection (1918-69) on Scott pages with many better, like mint B58, B137-43 and collections of Bohemia 
& Moravia and Slovakia. There’s a well-filled collection of mint & used in a Minkus album running from 1918-80 and a binder 
with many more mint from the 1990s. Many 1000’s of stamps in total as well as souvenir sheets, FDCs, postal stationery and a 
shoebox filled with 100’s of picture postcards, mostly from Czechoslovakia. As a bonus, an additional box filled with various 
worldwide on cover, in glassines, on paper or in old albums. An absolutely fun lot to explore! A few scans online; we suggest 
“czeching” this one out in person, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 43 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Denmark

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
1501   Denmark & Colonies, Lovely Collection, 1851-1999, classic to modern Denmark with additional sections of Danish West Indies 

(1855/1917) and Faroe Islands (1975/99), mostly used through the 1920s with nice assortment of inverted frame varieties plus 
assorted cancels and then predominantly mint from there on with some of the post-1950s issues never hinged; better issues 
throughout including Danish West Indies used #3-4, 9, 11, and 13, and mint #14 and 43-50; Denmark useful selection of used 
numerals with some inverted frame varieties and assorted (mostly Kjøbenhavn) target and c.d.s. cancels, 68-69 used, 82 used, 97-
131 mostly used, B1-B2 never hinged, C1-C3 mint, C4-C5 used, J15-J24 used, etc.; some typical minor faults in earlier issues but 
an overall F-VF and lovely collection with an owner’s Scott value of over $9,500. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
1502   Denmark, Hungry for Danish Dealer Stock? 1851-2015, 13” red box packed with “102” cards plus a bundle of about 100 more, 

a few cards contain stamps with values up to $100, but the vast majority contain values to $10 with the majority of cards contain 
two to ten of the single or small set resulting in an inventory of many thousands and substantial catalog value; two counter books 
with better sets, singles and souvenir sheets; Book 1 includes Scott 6 ($190), 10 ($600), 11-15 ($388), 12b ($650), 15 ($175 x 2), 
27a ($300), 33a ($175), 52c ($240), 65-69 ($190 x 2), 68 ($120 x 3), 97-131 ($271 x 2), 132-134 MH ($200), 132 MNH ($325), 
133 MNH ($450), 138-144 ($1,087), 145-154 ($263), 210-219 MH ($107), 228c MNH ($100), 232-238 MH ($119 x 2), 246-251 
MNH ($124 x 2); Book 2 include B1-2 ($142), B2 MNH block ($210), C1-5 MNH ($308), C1-5 ($782), J9-24 MLH ($193), J9-
24 ($160), P1-10 ($163 x 2), and Q1-11 ($545); a collection mounted on Scott specialty pages and some others from 2//Q49, mint 
and used (much MNH), the first page contains 11 imperfs, all but two with 4 margins, and a complete used set of 11-15, 65-69 
complete, 82, 135, 97-131 used (with some mint added), the collection covers the years 1851-1991 with substantial BOB material; 
well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
1503   Denmark, Remarkable Used Collection, 1851-2017, Clean and orderly collection in one 3-ring binder. Excellent selection of 

classics from Royal Emblems to Bicolors and beyond with added inverted frame variants. Some of the many better include #3-6, 
11-15, 16-20, 24, 65-69, 79-81, 82, 97-131, 135, 136-37, 145-54, 167a/171a/175a, 181-91, and smashing B-O-B too, like B1-
2, C1-5, O1-3, P1-20 and much more. Looks complete from 1920 well into the 90’s and still very well-filled from then on. An 
occasional stray mint but otherwise entirely used; as expected, condition can vary amongst some of the earlier issues, but on the 
whole Fine to Very Fine or better, Owner states catalogue value in excess of $13,000. Many images available online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
1504   Denmark, First Issue Study Collection, 1851-1863, about 110 examples of the preperforation stamps of Denmark; consignor 

has been plating these including Ferslew (Plate I & II), Thiele (Plate I, II, IIa, IIb, III, IIIb, IIIc, and IV), and Printings 1-5; stamps 
include #2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9; great enjoyment for the specialist or the dealer in search of Scandinavian classics, Fine to Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
1505   Denmark & Colonies, Superior Used Collection, 1851-1997, premium Lighthouse album and slipcase with an extensive 

collection with emphasis on fresh, well-centered and lightly postmarked examples; very well populated including Parcel 
Post, Officials, Newspaper, Postage Due, Military Stamps, and Schleswig; catalog $4,500, Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
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Worldwide A-Z: Egypt

1506   Denmark, Specialized Numeral Cancellation Collection, 1851-84, Small but nevertheless very impressive homemade collection 
arranged by issue and modeled after the book Denmark: Detailed, Descriptive, Priced Catalogue of the Early Issues by Aage 
Reddersen, of which photocopies are included in the same binder. Nicely presented in black mounts on quadrille pages and 
arranged numerically by cancel. Of the 150 or so odd stamps, you’ll find a wide-ranging assortment of bicolors, as well as many 
better, like #2, 5, 11, 12, 14, O2 & O6. A great piece of postal history and an awesome supplement for the Danish collector, Some 
condition issues but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) .........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Dominican Republic

Worldwide A-Z Dominican Republic
1507   Dominican Republic, Specialized 1899 Columbus Issue.  A lovely specialized collection of several hundred mint stamps and five 

covers of the 1899 set (Scott 100-110A), issued to raise funds for the Columbus Mausoleum. The collection includes four imperf 
sheets of 25 of Scott 103-105 plus 110A. Also included is an unlisted sheet of 25 imperf vertically and possibly unique. A plethora 
of imperf pairs and perf issues plus the postal history make this an interesting and desirable collection, o.g. and NH, perfect for an 
exhibit or to break down for online sales, generally Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ecuador

Worldwide A-Z Ecuador
1508   Ecuador, American Bank Note Company Archives, 1912-1947, irreplacable and generally unique collection of 194 index cards 

from the ABNC archives; fiscals, revenues, beverage, consular, tobacco, immigration, and postage stamps presented as non-
denominated progressive proofs, trial colors, sunk die proofs and more; some cards have multiple proofs; housed on black Vario 
type pages; gorgeous and impossible to duplicate, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Egypt

Worldwide A-Z Egypt
1509   Egypt, Collection of Egyptian Oddities, 1842-1968, I began rummaging through this box of Egypt feeling much like 

archaeologist Howard Carter when he began excavating the tomb of Tutankhamun. Okay, perhaps I’m exaggerating, but there 
was this unquestionable sense of excitement while sorting this lot. Digging through around 40 covers, I came across many which 
tickled the imagination - cover with Italy #31 dated 5/29/1869 from Alexandria to Genoa with an Alessandria d’Egitto handstamp, 
numerous censored mail and military covers (with M3, M5, M7), C3 on cover to Switzerland, C4 to Germany, a stampless cover 
dated 3/22/1842 from Alexandria to Malta, a registered cover from Cairo to Karachi with C1 & 118-20, a picture postcard with 
French Offices in Alexandria 1 & 4 sent to Amsterdam and two picture postcards with Offices in Port Said, one with #5 to Bern with 
a Swiss postage due and the other to England with #23 and a GB due. Along with what appears to be a complete mint collection of 
U.A.R. (1958-68) in black mounts on Scott pages including the issues for Syria with the scarce #13A & C10-11, you will also find 
various odds ‘n ends, like an album page of Sperati forgeries, revenues on and off documents including a criminal record issued 
by the Ministry of Interior and a Socialist Union membership ID, some 19th century telegrams, a blueprint dated 6/24/1893, and 
a selection of Suez Canal Company Locals L1-4 with some potential forgeries but one copy of L2 & L4 are signed Diena and one 
L3 comes with a certificate. Everything except the U.A.R. pages is imaged online, so please, have a look for yourself! Mostly Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Egypt
1510   Substantial Egypt & UAR Postal History Accumulation, a lovely and wide-ranging holding comprising approximately 250 

items with strength in Egypt, including a pi blurred impression on scarce 1874 cover from Damiata, a couple lovely military 
covers (one to Australia), #39a & 41a on nice Registered cover from Alexandria to London, a 3m British Forces “Xmas 1935” 
stamp cover cancelled Base 19 to Clevedon, a 1952 cover shortpaid from Paris with rare 30m violet “King of Egypt & Sudan” 
Postage Due, several scarce Censor covers, a scarce mint 1953 35m violet over 30m green Registered entire (Nile Post #SRE14), 
a couple Diplomatic Pouch covers, better First Day Covers, postal stationery, nice UAR First Day Covers, early picture post 
card usages and much, much more, Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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Finland

Worldwide A-Z Finland
1511   Finland, Useful Dealer Stock Start to Finnish, 1860-2019, a 13” red box packed with “102” cards containing singles or sets with 

catalog values mostly less than $10, with higher values scattered throughout, half or more of the cards contain multiples of singles 
or sets in each card so while there are roughly 1,000 cards in the box, the box contains many thousands of sets and singles; a pack 
of about 80 “102” cards containing BOB material; a pack of about 50 “102” cards containing the stamps of the Karelia and the 
Aland Islands; two counter books containing better sets and singles like Scott 2 (MH) official reprint, 5, 7 ($170), 7b ($275), 7d 
($325), 9b ($115), 23 ($175), 398-415 MNH ($104), and N8-15; collection on album pages, starts with three attractive roulettes, 
then from 1875-1991 with a good level of completion, the period from 1930-1981 is virtually complete with many key stamps like 
Scott 37, unlisted souvenir sheet of 213 and much more; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Finland
1512   Finland, Well-Filled Primarily Used Collection, 1875-2011, on pages in a thick binder, including some Karelia and 1984/2003 

mostly used Åland, note some Finland post-1990s booklets and souvenir sheets; comprises a page of 1875/83 issues and then 
skipping to the stamps of 1930 on, mostly complete 1940s-90s with many of the post-WWII issues present both never hinged 
and used; included among the many better are #17-19 used, 23 used, 25-30 used, 177-238 used, B1-B7 mint and used, B8-B26 
used, B58-B144 used, B148-B212 used, etc., generally fresh and Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  
Scott $6,250+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

France

Worldwide A-Z France
1513   Powerful Mint Stock - Commemoratives & Pictorials, 1924-38.  Powerful stock composed of about 40 different stamps in 

quantities of from 6 (Scott 248, Cérès 259IV) to 180 (Scott 304, Cérès 305), with such high-powered stamps as the 20fr Pont 
du Gard Die I (34) and Die III (13). Again, we won’t go into any more detail, because scans of the entire lot are available 
on our website, and again everything is clean and virtually all never hinged!  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  
Maury €253,000 for NH ($283,610). (photo on web site) ........................................................................  Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

Worldwide A-Z France
1514   France, “Incroiable” Mint & Used Collection, 1849-2011, May seem unbelievable, but here it is, an extremely attractive and 

valuable collection on stockpages with better quality stamps, like Napoleon and Ceres Heads, most with four margins, and many 
superb NH classics. Normally when I list premium items, I shoot for $50 and up, but here that would be too many to list! This time, 
it will simply be the crème de la crème Mint 10 (NG with a SPA cert), 64, 84, 89a, 96, 99, 101-02, 102a, 107-08, 119, 123, 131-32, 
133-37, 197, 226b, 241, 246, 251 (NH), 251A, 252 (NH), 254A, 300a, 329 (2), 348 (2), B3-10, B11, B19 (2), B23, B27 (3), B34a, 
B38, B39-41, B43 (NH), B66-67, B157a, C8-14, C15 (with duplicate hinged only on selvage), C17 (signed), C27, C31-32. And 
check out the used 2, 7, 9, 21 (with PF cert, genuine but with added margins), 37, 40-41, 43, 46-48, 65, J11-21. It might be quite 
some time before we have a French collection of this magnitude, so avoid regrets later by placing your bid, Overall Fine to Very 
Fine or better, Entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

Worldwide A-Z France
1515   France, Une Collection Extraordinaire, 1849-2018, A clean, beautiful collection hinged and in mounts housed in four 3-ring 

binders. Extremely well-filled throughout and mostly used with many in duplication, although there is also a fair amount of 
mint here too with many better values, such as #B7, B8, B38. Premium cancelled stamps are too many to list, but for starters, an 
excellent selection of the Ceres series, like #2, 7, 37, 40, 46, 47, 48 and later SS #329, very strong semi-postal and airmail sets & 
singles, like B9, B23, B27, B34, C14, C15, C17. Owner states catalogue value around $32,000. Condition may vary with earlier 
issues, but, overall Fine to Very Fine or better, Many images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

1516   France, A High End Mint Collection, 1917-1979.  Hundreds of mint sets and singles, all housed neatly in 2 thick Lighthouse 
stock books. Looks quite comprehensive from 1938 to 1979, mainly NH, including regular issues, semi-postals and airmails. 
Additional highlights include Scott 132 NH ($200), B3-B10 o.g. (Scott $2,521), B12-B19 o.g. ($219), B27 NH ($225), C5a “EIPA 
30” perfins NH with certificate ($3,600), C8-C14 NH ($1,697), C15 NH ($1,700), C16-C17 o.g. ($307), and much more. Perfect 
for online sales. Some lightly toned, otherwise mainly NH and fresh. An exceptional lot with no 19th century losers. Please view 
to fully appreciate. (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z France
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Worldwide A-Z: France

1517   France, Extraordinary Almost All MNH in Stockbooks, 1932-1965, A 26-page manila stockbook along with 23 other stockpages 
jammed with singles and blocks, so much so I kept finding gems hidden behind other material! After numerous spot-checking, 
virtually everything came up NH, with 100’s of blocks, the majority with date or plate number. Tons of better material, like #306 
(pair), 348, 414 (4), B67, C13, C22, C26 (pair), C29-32 and blocks of four of the following #300a, 302, 306, 311, 313-14 (2), 
321 (2), 349 (3), 388 (2), B69 (2), B70 (2), B83, B291-92, B249-54, B294 (3), B296-97 (2), B298-99, C7, C35 (2), C36. Some 
nice complete booklets too, such as B282a, B309a, B327a (2), B347a, B356a (2), B365a (3). I’m sure there’s much more lurking 
somewhere in those pages! Generally Fine to Very Fine, Viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z France
1518   France, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1849-1973, In a Scott Specialty album with all stamps in black mounts, about 

95% mint and virtually all mint after 1902. A few excellent used early on like #7 & 9, but this collection is all about the mint, and 
there’s plenty of it; nearly complete from 1920 onwards, here are just some of the stellar items on hand: #3, 126-132, 133-136, 253, 
254A, 299, 304, 348, B11, B12-B19, B20-B23 (2), B27, B34, B38, B39-B41, B42-B43, B66-B67, B157a, C16-C17, C23-C27, 
C29-C32. As the title says, this is a mostly never hinged collection, and that even includes the vast majority of the above-mentioned 
items! A truly gorgeous collection that deserves an album upgrade, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z France
1519   France, Beaucoup Amount of Mint, 1914-2015, In a dozen binders and two folders, all arranged and marked by catalogue 

number, an enormous amount of mint in the form of singles, blocks and souvenir sheets with some light duplication; better 
throughout, including the modern area, for example, mini-sheets of #C67-69 (4 sets) & C71-77 (4 sets); enormous face value to 
boot, generally Fine to Very Fine, three volumes viewable online as reference. (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z France
1520   France, A Mint Wholesale Lot, 1940’s to 1990’s.  A massive wholesale lot, mainly NH, with many thousands of commemoratives, 

semi-postals, sets and singles with reasonable duplication. Includes a load of the beautiful Art issues. A superb lot for online sales, 
with a huge Scott catalog value. Check this out as you will immediately see the value, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z France
1521   France, “Tour de Force” Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1999, Even with no back-of-the-book, this collection has more than 

enough punch to bowl you over. Housed in a Scott Specialty album both hinged and mounted, it’s almost all mint from the 30’s to 
1970, otherwise a mix of mint/used before and after that range. Extremely well filled throughout, there are no apparent weak spots; 
a very nice selection of Ceres & Napoleon Heads and strong in Type Sage, Blanc, Semeuse and beyond. Some of the highlights 
include used #46, 83, 226b and mint 64, 79, 82, 89, 119a, 251 (NH), 348 and gutter pairs of 116, 138, 139, 175. Owner states 
catalogue value in excess of $9000. Condition varies with earlier issues, but generally Fine to Very Fine, Images available online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z France
1522   France, Valuable All Mint Accumulation, 1930-2005, dozen stockbooks plus album of very clean mint singles, booklets and 

blocks; KA-BE album close to completion for this period (1982-1999) with definitives, commemoratives, pictorials, semi-postals, 
airmails and officials, gorgeous topicals and thematics throughout with 1,100+ stamps; large premium stockbook with pristine 
MNH singles and sets from the 1980-1990s plus semi-postals and airmails, also includes lovely Art issues; slender binder packed 
with dozens of booklets and dozens more semi-postal booklets; stockbook with about 150 French Colonies; 1954-1969 virtually 
complete in immaculate Lighthouse hingeless album includes Scott 1024 issued on experimental luminescent paper (catalog 
value $750); exception to all mint collection, 13 Napoleon & Ceres issues with large lozenge cancels from 1850-1870 all identified 
on stock card including forerunners for Algeria, Tunisia, and locations in the Ottoman Empire, Japan and China; numerous extra 
clean stockbooks with exceptionally fresh material; magnifique, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 42.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

1523   France, A High End Holding of Mint NH Better Items, 20th Century.  A super clean holding of only better NH commemoratives, 
semi-postals and airmails, all neatly mounted on sales cards. Ready for your online sales, no second class, all are quality pieces up 
to several hundred dollars each, with a plethora of beautiful corner margin blocks, a few singles and strips but the margin blocks 
stand out. Looks like all are NH, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z France
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Worldwide A-Z: France & Colonies - 

1524   France, Mint Blocks & Cover Accumulation, 1939-2001, Some French leftovers definitely worth savoring beginning with 
a stockbook with 100’s of mint blocks from 1949-63, some new issue packs from the 1990s directly from La Poste, some yet 
unopened, a photo album and shoebox of covers, mostly France but some colonies too, a homemade collection on quadrille pages, 
annotated at times, running from 1939-64 and five die proofs, two signed by the artist, along with a deluxe sheet of #C30. A lot such 
as this is best assessed in person but a few scans are available online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
16.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

France & Colonies

Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies
1525   France & Colonies, “Collection Fantastique” of Mint & Used, 1849-1993, An absolutely outstanding collection of France and 

its colonies in Africa, Asia and everywhere in between. France itself is in two Lighthouse albums from 1849-1993, primarily used 
until 1941 and mint thereafter. Hinged on pages with all mint stamps in black mounts from 1968 on. Especially strong in classics 
with the following as mounted used #1-3, 6-7, 9, 22-28, 37, 38-48 and unused 329. Colonies are mounted on quadrille pages in 
three Scott binders; well filled and periodically annotated along with the occasional cover, this collection is particularly strong in 
Algeria, Andorra, Cambodia, French Equatorial Africa, French Guiana, Gabon, Indo-China, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Madagascar, 
Martinique, Monaco, Morocco, Niger, Reunion, St. Pierre et Miquelon, Somali Coast, Syria, Togo, Tunisia. Some added bonus 
mint material on counter pages including some nice Red Cross booklets. Available online are some scans and a video flip of one of 
the volumes of French Colonies to give you an idea of the scope of this collection, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 38 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies
1526   France & French Pacific, Die Proof & Deluxe Sheets, 1937-77, If you’re unfamiliar with French deluxe sheets, you’re not alone, 

but for many collectors of France, these little gems are highly sought-after, and we’ve got a whole bucketful here, nearly 400 to be 
more exactÇa alors! Deluxe sheets of #412, 454, 459, 465, 472, 498, 524-27, 557-58, 561, 562-65, 566-67, 568-71, 591, 593, 632, 
633, 647, 649, 658, 664, 687, 692, 789, B62, B64, B194, B203 and more. Over 130 proof or deluxe sheets from France, but also 
many more from some highly collectable colonies, like French Polynesia (60), New Caledonia (104), St. Pierre et Miquelon 
(31) and Wallis et Futuna (65). Don’t let this opportunity slip by, because who knows when it will knock again! Overall Fine to 
Very Fine, Some images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies
1527   France & Colonies, Tasteful Parisian Collection, 1853-1960, France proper in a Schauber album and Colonies on White Ace 

pages in two binders; essentially complete between 1924 and 1960 this wonderful collection is mostly used before WWII and a mix 
of used and unused after; Semi Postals, Air Posts, and Postage Due well represented; Reunion with dozens of sets including Free 
France, revaluation, and Colonies of French Africa; French India; Laos; Martinique; Inini; French Guyana; Guadeloupe; Somali 
Coast 221 (with cert); Oceania; New Caledonia; Cameroun; Ivory Coast; Dahomey; Senegal; Togo; Mauritania; Fezzan; Djibouti; 
and more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies
1528   France & Colonies, Solid Collection with Room for Growth, 1849, 3 volume Scott Specialty Series albums consisting of France 

proper in the first album and Colonies in the remaining two; about half full with postally used issues through the early 1930s where 
it changes over to unused and mint in mounts; lovely MNH #329 and virtually complete to 1964; especially strong Semi-Postals 
1936-1963; also Air Post, Postage Due, Military Frank, German Occupation, AMG, Council of Europe, Offices in China, and 
Levant; Colonies include Andorra, Cambodia, French Polynesia, FSAT, Indo-China, Laos, Lebanon, Martinique, Monoco, New 
Caledonia, St Pierre and Miquelon, Syria, and Viet Nam; fresh throughout, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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French Colonies

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
1529   French Colonies, Eclectic Holding of Old-Time Auction Lots.  Several thousand stamps bot mint and used on pages, primarily 

auction purchases from the mid-1970’s up. Also we note several France collections (mainly mint), some German Colonies, a bit of 
Germany and Italy, British Commonwealth Silver Wedding sets including mint Hong Kong, and an AMG collection. However the 
focus in on the French Colonies. Better items include Ivory Coast Parcel Post which is only one page that is all mint with a Scott 
value of $2,734, and features Q32-Q34 which alone comes to $1,180. This is the tip of the proverbial iceberg as the pages rise 
to about 10 inches thick and contain a plethora of colonies, including: Algeria, Anjouan, Benin, Cameroon, Chad, Diego Suarez, 
French Congo, French Equatorial Africa, French Guinea, French Indochina, French Morocco, French Oceania, French Offices in 
China, FSAT, French Sudan, Gabon, Guadeloupe, Madagascar, Martinique, Mayotte, Nossi-Be, Port Said, Réunion, Senegambia & 
Niger, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Togo, Ubangi-Shari and Upper Volta, also Egypt, Netherlands Indies, Curaçao, German South West 
Africa and more, including a collection of Fournier Peace & Commerce issues which may be complete. Some late 20th century 
with NH material. Overall includes everything with many better sets and singles with catalog values to the hundreds of dollars 
each. Focus is more on mint issues. Quality is a bit mixed, however the majority will be Fine to Very Fine. A great lot for online 
sales by better values sets or countries. Please view to fully appreciate. (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
1530   French Colonies, Very High-End Mainly Used Collection of Key Singles & Sets, All 19th Century, an exceptional collection 

of mainly used high-end sets and singles from well over a dozen Colonies and Offices, comprising several hundred stamps neatly 
mounted in an album, replete with rarities up to $2000 each and many stamps valued into the hundreds of dollars; this is a must-
view lot for any serious collector or dealer in French Colonial stamps; condition is well above the norm with few faults; if broken 
down for online sale, many of these rare adhesives will realize a very strong percentage of Scott; a huge plus are the uncounted 
Forerunner cancelled stamps of a number of colonies that are generally valued at €100-300 each; please carefully view this lot to 
fully appreciate how worthwhile it is; we note (all used unless noted otherwise) Alexandria #1-15, Ajouan #1//19, Benin #33-45, 
French Congo #2//34 plus the rare Postage Due Yvert #1 (valued at €1800), Ivory Coast, Diego-Suarez #1-10, 13//50 plus J8-J10 
and J10 mint and J12 mint ($1200); Grand Comoro, Gabon #3//8, French Morocco #1//10, J1-J5; Nossi-Be #10//43, J1, J4 and 
J15-J16; Port Said #1//16, Senegal #1//52, Tunisia #1//26 plus a nice showing of Dues, Zanzibar #1//27, 29 (2), 33 and the rare #54; 
certainly one of the finest French Colony collections that we have offered; a few faults, but mainly Fine to Very Fine, with many 
excellent cancels throughout; Scott $21,683 plus the uncounted material and the Congo Yvert #1 is counted in the catalogue. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
1531   French Colonies, Huge Advanced Inventory of over 30 Colonies & Offices, 1890-2007, well over 3500 sets and singles, mainly 

mint, all ready for resale; Scott-identified and mainly priced, housed in six boxes on 102 cards; 20th century is primarily mint with 
much never hinged, 19th more used and still a nice showing of mint, all put together by a knowledgeable dealer who marked any 
Fournier material properly for resale; a huge amount of mid-range sets and singles from $10 to $100 in Scott value, creating a 
massive catalogue and retail total; many popular Colonies are present in depth, with duplication that is modest where you will often 
find a $10-$20 item in blocks and singles; this is an inventory well worth viewing to appreciate; Colonies include Wallis & Futuna 
strong in mint, a substantial section of St. Pierre & Miquelon, Reunion with much mint and better, French Andorra (another big 
section), decent-sized Indo-China, well-represented New Caledonia, French Polynesia big with many better sets and singles, plus 
Nossi-Be, Diego-Suarez, Mayotte, Martinique, French New Hebrides, French West Africa, Comoro Islands, Alaouites, Algeria, 
French Equatorial Africa, French Morocco, all Offices, and more; this is a perfect inventory for online resale; condition is quite 
nice on the 20th century material with few faults, the 19th is a bit mixed but the majority by far is sound, bulk Fine to Very Fine 
with much never hinged. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
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1532   French Colonies, %!@# Awesome Collection, 1859-1991, Whoops, pardon my French, but it’s difficult to contain oneself when 
viewing a collection of this qualityand quantity. Housed in four binders on stockpages and more mint than used, there’s coverage 
on virtually all French territories and strong in many areas. Here’s a brief listing of what you will encounter - Mint Andorra #73, 
C1, C2-4, Cameroun B10-13, Cochin 5, Diego-Suarez 11, 23, French Guinea 50, French India 113-15, 115a, 189, 190 (NH), 
French Morocco 20-22 (signed), Guadeloupe 47b, J7, Indo-China 21, Lebanon C149a, St. Pierre & Miquelon 207 (NH), 212 (NH), 
217-18, 249-54 (most NH), 277 (NH), C21-22 as well as an excellent selection of early overprints, Tunisia B11, B36, B46 with a 
wide variety of postage dues including perforated “T”’s, Wallis & Futuna Islands 96, 107. And no shortage of premium cancelled 
stamps either, with Cameroun B16-17, B21-25, Cochin 1, Diego-Suarez 2-5, 6-9 (signed Calves), 10 (signed Calves), 12, 36-37, 
Guadeloupe J5, New Caledonia 4a (with APEX cert) and St. Pierre & Miquelon 1. And there’s much more to this lot, so please, we 
urge you to view the images and video online, Overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1533   French Colonies, A Massive Collection of Deluxe Sheets, 1970’s-1980’s.  Almost 400 deluxe sheets, including the more popular 
colonies such as French Polynesia, French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Andorra, Wallis & Futuna and New Caledonia. Many 
acquired at a cost of several hundred dollars and available now at a more modest price. Great for online resale or to augment your 
basic French Colonies stamp collection. A few duplicates, much topical content, most are quite clean and very few with faults. 
Check this out - you will be pleased. (photo on web site) ............................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
1534   French Colonies, High Quality Key Item Holding, 1890-1950.  A wonderful collection of several hundred mainly 

better sets and singles, all mint with much NH, all housed in small collector’s stock books. A careful perusal of this lot will 
reveal that it is loaded with better sets and singles from a multitude of colonies, including St. Pierre & Miquelon, Réunion, 
New Caledonia, Togo, Tunisia, New Hebrides, Guadeloupe, French Morocco, French Equatorial Africa, Martinique, Somalia 
and more. We note a plethora of “France Libre” overprints from many colonies and many are NH. No junk in this lots, all 
in quality condition, with the value in $50 to $500 items. Perfect for online sales.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  
Scott $6,000+. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
1535   French Colonies, Eclectic Mainly Mint Group, 1892-1948.  An interesting grouping of 5 colonies, mainly mint, several hundred stamps 

all mounted on Scott pages. Includes French Congo with a mint #9 (small faults with Sismondo certificate) and much more. French New 
Hebrides is a winner, all mint with better sets and a Scott catalog value of $1,450. find is nice and has a Scott catalog value of $835. French 
Sudan and Sénégal round out this attractive lot. A few used and a very few have faults. Perfect for online sales, generally Fine to Very Fine.  
Scott $8,100. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
1536   French Colonies, Attractive Estate Consignment, including three sparsely filled French Africa Scott Specialty albums with 

decent showings of Tunisia, French Morocco, Ivory Coast, Madagascar and Obock; four stock albums with some better issues 
such as Alexandria #15 unused (signed), better Obock, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Reunion; country balances of Yvert pages with 
interesting sections of Guadeloupe, Martinique, Reunion, St. Pierre & Miquelon, etc.; careful viewing will reveal plenty of value 
in this lot, Fine to Very Fine with better, get a taste online. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
1537   Lovely Classic Era Collections of Reunion and St. Pierre & Miquelon, interesting and clean, overall mostly mint old-time 

collections with coverage to about 1910; the Reunion begins with #3-10 (less #8) mint or used, 13-14, extensive 2c surcharges 
including several pairs, while the St. Pierre & Miquelon shows #4, 5, 10, 11, 15, 18, #2 in mint marginal pair, #19//34 (less #32), 
36-45, 46-51, plus lots more; attractive lot of popular material, largely Fine to Very Fine, be sure to view completely on the web. 
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

French Africa

Worldwide A-Z French Africa
1538   French Africa, Die Proofs & Deluxe Sheets, 1960s-70s, Not often seen, and certainly not in this quantity, with over 2,100 of 

either die proofs or deluxe sheets with some duplication. In addition to a die proof of Algeria #352 signed by the artist, here are the 
countries represented in this collection along with their approximate quantities: Cameroun (39), Central African Republic (179), 
Chad (93), Comoros (70), Congo (665), Dahomey (41), Djibouti (28), Gabon (382), Ivory Coast (78), Madagascar (65), Mali 
(124), Mauritania (174), Niger (113), Senegal (44), Togo (24), Upper Volta (55). Might be a loooong time before you see something 
like this again, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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French Southern & Antarctic Territories

Worldwide A-Z French Southern & Antarctic Territories
1539   French Southern & Antarctic Territories, A Lovely Collection, 1955-1977.  Neatly mounted on Scott pages, and appears to be 

missing only one stamp to be complete for the period to 1977, including airmails. Mainly all NH with just a few hinged. Fresh and 
high quality. A great lot for online sales or to jump start an FSAT collection. No faults were noticed, Fine to Very Fine or better.  
Scott $2,934. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Georgia

Worldwide A-Z Georgia
1540   Georgia, Exquisite and Valuable Five-Volume Collection, a remarkable and equally fascinating very specialized collection 

flawlessly assembled in four clean Elbe albums, plus a fifth album containing never hinged 1991-2016 issues; the four Elbes are 
stellar to say the least, three of which contain a detailed study of Russian issues used in Georgia with identified cancels, rare proofs, 
specialized sections by issue from #1-12 on, lovely multiples, outstanding postal history, surcharge types and much more; the final 
Elbe contains a superb collection dedicated to the postal history of Tiflis and includes early pre-stamp handstamp markings, lots of 
Russian Empire issues off-cover identified by cancellation type, plus a fantastic array of early Russian-stamped covers and postal 
stationery examples used from Georgia; a gorgeous collection in all respects, Fine to Very Fine or better, be sure to savor the Elbes 
in their entirety on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Germany

German States
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1541   German States, Very Gratifying Collection, 1849-1920, Clean collection of mostly used both hinged and mounted in a binder 

with some duplication. Strong throughout with used Baden #1-4, Bavaria 4-8, 9-14, 77-91, Prussia 1-5, 23-27, Saxony 3-8, 9-14 
and much more, As expected, condition will vary but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Please view our scans online for a closer look. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1542   Extensive Old-Time Cover Hoard, useful vintage holding of over 150 items, including Prussia (34 items), Saxony (16), North 

German Confederation (10), Thurn & Taxis (18), Oldenburg (2), Lübeck (3), plus a small group of miscellaneous with six nice 
Heligoland items; unusual holding, condition varies as usual, much is Fine to Very Fine, examine live or online. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Empire & Reich
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1543   Germany, WWI Prisoner of War Mail from Japanese Camps, 1914-20, an outstanding collection of envelopes or postcards, 

comprising approximately 200 items, with an excellent range of camps and usages showing various camp markings, cancellations 
and censored cachets, with printed formular envelopes and cards, money letters, special mail privileges, registered mail and 
telegram receipts, inter-camp mail, etc.; unusual destinations with Brazil, Caroline Islands, Hong Kong, Persia (Shiraz), Russia 
and Sweden, and incoming with Argentina (Rosario) and Australia (Liverpool, 1914 1d postal stationery card); the temporary 
and permanent camps arranged by date of opening, comprising temporary camps at Temple Camp Kurume (6), Koradai (3), 
Asakusa (8), Himeji (12), Fukuoka (10), Fukuoka Officers Camp (4), Marugame (15), Osaka (11) with Apr. 8, 1915 envelope to 
Germany bearing “Osaka” bilingual imprinted label in violet on silk paper denoting special privileged mail (10 recorded), and 
permanent camps at Nagoya (15), Kurume Barracks Camp (21), Osaka (2), Kumamoto (8), Matsuyama (21), Oita (15), Shizuoka 
(7), Tokushima (8), Aonogahara (15), Narashino (31), Ninoshima (12), and Bando (16), also Tokyo Bureau of Enquiry for P.O.W. 
envelopes (2), Japanese Red Cross cover, and 1920 card from Bando to the temporary repatriation camp at Wilhelmshaven and 
then returned to the sender; neatly mounted and written-up to exhibition standard, Very Fine, a most comprehensive assembly. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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1544   German Area, Monumental Postal History Accumulation, thousands upon thousands of covers from every era and area of 
German philately: States, Empire, Reich, Bund, Berlin, DDR, Plebiscites, Colonies, Occupations (German and Allied), you name 
it, it’s here; many First Day Covers and other philatelic items, but just as much (if not more) commercial and individual mails, with 
a strong selection of Bavaria covers, several Shield covers, solid Generalgouvernement items, post-war Occupations with mixed 
frankings (note Berlin plus Soviet Zone on the same cover), Berlin Airlift covers, French Zone items, Reich propaganda postcards, 
Saar First Day Covers, commemorative cancels, meters, postal stationery, an Allenstein 11.7.20 Plebiscite card, and much, much 
more; haphazardly organized, so expect some non-German items to have crept in; generally sound with useful duplication, Fine to 
Very Fine, inspection a must. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1545   Germany, Largely Used Collection, 1916-32, extensive collection of nearly all used in two Lighthouse hingeless albums 

with a particularly strong Inflation period section, most identified by Michel number and with some minor duplication 
including assorted cancels and shades; chock-full of premium issues with a good number signed by the appropriate 
expert including many “Infla-Berlin”, includes Semi-Postals, Airmails and Officials, generally Fine to Very Fine, a 
spectacular collection for the specialist in this difficult area; fully imaged online.  Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  
Michel €27,000+ ($30,270) (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ........................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1546   Germany, Valuable Stock of Sought-After Souvenir Sheets, 1930-36, neatly presented on Vario stockpages, a nice mint and used 

mix of these popular Reich items, beginning with the IPOSTA, Winter Aid 10th Anniversary and Ostropa sheets, and continuing 
through the Berlin Olympics; holding comprises #B33 (3 mint, 2 used, one of which on cover with additional 10pf red violet 
Ebert), B58 (4 mint), B68 (2 mint, 4 used), B90 (19 mint, 17 used), B91 (17 never hinged, 2 mint, 10 used), B92 (18 never hinged, 
10 used) and B105 (6 never hinged, 2 used); a few condition issues, the OSTROPA sheets particularly toned, Fine to Very Fine with 
much better, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1547   Germany, Scrumptious Mint & Used Goodies, 1872-1949, A binder of mixed mint and used with surprises around every corner. 

Starting off with an excellent selection of small & large Eagles, some signed and some even never-hinged. Many color varieties 
and shades including those for the Pfennige and Germania issues among others, like #36 both mint and used with many examples. 
Among the many premium mint you will find here is 30-32, 34 (partial gum), 337-39 (NH), 357 (NH), 359-62 (NH), 377-84 (NH), 
399b (NH), 432-35 (NH) as well as various overprint errors on Allied occupation stamps. Some fantastic used too, like 12-13 (pen 
cancels), 25, 28 and the extremely elusive quatrefoil watermark #210. Perfect lot for filling in gaps and/or reselling. Condition 
varies on the earlier issues, but generally Fine to Very Fine, Scanned in its entirety and available online. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1548   German Area, Extensive Germany & Area Old Time Holding, 1855-1950, substantial mint and used selection that includes 

many, many hundreds, neatly organized in 6 stock books in total; book one contains a tremendous range of States, well duplicated 
with a wealth of premium in Bavaria, Baden, Wurttemburg, Prussia, Saxony, Lubeck, Thurn & Taxis, Hamburg, Braunschweig and 
others; we also note decent Empire; 3 volumes of post war Bund, one volume of Berlin, good Plebiscites and more; loads of nice 
pickings; come for the Danzig and stay for the Baden, Bayern, Brunswick, Hannover, and Freimarke; examine, Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1549   German Area, “Deutschland mit Berlin” Mint and Used Collection, 19th & 20th Century, in two Scott and two Lighthouse 

albums, plus a stack of public auction and mail sale purchases, the collector was very particular about what he added to the albums, 
most of the mint stamps were never hinged with a few exceptions, the used volumes of Lighthouse are sparse with early Germanias 
through Inflation period, we note a #22 spacefiller, still on the auction page, the two Scott albums we noted a few classics, then 
from 1920 on with a high degree of completion, including #210 (LH); then from 1932 onwards to the 1970s a strong degree of 
completion with post war issues such as Posthorns and Heuss complete, much never hinged, those missing from the album pages 
are on the new auction purchases, Semi Postals nearly complete to the 1970s including many never hinged, souvenir sheets start at 
the Ostropa (no gum) and complete from there, Berlin the 2nd volume starts with the black overprints and missing the reds and a 
few other sets but otherwise virtually complete to again the 1970s, Semi Postals contain both the Bear single set and the souvenir 
sheet and again complete to the ‘70s, additionally some German related such as a high Value 1R imperf Azad Hind, Croatia 
Stormtrooper souvenir sheet (genuine but defective) Netherlands stormtrooper souvenir sheets, a lovely collection that would lend 
well to either breakdown for sales or to use as a solid start to this blue chip collecting area, generally Fine to Very Fine or better, 
much never hinged, Ex-Robert Gaudian. (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1550   Germany, City States to the German Democratic Republic, 1860-1960, the rise and fall of Germany in 18 volumes; Germany 
Empire, Wurthemberg, Berlin Allied Zones, SAAR, Former City States, Berlin, Post Offices Abroad, Bohemia & Morovia 
Luxembourg Poland, German Federal Republic, Third Empire Nazi State, German Republic, Republic Inflation Period, Allied 
Forces Control, and German Democratic Republic (5 volumes); meticulous collector lovingly mounted his collection on quadrille 
pages framed with a rapidograph pen; particular attention paid to centering, cancels, and condition with volumes uniformly 
clean; includes better items like B58 and B68; particularly attractive City States, Wurthemberg and Belin; a wonderfully curated 
assembladge you will be proud to own, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 105 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1551   Germany, Exceptional Inflation Era Collection, ca. 1919-23, Inflations, hyper-Inflations, and more, in seven “books” of various 

sizes, three of them homemade and gathered on posts; a truly remarkable compilation, with regular issues, Airs, Officials, a 
few Semi-Postals, etc., fresh, clean and fully identified by Michel number (the earliest we spotted was #88); extensive marginal 
markings (both basic print and surcharge) including lower margin pairs with H-number imprints; one volume of corner margin 
singles; numerous plate and surcharge flaws/varieties identified, and so much more; most mint is marginal and hinged only in the 
selvage (a few items with additional stamp tucked under); Germanias se-tenant and tête-bêche, and more and more; sensational 
stock or a once-in-a-lifetime study source, Very Fine overall, a rarely encountered specialist’s holding, nearly impossible to 
duplicate; take a look online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1552   Germany, 1936 Winter & Summer Olympic Covers, Tickets, Brochures, etc., Compelling lot consisting of over 250 covers and 

other literature covering both the 1936 Winter Games in Garmisch-Partenkirchen and the Summer Olympics in Berlin. A multi-
page presentation features autographs of track stars Tilly Fleischer and Elfriede Kaun, tickets to various events such as Hockey, 
Cycling, Handball, Soccer, and Baseball(!), booklets and numerous brochures, Cinderella labels and more. The semi-postals #B79-
81 & B82-89 are thoroughly covered with various Sonderstempeln, as well as B91 (3) & B92 (4) including both on individual 
covers. Postal stationery as well featuring MiNr. P257-62 mint, postally used and also with various special cancels. Other covers 
include a few Luftschiff Hindenburg Olympiafahrt cachets, registered letters, various se-tenants of B82-86 including a tête-bêche 
block of B83-84 (MiNr. SK27), and numerous picture postcards. An absolute must for any thematic collector of the Olympic 
Games, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Many images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1553   Germany & Area, The “Umschlag-Sahne” Collection, 1843-1944, Around 660 covers, mostly from the early 20th century up 

until the end of WWII. With the exception of a few here and there not pertaining to Germany, this lot will appeal to any German 
postal historian, beginning with nine stampless covers from the mid-19th century through a range of beautifully-drawn postcards 
towards the end of the 1800’s. There is also much in the form of postal stationery, both mint & used with some very rare, or at the 
very least seldom-seen, Packetfahrkarten and Privat-Stadtpost for the cities of Cologne, Hamburg, Hanover, Leipzig, Munich, 
Stuttgart and others. There’s also some Privatganzsachen and a multiple of picture postcards. Among the many propaganda covers, 
you’ll also find much Feldpost with many accompanying letters, censored mail, covers from the inflationary period, occupation 
issues from Alsace & Lorraine, Luxembourg, Poland, Russia and other areas, mint & used postal stationery from the Third Reich, 
even some banknotes. Cover lots like this don’t pop up every day; place your bid and avoid regrets later! Fine to Very Fine, About 
half of this lot is viewable online. Personal inspection welcome. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1554   German Area, Advanced Specialized Collection, 1851-1959, remarkable German and Area in a pair of old school Schauber 

albums and stunning Behren mini album; Bavaria (including extensive Officials); Hamburg; Hanover; Prussia; Saxony; Thurn and 
Taxis; Wurtemberg; Allenstein; Upper Silesia; Saar; Slesvig; Danzig; Memel; Offices in China, Turkey, and Morocco; Cameroun; 
Caroline Islands; Kiautschou; Marshall Islands; East Africa; Samoa; South West Africa; Belgium; Roumania; Russia; Alsace; 
Lorraine; Luxenbourg; Ostland; Poland; Ukraine; Berlin; Eastern, Western, and Province Saxony; Thuringen; Russian Zone; GDR; 
German Empire with extensive Semi Postal including B8-B32, B33, B68 ($700), and B104; Berlin (beautiful 9N21-9N34 unused 
complete); stunning Behrens mini album of Germania booklet panes and tete beche complete ($2,900); meticulous collector, 
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1555   Germany, A Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1872-1972.  An advanced solid collection, comprised of several 
thousand stamps, all neatly housed in Showguard mounts on Scott pages, put together by a fastidious collector with an eye for 
quality. The first page is missing only one stamp and has a Scott value of $2,109, and the last page of Zeppelin stamps is missing 
only one set and has a Scott value of $1,492. There are several hundred packed pages in between. Many scarce sets are present and 
premium items abound. Later issues contain some NH and the collector’s preference was for mint stamps throughout, wherever 
possible. Please check out the scans or better yet view this lot - you will not be disappointed. Few faults, generally Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1556   Germany, Excellent Empire & Reich Collection, 1872-1933, extremely comprehensive and overall mostly mint, neatly presented 

in mounts on Lighthouse pages; includes excellent coverage from the early Shields, to premium souvenir sheets and Back-of-the-
Book with Airmails, plus additional premium in Michel-listed varieties; too many highlights to list them all, but we note used 
#8a, 11, 14, 15a, 19a, 25a, 36a, 49a, CL4 (Gelber Hund) and mint #21a, near-complete Inflations, 363-365, 366-384, States’ Arms 
Semi-Postals, a remarkably fresh #B33, C20-C26, C27-C34, C35-C37, C38-C39, C40-C42, CL1-CL3, CL6 20pf E.EL.P. (1972 
German Inst. for International Philately certificate), OL16-OL21, plus much more besides; light duplication and surprisingly few 
spaces blank make this the perfect collection on which to build, Fine to Very Fine with much better, well worth inspection in-
person, or viewing online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1557   Germany & States, Specialized Cancellation Collection, 1861-1920, Neatly presented in black mounts on quadrille pages, 

over 120 cities of the various German States of Baden, Bavaria, Prussia, Wurttemberg and others, and nearly 1,000 more of the 
German Empire up to 1920, all in alphabetical order from Aachen to Zwickau. A must for anyone interested in the postal history of 
Germany. Be sure to check out the other cancellation lots from this same consignor, as it doesn’t end here! Some condition issues 
but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1558   German Area, Outstanding Vintage-Era Holding, in five binders holding manila or Vario-style stockpages, plus additional 

pages loose, ranging from the Reich to the post-war years; the kind of compilation you just don’t find anymore, with strong 
Deutsches Reich with extensive multiples (much, if not most, never hinged); German and Allied Occupation issues; a phenomenal 
swath of mint and used “carpet” and “band” Posthorn overprints, strong Buildings issues, complete Posthorn set used (60—yes, 
60!—of them), a nice showing of items with commemorative cancel interest, plus post-war Locals and some amazing ephemera 
and collateral pieces rarely encountered; generally fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a stock to please the 
most demanding client; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1559   Germany, Exciting Remainder Collections, 1850-1997, Most people skip reading these kind of lots, but here I assure you there 

are more than enough leftover scraps to consider. The highlight without a doubt is German States on stockpages. Among the 
premium items are Baden used #1-4, 6-9, 10-14, 24, Bavaria mint 6, J1, used 7-8, 13-14, Brunswick used 8-9, 11, Hamburg used 
12, Hanover used 1, 5 (on piece), 23, Oldenburg used 7, Prussia mint 1, North German Confederation mint O7. In addition, there 
is a binder of mint & used Bund and four hingeless Lindner albums, of which there is 1) Germany 1872-1923 which is almost 
empty, 2) Germany 1938-45, mostly mint and almost complete with many better never-hinged items, like B119, B134-36, B141-
43, B144, B173 & B292-93 both perf & imperf, 3) German Zones 1946-49 with mint B294 (NH), 5NB4a, 5NB8b (NH), 6NB6a 
& B310-13 used, 4) DDR 1969-77 which looks to be a complete mint run. Last but not least, another binder with stockpages, this 
one on the Soviet Zone and early DDR, which in addition to Scott-listed items, such as 10NB11 (NH), 16N9 & mint DDR 144a 
(perf & imperf), 146a (imperf), 264a, there are also a dozen or so pages devoted to local issues, such as these, for example, listed 
in Michel Lübbenau 1-12A-B, Oldenburg Block IIA-B, Strausberg Block 2. Check out the scans online and let’s make sure there 
is no stamp left behind! States vary in condition, but overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.4 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1560   Germany & Area, “Üppig” Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1987, In four albums and a stockbook, this collection covers pretty 
much everything that’s German, beginning with three binders of Scott Specialty pages with States, the Empire through to the 
Federal Republic and Berlin, as well as the Offices, Colonies, Plebiscites, and WW Occupation. Many better sets & singles 
throughout this collection, such as mint Germany #459-62 (NH), B15-18, B23-27, B55, B82-89 (NH), B91-92, B107-15 (NH), 
B123-31 (NH), B292-93 (NH), Baden 25 (NH), LJ3, Brunswick, Danzig C31-35 (NH), German East Africa 10. Many cancelled 
stamps also worth noting include Germany #1-10, 12 (pen cancel), 14-21, 24, 27, 65A (perfin), 667, 669, B7, B28-32, B56-57, 
B141-43, B316, B323, B337, C33-34, C36-37, C56, Michel #190K (inverted overprint on cover), Berlin 9N63, 9N80, 9N94-98, 
9N100, Baden 2-4, 7-9, 22-23, 26-28, Brunswick 8-11, Schleswig-Holstein 13, 17, Danzig 199. All areas are a mix of mint & 
used, but West Germany is predominantly used. In addition, there is a second Reich collection in a fairly well-filled Davo album, 
and a large binder containing a couple thousand and very useful duplicates across all areas. Condition varies with earlier issues, 
but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, Some images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 25.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1561   Germany & Area, “Ausserordentlich” Cover Collection, 1852-1949, If you collect German covers, you definitely want to read 

on! Beginning with the States, we have over 20 covers with the following Baden #20 with postage due LJ2, Baden 6 (pair), Baden 
8, Bavaria 6, Prussia 23 on envelope (Michel# U35), Prussia 16+18, Saxony 10+11(2), Wurttemberg 4, Thurn & Taxis 42 (4x on 
cover) & 48 (2x on cover), North German Confederation 17+18 (pair) and of course more. It gets even better with more goodies 
from the Reich and mostly airmail-related material. There are two DOX covers in the form of postcards, both franked with C39, 
another with a triangular cachet “Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin Russlandfahrt 1930” with C32, the 1933 Südamerika-Chicagofahrt with 
C45, three postcards with #82 and the semi-official airmail CL1, and a real curiosity item with a “privat-zusammendruck”, not 
priced but very scare 1937 “Tag der Briefmarke” and another adjoining label advertising Ka-be stamp albums, P-W9 as listed in 
Michel’s Handbuch-Katalog Markenheftchen. In addition, you’ll find C29+C30+C34 on a cover to Alexandria, C47+C55 to Paris, 
C56 to Brussels, B12-14 on a registered postcard, B298-301 from Cologne to New York, a corner block of 10 of N10 (Occ. of 
Belgium), Offices in China 3a from Shanghai to Dresden, and the entire set of the Russian Zone 10N29-44 on a registered cover. 
A total of 94 covers in all, and they’re viewable online! Mostly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1562   Germany, Premium Covers, 1897-1957, Nearly 100 covers, almost all Germany & Area with a few unused postal cards. Some 

very desirable items, like #B79-81 with a first-day cancel on Michel #P257, B310-13 on a picture postcard with cancellation from 
the 1950 Gartenschau in Stuttgart, Berlin 9N70-74 on a registered cover, 9NB1-3 with HOGAFA special event cancel and many 
other eye-opening covers, Virtually all Fine to Very Fine, Multiple scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1563   Germany, “Kräftig” Used Collection, 1868-1994, Entirely used collection beginning with the North German Confederation and 

ending past reunification. Some nice classics, many harder-to-find stamps in used condition especially during the inflation era, 
and super strong in semi-postals and other B-O-B, such as #B5-7, B8-11, B15-18, B23-27, B34-37, B38-41, B44-48, B55, B59-
67, B310-13, B316-17, B318-19, B320-23, C3-14, C27-34, C35-37, C40, C43 & C45. Condition issues with some of the earlier 
issues, but otherwise Fine to Very Fine, Images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1564   Germany, “Ich heiße B-O-B” Back-of-Book Collection, 1912-96, Lovely mixed mint & used collection in one binder of semi-

postals, airmails, officials, even some revenues. Many premium NH items, like #B15-18, B19-22, B23-27, B28-32, B34-37, B38-
41, B44-48, B55a, B92, B103-04, C20-26 and a VLH B57, C46-56 (most NH) and the 1912 Airmails (MiNr I-III) including a used 
copy of MiNr IV, the renowned “Gelber Hund” overprint. There are also numerous Zusammendrücke with better, such as MiNr 
W55 & W57 and a complete used set of Zeppelins (C35-45), Almost all Fine to Very Fine, Entirely viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1565   Germany & Berlin, “Gemütlich” Mint Collection, 1933-82, An almost all-mint collection in two hingeless Lighthouse albums 
with Reich, Bund & Berlin. Very well-filled throughout both volumes with many better, especially among the never-hinged 
material, such as #432-435, 667-668, 686, 698-701, 707 (with watermark sideways, MiNr. 182xYw II), 714, B69-B78, B91-B92, 
B103, B145, B292-B293 (perforated and imperforate), B320-B323, 9N35-9N41, 9N61-9N63, 9N68. Some mint hinged of note 
include #B55a, B57, B68a-d, B104, 9N42-9N60. Two stockbooks are also included, one with booklets & souvenir sheets, the other 
mint/used Soviet Zone & DDR, although some Zepps as well including mint #C44-C45, and not sure how it got there, but a few 
nice used Saxony as well, with #2, 13, and 15. For the most part Fine to Very Fine. Some images available online. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 17.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1566   Germany, The “Ordnung muss sein” Accumulation, 1849-1990s, To call this a messy German lot almost sounds like an 

oxymoron, but this is indeed what we have here - two boxes filled with stamps on various pages ranging from notebook paper to 
hingeless Lighthouse pages, 100’s of glassines and other envelopes crammed with stamps, loose stocksheets, bags with stamps 
on paper, small boxes filled with Bundesrepublik bundleware, a stack of first-day panels, folders with full and partial sheets and, 
well, fistfuls of loose stamps. And if you ask me if this lot is worth considering, my answer would be very simple; if you have the 
patience to sift through this accumulation, then absolutely! My patience, on the other hand, was wearing thin, but what I did come 
across in the short time inspecting this lot was counter pages with many better stamps from the States and Reich, a lot of Bavaria 
with a small collection of cut squares, retourmarken, as well as specialized collections of postage dues and the King Ludwig series 
identified by Michel number, a lot of mint including later issues with both booklets and souvenir sheets, post-WWII local and 
unofficial issues of the Soviet Zone like Fredersdorf and Wittenberg-Lutherstadt (Michel# Block III), and a stockpage with 60 
copies of Michel Allied Occupation #38 I DD I. No, that’s not a typo, but the 8 pf. stamp overprinted on both the front and back 
which in 2015 catalogued at €80 each. Almost all areas covered; lots of States, Reich, Saar, Bund, DDR, etc. We welcome anyone 
interested in Germany to come and have a look at this lot, as photos could not possibly do it justice, Generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 33.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1567   Germany & Area, Excellent Pre- and Immediate-Postwar Covers, 1879-1950s, Hundreds of covers, mostly 1930s through 

the 50s, with a lot of censored mail, lots of complete sets on one cover, some zusammen-drücke, flights (Katapult, Zeppelin, etc.) 
and covering Reich, Zones with Saar, Bund and Berlin. Some of the better stamps you will encounter on cover include Germany 
#667-68 (pairs)+B309, 667 (pair), B82-89, B298-301+B302-03+B309, B310-13, B316-19, B320-23, B327-30, B338-41, C36 
(2), Berlin 9N63 (2), 9N75-79+9NB6-7, 9NB4-5, Saar 153, 154, B54-59, B60, B67-68, B78-81, C5-8. Fantastic lot with a nice 
balance of impressive frankings and rich postal history, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Some images online but personal inspection is 
still encouraged. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1568   Germany & Area, Mint & Used Collections, 1884-1970, Two very clean collections, the first album comprised of mostly used 

colonies, offices, plebiscites and Bohemia & Moravia of which you will find better Memel, Saar, German East Africa, Kiauchau and 
Offices in Turkey. The second collection is mostly mint in a “Neue Zeit” Schaubek album, covering postwar Germany including 
Allied & French occupation, Berlin and Saar. Here too you will encounter some better material, like mint Germany #664a, 684, 
5NB8a and used 804 with six different zusammendrücke, B338-41 and Berlin 9N35-39, 9N61, 9N63, 9N75-79 & 9NB6-7. Owner 
states catalogue value around $5,600, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Videos online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1569   Germany & Areas, Selection of Premium Items, 1852-1955, Many familiar high-value material and some seldom-seen unusual 

items round out this lot. Starting off with a large stack of auction house cards containing a variety of material, such as three covers 
each with Oldenburg #1, Bavaria MiNr. 12BxZS II, Danzig 113 used & signed, Germany 8 used, 27 MNH (2), CL2 on cover with 
certificate, C56 MNH, B119 MNH, Used postal card MiNr. SFP1, Allied Zone MiNr. 35 IV MNH, Berlin MiNr. 61 I MNH, West 
Saxony MiNr. 116CY MNH & signed, DDR 264a used and many more. Among the many other choice covers you will find are 
around 30 Feldpost/Marine Schiffspost covers, a Zeppelin cover with #645 & Berlin 9N40, and B68 (corner missing) with an FDC 
cancel on a registered envelope. And B68 isn’t the only souvenir sheet; we also have B104 used, B105 MNH, B92 used & MNH, 
DDR 144a & 146a MNH (two have visible fingerprints). There’s also a good sampling of revenues, a folder with duplicated mint/
used Feldpost/Inselpost, an entire sheet of Offices in China 48, various Zusammendrücke, and more, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Lot 
extensively photographed (see scans). Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
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1570   Germany & Area, Mostly Mint Singles & Blocks, 1920-67, A stockbook of 29 manila pages loaded with Germany, both pre- and 
post-WWII, including Zones & Saar. Mostly mint and largely in blocks, and after numerous spot-checking appears to be almost all 
NH. Among the better MNH you will find is #660a-61a, 664a, 667-68, 669 Block of four (2), 683-84 (2), 685, B8-11, B91, B310-
13 (2), B314-15, B341 Block of four, 5NB1-4 Blocks of four, 5NB4a, 6NB6a, 8NB4a und viel mehr! , Generally Fine to Very Fine, 
Images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1571   German Area, Diverse Dividends of Deutschland, a mixed lot of pages, glassines and stockpages, including Saar with #38-

39 (affixed to page) plus other mint and on-piece usages; Danzig and Belgian Occupations; some used Reich; early Bund and 
Berlin dominate, with sets and blocks identified in glassines, in useful quantities; note (never hinged unless stated) #804 (35 
mint, 15 used), B304-B305, B306-B308, B310-B313, 9N35-9N41, 9N68, 9N69, 9N99-9N100, etc., along with numerous other 
bits and bobs; fresh and sound, easily salable with solid cumulative catalogue value, Very Fine overall. (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

1572   German Area, Randomly an den Rändern Accumulation, aka ‘Round the Edges of the Reich, with German States, Plebiscites, 
strong Danzig and Memel, plus a touch of DDR and Bund, arranged on a mix of quadrille pages, mart books, homemade pages, 
etc.; nice mix of mint and used with singles and blocks, used on piece, marginal markings, shades, and more to be found; much 
identified and ready for display; generally bright, fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1573   Germany, Great War Naval Detachment Mail, 1914-1918, 55+ seldom seen correspondance from Zeppelin bases during WWI; 

extensively documented better envelopes and cards from service personnel; Crewmember of LZ-39 writes from Warsaw Dec 1915; 
feldpost card from Norden dated Nov 1914; Lt Schonborn mails envelope Dec 1917 from feldpost no. 81 to Berlin; Apr 1915 East 
Prussian cover from Field-Flying Battalion no. 37 from an airman; Staff Officer of the Flying Troops dated 1915; KUK Field-
Flyer and Pilots School from Technical Sergeant Feldwebel 1918; fine Royal Eagle marking on feldpost cover from the 21st Army 
Corp to Wiesbaden; Staff Officer of the Flying Personnel 8 Army registered feldpost letter 1916; airshipman writes from Marine 
Luftschiff Detachement at Fuhlsbuttel; posted twice sent in 1915 to glove factory in Kiel; Military Railroad Directory to Airship 
Batallion No. 1 with vignette that reads “God Punish England”; trio of correspondance from Machinist Mate Wilhelm Bruach 
to his father in 1914 from Wilhelmshaven and in 1915 from Dusseldorf (L-15) with the last dated Apr 1916 from an English 
POW camp, the airship had been hit by ground fire and an English destroyer picked up 17 survivors (including Brubach) after the 
Zeppelin fell into the sea; scarce card postmarked from a unit stationed in Brussels; 1916 Zeppelin base feldpost usage but with 
30pf franking paid for Registry; remote posting from Allenstein (between Warsaw and Konigsberg), Very Good to Excellent. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1574   Germany, Dealer’s Delight on Stock Pages, 1923-45, with massive catalogue value, better including #B57, B104, C35-C36, 

C46-C56, other Airs, Semi-Postals, a censored cover, four postal cards, etc., etc.; much duplication, overall fresh and Fine to Very 
Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. Scott $11,500. (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Offices in Turkey: Regular Issues
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1575   German Offices in the Turkish Empire, German Military Mission in Turkey Covers, 1914-18, an excellent collection of nearly 

200 envelopes or postcards and a few pieces, with origins of Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan and Holy Land, plus interesting 
and unusual usages such as diplomatic and P.O.W.; wide range of cancellations and censor markings, including “Deutsche 
Feldpost” c.d.s. with Amman, Nazareth, and Tul Karim origins, “Feldpost Mil. Miss.” c.d.s. of Constantinople (35 approximately, 
with various origins), Aleppo (19, various origins including Jerusalem with “Feldlazarett 212 ‘Pascha’/“ framed handstamp in 
violet), Arghana Maden, Bosanti (4), Damascus (2), Diabekir (2), Eskischehir, Gleisspitze Bagdadbahn (4, the railhead of Bagdad 
Railway), Gulek-Adana (indistinct), Konia (2), Kutahia (2), Mamure (2), Mardin (2) and Smyrna (2), “Erghan-Maden” bilingual 
c.d.s. canceling Turkey 20pa pair on 1916 1pi postal stationery envelope registered and censored from the IInd Army Corps to 
Germany, “Deutsche Seepost/Ost-Afrikanische/Hauptlinie/n” circular handstamp in violet on 1918 (June 5) card from Sevastopol, 
“Marine Schiffspost” c.d.s. for Nos. 14 (26), 29 (3), 69 (3), 79 and 132 (Turkish Torpedo Boat Flotilla), provisional “Feldpost 
A.O.K. 5” c.d.s. (2, with Dardenelles 5 Dec. 1915), “Feldpost/Mil. Miss./A.O.K.” Nos. 4 (8, Jerusalem, one additionally with “Feld 
Flieger Abteilung 300” aviation cachet), 5 (2) and 6 (3, Bagdad and later Mossul), provisional “Feld-Post/6. Armee” large bilingual 
circular handstamp on 1916 registered censored “Feldpostbrief” from Beirut to Germany bearing Turkey 1pi pair and 2pi canceled 
by “Galata” bilingual c.d.s., provisional “Deutsche Militar-Mission/Feldpost c.d.s. in blue for Mossul (2, one on 1916 (Sept. 16) 
envelope originating in Persia to Germany), “Feldpost Mil. Miss./1. Expeditionskorps” c.d.s. (3, Bir-Es-Seba), and “Feldpost Mil. 
Miss.” c.d.s. of “Bir-Es-Seba” (2) and “Jerusalem” (2), Fine to Very Fine, an outstanding postal history collection documenting the 
German military presence and campaigns in the former Ottoman Empire. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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German Colonies
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1576   German Offices & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1943, Delightful mix of mint & used on stockpages with many 

better items, such as mint Offices in Morocco #36-43 (with Sismondo cert), Offices in Turkey 6, 42, Caroline Islands 4a (NH), 23 
(NH), German Southwest Africa 25, Mariana Islands 11-16, 13a-14a, 26-29, and used German Southwest Africa 22-24, Kiauchau 
29, Samoa 52-55. Some nice surprises too, like a series of Cinderella labels for colonies and plebiscites and the 1943 1+2 rupee 
stamp (MiNr VII) (NH) for the planned Provisional Government of Free India (Azad Hind), amongst other things. Take a closer 
look by checking the scans online, Overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

Plebiscite Areas
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1577   German Plebiscites, Danzig, Saar & Others, 1920-1956, We begin this lot with a hingeless Lindner album of mostly mint 

Danzig containing better sets & singles, many of which are never-hinged, such as #B15-19, B21a, J43-47. Also includes strong 
Polish Offices, like MNH 1K24. Accompanying the Danzig collection are stockpages of other plebiscites, again mostly mint. 
Many nice mint Saar items, like 204-20, B42, B44-46, B84-88 (NH), C12 (NH), O27-38 (NH). You’ll also find Allenstein, 
Marienwerder, Memel with a strong showing of Lithuanian Occupation, Schleswig and Upper Silesia with 38-42 (NH) and O5a-
26a used on pieces. There’s even some mint Occupation of Latvia (Kurland) with 1N20-22 (NH) and mint Croatia thrown in 
for good measure, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, All viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Plebiscite Areas: Danzig
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1578   Danzig, Essentially Complete Collection, 1920-39, neatly mounted in a slipcased Palo album, complete including Semi-Postals, 

Airs, Dues and Officials with the exception of #44, 47 & 48; the stamps present chosen with an eye to freshness and soundness (one 
or two with slight toning), with many very nicely centered; mix of mint and used throughout, most of the mint hinged; uncommon 
to find Danzig this nice, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, inspect for yourself, in person or online where it’s imaged in full. 
(photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Plebiscite Areas: Schleswig
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1579   Schleswig, Denmark/Germany Plebicite Collection, 1856-1921, about 220 pieces related to the Schleswig region at the end 

of WWI in three Kobra binders; Denmark #7 on a pair of 1856 covers and several early German stamped and postal stationary 
to the area, German Official used in Plebicite area; German censor tape on envelope to Copenhagen with Slesvic International 
Commission rubber stamp; Hadersleben Registered with both Imperial Germany and Plebicite franking; about 50 are overprinted 
Slesvig Zone 1 and CIS overprint on Slesvig International Commission stationery (with cert); wonderful postal history, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Post-WWII Occupations: Berlin
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1580   Berlin, Early Overprints Stock Compilation, lovely mix of mint and used with overprints in green, black and red, the mint all never 

hinged, all on manila stockpages; most everything present in full sets either in quantity or as multiples; includes #9N1-9N20 (6 used 
sets), 9N21-9N34 (10 used sets), 9N33 (24 used), 9N34 (17 used), 9N64-9N67 (2 mint sets, 7 used), plus additional loose values; all 
genuine cancels, including on-piece; fresh throughout and with massive catalogue value, Fine to Very Fine or better, all imaged online.  
Scott approximately $32,500. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1581   Berlin, “Ich bin ein Berliner” Collection, 1948-1979, In two hingeless albums, one a Kabe Bi-collect album with parallel spaces 

for both mint and used until 1969, and the other Lindner covering the 1970s with an almost entirely and nearly complete mint 
collection. But let’s be real, it’s the first volume everyone wants, because it is darn near complete with the exception of a used 
#9NB3a and just a few random stamps later on not even worth mentioning. Yes, 9NB3a mint is here and it’s NH to boot! The black 
and red overprints look complete too both mint and used. Other items of note here both mint and used include 9N35-41, 9N61-63 
(NH), 9N68 (NH), 9NB1-3 (NH), 9NB4-5 (NH). For the German collector who’s been waiting for that perfect Berlin collection to 
come along! Almost all Fine to Very Fine or better, Volume 1 viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Federal Republic
Worldwide A-Z Germany
1582   Germany: Federal Republic, Beautiful, Complete Collection, 1949-2018, an outstanding collection housed in four Lighthouse 

hingeless albums (three pristine, volume 1 with springback broken); apparently complete to 2018, with all the better such as the 
sought-after 1949-50 issues complete (Marienkirche Semi-Postals lightly cancelled, all others mint), a brassy complete Posthorns 
set, 1954 (and later) Heuss issue, all of the early Europa issues, all three varieties of the 1pf Numeral, etc., etc., plus souvenir 
sheets, miniature sheets, some se-tenants and bookletsit’s all here; early issues hinged or lightly hinged, later stamps never hinged, 
generally Very Fine, an overall solid collection, ready for continuation or sale. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
1583   Germany, Complete Mint Collection, 1949-2000, Looks complete until 1998 with only a handful missing from the final volume 

of a very clean 4-album set of hingeless SAFE and Lindner. Rest assured all the early goodies are here, many of which are never-
hinged, like #683-85, 686, 714, B310-13, B314-15, B316-17, B327-30 & B334-37. Also includes Framas, phosphor issues and 
booklet singles. It’s never too late to upgrade your collection! Fine to Very Fine or better, Volume 1 viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Guadeloupe

Worldwide A-Z Guadeloupe
1584   Guadeloupe, Extraordinary, Advanced High Quality, Mainly Mint Collection, 1884-1947.  A truly superb collection of 408 

mint and used stamps replete with scarce and rare singles and sets plus a plethora of varieties all carefully collected by an advanced 
European collector who appreciated both quality and rarity and neatly mounted on quadrille pages, certainly one of the finest 
Guadeloupe collections that we have offered, the value is primarily in the mint lacking only a small number of stamps not present 
to complete the country, however, the collector also added a few used duplicates which add additional appeal. Highlights include 
#1 and 2 both mint and used examples all with four-margins Scott $237, 3 mint, 405 both mint and used Scott $125, 8-9 used Scott 
$70, 609 mint Scott $139, 7 mint 12mm variety €175, 10-11 mint, 12 mint four margins signed Brun Scott $350, 14-26 complete 
mint Scott $601, 14-25 used Scott $70, 27-44 complete mint Scott $373, 45-49 mint plus extras Scott $117, followed by an 
outstanding page of scarce varieties including 46c inverted surcharge mint N.H. strip of 3, 47c inverted mint pair signed Brun, 48c 
mint margin block of four invert signed Brun plus 7 additional varieties the page is valued at over $2500, 54-82 mint $42, 86-95 
mint Scott $34, 96-137 mint Scott $50, 138-156 Scott $101, B1-B8 mint Scott $72, C1-C12 mint, J4-J5 used Scott $140, J6 used 
four margins, J7 mint four margins, J8 used four margins, j9 mint signed four margins, J10 mint signed four margins, J11 signed 
four margins, J12 mint Type I and II four margins. The set of J6-J12 with scarce J12 Type II valued at $1000 Scott and Dallay J13A 
mint corner margin superb Scott $325, J14A mint four margins Scott $400, Normally a collection of this scope would be broken 
down for individual set and single lots sales at a high percentage of catalogue, take advantage of this offer to acquire all of these 
high quality adhesives in one lot, excellent condition with few if any faults, Fine to Very Fine with much better. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 1.8 lbs. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Hungary

Worldwide A-Z Hungary
1585   Hungary, Outstanding Mint/Used Collection, 1871-1987, One big hefty volume, loaded yet clean collection hinged in a Minkus 

album. A mix of mint & used and almost all CTO after 1950, this collection is extremely well-filled. It’s missing almost all the 
souvenir sheets, but that is where the second part of this collection takes over! An almost all mint gathering of sheets, strips 
and blocks in three binders containing many better items, some even in duplication mint 486 (5), 528 (2), 841, 855b, 1035 
(3), 1182, 1189 (8), 1189 imperf (2), 1202a (5), 1202a imperf, 1231 imperf sheetlet, B94 (3), B97, B108-09, B202, C66, C67 
sheetlet (2), C80, C95, C157 (2), C166 (3) and scores of others. Aldd meg a magyart! Owner states catalogue value of nearly 
$10,000, Overall Fine to Very Fine, Collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Iceland

Worldwide A-Z Iceland
1586   Iceland, Fresh Scandinadian Dealer Stock, 1873-2015, 13” red box packed with “102” cards plus a pack of “102” cards with 

most with 2-10 examples resulting in an inventory of thousands of stamps including mint and used, most have catalog values of less 
than $10; two counter books with better material; Book 1 Scott 1 ($1,300), 3 ($425), 9-14 MLH ($1,460), 14 ($300), 19 ($190), 20 
($175), 21-29 MLH ($415), 34-44b MLH ($329), 34-44b ($460), 71-85 MLH ($678), 71-85 ($709 x 2), 92-98 MLH ($375), 92-
98 ($498), 99-107 MLH ($430), 99-107 ($212), 108-128 MLH ($1,112), 108-128 ($235), 127 MH ($300), 130-138 MLH ($182), 
130-138 ($218), 142 MLH ($100), 144-148 MLH ($338), 152-166 MLH ($492 x 2), 152-161 MH ($117), 157 ($110), 176-187 
($183 x 2), 176-185 MLH ($594), 195-198 MNH ($130), 213-216 MNH ($140), 232-235 MNH ($300), 232-235 MLH ($155 x 
2), 243 MNH ($240), 243 MLH ($100); Book 2 Scott C2 ($145), C4-9 MLH ($240), C9-11 MLH ($335), O4-9 MLH ($343), O7 
MNH ($110), O10-13 MLH ($153), O29 ($120), O31-38 ($105), O40-49 MLH ($302), and O53-62 MH ($180); collection on 
album pagesstarting with scattered erlies including 19, 34-44b complete used, 99-107 (102 mint), 108-128 complete used with 
mint extras, and much more including good BOB like C2 mint and used, C4-8 mint, Semi Postals and Officials; well worth a look, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Israel

Regular Issues
Worldwide A-Z Israel
1587   Israel, “The Land of Milk & Honey” Collection, 1948-2010, Consisting of over 30 albums with an additional 18 binders/

stockbooks of both mint & used singles with and without tabs, plate blocks, mini-sheets, coil strips, souvenir sheets, booklets, 
gutter blocks, etc. Collections are housed in a variety of albums; from Minkus, Scott and some very attractive hingeless albums 
from SAFE & Lindner, to some handsome homemade jobs as well. Date ranges vary, but most begin when Israel was founded 
in 1948, the latest volume ending in 2010. Among the highlights is a White Ace mint singles collection which looks complete, 
including #1-9, 16, J1-5. These same numbers pop up multiple times in other collections, but other choice items with tabs as well, 
such as a hingeless Schaubek album with mint 35-36, 46-47, 55, C16. There’s even a very well-filled collection of used with tabs 
from 1948-70 and featuring 15, 24, 27, 55. Plenty of other items of interest, like an excellent collection of plate blocks to 1965 in 
a 2-volume Minkus album, another White Ace album with over 50 used plate blocks, a box of FDCs from the 50s-70s and much 
more, Overall Fine to Very Fine, In-person viewing suggested. Shipping charges apply - weight 211 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Israel
1588   Israel, Mountainous Mostly Mint Accumulation, 1948-2011, Very large holding of mostly mint on “102” cards, stuffed into 

envelopes, glassines, small paper bags, on album pages, in folders and small tubs, you name it. Much modern (2011 was the latest 
date I noticed) with a plethora of blocks, souvenir sheets, full and miniature sheets and bundles of what must be a few thousand 
bottom strips of five with tabs. Enormous face value, but some better items too, like mint #31-32 (gutter pairs), 32b (tête-bêche 
pair) and the following with tab #24, 27 (used too), 28-30, 35-36. Some nice Palestine too, such as mint 23c and used J1-2, as well 
as some interesting Israeli Cinderella labels, Almost all Fine to Very Fine, A few images online but we still recommend viewing in 
person. Shipping charges apply - weight 49 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Israel
1589   Israel, Nearly Complete Mint Collection with Tabs, 1948-86, In two very clean hingeless Lighthouse albums with slipcases, a 

nearly complete collection of mint, save a small handful without tabs or outright missing. Most of the big numbers are here, like 
#1-9 (hinged, 8 NG, 9 with cert), 10-14 (LH), 16 (also with FDC), 18-21 in tête-bêche pairs, 25 & 27 (NH but disturbed gum), 32b, 
34, 37 (hinged), 55, C1-6 (hinged), C16 (hinged); otherwise, mostly NH and in addition, many gutter pairs and mini-sheets not 
listed in Scott, Virtually all Fine to Very Fine, First 18 pages viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Israel
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1590   Israel, Powerful Mint Accumulation, 1948-2014, With the exception of a few stray used, five boxes with everything from a 
highly complete singles collection to uncut printer’s sheets signed by the artist. Better items abound but some of the real value lies 
in the extensive newer issues all the way to 2014. Includes abundant mini-sheets, corner blocks, souvenir sheets, leaves, folders 
and booklets, FDCs, maximum cards, postal stationery with air letter sheets, coil strips, gutter blocks, vending machine labels, even 
some revenues. And I wish I could spend more time with this lot, because I kept uncovering nice surprises, like a set of postage 
due color trial proofs, a full sheet of #34 & 37, Jewish National Fund stamps, a page of the Interim Period including Bale #23a 
mint (red Tel Aviv overprint) and a few with values omitted, a half-dozen covers with Nahariya locals, misperfs, missing colors, 
and who knows what else is hiding in there! Nothing other than personal inspection with do this lot justice. Make an appointment 
today! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 92 lbs.  (photo on web site)..............................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Israel
1591   Israel, Second Interim and Early State Covers, 1948-55, approximately 1500 envelopes from the dawn of the modern State 

of Israel; stunning plate number tabbed Bale #1-9 postally used to Allemby Rd in Tel Aviv May 16, 1948; about 60 Second 
Interim covers, many Registered or mixed KKL and Palestine franking; dozens of lovely illustrated Post Office Openings from 
1948-50 with Coins; National Labor Fund 3” x 5” negatives, pre-production photographic prints, and mini-sheets of the finished 
labels; Revenue and charity label tied to Lloyd’s London 1940 insurance document for 10,400 Palestine Pounds to cover fire or 
earthquake to the home; #C1-C6 First Day Cover on Registered Airmail envelope to the United States; Soldier Free mail (1949) 
with military censor; #55 Menorah tab on Registered cover to New York; 1955 Revenue tied to Certificate of Translation with 
notary seal, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italian Colonies

Worldwide A-Z Italian Colonies
1592   Italian Colonies and Occupations, a Superior All Mint Collection, 1874-1950.  A superior high quality all mint collection of 

hundreds of sets and singles with o.g. and much never hinged, including scarce and rare items, all carefully placed in mounts on Scott 
Specialty pages. A rare offering with country collections containing the sought after pre-war and earlier issues, all in outstanding 
quality. A perfect lot to break down for online sales or to augment a worldwide collection. Includes Aegean Islands mint complete 
from 1912-32, all islands except Rhodes including Ferucci and Garibaldi sets plus definitives with a few never hinged set cataloged 
by Sassone. Majority are Scott values and total $7,906. Also includes Eritrea, 1892-1941 including some varieties and the following 
Scott numbers: 1-11, 12-18, 19-34, 35-46, 51-108, 52a, 109-115 NH, 116-133, 134-142 NH, 143-149, 150-157 NH, 158-174, 175-180 
NH, B1-B4, B5-B10 NH, B11-B32, B33-B37 NH, C1-C6 NH, CB1-CB10, E1-E8, E8a, J1-J10, J14-J27, Q1, Q3-Q4, Q6-Q8, Q9-
Q21, plus more postage dues with overprint at bottom and a Sassone listed set. Scott $12,326 plus Sassone of $300. Ionian Islands 
issues under Italian Occupation of 1941 comes next, a superb collection with an array of these difficult to find issues, all mint, 
with many of the scarce issues signed by Drossos. Includes N1-N7, N2a, N9-N10, N11-N12 NH, N13, N14-N15 NH, N16, N16a 
NH, N17 and much more. Please check the scans to fully appreciate this advanced collection loaded with varieties and a Scott value 
of $14,579.Italian East Africa, 1938-1942 complete NH including 1942 AOI postage due issue. Scott and Sassone value $1,717. 
Libya, 1912-1941, high quality all mint collection with varieties, including 1-15, 19, 20-31, 26d, 
39a-43a, 60, 62-64, 64A-101, B1-B54, B55-B60 NH, B1 and B3 with overprint at bottom, C1-
C29, C30-C31 NH, CE1-CE2, E1-E11, E11a, J1-J24, Q1-Q13, Q17, Q17a, Q19a. Catalog $6,100+. 
Oltre Giuba, 1903-1938, a fabulous mint high quality collection. Highlights include 1-7, 10-20, 22-113, 114-
118 NH119-137, 156-169, B1-B24, B25-B28 NH, B29-B51, C1-C6 NH, C7-C16, CB1-CB10, E1-E11, E7a, J1-
J7, J11-J22, J13a-J15a, J20a, J23-J30 NH, J31-J60, Q1-Q15, Q16-Q24 (some NH), Q27, Q38-Q4`, Q42-Q43 NH, 
Q44-Q48, Q49-Q53, Q54-Q55 NH, Q56-Q64. A comprehensive fresh collection with a Scott catalog value of $11,454. 
Tripolitania, another solid mint collection including 1-78, 18a, B1-B58, C1-C3, C4-C7 NH, C8-C15, 
C16-C20 NH, C21-C26, C29-C48, CB1-CB10, CE1-CE2, EY1 (3). Fresh and high quality. Scott $2,022. 
Italian Foreign Offices “Estero” overprints, a complete collection, incredibly rare thus, overall fresh hand-picked 
quality. As to be expected there are a few minor faults but far above average for this rare 1874-1881 issue. Scott $22,206. 
Italy 1918 Issued Under Austrian Occupation, varieties N1//N33, NE1-NE2, NJ1-NJ7, NP1-NP4, plus 11 
different inverted overprints (unlisted in Scott or Sassone) on N23-N26, N30-N32 in carmine plus N27-N28, 
N31-N32 in black. This entire section is not included in the catalog values. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  
Unlike most collections that often contain much in questionable 19th century material, this is truly a quality holding from its 
beginning to the end, almost all Fine to Very Fine or better with aonly a handful of minor faults. The listed stamps have a catalog 
value of $80,777 + the unlisted. (photo on web site) ................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Colonies
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Worldwide A-Z: Italy - 

1593   Italian Colonies, Quality Mint Collection, 1890-1945.  A nice quality collection of several hundred stamps, all mint and housed 
in a stock book. An excellent range of colonies including Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Libya, Somalia, Oltre Giuba, Tripolitania and more, 
with sets into the hundreds of dollars each. Also noteworthy is a plethora of NH sets and singles. Well worth careful inspection, 
perfect for online profits. Few faults, mainly all Fine to Very Fine, check out the scans. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Italy

Worldwide A-Z Italy
1594   Italy & Colonies, Extensive Mint & Used Collection, 1852-2004, If you’re a collector of Italy, you’re gonna love this one. 

Covering virtually all areas of Italian philately, this collection in three binders on stocksheets starts off with a very impressive 
showing of Italian States; Modena, Parma, Romagna, a very nice selection of Tuscan Lions, Sicily #13 on cover and a page of 
Roman States, used 9 (pair) & used 12 both with certs. Italy proper too has no shortage of premium items and here’s a sampling 
- mint 46, 47 (NG), 48, 49 (NG), 66 (NG), 81, 83, 85, 117-18, 142A-D, 377-86, C49 (NH), C52-55 (NH), C100-05 (NH), Q1-2, 
even a modern error 2447 with value omitted (Sassone #2370Aa). We also have the Italian Socialist Republic on hand, A.M.G., 
Aegean Islands with mint C15-19, C28-31, CE1-2, CE3-4, Trieste (Zone A) and although the Italians may not have had as many 
colonies as the British or French, there is still more than enough to draw upon and these areas are all well represented here - Italian 
Colonies mint C13-19, Cyrenaica with 59-64 (NH), C24-29 (NH), Eritrea 175-80 (NH), C1-6 (NH), Libya mint 217a, Somalia 
164-69 (NH), C1-6 (NH), Tripolitania 73-78 (NH), C43-48 (NH) and other far-off lands. Don’t delay, take a peek today; entire lot 
viewable online. Condition varies with some early Italy & States, but overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
1595   Italy, Errors and Varieties, An Important Mainly Mint Collection, 19th and 20th Centuries.  A superb collection of over 120 

errors and varieties with much NH, all neatly mounted on stock pages, with Sassone numbers noted. A huge Sassone catalog value 
plus unlisted such as Sassone 1083Ad, an NH imperf block of 8. The holding includes multiple impressions, misperfs, imperfs, 
offsets, inverts, printing varieties, imperf between, surcharge shifts, watermark varieties and more. Almost all are mint. Please view 
the scans to fully appreciate the depth and range of this collection. Rarely offered and perfect to enhance any Italian collection or 
to offer online in individual lots of these scarce issues. Certainly one of the finest error collections that we have offered. Condition 
is uniformly Fine to Very Fine with few if any faults. (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
1596   Italy, High End Comprehensive Mint Collection, 1942-1960.  A superior mint mainly NH collection of several hundreds of sets 

and singles, all neatly mounted on Safe album pages. Contains a plethora of sets into the hundreds of dollars each, plus Sassone 
listed specialty issues into the hundreds of euros each. European high quality with few is any faults. A few highlights include (Scott 
numbers and NH unless noted): 413-418 plus unlisted varieties, 488, 515-518, 526-527, 533-536, 549-567, 566b, 567a, 572-576, 
579-580, 626-633, 661-662. 668-673A, C127-C128, E19-E25, J54-J64, J65-J78 o.g., Q37-Q48, Q55-Q60 o.g., QY1-QY21 o.g., 
also Italian Social Republic scarce issues and much more, including most of all of the better sets of the 1950’s. Certainly with the 
Sassone listed material a cut above average collection, especially suited to break down for online sales, very high catalog value, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
1597   Italy, An Eclectic Assortment of Mint, Mainly 20th Century.  Several hundred mint with Scott numbers and values, neatly 

arranged in a stock book, with a few 19th century. Values are in the mid range, up to several hundred dollars each, perfect to break 
down for online sales or to add to your collection. Quality is above average with some NH. Take time to view or check out the scans 
to fully appreciate. A few faults but mainly Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Korea

Korea, South
Worldwide A-Z Korea
1598   Korea (South), Assembly of Stamps and Souvenir Sheets, primarily 1946-97, on dealer cards, with duplication, 

including Scott #353a-355a, 353b-355b (3), 353b-355b with “E” in “Postage” missing (2), 370, 372, and 
617b-623b; some earlier issues also present, including a few 1884 issues, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine.  
Scott $8,000 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide A-Z: Liechtenstein

Latvia

Worldwide A-Z Latvia
1599   Latvia, Superb and Wide-Ranging Splendid Dealer’s Selection, 1919-2005, a vast, very clean, and neatly presented diverse 

holding of better sets, private perforations, cancels, identified forgeries, attractive multiples, errors and varieties, sheets, etc., 
keenly brought together in one large binder; better items and sets are found throughout, with souvenir sheets and the like, with 
many items offered in manageable quantities; we also note a fine array of Occupation issues, West Army issues, WWII German 
Occupations including several sheets, plus some modern issues with booklets, etc.; fresh, Fine to Very Fine or better, simply a 
wonderful lot; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Liberia

Worldwide A-Z Liberia
1600   One-of-a-Kind Proofs Holding, in two large sheet binders filled with dozens of complete, unique items from the Wright Bank 

Note Company Archives; note proofs of sheets, souvenir sheets, and multi-design proofs, color separations or partial designs, loads 
of penciled or penned comments and critiques, numerous final approvals for design and/or color, etc.; strong Topical interest, with 
Kennedy, Space and Churchill the main areas of focus; be sure to view the lot in full on our website—you’ll not see its like again, 
generally Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Liberia
1601   Modern Paquebot Mail, 1954-1996, Approximately 500 covers mostly mounted in three Stanley Gibbons binders, with many 

items self-addressed to Phillip Cockrill; an extensive array of ship markings throughout with Liberian frankings entering the mail 
systems throughout the world, including Germany, Korea, Japan, Carribean Islands, U.S., Sweden, and Switzerland etc.; also 
includes a section of earlier 1930 US Naval ship usages, Very Fine, an important collection of fascinating markings for the postal 
historian. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Liechtenstein

Worldwide A-Z Liechtenstein
1602   Liechtenstein, High-End Never Hinged Collection of Full Sheets & Souvenir Sheets, 1930s-60s, a wonderful holding of many 

dozens of sets in sheet format and souvenir sheets, all never hinged, housed in two stockbooks and a mint sheet file; highlights 
are abundant and begin with two never hinged Vaduz souvenir sheets (#115, $2250 each), another souvenir sheet is #219; deluxe 
full sheets include #152-153, 154-156, 157-158, 159a, 160-165, 172-175, 176-180, 181-184, 185-187, 188-191, 192-195, 212-
214, 215-217, 219-222, 223-225, 227-235, 240-242, 243-245, 261-263, 265, 266-269, 270-273, 274-276, 281-283, 284-286, 289-
292, 293-296, 301-302, 303-306, 307, 312-314, 317-319, 326-328, 329-331, 332-334, 335, 350-352, 353-355, 357-358, 359-367, 
B19-B21 and more; a collection that will break down into a great number of lots for individual sales online; the sheet format is also 
a great addition to a singles collection; quality is superb throughout, with Scott value close to $30,000 for just single sets without 
the deluxe full sheet premium, Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Liechtenstein
1603   Liechtenstein, Powerhouse Mint Collection, 1912-1981, Let’s face it, most people never heard of Liechtenstein let alone can 

point it out on a map. Unless of course you’re a stamp collector! This incredible, almost complete collection in a hingeless 
Lighthouse album almost transcends each page with its beauty. There’s a few used scattered before 1945, but that’s ok, because 
some of these are extremely elusive, like #107b & 130-31. But before I even start listing some of the mint, this collection contains 
(drum roll please) the 1934 Vaduz souvenir sheet, one of the holy grails for any collector of Liechtenstein, and it’s in excellent 
condition with very faint hinge marks. Other high-value items include 1-3 (on both papers), 74-80, 89 (LH), 97 (NH), 102-07 (NH), 
104a (LH), 105b (LH), 114 (NH), 238 (NH), 260, 264 (LH), 356 (NH), C1-6 (almost all NH), C7-8, C9-13, C14 (NH), C15-16 
(NH), O2, O2c (NH). Let the bidding commence! Virtually all Fine to Very Fine, Video flip online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Liechtenstein
1604   Liechtenstein, Stupendous Stock, 1912-65, Neat and tidy stockbook with mint and used in separate columns. Perf varieties of 

the 1921 & 1930 issues and many duplicates throughout, even of the higher values. Here are some of the bigger numbers Mint #2 
(NH), 68-69 (NH), 82-85 (LH), 97 (NH), 102 (4), 103 (2), 106, 107 (LH), C1-6 (3), C9-13 (2), O1-7 and used 60, 110, 238, B7-10. 
Small country, huge catalog value! Almost all Fine to Very Fine, Viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Liechtenstein
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Worldwide A-Z: Luxembourg - 

1605   Liechtenstein, Magnificent Used Collection, 1912-1962, looks complete for the period except for C8-C9, this lovely collection 
mounted in a Biella album on quadrille pages is exceeding nice; includes all the high values and the Agricultural Exhibition sheet 
(#115) is beautiful, the 5Fr Coat of Arms (131) is on a Registered cover, Air Post, Official, and Postage Due look great; add two 
stamps and you’re done; catalog $10,750, Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Luxembourg

Worldwide A-Z Luxembourg
1606   Luxembourg, An Exceptional Holding, 1852-1980.  Several thousand sets and singles plus souvenir sheets, mainly mint with the 

19th century used, all housed in 3 thick stock books, with many sets in duplicate. The largest quantity is C16-C20 with mint NH 
blocks of 9 and 4 plus 14 sets of o.g. or NH singles for a total of 27 sets. There are some better used 19th century starting with Scott 
#1. However value mounts quickly in the massive amount of mint regular issues, semi-postals and airmails. Well worth viewing to 
fully appreciate. We note some toning but also the vast majority is o.g. or NH. Perfect for online sales, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Luxembourg
1607   Luxembourg, High Catalog Value Collection, 1852-1967, attractive collection on Scott pages postally used in 19th century 

with many original gum thereafter, later issues appear NH with many better sets; includes hundreds mounted on Minkus pages to 
fashion a well rounded collection; catalog $7,900+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Martinique

Worldwide A-Z Martinique
1608   Martinique, Advanced High-Quality Mint and Used Collection with Varieties, 1886-1947.  A wonderful collection of mainly 

mint with some parallel used and several hundred stamps all neatly mounted on quadrille paper by a European collector with an 
eye for quality and scarce varieties, numerous highlights include: Scott number: 1 mint and used Scott $120, 4 mint Scott $100, 
5-6 both mint and used Scott $68, 9 used, 13 used, plus a plethora of additional 1886-92 issues mainly mint with varieties and 
including 18 mint “C” omitted, 15a mint single and pair (1), 19a used over $3000 value in Scott and Dallay on this page alone, 
followed by another superb page of 1891-1892 surcharges with 21-32 mint plus 31b in strip of three with two normal signed and 
a Dallay value of €2000 with a total page catalogue value of about $3000, 33-53 mint Scott $616, page of 1904 surcharges with 
varieties including 6 mint block of 54 and 54c mint N.H. Type II, well over $500 on this page, 62-100 mint Scott $76, we also note 
an interesting imperforate variety with denomination shift on 65 mint and signed, 114-119 mint Scott $381, 115a mint invert Scott 
$100, 120-128 mint Scott $43, 129-233 complete mint Scott $176, B1-B11 mint Scott $75, C1-C12 mint Scott $72, J26-J46 mint 
$26. Altogether an outstanding collection in exceptional quality, perfect to add to a serious French Colonies holding or to break 
down for individual sales online of scarce and rare singles and varieties all in demand, few if any faults, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 2 lbs. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Mexico

Worldwide A-Z Mexico
1609   Mexico, “South of the Border” Mint & Used Collection, 1848-1984, A binder with 44 stockpages, most of which are full with 

mild to moderate duplication amounting to 1000’s of stamps. Mostly used but plenty of mint to speak of too including many better, 
such as #30 (2), 633, 704, 754-58, 818, C51-53 (2), C54-58, C85-90, C103-07 (NH), C123-25 (NH)(2). Strong classics as well 
with the following used highlights 1 (2), 3a, 6, 9, 9a on piece (with cert), 12, 22, 22a, 24a (2), 700-01, C234a. In addition to six 
stampless covers from the mid-19th century, there is an additional stockbook of 100’s of Mexican revenues, rarely seen, with a 
238-pg. publication entitled “The Revenue Stamps of Mexico” by Richard Stevens. Perfect opportunity for collectors of Mexico 
to break into new, uncharted territory! Condition varies but overall Fine to Very Fine, Material may be viewed online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 11 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide A-Z: Netherlands & Colonies

Monaco

Worldwide A-Z Monaco
1610   Monaco, Solid Collection from “The Rock”, 1885-1996, Almost all mint collection with many items that’ll make you say, “Oh là 

là!” Missing any from the Prince Charles III set? They’re almost all here with #2-9 mint! Other incredible mint you will encounter 
include 15, 17, 20, 27 (appears NH), 28, 110-30 (missing 126), 176, B2-7, C27-29, J21-25 and the unissued Albert Dürer (Yvert 
876A) with Calves certificate. Very few used in the collection, but nevertheless there are two worth mentioning, C44a and J18. 
Time to fill in those gaps! Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Netherlands & Colonies

Worldwide A-Z Netherlands & Colonies
1611   Netherlands, Phenomenal Mostly Mint Collection, 1852-1999, In a 4-volume hingeless Davo set in slipcases, I almost felt 

taunted while flipping through. You won’t find space fillers in here; condition is above average with many lightly cancelled and 
nicely centered classics. A mix of mint and used until 1940, entirely mint thereafter and virtually complete except for a few regular 
issues in the 1990s. Here are some of the better items Mint #134 (NH), 281 (NH), 319-22 (NH), B25-32 (NH), B48-49 (NH), 
B50-53 (NH), B144-45, C13-14. Some better used include 1-6, 7-12, 20, 22, 33, 53-54, 86, 101, 104-05, 133, GY1 & GY4 (rarely 
seen Marine Insurance stamps). There is also mint Framas, a very nice selection of mint & used syncopated perfs, and one entire 
volume containing around 90 complete booklets from 1964-99. Definitely a collection to be reckoned with! Fine to Very Fine, You 
may view volume 1 in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 22 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Netherlands & Colonies
1612   Netherlands, “Heerlijk” Used Collection, 1852-2014, Very clean collection hinged in two binders and entirely used, save a few 

stray mint and souvenir sheets. Classics are extremely thorough and rest is well filled to 2000 but many afterwards as well. Among 
the highlights are #1-3, 4-6, 7-11, 17-22, 23-33, 51-54, 86, 90-101, 104-05, 133-34, C13-14, J27, O8 and the 1942 sheetlets B144a-
45a mint. An absolutely powerhouse collection, Most Fine to Very Fine, Scans of classics and a video flip of the first volume. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 11 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

1613   Wonderful Old-Time Collector’s Hoard, a super and diverse holding of over 350 items, not much after 1960, with the 
Colonies offering a solid portion of the coverage; we note a nice Netherlands First Issue cover, several lovely Second Issue ones, 
scarce 1940s First Day Covers, nice Airmail covers, Censors, picture post cards, lovely offerings of Suriname and Netherlands 
Indies (each with mint or used postal stationery items), Indonesia and much, much more including a fantastic group of scarce, 
high catalogue value Netherlands late 1940s-early 1950s First Day Covers; a valuable multi-purpose lot, generally Fine to 
Very Fine, well worth a close review either live or on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Netherlands & Colonies
1614   Netherlands, A High End Accumulation of Better Sets and Singles, 1913-1960.  A lovely group of dozens of high end sets and 

singles, each mint with the majority NH. Starts with a complete mint o.g. set of Scott 90-101, followed by 1924-1925 syncopated perf 
issue with Dr. Louis certificate as NH, 161-163 (1 set plus extras NH with certificate), 195 (2 NH), 275-281 (2 NH sets, 1 with certificate), 
B5-B53 + B50a-B53a (2 sets each NH), B54-B57 NH (2 sets), B58a-B61a blocks + singles NH, 201 (3) NH, B144a-B145a (2 sets NH), 
C9 block of 4 + single NH, O16-O19 NH. A great lot for online sales. We note some toning only on the gum side, much is clean and 
attractive. Please view in person or online to see how fresh overall, generally Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  
Scott $10,000 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Netherlands & Colonies
1615   Netherlands & Colonies, Meticulous Specialized Collection of Cancels, 1867-99, Almost 500 stamps attractively arranged in 

black mounts on homemade pages. Three sections, the first on numeral cancels from both the Motherland as well as the Netherlands 
Indies arranged numerically and modeled after D.C. Hoogerdijk’s book De Puntstempels van Nederland en Nederlands-Indie, of 
which photocopies are included in this collection. The second and third sections are on both large and small double circle cancels 
arranged here alphabetically by town from Aarlanderveen to Zwolle. The works referenced here are from H. Koopman’s 2-volume 
Catalogus der Grootrond- & Kleinrond-Stempels van Nederland, also present in photocopies. A page of precancels and some 
duplicates on stocksheets are also included. An obvious labor of love and still some room for expansion, Some condition issues 
but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide A-Z: Nicaragua & Provinces - 

Nicaragua & Provinces

Nicaragua
Worldwide A-Z Nicaragua & Provinces
1616   Nicaragua, American Bank Note Company Archives, 1903-1943, 125 ABNC index stamped archival cards of regular issues 

with surcharges, officials, airs, telegraphs, and more; includes die proofs, rare overprint surcharge specimens, sunken die proofs, 
and proofs in various trial colors; many cards have multiple items affixed; a surperb holding, impossible to duplicate; all coverage 
in postal issues aside from a few rare telegraphs, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Norway

Worldwide A-Z Norway
1617   Norway, Useful Norse Dealer Stock, 1863-2016, 13” red box 95% full of “102” cards, majority containing 2-10 of the same set 

or single, most cards have catalog values of the sets or singles of $10 or less, about 5% of cards have singles or sets with catalog 
value over $10, a deep stock with good mix of Scott 8//O112; counter book packed with better complete sets and singles such as 
Scott 3 ($120), 7 with tiny thin ($600), 11-15 ($345), 13 ($160), 22-34 ($414), 28 ($150), 39b ($300), 59-61 MLH ($267), 123 
MNH ($350), 275-278 MHN ($120), and B24 MNH ($120); collection mounted on album pages, 90% complete from Scott 1//674, 
B2//B67, good Officials and Postage Due, many items found with both the mint or unused example and the postally used, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Panama

Worldwide A-Z Panama
1618   Panama, ABN Co Special Purpose Stamps Archival Assembly, 1909-1945, 182 stamped ABNC index cards consisting of die 

proofs, specimens, card proofs, trial colors, and more; mostly revenues including telegraphs, beer stamps, National revenues, 
internat consumption issues, personal tax stamps, many liquor tax bands, passport tax, perfume tax, playing cards, cigar stamps, 
cigarette tax, and many, many more; a rare opportunity to take possession of these unique philatelic treasures, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Persia

Worldwide A-Z Persia
1619   Persia, A Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1875-1979.  Several hundred mint and used sets and singles neatly mounted on 

Scott pages. Contains many mid-range sets and singles into the hundred dollar range. A nice mix with decent mint both early 
and later period. A great lot to break down for online sales, with a huge Scott value. A few faults, mainly Fine to Very Fine.  
Scott $5,000 ++. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide A-Z: Philippines

Peru

Worldwide A-Z Peru
1620   Peru, Exhibition collection of the “Ship Mail of Chile and Peru”, ca. 1800-1913, comprising approximately 100 covers or 

cards, featuring maritime mail carried by ships along the Pacific coast from southern Chile to as far north as San Francisco, with 
mail from these countries being essentially transatlantic to Europe, as well as to the United States. This mail was carried on three 
routes: north through Panama, around the Strait of Magellan, or via land through Los Andes to Buenos Aires and from there by 
ship. The exhibit commences with mail showing endorsements or markings of these routes or relevant ships (14 items), then 
1800(c.)-58 early maritime mail carried on the pre-Panama route (18 items) with colonial era entire from Cadiz to Lima showing 
manuscript endorsement “Por la Fragta/Cantora de Bilboa” because of the British blockade of Cadiz, prestamp mail carried 
by U.S. ships (3), prestamp mail carried by British ships (8) with Ship Letter handstamps including Cove, Deal and Falmouth, 
and prestamp mail carried by French merchant ships (6, one a tricolor franking), 1848-79 Pacific Steam Navigation Co. mail to 
Europe and the United States via Panama (10) with 1858 entire from Callao to Genoa bearing 1p (Scott 4) and showing “GB/ 2f87 
5/10” accountancy handstamp, which is a rare overseas usage of the first issue (2001 P.F. certificate), 1870 entire (no side flaps) 
to London bearing 1868 1d green canceled by “Lima” c.d.s. in combination with Great Britain 6p and 1sh (tear) canceled “C38” 
(Callao), 1891-1904 mail carried overland to Buenos Aires and then to Europe by Messageries Maritimes ships (7 covers and 3 
unused picture postcards), 1854-78 Valparaiso to Panama PSNC coastal ship mail (7 items) with 1854 envelope to Lima showing 
“Vapor Santiago/P” unframed handstamp, 1877-1912 PSNC mail to Europe via the Strait of Magellan (21 items), 1836(c.)-1910 
coastal ship mail (15 items) mostly between Chile and Peru with 1864 entire to Lima bearing Peru 1d red canceled by grill and 
showing “Conduccion/ del Cartero/ Gratis” oval handstamp adjacent, 1837-73 coastal mail privately carried letters sent with cargo 
(7 items), and 1901 (May 12) Chile 2c postal stationery card to Berlin posted on board the S.M.S. “Vineta” canceled by “Kais. 
Deutsche/Schiffspost/No.1” c.d.s. in violet with matching “Ship Letter” unframed handstamp adjacent, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Peru
1621   Peru, Attractive Mint and Used Collection, 1858-1960, with varieties and a nice range of 19th and early 20th century franked 

covers, including 1858 (Mar.) 1d pair canceled by “Arica/Vapor” c.d.s. on entire, 1p (3 examples with single on 1859 entire from 
Piura to Lima), 1860-61 1d with three double frankings (two are pairs) on separate entires and 1p on four entires (one is a pair), 
1862-63 1d pair + 1p canceled by “Moqueg” dotted handstamp, 1868-72 1d green with multiples, cancellations and covers, 1871 
Locomotive 5c scarlet unused (2), used (3) and pen canceled on 1871 folded letter from Callao to La Chambre & Co. in Lima 
(offered “as-is”), 1867 Llama 20c on 1872 envelope from Lima to Juaja (2004 Moorhouse certificate), 1880-83 overprints, 1890-94 
overprints, 1895 Installation of President Piérola 1c to 1s with “Specimen” overprints in red, never hinged; 1899 “Liberty” vertical 
inscriptions replaced by pearl ornaments 10s blue green, unused, o.g., 1896-1908 with most issues overprinted “Specimen” in red 
and small security punch holes, 1913-15 overprint varieties with covers, 1917 4c die proof in brown on card (28 x 32mm), 1929 
coil stamps 10c vertical pair with security punch holes, mint, 1951 5th Pan-American Congress of Highways 2c to 10s vertical 
pairs without overprint, never hinged; Airmails; Postage Dues include 1889 5s and 10s with “Specimen” overprints in red, never 
hinged (tiny gum disturbance), Parcel Post 1897 1c to 50c used, and other Special Purpose stamps, many of the later mint are never 
hinged, some faults particularly among the classic stamps, mainly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Peru
1622   Peru, Multiple Collections on Pages, 1860-1990s, Mostly used, what must be tens of thousands of stamps consisting of many 

collections on various album pages as well as stocksheets, glassines, “102” cards, etc. Many better items throughout and strong 
in airmails and other B-O-B; owner states catalog value in excess of $20,000. Are you the person who can transform this into one 
incredible collection? Generally Fine to Very Fine, Personal inspection strongly encouraged. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Philippines

Worldwide A-Z Philippines
1623   Philippines, The “Thrilla in Manila” Collection of Proofs & Essays, 1947-57, stupendous holding of 150 Essays, Trial Colors 

and Large Die Proofs, each item or set in individual sheet protector, identified and with the consignor’s retail provided; items range 
#504//638, B1//B7, C64-C66 and J23-J26, along with sets of six or nine different Documentary Revenues, six different Tobacco 
stamps (2 sets), a single Tobacco Essay, and 14 different Revenues showing woman with anvil before Mayon volcano; the majority 
on India die sunk on card, most with die number above the design, several showing the plate’s nail impression as well; some with 
light toning, but overall a fresh and clean offering; rarely encountered material, especially in such quantity, Very Fine overall, this 
might be the greatest. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Worldwide A-Z: Poland - 

Poland

Worldwide A-Z Poland
1624   Excellent, Wide-Ranging Postal History Assembly, a wonderful and diverse holding of over 110 items with nothing modern 

included; we note a super array of Airmail and related covers, Locals, a lovely and scarce stampless, postal stationery, German 
Occupation/General Gouvernement covers, Gordon-Bennett Flights, Official covers, two 1937 Lemburg-Palestine flights, 
#251a-251b with gutter on lovely Airmail cover, plus lots more; unusual group from this popular country, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, be sure to explore further on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Portugal

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
1625   Portugal, Superb Mostly Mint Collection, 1853-1981, Consisting of two collections, the main one in a Scott Specialty album 

with most in mounts and almost entirely mint after 1910. Some good used classics, like #17-24, 35, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 46, 50a, 51a, 
53, 88-91, 127, but what really leaves an impression is the strength in mint, especially the 1940s with many complete sets and a 
run of premium souvenir sheets, such as 586a (LH), 594a, 602a, 605-14 (NH), 614a, 637a, 641a, 649a, 657a (2, one hinged), 661a, 
667a (2), 666-68 (NH), 670 (LH), 682 (2, one hinged), 701a (LH), 717-20 (NH), 747-48 (NH)(2) including other better mint sets 
& singles, like 55, 169, 346-76, 377-97, 422-36, 437-52, 528-33, 568A. The second collection could also stand on its own, running 
from 1858-1947 with many of the same higher value items found in the previous including some better B-O-B which the other was 
lacking. We encourage everyone to view this lot in person or online, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Réunion

Worldwide A-Z Réunion
1626   Réunion, Advanced High-Quality Mint and Used Collection, Rarities and Multiples, 1852-1957.  A simply spectacular quality 

collection of several hundred stamps with great value in the scarce 19th century issues including multiples and rare varieties, 
tremendous eye appeal as the early stamps are mainly four margin handpicked copies by a serious European collector all mounted 
on quadrille pages housed in a deluxe binder, if you collect or deal in French Colonies this collection is for you to add adhesives 
valued into the hundreds of dollars each which are normally sold individually at very high percentages of Scott or Yvert, we 
could go on about the scope and quality, however, a perusal of the scans will confirm our words in far better fashion, highlights 
are numerous only Scott numbers used, the first two pages of the 1885 overprints include a corner margin mint copy of #3 Scott 
$450, 4 mint and used plus a block of 4 with (2) N.H. Scott $390++, and a plethora of mint and used with a pair 9 used and color 
varieties all valued at over $2000 in Scott and far higher in French catalogues, an outstanding third page includes 11 mint signed 
with a Scott of $575, 13-14 both mint and used beautiful copies Scott $190, 15 mint four margins signed with a Scott of $475, plus 
12 top margin mint pair N.H. (hinged in selvedge), Maury $450+, 13 mint corner margin block (2) N.H. signed Maury $450+, 
16 mint four margin block of 4 (2) N.H. signed Maury $450+, the next two pages include the perforated 1891 issues 17/33 both 
mint and used including 27-28 mint signed with a Scott of $1250, plus numerous varieties well over $2500 catalogue total value, 
34-52 complete mint plus used set less #50 Scott $954, 1893 overprints include mint block with Types I and III plus varieties 
and 56-59 mint Scott $105, 98/175 almost complete mint plus some used, 178-222 mint France Libre overprints Scott $165, plus 
some CFA issues, C2-C34 mint Scott $120, B1-B14 mint Scott $247, J1-J5 used except J3 mint Scott $154, J6-J35 mint Scott 
$68, Q1-Q2 used Scott $300, significant Scott/Maury catalogue value, few faults on early issues, however, most are sound fresh 
and desirable, F.-V.F.+. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Romania

Worldwide A-Z Romania
1627   Romania, Multiple Mint/Used Collections, 1864-2002, Housed in four stockbooks (a total of 112 double-sided pages) and two 

albums. A fairly even mix of mint and used, the contents of each stockbook is neatly arranged with little to no duplication and 
much of it noted by Michel #. With stamps up to 2002, tons of thematics to choose from, ranging from space to art, birds, sports, 
cats, etc. The albums too are a very even mix, one running from 1872-1978, the other from 1864-1960 with a very nice selection 
of classics, like mint #29-31, 35 and used 33-34, 43-45, 47, 48, 53-59 and others, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Scans and video 
available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide A-Z: Russia

Russia

Worldwide A-Z Russia
1628   Russia, Outstanding Two-Volume Collection, 1910-2018, an exceptional, clean and valuable holding, all neatly and beautifully 

assembled in two binders and a stockbook; begins with a wonderful area of Imperial Era complete sheets, half-sheets, panes 
and blocks, and continues on with strong Romanov issues, Postal Tax issues, early Soviet period with various panes and blocks, 
definitive and surcharge issues, 1930s-’40s commemoratives, and virtually complete never hinged from 1958 on; imperfs, blocks 
of four and better souvenir sheets noted as well; lovely quality as a rule, Fine to Very Fine or better, enjoy images of the majority 
of this fine lot on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Russia
1629   Russia, “Back in the USSR” Mostly Used Collection, 1864-1991, Hinged in a Minkus album, a decent selection for the Empire 

period, but the collection really takes off at the start of the Soviet Union. Mostly CTO with many better sets & singles; mint #344, 
551-54, 565, 569-72, 859, 909-10, 1443-44, 1464-68, 1680-87, C10-11, used 567, 857-58, 860-66, 1541, C12-13, C53-57 and 
plenty more where that came from! A quick flip is available online to show the level of completeness, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Russia
1630   Russia, Outstanding Postal History Assembly, 1850s-1940, a wonderful group of approximately 160 items, largely covers but 

including postal cards and picture post cards of vintage era, etc.; included are items rarely encountered, such as lots of popular 
propaganda cards, attractive early Soviet usages and frankings, several nice stampless examples, lovely inflationary period items, 
and much more; a delightful holding of popular material, largely Fine to Very Fine, be sure to enjoy the holding in its entirety on 
the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
1631   Russia, Fascinating “Russia used in Poland” Specialist’s Holding, a wonderful and scarce compilation housed in a clean 

counterbook, comprising approximately 26 Russian covers or postal cards, plus a fair range of off-cover Russian stamps selected to 
show Poland usages; a few obvious highlights include a 1915 Russian Semi-Postal issue franking, cancelled by rare mute cancels 
on Registered cover, a splendid 1907 Registered cover to Germany franked by 10k on vertically laid paper strip of three with 
inverted background variety, numerous select off-cover items with mute cancels, Warsaw “1” killers, a choice 1904 4k Russian 
card from Warsaw to Luxembourg, etc., Fine to Very Fine, just a wonderful specialized holding of uncommon material and usages; 
enjoy a complete inspection on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
1632   Russia, Premium Selection of Complete Sheets, ca. 1910-20, a wonderful and exceptionally fresh and nice quality holding of 

approximately 20 full sheets, neatly presented in a good-quality sheet file; each sheet bears notations as to specialized characteristics, 
such as 35k with center offset, various shifted chalk line types, “crazy” marginal perforations due to foldover, partial offsets on 
gum sides, re-engraved clichés, watermark shifts, shifted center vignettes, etc., Fine to Very Fine, a lovely and interesting never 
hinged arrangement; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
1633   Russia, Excellent Two-Volume Vintage Picture Post Card Collection, a superb and well-presented collection of approximately 

200 select picture post cards, including Russo-Japanese War, WWI propaganda cards, plus an additional wide range of topics, 
historical sites, etc.; an attractive and scarce holding with the majority unused; Fine-Very Fine or better, fully imaged online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Russia
1634   Substantial Russia & the Baltics Postal History Selection, a worthwhile old-time holding of approximately 120 items, nothing 

modern at all to be sure; comprises Estonia (5 covers), Latvia (9, plus about 20 franked parcel receipts), Lithuania (3) and Russia 
(84); the Russia features nice Empire issue-franked covers, a scarce 1917 Consulate cover to France, several nice early Airmail 
covers, WWII soldier’s letters, and much more; nice holding of popular material, bulk appear Fine to Very Fine, worth an inspection, 
or view online for more details. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide A-Z: Salvador - 

Salvador

Worldwide A-Z Salvador
1635   Salvador, Lovely Airmail Postal History Collection, 1932-48, Excellent presentation of 88 covers offering a look at the early 

years of Salvadoran Airmail service; items offer a wonderfully colorful array of frankings with singles, mixed, full sets, etc., on 
display; numerous cancel types and colors including slogan/pictorials for Central American Youth Games and Central American 
Olympics, First Flight Covers including a lovely oversized TACA flight with differently colored cachet for each leg signed 
by the American Consul or Vice-Consul at each station, First Day Covers, many Registered usages plus A.R. and Censored 
items; range of destinations across Latin America plus the US and Europe (including a 1934 cover to Yugoslavia); rare usage of 
1-Colon stamps on cover (including a block of four), varieties on cover, and more, generally Fine to Very Fine, a stellar lot; early 
Salvador flights are generally pretty scarce; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

San Marino

Worldwide A-Z San Marino
1636   Italian Area, Bellissima Bonanza of Postal History, a superlative holding of over 300 covers, postal stationery and forms from 

the stampless period to about 1950; the oldest cover we spotted was a folded letter sheet sent from Brescia to Venice and datelined 
26 Feb 1778, with maybe a dozen other pre-philatelic covers included as well, sporting an attractive array of town handstamps; 
States feature solid Roman States and Tuscany covers, plus late Sicily/early Kingdom Cameo-stamped items; Lombardy-Venetia; 
plus Fiume (and postwar Fiume Rijeki overprints), Campione Locals, Eritrea (covers and stationery), AMG-FTT, Trieste A, San 
Marino, Vatican City, Italian Somalia, Cyrenaica, Libya and Tripolitania, Oltre Giuba, and Italian East Africa; the range of material 
is jaw-dropping: advertising and corner card covers, Military cards (including from a WWI Airplane Squadron!), railroad and 
ship cancels, mourning covers, Censors, Airs, Dues and official usages, Parcel Post forms, postal cards and picture post cards 
(including two to Japan, in Japanese, one “via America”, one “via Siberia”), an 1878 cover from the American Legation in Rome 
to Norway, a 1930 cover to Lima, Peru, Tunis-cancelled “Estero”-overprinted Humberto cover, better frankings including 100L 
Family Law (several, unchecked for perf gauge), Workers series, 1956 Europa First Day Covers, and more besides; overall in 
exceptional condition, Very Fine on the whole, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z San Marino
1637   San Marino, High End Advance Mint Collection, 1877-1961.  A solid mint collection of hundreds of sets and singles, majority 

NH, housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album and pages. A great lot of high quality fresh sets and singles replete with Scott values 
into the hundreds of dollars or more each, collected with an eye to high quality. Includes the following Scott numbers: 4, 7, 
10, 13, 15 unused, 23 (2 shades), 24, 27-28, 29-39, 50, 75, 79 NH, 81-107, 108-110 NH, 111-114, 115-133, 134-138, 143-158, 
169-184, 185, 187 NH, 239 perf and imperforate NH, 239a-c perf and imperforate, 260-265 + C52-C53 NH, 272-293, 296-
303 + C57-C61 NH, 308-319 + C80 NH, 333-355 NH, 375-384 NH, 411 NH, B1-B24, C1-C20, C78, C90 NH, C91, E19-E21, 
E22-E23 NH, J1-J51, J52-J60, Q1-Q15 NH, plus a few Sassone listed sets. Perfect for online sales, with key sets in top quality. 
Very nice condition with only a few minor faults, generally Fine to Very Fine or better.  Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  
Scott $15,678. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z San Marino
1638   San Marino & Vatican City, Noble Mint Collection, 1877-1998, A binder filled with all mint, except for a few stray used, with 

many premium items. San Marino gets off to a blazing start with an almost complete set of Coat of Arms, #1-24 minus the two lire 
stamps. Others of note include 25-27, 25a, 28, 29-31, 75, 134-38 (some NH), 179-80 and even some better in the modern era, like 
C80 (NH), C87 (NH), C91, C117 (NH). As for the Vatican, it’s pretty much on the same level with a complete set of Provisionals, 
35-40, some of which are never-hinged along with some duplicates. Other mint delectables include 29-31, 41-46, 155a, C16-17, 
C18-19, C20-21, C22-23, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z San Marino
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Worldwide A-Z: St. Pierre & Miquelon

1639   San Marino, Solid 98% Mint Collection with Extras, 1877-2017, Poor San Marino; nobody pays much attention to it anymore 
and it’s a shame because there is a lot of rich philatelic history to draw upon. This collection centers around a 2-volume set from 
Scott, almost all mint and blackmounted. Solid throughout, you won’t find many empty spaces here. Beginning with a fantastic 
first page, here are some of the better items you will find mint #15 (no gum), 17, 24, 133, 134-38 (LH), 139-42, 151-54 (VLH), 304 
(sheet of 6), 490 (NH sheet of 6), C10, C62b (sheet of 6), C75 (sheet of 6), C78 (VLH), C91 (VLH), and used #7, 10, 26, 143-50, 
180, C11-16 (CTO), J37-51, Q36. Album is up until 2002 but brand new supplements from 2003-08 await along with packs of new 
stamps up until 2017 just waiting to be mounted! Other extras include a couple hundred FDCs, stockbook of duplicates and some 
postal stationery, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Some scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Senegal

Worldwide A-Z Senegal
1640   Sénégal, A Lovely Comprehensive High-End Mint and Used Collection, 1887-1944.  An advanced collection of strong mint 

and parallel used containing several hundred stamps all neatly mounted on quadrille page formed by a European collector with 
an eye for quality and freshness, please view the scans online or in-person as this is an exceptional and worthwhile collection, 
highlights include #1 mint signed with a Scott of $210, 6 neatly canceled signed with a Scott of $325, 8 mint signed with a Scott of 
$475, 12 mint signed and Scott $120, 23 mint signed with Scott of $87, the scarce 31 mint signed and Scott of $450, also 32 used 
signed Scott $200, the first page alone has a Scott value of $1867 and all are scarce high-value issues, almost complete mint with 
some used and 53-56 mint total Scott is $510, the scarce mint set of 57-72 Scott #282, 1912 surcharges with Scott-unlisted material 
looks fairly complete from 1914-44, missing only a few Airmails and Semi-Postals mint, also note some parallel used but the bulk 
of the value is in the mint, J1 mint signed Scott is $105, plus J4-J31 Scott $136, a great collection for online sales or to simply add 
many scarce issues to your own Senegal collection, few if any faults, condition is well above the norm with F.-V.F. or better the 
rule. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Spain

Worldwide A-Z Spain
1641   Spain, High-End Accumulation, 1855-1970s, six stockbooks filled with mint o.g. or never hinged singles and sets starting in 

1855; a late arrival, so please check out the scans and note the plethora of key sets and singles, such as mint Monsterrat high values 
with certificate plus an extra 10peseta, #287-296 mint plus varieties, #606-614, B109-B122 (6 sets), C88-C89, CB8-CB17 (close 
to 7 sets), plus too much more to mention; this lot needs careful consideration; condition is a bit mixed with some toning, but much 
is Fine to Very Fine o.g. or never hinged. (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

St. Pierre & Miquelon

Worldwide A-Z St. Pierre & Miquelon
1642   St. Pierre & Miquelon, Comprehensive and Delightful, 1885-1972, old school collection hinged in a Biella album; includes 

#1-4, 6, 11, 15, 18, 19-30, 33, 35, 36-45, 46-56, 60-78, 79-109, and mostly complete through 1972; real strength is extensive 
Free French Administration overprints of 1941-42, including 207, 208, 209A (APEX cert, Y&T 237A €1,500), 210, 211, 216A-
218, 260-277 (both used and unused sets), and J58-J67 (last has cert); FNFL overprint on 5F (Scott design A21) unlisted; 
great visual appeal and significant catalog, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z St. Pierre & Miquelon
1643   St. Pierre & Miquelon, A High End Mint Holding.  A superb assortment of better sets and singles on display cards, housed in a small box, all 

mint with much NH and values into several hundred dollars each. Well worth a careful look to fully appreciate the depth and value of this 
high quality accumulation. Condition is uniformly Fine to Very Fine or better with o.g. or NH.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  
Scott $4,000+. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide A-Z: Sweden - 

Sweden

Worldwide A-Z Sweden
1644   Sweden, Specialized Cancellation Collection, 1872-1971, If this were a boxing match, it would have been over in the first round 

with so many S-O-T-N! A gorgeous collection of postmarks first arranged by province and then alphabetical by town. Covering 
virtually all areas of Sweden, from the southern provinces of Skåne and Blekinge and the island of Gotland to Lappland and 
everything in between, over 1,700 stamps all handsomely presented on homemade pages. A second volume features steamship 
post, paquebot, parcel post, rural mail service and R.R. cancels. Ideal for the postal historian or a fantastic addition to an existing 
Swedish collection, lots like this don’t come along every day, Some condition issues but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full 
and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
1645   Switzerland, Helluva Helvetia Collection, 1850-2014, Imagine sipping coffee in a café on the banks of Lake Lucerne, or stepping 

off a train at Jungfraujoch to view the Aletsch Glacier. I had that same feeling of excitement viewing the collection you’re looking 
at right now! Spectacular selection of classics, many added blocks and some tête-bêche pairs, and very nearly complete from 1940-
2005. With the exception of a few stray mint, entirely used either in clear mounts or hinged and often in duplication. In addition to 
the many fine examples of the 19th century, you will also find mint #215 (NH), 226 (NH), B143-44 and used B1-76, B119, B130-
32, B178, B206, League of Nations 2O30 and a complete Pax set. Condition varies a bit early on, but the vast majority Fine to 
Very Fine, Many scans viewable online. Don’t let this one slip away! Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
1646   Switzerland, Stunning Swiss Collection, 1846-1982, Alright, before I even talk about all the mint gems in this collection, let’s 

look at the glorious used stamps on the first few stockpages beginning with a very nice selection of Rayons, like #7-8 & 11-12. 
Very strong representation for the Strubels and both sitting and standing Helvetias, such as 48, 58 (signed), 89 & 93. Are you ready 
for the mint? We have 75 (VLH), 113-16 (NH), 145, 206 (NH), 209 (NH), 226, 293-305 (NH), 352a (NH), B2-3 (NH), B4-6 (NH), 
B7-9 (NH), B80 (NH), B105 (NH), B143 (NH), C1-2. There’s other fantastic B-O-B in the form of many complete official sets 
and high value singles, like mint 1O9-16 and used 2O1-30, 2O56, 3O25 & 7O18-20. And if that weren’t enough, there are seven 
magnificent covers included, five with complete booklet panes, 160a & 161a, as well as 161a with attached gutter block. Most of 
this lot has been scanned, so please take a look for yourself, For the most part Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
1647   Switzerland, Wonderful Curated Collection, 1843-1964, two Biella volumes of postally used Swiss; includes #1L2 (signed but 

needs cert), 7, 8, 10, 11, 35-40, 226 and essentially complete to 1964; Semi Postals include B80, B105, B119, B130, and B144; 
Air Post C1-C45 complete (C1 needs cert); tremendous set of gutter pairs and tete beche pairs; extensive League of Nations, 
International Bureau of Education, World Health Organization, UN European Office, and War Board of Trade; outstanding Postage 
Due and Officials (including 9 hole cross); catalog $8,300++, Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
1648   Specialized Standing Helvetia Collection, 1882-1907, Highly specialized yet easy to follow groupings in a stockbook organized 

by watermark, perforation varieties, paper type, and even clear and blurred prints. A sampling of the many better include #84c (9), 
87b (7, two with certificates), 89 (2), 92 (3), 93 (6), 109 retouched (Zumstein #90A), 111 (2), 111a (with certificate), 121a, 122 
(3), 125 (12), generally Fine to Very Fine, a must for the advanced Swiss collector; scans available online. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
1649   Wonderful Old-Time Postal History Hoard, excellent and wide-ranging holding of approximately 250 items spanning a wide 

array of collecting categories; we note a nice array of stampless covers, many imperforate and perforated Seated Helvetia covers, 
premium earlier First Day Covers including a LUNABA sheet and eight IMABA sheets, lots of Official Stamp-franked covers, 
censored mail, early picture post card usages, military covers, lots of attractive Airmail-franked covers, plus much, much more; a 
super, worthwhile holding, majority generally Fine to Very Fine, well worth a close inspection, or check images on web. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
1650   Switzerland, Swiss Stock & Collection, 1855-1999, Three stockbooks, one filled with thousands neatly arranged by year with 

many better from 1867-1969. Another has many premium items, mint #352a, B178, B206, B297 and used 98-100, B4-6, B21-24 to 
name a few. The third stockbook is entirely airmails, an incredible selection of mint/used singles & blocks. The collection (1855-
1999) included in this lot is a Scott Specialty album, which although long since pillaged for its best material still has a lot of value, 
such as 100, B7-8, B15-17, B18-20, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Videos online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
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Worldwide A-Z: Vatican City

Tannu Tuva

Worldwide A-Z Tannu Tuva
1651   Tannu Tuva, 1943 Emergency Local Issue Collection (Scott 120-123, 120a-123a), a superb, perfectly presented collection 

on pages, including paper types, pairs, gummed paper types, sheets of five, blocks, significant offsets, and more; a beautiful 
specialized collection of this eclectic issue, largely Very Fine, be sure to view online. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Tibet

Worldwide A-Z Tibet
1652   Tibet, Outstanding Holding of Key Stamps, 1912-1950.  A few dozen mint and used better stamps, all neatly 

mounted on sales pages. Begins (all used unless noted) with Scott 4a on piece ($175), 7 used examples of #6 all with 
APS certificates ($770), 8 mint APS certificate ($165), five used #8 including a block and single APS certificate 
($875), 9 mint ($95), 10-11 mint ($190), five mint #14 ($80), two #15 mint, 16 (x7) mint, 16a (x2). A couple minor 
faults but far superior quality than is the norm, plus most have certificates.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  
Scott $2,500+. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Turks & Caicos Islands

Worldwide A-Z Turks & Caicos Islands
1653   Turks & Caicos, High End Advanced Mint and Used Collection, 1873-1966.  A collection containing over 200 stamps both 

mint and used, all neatly mounted on quadrille pages. Carefully acquired by a European collector with an eye for quality stamps. 
Includes eight of the elusive 1881 Turks overprints and three have certificates, all from the RPSL for SG numbers 29, 38, 45, all 
unused and sound. Turks & Caicos includes Scott 9 used ($110), 13-22 used ($154), 23-35 mixed mint and used ($200+), 36-43 
used ($259), 44-57 mixed with high values used ($240), 60-70 used ($257), plus later issue used sets and War Tax. Excellent value 
in the early overprints, exceptional quality, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Ukraine

Worldwide A-Z Ukraine
1654   Ukraine, Exquisite and Detailed, Impeccably Presented Specialized Collection, a simply breathtaking, superbly presented, 

highly specialized old-time collection, skillfully assembled in a lovely and rare GF Rapkin “Manhattan” album; it is not so 
easy to adequately describe this extraordinary collection, as coverage spans specialized Trident overprints, mint or used, and 
including a marvelous array of multiples including strips, blocks, panes and dual panes, full sheets, etc.; different town cancels, 
lots of premium used examples including multiples and items on piece, a super section of mint or used postal stationery items, 
and much, much more; simply a joy to behold, with the genuineness of all items not even a question, largely Very Fine, be 
sure to bury yourself in the entire collection as presented online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Vatican City

Worldwide A-Z Vatican City
1655   Vatican City, Divine Mint Stamp & Postal Stationery Collection, 1929-2018, An exceptional holding in three boxes, beginning 

with a very well-filled collection in a 2-volume Minkus album up until 1985, but an even better one until 1970 in a White Ace 
album with most of the goodies, #1-13, 19-34, 41-46, 47-54, 149-53, 155a, C20-21, C22-23, E11-12. And if you’re wondering 
where the Provisionals are, they’re included on a stockcard along with some other better material, and each stamp, #35-40, comes 
with its own PF certificate! There’s also C18-19, a mint block of four horizontally imperf between of 91a, and some misperfs and 
gutter pairs. Two binders and a mint sheet folder house nearly 300 full sheets with mild duplication, and there’s also a couple of 
homemade albums, one with covers, the other with mint postal cards and air letter sheets. Dozens of more covers abound, mostly 
FDC, as well as postal stationery throughout. And if you’ve never seen the gorgeous hardcover yearbooks issued by Vatican 
Post, you’re in for a treat because there are 22 volumes present from 1989-2018. And there’s still more with a huge amount of 
modern mint packs, booklets and souvenir sheets adding up to some serious catalogue value, Mostly Fine to Very Fine, In-person 
inspection welcome. Shipping charges apply - weight 101 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Vatican City
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Worldwide A-Z: Yugoslavia - 

1656   Vatican, Key Airmail Set in Wholesale Quantity, 1952 (Scott C20-C21).  A wonderful holding of 13 single sets and a set of 
blocks of 4 of the most sought after Gratianus issue. Most are NH including the blocks of 4. A few are lightly toned on the gum 
only, however there are a number of exceptional quality sets. Well worth viewing to appreciate how fresh they are, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Yugoslavia

Worldwide A-Z Yugoslavia
1657   Yugoslavia, Huge High End Holding with Key Items, 1944-1979.  Hundreds of mint sets and singles plus souvenir sheets, all 

housed in 8 stock books. Loaded with the better post-war singles and souvenir sheets, such as 8 mint examples of C55 (Scott $190 
each), 3 sets of C33 both perf and imperf ($350 each), plus 200 sheetlets from the 1970’s, and a massive amount of better sets often 
in blocks or multiples from the 1940’s and up. A perfect lot for online sales. Condition is mainly NH with some o.g. and a bit of 
toning. The vast majority are Fine to Very Fine or better. Please view this to understand the size and scope and high catalog value 
- it’s simply too nice to be able to describe all the highlights. (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Area Collections

Asia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1658   Asia, Predominantly Mint Collections, 1872-1997, In three binders on stocksheets, Japan dominates this collection starting off 

strong with a good range of mostly used Cherry Blossoms, Kobans & Chrysanthemums. After 1940, it is almost entirely mint with 
many better sets and souvenir sheets (some in original folders), such as #148-51, 193, 198-201, 222a, 283a, 293a, 323a, 371, 388, 
422, 439-41, 453a, 479, 505-08, 517, 519, 545a, C1 (NH), C26, and some premium used like 18, 457 and the highly-prized C8. 
There is also no shortage of souvenir sheets when it comes to Korea with over 70 in this collection and better items throughout. The 
third binder is again mostly mint and made up of other Asian nations with the strength in Cambodia, Macao and Manchukuo. Some 
condition issues early on, but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Definitely worth a look, and you can! Online scans and video available. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Middle East
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1659   Iraq & Egypt, “Ancient Civilizations” Collection, 1866-2002, Two of the oldest civilizations on Earth with some decent 

philatelic history as well. Iraq consists of a fairly well-filled album with many 100’s of stamps running from 1918-2002, but the 
best material is actually found in a binder neatly arranged on stocksheets with loads of better, like mint #1-11, 23-26, 41, 101, 
193-94, 620a (2), C1-8 perf & imperf sheet, O36, O52, O113-14, and used 12-13, 59, 77-78, O1-12, O13-24, O34-35, O71, O89. 
This particular collection runs from 1918-83 and is almost all mint from the Republic (1958) onwards. The most valuable stamps 
actually fall under Mesopotamia with the following difficult-to-complete sets mint N28-41, N42-49, and used NO1-13, NO14-21 
(18, 20 & 21 are mint). In addition, there is a thin stockbook with mint & used along with scarcer items, some not listed in Scott. 
Rounding out this lot is a mixed mint/used collection of Egypt with pages up until 1992; sadly, most are empty after 1960 with 
the exception of a nearly complete all-mint collection of the U.A.R. from 1958-71 hinged on pages. Nevertheless, there is plenty 
of better material early on, with mint 108-13, 172-76 (VLH), C1 and used 1, 103, 105-07, 114, 148, 168-71 and surely more to be 
excavated, Generally Fine to Very Fine, A portion of this lot is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1660   Substantial Old-Time Dealer’s Postal History Accumulation, diverse holding of over 200 items, including strong British 

Middle East, especially Palestine, which includes a number of scarce usages, censors, military items, errors on cover, etc.; 
other areas of interest include Libya, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Iraq, early cacheted UAR First Day Covers, Persia, French 
Morocco and others; fine range of interesting material, bulk Fine to Very Fine, examine live or on the web. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide A-Z: Area Collections

Europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1661   Comprehensive Flown Concorde Collection, 1974-84, about 475 Concorde flown covers carried by Air France or British Airways; 

26 are uncommon Air France test flights including flights to Keflavik, Mexico City, Bogota, Toulouse, Bombay, Melbourne, 
Montreal, Cairo, Caracas, Kuala Lampur, Geneva, Manila, Teheran, and Reunion; most key flights and numerous autographs of 
flight crews; a magnificent collection with virtually no duplication, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1662   Europe, Italian, Greek & Belgian Collections, 1851-1999, Italy (1852-1948) in three binders, two with album pages and a good 
covering of States and Colonies, as well as the Republic with better sets & singles, such as mint #119-22, 124-25, 255-56, B17-19, 
C42-47 and used 55, 60-63, 124-25, 133-35, 140-42, 159-64, 183, 207-08, 237, 287-89, 303-04, 331-41, B20-25, B28, C1, C66-
72, C79-83; the other is a thick binder filled with what must be a few thousand stamps of used stock. Greece (1862-1999) is also 
a mix of mint & used and very well-filled throughout with a nice selection of Hermes Heads. Belgium (1851-1970s) is in the final 
binder, and like the others, a combination of mint & used mostly hinged on pages. Very strong in semi-postals well into the 1940s, 
here too you will find many better items, like mint B78-83, B99-105, B107-13, B124, B315-16, B662a, C5, C12A (NH), and used 
B125-31, B199, C5, Some condition issues early on, but overall Fine to Very Fine, Some video flips and scans available online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 23 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1663   U.S., Aerospace-Related Mint & Covers Collection, 1962-2016, Over 130 covers, and one in particular every aerospace collector 

would want in their collection a cacheted launch cover of Apollo 11 signed by Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin & Sam Phillips. Many 
other covers of interest from Project Gemini to the Apollo-Soyuz Mission to Skylab. A fairly large amount of mint singles, blocks 
and souvenir sheets as well with many high denominations, such as the Space issue of 2000, #3409-13, and others. Total face value 
is approx. $670, Overall Fine to Very Fine, Detailed scan of Apollo 11 cover online for scrutiny. Shipping charges apply - weight 
8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1664   France & Italy, Splendiferous Numeral Cancellation Collection, 1852-79, Two binders with annotation and stamps hinged or 

mounted on pages. France (1852-1900) features both small and large numeral cancels, as well as a sampling of ambulant postmarks 
among the approx. 850 stamps. Italy (1863-79) clocks in at about 260 stamps with numeral cancels also in ascending order and 
including duplicates in glassines. Nifty piece of postal history and a terrific edition for the advanced collector, Some condition 
issues but mostly Fine to Very Fine, Imaged in full and available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Western Europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1665   Europe (Western), Mostly German Assortment of Unusual Miscellanies, the perfect lot for the lover of the eclectic, with 

German States stampless covers, German 18th century (?) documents, one with stamped Revenue; a neat little assortment of 
1919-21 vouchers from various cities in values from 1pf to 1M; stamps ranging from Empire to Bund, including mint and used 
Wagners, Stormtroopers perforated and imperforate, a solid offering of postwar Occupations and Locals (often blocks), Bund with 
two mint sets of all three Liberty Bell issues, mint and used UPU 75th Anniversary sets, etc.; a small stack of bank notes, nice 
Zeppelin-related material (German, US, Russian), two sets of British WWI War Propaganda labels (“Remember Lusitania” and 
“The Zeppelin Triumph”), four souvenir SS Bremen candy dishes/ashtrays, and more and more; also features a mix of Italy issues 
(including post-war Occupation); France with a full pane of #C5, plus various blocks or part-sheets of French Zone issues; a few 
CTO Japan panes, etc.; condition varies as always in a caboose such as this, but plenty of sound material to pique your (and your 
customers’) interest, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth inspecting. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1666   Europe (Western), Scandinavia, Germany and Netherlands Collection, 1855-1984, two European Lighthouse albums of 

Scandinavia, Kabe Netherlands album, a slender stockbook, and a box with about 90 German covers; Finland #10, B1, B12-42, 
well populated; Sweden 18; Norway 1, 3, 4, 5, 12, 18, 33; Netherlands 1-5, and nicely populated; hundreds of mint and used in slim 
stockbook with modern Germany (including souvenir sheets), extensive mid century Indo China, and Macau; consigner placed 
better German covers in sleeves and annotated catalog numbers and retail prices on covers totaling €4,600; some envelopes include 
Thurn and Taxis 8, 9, and 15; Saxony 11; Prussia 4; Bavaria 2, 4; Allied and Soviet Zone covers; Registered Danzig; Inflation 
envelopes; French Zone; Saar; AMG; and much more; bonus 1967 International Coffee Organization collection of 20 specimen 
stamps; lots of value here, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
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Worldwide A-Z: Area Collections - 

1667   Western Europe, Tantalizing Postal History, 1846-1947, France, Italy, Switzerland & Austria with covers that seem to make time 
stand still. How about an 1852 French cover to Quebec with #7, #9 and a pair of #2! Thirty other French covers from the 1850s-60s, 
as well as an 1846 stampless cover from Spain to France. There’s also Parma #4 on cover, single franking, as well as Roman 
States #4 and #23. Some fantastic Swiss airmails too, for example, a registered cover to Alexandria with the handstamp “1926 
November Schweizer Afrikaflug”, as well as other airmail-related picture postcards, including special postmarks “Internationales 
Zürich Flugmeeting Aug. 1927” on postal cards (Michel #P134 & P135). Nineteen Swiss covers in total. For Austria, we have #4 
on an 1858 cover to Udine, and Lombardy-Venetia #5 to the same destination, including a single franking usage of L-V #7 on an 
1861 cover. A dozen Austrian covers in total. Anyone interested in European postal history should have a look at this lot, which is 
viewable online, Mostly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1668   Europe (Western), AMG and Germany Related, 1943-1952, several hundred issues beautifully arranged on black pages in 4 

binders; mostly complete Allied Military Government in MNH sets; Germany Scott 3N10 variety, imperforate left margin (with 
cert), AMG Germany Brunswick printing, AMG Austria Washington printing as well as overprint Postage Due series, France I 
and II, AMG Sicily, AMG Naples overprints, AMG Venezia Giulia, AMG-FTT definitives and commemoratives; Trizone; Bizone; 
Bundersrepublik; Berlin; Baden; Rheinland-Pfalz; Wurttemberg; Danzig; Stadt Berlin; Thuringen; Provinz Sachsen; Ukraine 
Hitler heads; Ostland Hitler heads; collector concentrated on centering and condition, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
14.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1669   Western Europe, France & Belgium with Colonies, 1853-1990s, Extensive stock in five 3” binders amounting to over 200 

manila stockpages and a couple of collections on quadrille pages. A mixture of mint & used with many pages housing 100 or more 
stamps bringing the total into the 1000’s with many better sprinkled throughout. France proper occupies a binder of its own, all 55 
pages, along with another binder devoted entirely to Togo (44 pgs) with many mini-sheets and souvenir sheets. Two more binders 
of French Colonies see many more countries covered, among the more prominent Cameroon, Chad, Gabon, French Guiana, 
Guadeloupe, Indo-China, Lebanon, Madagascar, New Caledonia, Reunion, Syria, Tunisia, Upper Volta and many more 
including a very nice collection of French Polynesia from 1892-1971 on album pages with many better, like mint #126-35, C17-
19, C21, C24-27, C33, C37, C48, C50, C54, CB1 and used 57. Belgium too has some better on its 28 pages, along with Belgian 
Congo (6 pgs) and more stamps hinged on 20-odd quadrille pages, and over 40 more such pages hinged with Burundi. For those 
of you who cannot make the trip to personally inspect this lot, we have included some video flips online to give you a better idea 
of the volume and scope of this collection. Some condition issues with earlier issues, but on the whole, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 29 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Benelux
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1670   Benelux, The Highs from the Low Countries, 1849-2003, Three stockbooks of mostly mint with better material scattered 

throughout. Take Belgium for example; there’s a very nice selection of Leopold I with used #22 (signed) & 74. We also have on 
hand mint 25b-26b, 33-35, 44, 102, 135-37, 212-15, B44-47, B106, B178, B179 (NH), B199 (NH), B662 as well as a selection 
of Reclamezegels. Luxembourg also doesn’t disappoint; Mint 62a, 86, B65A-Q (most LH) and used 1-2, 9, 25. Netherlands only 
has used modern issues, but luckily there were additional surprises tucked away in its colonies. Netherlands Antilles 12 used, 
Netherlands Indies used 1, and mint Indonesia 59. 65c, 118, 119. For those of us who collect Benelux, an excellent opportunity to 
beef up your collection, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide A-Z: Area Collections

Scandinavia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1671   Scandinavia, Valuable Collection in 3 Binders, 1851-1997, Covering virtually all regions of Scandinavian philately, we have 

here a mostly mint collection on stocksheets and pages including a lot of premium items. Without further ado, we have Denmark 
mint #167a/171a/175a, C1-5, Q7 (NG) and used 3-5, 82, 135, 136, 248a. There are also various se-tenant combinations and a dozen 
Christmas Seals from 1904-21. Danish West Indies includes used 16-20 along with a few not-often-seen revenues (US Virgin 
Islands). You’ll also find an entirely mint collection of Faroe Islands and mostly mint Greenland with 1-9 (NH), 39-40, the Thule 
set used, some Christmas Seals and other labels. Finland has some very nice used classics, 4-13, 44, 45 and a mint M8, along with 
Åland and Karelia mint 1-15. Norway is strong too with mint 4 (LH), 65, 69, 123 and used 1, 3-5, 6-7, 10, 11-12, 12a, 19-21. An 
impressive lineup for Sweden as well with mint 5s (signed), 63, 66, 197-209, 222-24, J2-3 and used 2, 2a, 6-12, 14, 18, 21, 27, 
225-26, B11, B12-20. And what about Iceland? This one might be the strongest in the bunch with mint 5, 9, 19, 29 (NH), 48a, 51 
(NH), 75 (NH), 85 (NH), 127 (LH), 138, 141-43, 152-65 (LH), 184, C9-11 (NH) and used 14, 27, 83, 98, 149, O28, O30, O53-58. 
Haven’t added to your Scandinavian collection for a while? Now’s your chance! Mostly Fine to Very Fine, Images online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1672   Scandinavia, Wonderful & Substantial Dealer’s Postal History Selection, extensive holding of approximately 240 or so items, 
comprising stampless to solid mint or used early postal stationery items, to ca. 1940s to early ‘50s First Day Covers, with nothing 
after; includes Sweden (40 items) with nice Fältpost & stationery items; Denmark (34 items); Greenland (3), Iceland (7) including 
three lovely Eiricssons Day souvenir sheets on First Day Covers to “Iceland in the New York Worlds Fair 1939”; Norway (60) from 
a Local Post usage on, plus Finland (100) with better, attractive First Day Covers, earlier cover, lovely used stationery items and 
more; a super, unusual lot, Fine to Very Fine, examine live or see images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Spain & Portugal
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1673   Spain & Portugal, Important Proof Collection of the Columbus Issue, 1930-1945.  A probably unique collection formed with 

Waterlow & Sons archival proofs of the 1930 Columbus issue, plus a set of Portugal 1945 Navigator issue in archival proof sheets 
of 100 for all values from the 10c to 3e50, plus the souvenir sheet, mounted on the printers’ archival pages. The Columbus proofs 
from Spain are simply outstanding, featuring each value in the set in various stages of printing in sheets. Includes examples with 
the frame only, center only or both, annotated and dated, various shades including some unissued colors. We note some double 
panes of 50, sheets of 25, blocks of 10 plus strips and more. This is the finest proof lot of this popular issue that we have had the 
pleasure to offer. If you exhibit Spain or Columbus topicals this certainly would help in bringing in a gold medal. A great lot to 
break down for resale without any competition. Please check out the scans to fully appreciate this lot. Archival condition, mounted 
on pages, well worth careful consideration. (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1674   Iberia & Colonies, Mint & Used Collections, 1850-1992, Everything you would expect from a Spain & Portugal collection, this 

one in three binders on stocksheets has some nice classics, better later mint sets, a beautiful array of souvenir sheets, a sampling of 
colonies, and even some surprises. Spain is mostly mint but one of the highlights is some nicely cancelled classics, many imperfs 
with four margins and some in pairs. Other items of note include mint #245, B108E and Edifil #776ccds, along with a healthy 
selection of seldom-seen charity stamps. Among the colonies is Andorra with a mint set of 1-12 as listed in Sanabria. Portugal is 
also strong in similar areas with mint #196, 371-72, 586a, 594a, 602 (NH), 614a (VLH), 637a (NH), 649a (NH), 674a and two 
copies of Portuguese Guinea 257a. Used include 17-24, 32, 138-45, 254, 701a. A nice surprise was the scarce joint issue souvenir 
sheet of Portuguese Colonies from 1951 as listed in Afina, Overall Fine to Very Fine, A nice edition to any collection. Entire lot can 
be viewed online. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1675   Spain & Portugal, plus Colonies, Postal Stationery and Covers Holding, approximately 250 items in all, weighted to mostly 

mint postal stationery but with a healthy and varied selection of postally used covers as well; the stationery comprises postal 
cards, letter cards and message-reply cards, from both Spain and Portugal proper, but also with Angra, Azores, Cape Verde, Horta, 
Madeira, Macau, Mozambique, Ponta Delgada, Portuguese Africa, Portuguese India, and Timor, including St. Anthony issue-
related cards, “REPUBLICA”-overprinted items, etc.; covers run the gamut from stampless to Colonies, including an Official 
Spanish usage, Censors, Registered (one with boxed “R/ESPAGNE” handstamp, another with Mexican Federal District Registry 
label franked with Infantas), Spanish Morocco, Tangiers, early Isabella and Coat-of-Arms usages, a stampless Cuba cover to 
Havana, and more besides; mostly to the early 1950s, though a few later First Day Covers are found as well; covers generally clean, 
the postal stationery largely toned due to the nature of the paper, Fine to Very Fine, an interesting lot. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide A-Z: Area Collections - 

Central Europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1676   Europe (Central), Extraordinary Vignette Collection 1875-1915, about 2,500 different town and city official seals in mint 

condition from all over central Europe with a concentration in German speaking areas in a German stock book; virtually 
impossible to duplicate this eye opening collection, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Eastern Europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1677   Eastern Europe, Mostly Mint Country Collections, 1871-1992, We begin our tour with a Scott album and a stockbook of 

Hungary, a well-filled collection with a lot of better material, like mint #462-65, 486, 528, 841a, 1035, 1158 imperf tête-bêche 
pair, 1202a, B1-17, B18-34, B94, B97, C24-25. There are also stockbooks exclusively for Yugoslavia, the Baltics, some awesome 
stuff from Poland like a SON #1, mint 43, 56, B40 imperf (NH), C26Cd (NH), the Tabromik issue (Fischer #L1-2) and numerous 
local issues, Romania with an excellent selection of Prince Carol Heads and better mint, such as 196-205 & 158-65, and some very 
useful Russia with better sets & singles like C53-57 used as well as an extensive array of Soviet Republics, also with better items, 
like Tannu Tuva MNH 99-103. The final stockbook covers the remaining areas - Albania, Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, the latter 
of which has many worth mentioning, among them mint B19 (with a Sismondo Cert), B137-39, & C1-3 (LH). All-in-all, a fantastic 
addition for any collector of this area, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Many images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
23.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1678   Eastern Europe, Impressive One-Volume Collection, 1871-1960, Mounted in a Minkus album, a balanced mix of mint & used 

and well-filled collections of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Russia. Owner states catalog value around 
$7,500, Fine to Very Fine, A flip of this album is available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1679   Eastern Europe, “The Iron Curtain” Collection, 1880s-1980s, Well over 200 manila stockpages in seven binders with additional 

collections hinged on pages and five glassine files of stock. A mixture of mint & used with many pages housing 100 or more stamps 
bringing the total into the 1000’s with many better sprinkled throughout. Some of the countries better represented in this collection 
include the Baltic States (12 pgs) of Estonia, Latvia & Lithuania, East Germany (11 pgs), Bulgaria (8 pgs), Hungary (47 
pgs), Poland (33 pgs), Romania (34 pgs), Russia (43 pgs with many additional pages of full & partial sheets, as well as 6 pgs of 
former Soviet Republics), Yugoslavia (18 pgs), and Greece (12 pgs). Yes, Greece, which thankfully did not end up behind the Iron 
Curtain but is nevertheless geographically in the East. And as alluded to earlier, additional album pages of many of these countries, 
especially Bulgaria, Hungary and Russia. As an added bonus, we’re throwing in an eighth binder loaded with worldwide stock. For 
those of you who cannot make the trip to personally inspect this lot, we have included some video flips online to give you a better 
idea of the volume and scope of this collection. Some condition issues with earlier issues, but on the whole, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 47 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Latin America
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1680   Latin America, Mostly Mint Collection, 1857-1994, Covering just about every country in Latin America, this collection in two 

binders on stockpages has a nice selection of classics and many better items of the modern era. For samplers, there’s mint Bolivia 
#C24, Chile 254, C124, C266-67 (souvenir sheet footnoted in Scott), Dominican Republic 407, Uruguay 282-84 (LH) & Venezuela 
C337a (NH). You’ll also find a lot of B-O-B with many items not listed in Scott, like revenues, private post, such as the Ribon 
Expreso stamps of Colombia, Consular Service overprints on Colombian stamps, questionable items like the Roosevelt Official 
Airmails of Ecuador, and others, Most Fine to Very Fine, Entire lot may be viewed in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
9 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1681   Latin America, Proofs, Die Proofs and Trial Colors, 1926-1942, 69 archival index cards from the American Bank Note Co; 

postage and revenue stamps displaying an array of preproduction material; includes stunning engravings from Haiti (10), Guatemala 
(6), Uraguay, Honduras (45), and El Salvador (7); outstanding opportunity that comes along once, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
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Worldwide A-Z: General Collections

1682   Latin America, Comprehensive Mint/Used Stock, 1850-1980s, Over 300 manila stockpages and a few collections on pages, all 
in nine 3” binders. With many pages loaded with 100 stamps or more, we’re talking about a huge amount here with many better 
sprinkled throughout. Here are the countries represented in this collection Argentina (42 pgs with additional collection), Bolivia 
(11 pgs with additional collection), Brazil (22 pgs with additional collection), Chile (30 pgs with additional collection), Costa Rica 
(15 pgs), Cuba (28 pgs), Dominican Republic (13 pgs), Ecuador (24 pgs), Guatemala (6 pgs), Haiti (10 pgs), Honduras (10 pgs), 
Panama (7 pgs with additional Canal Zone), Paraguay (15 pgs), Peru (11 pgs), Puerto Rico (1 pg), El Salvador (16 pgs), Uruguay 
(17 pgs), Venezuela (15 pgs). For those of you who cannot make the trip to personally inspect this lot, we have included some video 
flips online to give you a better idea of the volume and scope of this collection. Some condition issues with earlier issues, but on 
the whole, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 48 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1683   Extensive Postal History Accumulation, lovely old-time hoard, with virtually nothing recent included, comprising over 310 
covers, stationery items, First Day Covers, etc.; included are early Flights, Registered covers, stationery items, etc.; some of the 
better countries include Uruguay (24 items), Haiti (42), Brazil (39), Argentina (43), Mexico (37), Panama (16), Cuba (17), etc.; 
nice diverse mix, bulk generally Fine to Very Fine, be sure to review online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

South America
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
1684   South America, Densely Populated Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1982, Two large Ka-be albums covering not only the Latin 

American countries of the continent, but also British Guiana, French Guiana with Inini, Surinam, as well as the Falklands, Trinidad 
& Tobago and Turks & Caicos. Actual album pages run to the late 1930s but matching quadrille pages added for stamps into the 
80s; a mix of mint & used mostly hinged but many stamps in mounts too. Loaded with many thousands of stamps including many 
better sprinkled throughout. A video flip of the first volumeis provided to give you a better idea of the content and scope of the 
collection. Some inevitable condition issues, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ......................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

WORLDWIDE
General Collections

Worldwide General Collections
1685   Worldwide, Dazzling A-Z Collection of Classics, 1840s-1940s, A 3-volume set of Scott Internationals, and what is so often the 

case with worldwide is a collector biting off more than they can chew. Certainly not the case here with many added pages as well 
showcasing some very hard-to-find material. A mix of mint & used, some in mounts, a few covers with annotation added, and a 
seemingly endless array of premium items, some cataloging up to $1000. Here’s just a brief list of what to expect - Albania mint 
#298, C1-7, C29-35, C46, Argentina used 1a on piece, Ascension mint 1-5, 23-30, 44, 47-49, Australia used 144, 149, Austria used 
1b, C2-3, Belgium used 1, Brazil used 2 (signed), 10 (signed), 26 on piece, P19-21, mint P15-18 (no gum), Canada used 4, 19, 29, 
40, 58, 61, 99-101, 158-59, F3, Cape of Good Hope used 3-4, 6, Cyprus used 1 with cert, Faroes used 1 on piece, Egypt mint C4 
(VLH), Falklands mint 3, France used 1-3, 47-48, mint C1-2 (VLH) with cert, French Guinea 33-47 (most LH or NH), Germany 
mint B104 (NH), Great Britain used 122, 126, O34, O36, O40, Greece used 1, 3, 17, Hanover used 3, Hawaii mint 23 with cert, 
Iceland mint C2, India used 2, 4, Italian Offices in Crete used 1, Jamaica mint 100, Japan mint 110, Luxembourg used 1 (2), 8 
(signed), Newfoundland mint 37, Norway used 1 (2), 2-5, Prussia used 1-5, Poland used 1, Romagna used 1 with cert, mint 1-3, 
Russia used 1, Ste. Marie de Madagascar mint 1-13, San Marino mint 22 with cert, Sarawak mint 1, Serbia mint 1 (signed), Sweden 
used 2, Switzerland used 30 with cert, B18-20, B21-24, mint B80 (NH), Tanganyika mint 39-43, Tonga mint 2-3, 5, Transvaal used 
74-76, 97-103, Trinidad used 2, Turks Islands mint 1 and, well, I said I would keep it brief! A rarity to find such a gathering in a 
worldwide collection, For the most part Fine to Very Fine, Scans and videos available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide General Collections
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Worldwide: General Collections - 

1686   Worldwide, Exhilarating Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1938, It’s no wonder this massive 8-volume Ka-be set of albums 
survived the war; built like a tank, each volume weighs in at around 10 pounds, but as impressive as this set may look on a shelf, its 
contents are the real treasure here. Two volumes are dedicated to those countries outside of Europe and feature many better stamps, 
to name a few Argentina used #3, Canada used 14, 15, 21, Danish West Indies used 15, 16-20, 22, 27, Fiji used 16, Japan used 
53, Martinique used 51, Netherlands Indies used 2, Persia used 47-48, 57-59, Thailand used 5, USA mint 236 and used 76, 
235, 287, 288, 290, Q12. As good as these two volumes are, they simply pale in comparison to the other six of Europe, beginning 
with one huge album devoted entirely to Germany & Austria with additional pages for se-tenant, tête-bêche & gutter pairs, and the 
collection itself is a sight to behold. Without going into too much detail, let me just say the States packed quite a punch and here 
are just a few highlights Baden mint 9, 24 (no gum), 25 and used 2-4, 6-9, 10-14, 16-17, 19-25, 28, Bavaria mint 5, and used 3, 
7, 8 (on piece), 11-14, 21, Brunswick used 1-2, 5, 6, 8, 9, Bremen mint 10, 12 and used 15a, Schleswig-Holstein used 12 and 
oodles more. Germany itself also had no shortage of premium stamps, among them mint 1, 32-33, 63, 76, B55a, B57, B91-92, 
B104, B105, C34, C35 (hinged only on selvage), C37 (hinged only on selvage), C38-39, C40-42, C51-52 (hinged only on selvage), 
C54-56 (hinged only on selvage), Michel #575 I (error). Some outstanding used too, like 1, 6-7, 10-11, 13 (pen cancel), 19, 24-25, 
27-28, B38-41, B91-92, C24-26, C36, C40-41, Offices in China 56, Offices in Turkey 1-6, 58-59. Also some stunning Saar, mint 20 
(signed), B9-15, B23-29 and used 16, 22 (signed), 35-39 (on piece, signed). Austria was not too shabby either! We have mint 7a, 
127, 128-44, B87-92 (LH), P1 and used 1-5, 6b, 8, 18, 33, 46, 380 (postally used), P6, and Lombardy-Venetia used 3, 7-9. From 
there it is on to the rest of Europe, and after viewing Germany I was expecting a letdown, but that is certainly not the case; whoever 
put this together was one serious collector! We have Belgium mint 102, 134-37, 221, B106, B123-24, B144-50, B156-62, B169 
(2), B169a, B178, B179 and used 1-2, 3-5, 22, 23, 26, B162, Denmark used 3, 12, 15, 17, 19-20, O1, Finland mint 5 and used 4, 
6, 7-8, 13, France mint 329, 348, B19, B23, C15, C17 and used 1-2, 7, 9, 10, 21, 37, 38-40, 46-48, 96, 96b, 329, B19, C1-2, C14, 
C17, J10, J18, J21, J23-24, J40, Great Britain mint 28 (LH) and used 2, 5-7, 98-107, 108-09, 124, Liechtenstein mint 114, C9-13 
and used 159a, Netherlands mint 18 and used 1-3, 20-22, 33, Norway used 2-5, 7, 9-10, 11-15, 16-21, Poland mint 251 and used 
1, Sweden used LX1, 2, 4, 7, 12, 14, Switzerland used 1L2 (thin), 2 (2), C1-2 and mint 226 oh dear, I could spend the next week 
identifying tons more, but let’s leave it at that. From some of the numbers I’ve listed, we have many stamps not only cataloging a 
few hundred, but quite a few well over $1000. Very little cherry-picking here and although each volume could stand on its own, we 
decided to put it all together as one lot. Will it be sitting on your shelf? Condition does vary but overall Fine to Very Fine, Many 
scans available online, but personally inspection is still recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 82 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide General Collections
1687   Worldwide, Heavyweight Champion of the World, 1841-1952, Weighing in at 14 lbs. and at the height of 6 inches, this massive 

Minkus Master Global Stamp Album packs quite a punch. It may not look pretty having lost its cover and showing obvious signs 
of age, but with the owner’s stated catalog value in the neighborhood of $50,000, it’s what is on the inside that counts! With easily 
over 30,000 stamps, there’s good representation of just about everything, and surveying just Great Britain alone, I found the 
following used #3, 32, 45, 64, 81, 82, 85, 96, 99, 102, 117, 121, 122, 126. As with any collection this size, condition will vary, but 
overall Fine to Very Fine, Video flip available online to give you an idea of the scale of this thing! Shipping charges apply - weight 
15 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
1688   Worldwide, Various Country Collections, 1843-1993, Eight binders of various countries with a mix of mint & used attractively 

arranged on stocksheets. All contain better items, but one volume stands above the rest and that is Brazil with a dazzling array of 
the 1843-61 numeral issues, used #1-3, 7-13, 22, 27-28, 38, 39-40 & 52 on piece. And the fun doesn’t end there; another binder of 
Greece has an excellent selection of Hermes Heads with better items throughout, like mint 137, 144, 162, 195-97, 212-13 (LH), 
361, 382 (NH), 416-20 (NH), C7, C14, C71-73 and used 126, 128, 160-61, 378-80. Cuba has some fine classics along with C17 
used and C126a mint, Mexico with a decent selection of Hidalgos, and extensive Turkey with mint 841, 915a, 1054. Another 
volume covers Indo-China with a fantastic offering of French Offices in China with many better, such as mint 13, 36 and used 38, 
and in the same volume, Vietnam with mint 13, 30-35, 39-50, 389a. There’s also a binder of Independent Africa with an ample 
amount of Ethiopia and Liberia and another covering various countries of the Middle East with many premium items, Israel 16 
(NH), J1-5 (NH) along with extensive revenues, Jordan used 286C and mint 407-18 both perf & imperf with two sheets footnoted 
in Scott, Persia MNH 786-94, RA1-5 and used 904 & 908, Saudi Arabia 295 mint. Also included in this lot is a very well-filled 
album of Thailand up until 1993 with some additional later issues on stocksheets. The collection is mostly used, but also has a lot 
of choice mint as well, like 153, 359-60, 469-76, 501-08, 632a, 710a, B35-37. Much of this lot is available online for your viewing 
pleasure. Condition varies with earlier issues, but generally, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
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1689   Worldwide, Mostly German Zeppelin Collection, 1924-1939, 198 envelopes and cards (about 175 flown) headed in all different 
directions; 19 Hindenburg beginning with 1st North American flight including ten Registered; 4 South American covers (three 
On Board); 15 Liechtenstein to US (stamps cat $2,230); 64 mostly aviation (several LZ-130 related) covers and cards, numerous 
Nazi era material with Hitler franking (6 Hitler postal cards addressed to Ukraine), Registered commercial mail, First flight Prague 
to New York, beautiful 1937 commercial Airmail Netherlands to the US, Hitler postcards cancelled at Kassel and a different one 
at Nuremberg, Hotel corner card Monte Carlo to NZ, 1934 GB to Finland, 1936 Congo to the US; 9 ZR-3 (LZ-126) USS Los 
Angeles; 29 Graf Zeppelin II first post test flight to Sudetenlandfahrt (drop mail?); 24 lovely pieces of LZ-130 mail during the 
summer months of 1939; 9 items carried by Catapult (6 Bremen and 3 Europa); and 25 cover mix of Hindenburg and Graf 
Zeppelin including Brazil to Friedrichshafen, numerous On Board items within Germany, C18 Baby Zepp in Akron Century of 
Progress cover, mixed franking (Hindenburg Airmail and US Special Delivery) on a Roesseler envelope posted on the Hindenberg, 
2RM German Zepp on postcard, pair of 1929 Graf Zeppelin North American flights franked with the 4RM Zepp, Rotterdam to 
US envelope, and a complete 1936 Olympic set on Registered cover from the Berlin venue; choice material that will sell online 
and to your show clientele, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..............................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
1690   Worldwide, Interesting 10-Volume Collection.  An eclectic mix of interesting countries with many better sets and singles. New 

Zealand is present with numerous high catalog singles, mainly mint but some better used also. Tasmania contains key issues 
plus other British Commonwealth. Strong in airmails with a nice section of Nicaragua. A major section of SCADTA airmails of 
Colombia has a significant value. France with deluxe sheets is present, better Switzerland official sets are often complete and 
noteworthy, Albania airmail issues from C1-C21 plus inverted overprints, and a volume of Asia where we noted several sets from 
Japan and China. A mainly mint collection with some used, better South America and much more. A few faults, mainly Fine to Very 
Fine. Perfect for online sales. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
1691   Worldwide, Mint/Used Collection in Nostalgic Album, 1853-1936, A ragged 1909 Schaubek album having lost its cover but 

still holding together as one piece. And don’t cha just love these period albums? I don’t mean the ones you open and find just a 
scattering of stamps, but one with 1000’s, the lifetime work of a passionate stamp collector. And that’s exactly what we have here; 
a mostly used collection hinged on pages with most countries ending around 1914. Solid to strong offerings of Germany, Australia 
& States, Belgium, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Dutch Indies, Greece, Japan, Luxembourg, Portugal, Russia, Romania, San Marino, 
Serbia, Thailand, Turkey, and select British & French colonies. The person who started this collection is undoubtedly no longer 
around, but their collection still lives on, Some condition issues but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, Much of this album has been 
imaged and is available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
1692   Worldwide, A-Z in Massive Minkus Set of Albums, 1855-1991, A few mounts but otherwise all hinged mix of mint & used 

in a Minkus Supreme Global Stamp Album set of twelve volumes, each approximately four inches thick and loaded with tens of 
thousands of stamps. Some of the most densely populated countries (with stamps, not people!) and featuring better sets & singles 
include most notably Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bermuda, Canada, Finland, France, Germany & DDR, Great Britain, Italy, 
Japan, Liechtenstein, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, Vatican, Vietnam, Yugoslavia, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, some images online, but in-house viewing recommended. (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
1693   Worldwide, Extensive Souvenir Sheet Collection, neatly arranged on black Vario pages, a plethora of panes from the 1920s-1950s; 

most mint (our spot-checks turning up never hinged), some First Day or Exposition cancelled, many in light but useful quantity; 
solid selections of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Japan, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Poland, Spanish Civil War, Switzerland, along 
with offerings not often encountered such as Albania, Philippines, Romania, post-war Storkow Locals, and more; among the many 
highlights are Belgium #171 with margin Exposition cancel, B106 (2 Exposition cancelled in margin), B169, B179; France 1925 
Exposition (cancelled in margin, plus block of four stamps with selvage used on piece!), margin-cancelled Strasbourg (vertical 
crease not affecting stamps), PEXIP (2 hinged); Liechtenstein #159a cancelled; Netherlands Legion panes plus singles on 
(First Day? cover); Russia 1937 Moscow (4 never hinged) and Pushkin (6, 1 hinged) Anniversaries; San Marino 1961 Europa; 
Switzerland NABA (2 never hinged), 1936 Pro Patria (4 never hinged), 1937 Pro Juventute (3 never hinged, 2 cancelled), 1938 
Aarau (4 each never hinged and cancelled); Vatican Postal Centenary, and much more besides; some condition issues but generally 
bright and fresh, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth the time to inspect; see it all online. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide General Collections
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1694   Worldwide, U.S., U.N., Israel Stamps & Covers Accumulation, 1861-2011, This lot is in fact worldwide covering many 
different countries, but the bulk is without question from the three above-mentioned issuing authorities. There is a ton of United 
States here, with about 18 albums of both mint and used collections covering various date ranges, three of those volumes with mint 
envelopes and postal cards, and 1000’s of covers, mostly FDCs. Many FDC sets are still in their original binders from Fleetwood 
and the Commemorative Society, such as a beautiful boxed set entitled “International Tribute to the History of Flight” and another 
2-volume set of “Golden Replica” cachets. We also have numerous mint sets and commemorative panels as issued by the USPS, 
a 76-page binder of Cinderellas featuring Xmas & Easter seals, Boys Town and other labels from around the world as well as four 
mint sheet folders with full sheets, a few unopened retail stamp packets, old approval books, a few binders filled with various 
souvenir cards, stamps on paper, stamps in glassines, stamps in boxes, stamps, stamps and more stampsand that’s just U.S.! Not far 
behind is the amount of Israel included in this lot, again with 1000’s of covers consisting of FDCs, postal stationery, air letter sheets 
and maximum cards. A lot of it is well organized in cover albums, but some of it is loose too in boxes and tubs. There’s a shoebox 
crammed with 100’s of glassines containing singles and blocks, a couple of collections on album pages, mint sheet folders with 
100’s of full sheets, and many better stamps noted throughout. And finally, anything and everything that has to do with the United 
Nations; we have two mint collections which look complete, one with N.Y. & Geneva up to 1976, and another covering all three 
offices including postal stationery to 1982. Another 4-volume Minkus set consists mostly of FDCs but also has the 1962 UNTEA 
set (2nd printing). Speaking of FDCs, there’s a gorgeous 7-volume hardcover set of the Flag series, along with a box containing 
100’s more, including maximum cards, souvenir booklets and postal cards. Three additional binders house an impressive collection 
of souvenir cards to boot. A perfect lot for someone with time on their hands; whether you’re planning for a long winter or serving 
a lengthy prison sentence, this one will keep you busy for a while! For the most part Fine to Very Fine, We highly recommend 
viewing this lot in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 530 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide General Collections
1695   Worldwide, An Apartment’s Worth of Stamps, 1852-2018, beginning as 6 volumes of Scott International, 2 suitcases, and 

several large tubs (we professionally repack so expect it to look different), this collection is a delight to explore; attractive Australia, 
Austria, Barbados, Belgium, China, Congo, Cuba, Dahomey, Danzig, Denmark, Ecuador, Epirus, France, Georgia, Germany, 
Great Britain, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Feudatory States, Italy, Japan, Yugoslavia, Madeira, Mexico, Montenegro, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norfolk Island, Paraguay, Persia, Peru, Romania, Russia, Siam, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Transvaal, 
Tripolitania, and Ukraine; the United States volume includes used #15, 68, 77P4, and unused #209, 294-299, and 469-473;> 
7 volumes of Souvenir Panels with about 220 panels; Calhoun’s Collector Society album with mint hingeless sets between 1934 
& 1982; a few hundred First Day Covers (unaddressed) in generic cover albums; Fleetwood Presidents of the United States and 
Birds & Flowers of the United States First Day Covers; an absolutely adorable Scott International Junior from 1924 with a few 
hundred stamps; 21 three-ring binders arranged by country on handmade pages including Portugal, British Colonies, Germany, 
China, France, Cuba, Great Britain, Austria, Greece, and many more; also assorted antique albums and supplies, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 250 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
1696   Worldwide, Substantial Nine-volume Harris Album A-Z Collection, to the 1990s, a useful, neatly presented mint or used 

collection of thousands assembled in nine generally clean and very serviceable Harris albums; by far the best country is the PRC, 
which is mint or used prior to 1980, then generally complete all-mint from about 1982-96, including booklets, souvenir sheets, 
etc.; in addition we note nice modern mint Canada, useful Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Great Britain, Israel, Japan, 
good Poland, extensive Russia, and others; a most useful fresh holding, routinely Fine to Very Fine, well worth a close inspection. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 88 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
1697   Worldwide, Mint/Used Collection in Bygone Album, 1844-1914, A 1909 edition of Schaubek’s Permanent-Album, and I guess 

they called it “permanent” for a reason because it’s still here! Having survived two world wars, the album is actually in half-decent 
shape with all stamps hinged and some countries with spaces up to 1914. Some nice offerings for British and French colonies and 
a powerhouse selection of U.S. including a used #2! Some other nice used include 68, 71, 73, 76, 77, 113, 115, 149, 151, 163, 
165, 166, 238-40, 291, 294-99, 311, C1-3, E1-3, mint without gum 37 and Confederate States #5 used. Strong Latin America too, 
particularly Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Ecuador, Colombia & States, Peru and Venezuela, For the most part Fine to Very Fine, 
Many scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
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1698   Worldwide, Mostly Western European Mint & Used Stock, 1920s-70s, Eight stockbooks and many more loose stockpages, 
heavy on nations of Western Europe but a considerable amount of Latin America too, especially Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico, Uruguay 
& Venezuela. This accumulation is loaded with better items, and I’m sure I’ve only captured a small portion of the better material, 
but here goes Andorra MNH Blocks of 4 #39, 46, 50, 55, 57, 73, Austria mint #536 (block of 4), 538 (block of 4), B87-92, B260-
63 (blocks of 4), and used B106-09, C54-58, France 752a (3), Germany used 668 (22!), 669 (25!), B308 (block of 4), B310-13, 
B316-17, B318-19, B337 (3), B341 (5), and mint 693 (block of 4), Great Britain mint 289 (3), 312 (pair), Liechtenstein MNH 
218, and used 110, Switzerland MNH 242, 352a, B80, and used League of Nations 2O28-29, 2O30 (2). Much more too from the 
British Commonwealth, Italy, Monaco, etc. and plenty of mint blocks. Two stockbooks viewable online as reference, but taking a 
closer look in person is recommended, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 31.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
1699   Worldwide, All Over the Map, 1851-1964, it describes the geography, value, and condition of this collection which consists of 3 

volumes of Minkus Global, 2 Scott International Junior, and a 1899 Scott International; even when appearing sparse, three massive 
albums yield thousands of stamps; the two Junior albums are excellent and are brimming with most spaces appearing full without 
many stamps from the past 50 years; the most value is in the turn of the century Scott album; while the album is quite tired a cursory 
look provides some insights; Great Britain includes 80, 85, 86, 108, 109, and 124 ($800); United States includes 11 (unused), 35, 
36, 78, 113, 116, 117, Banknotes and 4th Bureau, 229, and 237 unused as well as a PR5; Canada includes 17, 18, 19, 21,22, 23, 
24, 27, 28, 29, 46 unused, 47, 50-54 unused, 57 and 58 unused; a glance at China and Japan also revealed older material although 
unlikely to find great rarities; these were collected before many of these stamps became expensive; condition varies considerably 
but expect to find more than enough to justfy winning this lot, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
1700   Worldwide, Almost All-Mint Collection with Covers, 1913-2014, In 25 binders, an almost all-mint collection on stockpages of 

predominantly post-WWII worldwide, all notated by catalogue number; multiple binders of Russia and St. Pierre et Miquelon; 
also much Croatia, Czechoslovakia, DDR, Finland, Germany (including ETBs), Sweden (many booklets), Turkey. One binder of 
FDCs & postal stationery, two hardcover Yearbooks from Australia Post and a beautiful and in immaculate condition, 15-volume 
set in slipcases of the World Wildlife Fund Stamp Collection. Overall, a very attractive lot and it seems perhaps the individual who 
collected all this material was less concerned with filling in blanks in an album and collected more for aesthetic reasons, Bravo! 
generally Fine to Very Fine, a few volumes viewable online as reference. Shipping charges apply - weight 151 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
1701   Worldwide, Mostly British Remainer Lot, 1845-1971, Ah, leftovers! Whether it’s pizza, meatloaf, or in this case, the remains of 

a larger stamp collection, there is still much to relish. We begin with an outstanding classic collection of India (1854-1946) from 
an 1845 stampless cover to London, to a parade of nicely cancelled stamps, among them #2, 2a (2), 4, 4a, 5 (pair), 6, 17, 25, 29-
30, 35, 52, 97-98, 124-25, 166-67, O15. Some worthwhile mint too, like 51-52 (NH), 129-34 (NH), 142-48 (NH), C1-6 (NH). No 
less impressive is a collection of British Life Policy stamps from 1853-72 featuring the exhibit which won silver at SOPEX 2015. 
There are over 120 such revenues in all and the exhibit gives details on watermark, die and paper varieties. Some more Britain 
in the form of Cinderella labels from stamp exhibitions, some mint Wildings and a couple of German propaganda forgeries from 
1944. We also have a small specialized and mostly used Transvaal (1869-1904) collection on homemade pages arranged by perf 
variety and color shade. Also included is Ireland (1922-71) in an immaculate Lindner hingeless album containing a few nice 1922 
overprints but otherwise sparsely populated. Last but not least, an almost entirely mint collection of Togo (1897-1971) in mounts 
or hinged on pages with many better sets & singles, such as mint 5-6 (LH), 7-19, 23 (NH), 46, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Much 
of this lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
1702   Worldwide, Single Country Collections, 1862-1983, Mostly mint covering the middle part of the 20th century with many 

premium items. French Polynesia (1958-83) almost all mint on hingeless pages, #233-40, C33, C37, C52-53, C63-67 to name 
some of the better mint, some very nice mint F.S.A.T. including C1-2, C21 and gutter blocks of C9-10 & C15-16. There’s mint 
Egypt (1951-63) in mounts on pages, Portugal & Colonies (1862-1971) and Germany & Areas (1902-67) used in Scott albums, 
mostly mint Vatican (1929-69) in a homemade album, a complete mint collection of German WWI & WWII Occupation of Poland 
on hingeless pages, and a stack of stocksheets of individual countries featuring mint choice material, among them Luxembourg, 
Norway (with 275-78, 360-74), French Andorra (with C1 (2), C2-4 (2)), St. Pierre & Miquelon (with C15-24) and much French 
Africa. Very high catalogue value and it’s about to get higher! This lot also includes a mint Deutsches Reich (1935-45) collection in 
a hingeless Kabe album, and it appears to be entirely NH! Very nearly complete containing the following - 448-51, 459-62, B69-78, 
B79-89, B123-31, B134-36, B148-59, B173, S1-11 and many more, Fine to Very Fine, or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 
32.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide: General Collections - 

1703   Worldwide, “Eight is Enough” Albums Collection, 1918-2001, Eight albums filled with mostly mint collections of various 
issuing entities. There are two hingeless Lighthouse albums in impeccable condition, one a very well-filled, all-mint collection of 
Australia (1980-2000), the other Great Britain (1971-92) also mint and, with the exception of Machins, virtually complete. Another 
album which looks brand-spanking new is one by Lindner covering Palestine (1994-2001), entirely mint and looks complete. Some 
of the scarcest material you will find in a two-volume set covering the A.M.G. in Italy (1943-54). Almost all mint with a few covers 
and highly specialized, delving into ink, paper & gum varieties, as well as fiscal, industrial-commercial tax, and cigarette paper 
tax paid stamps. Croatia (1941-99) in a Scott Specialty album is almost all mint and extremely well-filled, as is Yugoslavia (1918-
66) in a Minkus album with only a few empty spots. Another Minkus album commemorates the World Refugee Year of 1959-60 
with stamps, souvenir sheets and covers from around 70 countries and looks complete. A lot of material and probably should be 
viewed in person for a closer look, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 36.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
1704   The Entire World (in 15 Volumes), 1852-2014, a seriously well-populated collection in 14 Scott International albums and a 

Scott Modern; the first volume (Aden to Kenya) has 8,720 stamps (the owner counted), and subsequent volumes are similarly 
well-endowed; take a gander at Armenia, Bavaria, British Guiana, Chile, China, Danzig, Finland, France, German East Africa, 
German States, Hong Kong, India, Luxemburg, Montenegro, New Zealand, North Borneo, Panama, Prince Edward Island, 
Rhodesia, Saar, Salvador, South Australia, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad, Uruguay, Victoria, and 
Württemberg; no great rarities but a solid collection; the owner stopped counting at 28,448 after six volumes; visit the web to see 
lots of images from this wonderful collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 120 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
1705   Worldwide, Collections of British Commonwealth, Scandinavia, Switzerland & More, 1850-1990s, Nearly 400 manila 

stockpages and a few collections on pages, all in ten large binders. A mixture of mint & used with many pages housing 100 or 
more stamps bringing the total into the 1000’s with many better sprinkled throughout. Scandinavia (92 pgs), for example, has a 
nice selection of classics from all five nations, Denmark with mint #64 and used 12, 16-17, C1 & C3 on piece, C6-10, Finland 
with used 7, 12, Norway with mint 104-10 and used 11, Sweden MNH C3 (signed), and Iceland & Greenland. Another binder 
features Portugal (18 pgs) and a number of its colonies (28 pgs), among the more extensive, Mozambique and Portuguese 
Guinea/Guinea-Bissau. Spain (37 pgs) has its own binder too with various colonies of which the Philippines (10 pgs), along with 
U.S. jurisdiction, has the highest quantity. Netherlands and its colonies (32 pgs) share a binder with Luxembourg (7 pgs), as do 
the three German-speaking countries of Austria (13 pgs) with Bosnia & Herzegovina (6 pgs), Liechtenstein (4 pgs) with mint 
151 (NH), C15 (LH), C16 (NH), and used 245, and Switzerland (27 pgs) with mint 98-100 and used 8, 12, 39, 185, 305, B2-3, 
B4-6, B7-9, B10-11. Areas of Germany & Italy are up next with Saar (9 pgs), San Marino (4 pgs) and Vatican City (5 pgs) with 
used C18-19. No Britain in this lot, but a wide range of Commonwealth beginning with an excellent, well-filled collection of Gold 
Coast/Ghana on album pages featuring numerous covers & picture postcards, as well as a slew of nice classics, among which 
you will find mint 28, 46-48, 52, 64, 78, 93, 143 and used 4-8, 22-23, 25, 32-35, 38-45, 98-107, 110, 127. This particular binder 
contains many more album pages with collections for additional countries, like Barbados, Belize, British Guiana with used 25, 
Brunei, Burma, Cape of Good Hope with used 4, and Ceylon. New Zealand (18 pgs), with mint 124-25, 165-70, occupies a 
binder with its dependencies (30 pgs) Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue, Penrhyn Island and others, as well as some nice Fiji and 
New Guinea. Last, but not least, a binder of 36 stockpages comprised mostly of Malayan States/Malaysia & South Africa, along 
with two themed collections, one on trains, the other Disney. For those of you who cannot make the trip to personally inspect this 
lot, we have included some video flips online to give you a better idea of the volume and scope of this collection. Some condition 
issues with earlier issues, but on the whole, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 52.1 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide General Collections
1706   Worldwide, Multiple Mint & Used Collections, 1870-1990, In ten albums, almost all hinged, and very strong in Eastern Europe, 

especially Hungary, Poland, Romania and Russia. Some very worthwhile China too; three additional stockbooks of worldwide 
material, a box containing numerous souvenir sheets and some Scandinavian year sets, and many smaller boxes/tubs with material 
in glassines, “102” cards and counter pages. A few video flips online, but nothing beats seeing this lot in person, generally Fine to 
Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide General Collections
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Worldwide: General Collections

1707   Worldwide, Excellent Group of Individual Country Collections, lovely gathering of five albums, taking you from A to Y; 
includes a very solid Minkus album Turkey collection and a very extensive, mostly mint Yemen collection; an attractive and very 
substantial collection of Argentina to the 1990s; an extensive volume comprising mostly modern worldwide issues; and last be a 
Scott International with a very solid Barbados collection, strong Bahrain, Bahamas, Bavaria, and Azores (just to mix it up a bit); 
condition varies, but generally clean and sound, the mint appearing mostly hinged but with never hinged sprinkled through, Fine 
to Very Fine, worth review. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
1708   Worldwide, Mint & Used in 5-Volume Scott Internationals, 1841-1965, A mix of mint & used in five “Big Blues” containing 

over 12,000 stamps (owner’s count) with some in mounts. Some better found in British Commonwealth, French Colonies, 
Scandinavia, and others. Condition varies, but overall Fine to Very Fine, on-site viewing highly recommended. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 44.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
1709   Worldwide, Asia, Middle East & Independent Africa Collections, 1860s-1990s, Over 200 manila stockpages and two albums, 

for a total of eight binders. A mixture of mint & used with many pages housing 100 or more stamps bringing the total into the 
1000’s with many better sprinkled throughout. Some of the countries better represented in this collection include Egypt (8 pgs), 
Ethiopia (respectable collection on album pgs from 1895-1994), Indonesia (8 pgs), Israel (65 pgs, almost all mint), Japan (21 
pgs), Korea (6 pgs), Liberia (very well-filled mint/CTO collection on album pgs from 1864-1992), Persia (7 pgs), Turkey (20 
pgs), Vietnam (12 pgs) and many others including U.N. and various worldwide, some of it arranged by themes, like trains, space 
exploration, etc. For those of you who cannot make the trip to personally inspect this lot, we have included some video flips online 
to give you a better idea of the volume and scope of this collection. Some condition issues with earlier issues, but on the whole, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 40 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
1710   Worldwide, Space Event Cover Collection, 1958-1975, 850+ cacheted space event covers in 6 binders; Binder 1 while most 

are space related these 80 envelopes include a nice Colorano Silk series related to early railroads; Binder 2 has 130 seldom seen 
early Soviet space postmark cancels all the way back to IGY conference in 1958, this represent the period 1958-1968; Binder 3 
has 75 covers including two original cosmonaut autographs, and worldwide covers including nice examples from Bhutan; Binder 
4 has 175 envelopes on Soviet covers from the 1969-1975 period; Binder 5 has 190 attractive Albania, Australia, French Colonies, 
Germany and Italy; Binder 6 has 110 oversized West Germany, Hungary and Poland; wonderful for the astrophilatelist or topical 
collector, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 25 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
1711   Worldwide, Useful Mint/Used Collections, 1851-1995, Ten stockbooks and a half dozen albums with British Commonwealth 

making up the lion’s share. Highlights include a lovely, mostly mint collection of Norfolk Island (1947-88) including postal 
stationery and over 100 FDCs mounted on pages and a very attractive mint collection of Papua New Guinea (1952-1995) in a 
hingeless Seven Seas album which looks complete up to 1985 with most stamps in duplication. There’s also a stockbook filled 
to the max with mostly mint Montserrat, two mostly used Canada (1868-1985) collections in Davo albums, a Scott album of 
mostly mint British Asia and other worldwide in stockbooks, Fine to Very Fine, Definitely worth a look and in-person viewing is 
recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 60 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
1712   Worldwide, Philatelic Literature & Supplies, Numerous stockbooks and binders, mostly in slipcases, from Lindner, SAFE, 

Lighthouse, Scott, mostly with brand new blank pages and accompanying transparent stock sheets, perfect for personalizing and 
expanding your existing collections. Cover albums, a box of “102” cards, four boxes of counter pages, an unused set of State Duck 
Stamp albums, a red box of unmarked glassines of various sizes, a big tub of clear & black mounts in their original packaging, 
and a considerable amount of philatelic literature, like a 5th edition on U.S. Airmails in five volumes from the American Air 
Mail Society, a Zumstein 2015 Swiss catalog, a 4-volume hardcover set from 1979 of Stanley Gibbons’ Britain Specialized, 
and many more. Personal inspection highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 200 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
1713   Worldwide, Balance of Consignment.  Thousands of stamps and a load of albums and stock books. There is one stock book with 

nice Germany and a 4 inch thick book of classic issues including multiple countries and a showing of Belgium first issue plus much 
more. Many remainder collections and beginner albums are present in this multi-carton lot as well as shoe boxes filled with stamps. 
More used than mint and condition is mixed. Perfect for online sales. (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide General Collections
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Worldwide: General Collections - 

1714   Worldwide, Mint & Used Collections, 1858-1990s, Six stockbooks, two albums and a box of unsorted stamps, some in bags, 
some on paper, and numerous modern covers. Some of the highlights include a very attractive, mostly mint collection on the theme 
of ships, a Scott International album from 1920, a mixed mint & used U.S. collection in a stockbook with some better classics, 
and worldwide grouped by country in the remaining stockbooks. Some of the better items include United States mint #2870, 
RW55-58 & used 289, Bahamas used 88-89, Canada C3 on a series of five First Flight covers on different routes, Jamaica used 
84. Condition issues with earlier stamps, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, to properly assess this lot, personal inspection is 
necessary. Shipping charges apply - weight 44.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide General Collections
1715   Worldwide, Crazy, Diverse Caboose Lot, wide-ranging and useful accumulation including a solid section of British Omnibus 

issues, some sets duplicated, including 1937 and 1953 Coronations, 1946 Peace, etc.; we also note various stockbooks and album 
pages, including an interesting collection of the 1917 Greece overprinted issues, lots of useful British Empire, Middle East, etc., 
etc.; nice mix, bulk Fine to Very Fine, worth a quick inspection. (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide General Collections
1716   Worldwide, You Will Need a Small Truck, 1846-2014, worldwide collection housed in 22 albums and stockbooks; 3 volumes 

of Minkus Global, Scott International, a Regent World album, Harris Senior Statesman, two Harris Statesman, two Minkus 
New Worldwide, Harris Traveler, Scott Modern, plus numerous stockbooks bulging with stamps; many thousands of stamps 
assembled by novice to intermediate collectors, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 101 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide General Collections
1717   Worldwide, Fits in a Single Volume, 1856-2008, 9,500 stamps (according to consignor) in a Scott International album; Bolivia, 

Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, CZechoslovakia, Danzig, Denmark, Dutch Indies, France, Georgia, Indian States, 
Latvia, Mozambique Company, Nyassa, Salvador, Siam, Straits Settlements, Switzerland, Ukrainia, and Union of South Africa; a 
lifetime collection you can expand, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide General Collections
1718   Worldwide, Better Balance on Album Pages, 1862-1973, hundreds of Germany and Colonies on Minkus pages; Bavaria, 

Wurttemberg, Third Reich, American and Soviet Zones, DDR, Danzig and more; Czechoslovakia includes Air Post, Special 
Delivery, Personal Delivery, Postage Due, Official Stamps, Newspaper, Bohemia and Moravia (including Semi Postals, Official 
Stamps, Newspaper, and Postage Due), Slovakia (with Semi Postals, Newspaper, Postage Due, and Air Post); hundreds of 
mostly used Austria regular and commemorative issues, Postage Due, Occupation under Italy, AMG, Newspaper; Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, including Semi Postals on Scott album pages; hundreds of postally used Canada in a stockbook; a few hundred Italy 
on Scott album pages with Parcel Post and Air Post included; a good deal to pick through, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Accumulations & Assortments

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1719   Worldwide, “Printer’s Panacea” Sheet Accumulation Part 3, 1983-2015, Mini-sheets and souvenir sheets by the thousands in 

28 boxes with an astronomical catalogue value in the neighborhood of $1,000,000. Yes, that’s not a misprint, and that’s not even 
figuring in varieties not listed in Scott, Michel or Stanley Gibbons, such as imperfs and missing colors. There’s even one entire box 
of inverts and numerous progressive die proofs from various countries. Mostly from the mid-1980s and dominated by Monserrat, 
Nevis, St. Lucia and St. Vincent & Grenadines with most stamps duplicated thousands of times. Many complete sets, as well 
as abundant topicals, from trains and cars to sports and royalty. Other countries include Burundi, Chad, Guinea, Mozambique, 
Niger, Senegal, St. Thomas & Prince Islands, Tanzania, Turkmenistan, and the Virgin Islands, Very Fine, personal inspection 
welcome. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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Worldwide: Accumulations & Assortments

1720   Worldwide, “Printer’s Panacea” Sheet Accumulation Part 2, 1978-2015, Mini-sheets and souvenir sheets by the thousands in 
28 boxes with an astronomical catalogue value in the neighborhood of $1,000,000. Yes, that’s not a misprint, and that’s not even 
figuring in varieties not listed in Scott, Michel or Stanley Gibbons, such as imperfs and missing colors. Mostly from the mid-
1980s and dominated by the British Caribbean with most stamps duplicated thousands of times. Many complete sets, as well as 
abundant topicals, from trains and cars to sports and royalty. Other British Commonwealth include Gambia, Lesotho, Nauru, 
Tanzania, Tuvalu; strong French Colonies as well, including Benin, Burundi, Chad, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Niger, Senegal, 
Sierra Leone and others; scores of other worldwide from the 1990s & 2000s with many unlisted, from Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, 
Mozambique, Somalia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, as well as sheets from de facto states, like Batum, Chechnya and Tuva, Very 
Fine, personal inspection welcome. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1721   Worldwide, “Printer’s Panacea” Sheet Accumulation Part 1, 1983-2015, Mini-sheets and souvenir sheets by the thousands in 

24 boxes with an astronomical catalogue value in the neighborhood of $1,000,000. Yes, that’s not a misprint, and that’s not even 
figuring in varieties not listed in Scott, Michel or Stanley Gibbons, such as imperfs and missing colors. Mostly from the mid-1980s 
and dominated by Nevis, St. Lucia and St. Vincent, along with the Grenadines Bequia and Union Island with most stamps 
duplicated thousands of times. Many complete sets, as well as abundant topicals, from trains and cars to sports and royalty. Other 
British Commonwealth include Barbuda, Lesotho, Montserrat and Nepal, as well as other worldwide, mostly from the 2000s 
and many unlisted, such as Bhutan, Mongolia, Mozambique, Niger, St. Thomas & Prince Islands, Turkmenistan and others, 
Very Fine, personal inspection welcome. (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1722   Worldwide, Hoarder’s Dream Lot, 1851-2008, Envelopes and boxes of various sizes stuffed with stamps, a photo album not filled 

with pictures but with plate blocks, large Ziploc bags with covers, old dusty albums and approval books which probably haven’t 
been opened since the Cuban missile crisis, leftover rolls of coils in a box as if time had suddenly stopped, loose, orphaned album 
pages looking for a home, stamps by the bucketful in brown shopping bags, and a shoebox filled with bundleware of God-knows-
how-many thousands. Sound enticing? If certainly does to some of us, because we know lots like this contain hidden treasures and 
that’s the exciting part. With just a quick examination, I uncovered mint Austria #B87-92, Belgium B178, Indonesia 65b+c, U.S. 
581-91, 740-49 plate blocks, and Liechtenstein 1-3 used. Other items of note include eight boxes of “102” cards including much 
U.S., British Commonwealth, Poland, Portugal, Romania & Sweden, 100’s of covers, many FDCs including a collection mounted 
on pages and organized by topic, around a dozen albums with multiple U.S. collections, a giant stack of commemorative panels one 
of which was the 1875 set of 24 U.S. Newspaper Proofs, a stockbook with a good selection of German States, Offices & Colonies, 
over 20 U.S. Mint Sets and numerous USPS Commemorative Stamp Folios still unopened, mint sheet folders with full & partial 
sheets and a ton more U.S. mint carrying a lot of face value. As with lots like this, in-person viewing is recommended, Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 318 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1723   Worldwide, Massive Mint and Used Dealer’s Stock.  A huge stock of 102 cards, each arranged alphabetically. Most cards have 

Scott numbers and often are priced. Today’s catalog value on items over $20 are often 10%-20% higher. There is a large variety 
of countries with many items noted in the $10 to several hundred dollars range each. We noted much British Commonwealth. Too 
much to describe. Perfect for online sales as much of the labor has been done. This was put away in the 1990’s and is fresh to this 
market. A few faults, the vast bulk is Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1724   Worldwide, Balance Lots From Around the Globe, 1852-2015, several hundred earlier and attractive Yugoslavia on album 

pages; Germany post war generally MNH with some better used sets; small group of mostly complete sets used Italy on black 
stock page; specialized collection of Liberia (#332-337 and C68-C69) MNH including trial colors on album pages; Switzerland 
in glassines and dealer pages mostly complete sets and unused; three older approval books with British Commonwealth including 
many early Victoria; used Denmark on Scott album pages; Eastern Silesia collection in considerable depth both in stamps and 
postal history with hundreds of stamps and 35 covers; Cuba #25 block of 72 showpiece; Ceylon KGV war tax issues, hundreds 
of mint never hinged in multiples, various types and constant sheet varieties as well as overprint sub types; back of book Fiume 
Collection with several hundred including overprints on Croatian revenues; Canada back of book mint on Scott album pages 
including Postage Due, Registration, Special Delivery, War Tax, Air Post, and Officials; Canada used on quadrille pages including 
#4, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 27-29, 50-54, 56, 57, and 60; France essay (4E) on thick wheat wafer paper, vertical pair in typically 
poor condition beautifully mounted on an exhibition page; and Great Britain Penny Red Plating examples from P#71-271 (no 
P#77 of course) with light cancels; very useful for the dealer on the hunt for value, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 12.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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Worldwide: Accumulations & Assortments - 

1725   Worldwide, Old-Time Accumulation, As a child, I remember a bulk of my father’s collection in old, yellowing glassines and 
cigar boxes crammed with duplicates, so it’s no wonder I found this lot so nostalgic! There is some material here from the last 
30 or so years, mostly in the form of U.S. or Canadian postage, but the majority by far is material set aside a long time ago. You 
will find tens of thousands of stamps in glassines, boxes, bags, even 100’s of dealer stamp packets still in their original envelopes. 
Some are still on paper, others hinged on pages or in one of the over 20 albums offered in this lot. A few albums are “newer”, like a 
beautiful hingeless White Ace 3-volume set of mint Vatican (1929-93), almost complete after 1938 with two FDC albums and stock 
in glassines, and then there’s four Stenders albums of Scandinavia up to 1945, still very clean and usable with many better items, 
like Denmark mint #185-91, used 68, 82, 131, C2-3, Greenland Q4b used, Iceland mint 74, 128, 144-48, used 12, 121, 149, C15-
20, O50, Norway used 15, 16-18, Sweden used 2, 14. There’s also a fairly well-filled 4-volume Scott set of Latin America until 
1969 and a spotless U.N. (1951-84) collection in a hingeless Lighthouse album, complete mint for all three offices with flag mini-
sheets. What else is here? Lots of U.S., hundreds of covers, postal stationery, plate blocks, mint sheet folders, dozens of souvenir 
cards, stockbooks of U.S.S.R., Greece and India. And of course, many cigar boxes Thank you for smoking! Fine to Very Fine,  
Thank you for smoking! Viewing in person highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 316 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1726   Worldwide, “The Whole Shebang” Covers & Album Collections, 1859-2018, Not satisfied with a single album, let alone a 

single stamp? Then try this lot out for size! Dozens of albums, a mountain of mint, stockbooks, boxes of FDCs, and other curiosity 
items. Let’s look at FDCs first, with at least 3,500 from the U.S. in various cover albums with many better, such as #615-16, 620-
21 (on one cover), 648, 735 (New York), C46. Some nice Fleetwood editions, like the “Birds & Flowers of the 50 States” (1982) 
to dozens of unopened DCP sets from USPS in the 2000s. How about a 4-volume UNICEF set in slipcases of the UN Flag issues 
or a handsomely-designed album from the Postal Commemorative Society entitled “First Day Covers from Around the World” 
featuring covers from 113 different issuing entities. There’s also over 50 mint sets, or as they were later known, yearbooks, from 
USPS and the vast majority are here from 1971-2008. Many other USPS collector editions and souvenir folders, like “Legends of 
the West” and the “1980 Olympic Games”, both in hardcover. And there’s a lot of U.S. mint to speak of too, not only from these 
various sets but in the form of loose singles, plate blocks, coil rolls, booklets, etc.; at least $500 in face but probably much more. 
Some premium items as well, like the Legends of the West recalled sheet (#2870), Bugs Bunny with no die cutting (#3138c), an 
uncut press sheet of 3409-13, a plate block of R733, even some misperfs & imperfs, like 1625a. Looking outside the U.S., there 
are 14 binders, filled with stamps from Abu Dhabi to Zambia, which look entirely mint, two all-mint collections of Luxembourg 
(1945-71) & Liechtenstein (1912-71), both in hingeless Lindner albums. Other collections in albums include a homemade job 
on quadrille pages for Monaco (1952-81), which too is all mint, an extremely well-filled collection of nearly all mint British 
Honduras/Belize (1960-2003), a 9-volume set of U.S. Commemorative Panels (1972-94), a White Ace album with over 30 U.S. 
Souvenir Cards, and a 3-volume set containing nearly 200 U.S. Souvenir Pages from the 1970’s. An album which is empty is even 
worth mentioning, because it is a hingeless one from Lighthouse for Japan with pages from 1871-1959 and in pristine condition. 
A few other mostly empty but premium hingeless albums from SAFE and Lindner cover Japan (1960-79), Cayman Islands (1946-
72) and French Antarctic (1955-72), as well as a boxful of supplements. And many more surprises, like a box of full and partial 
sheets of Christmas & Easter seals along with other Cinderellas, a box of manila folders organized by country and crammed with 
mostly modern mint material, even a small collection of U.S. Post Office patches. Guaranteed hours of fun! Really needs to be 
evaluated in person to be fully assessed, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 490 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1727   Worldwide, Massive Mint and Used Dealer’s Stock.  A perfect holding for online or stamp show sales as the work has all been 

done and it comes in four large dealer carrying cases. All priced and often Scott numbers as well, neatly mounted on 102 cards and 
additionally housed in medium binders, with 20 binders to each case. We note a significant amount of NH, most priced in the $1 to 
$20 range (this was done in the mid-1990’s), however we also see much material priced over $20. Countries include USA, Canada, 
France, French Colonies, FSAT, Germany, Poland, Switzerland, Great Britain and much more. Sets and singles, coils back-of-the-
book, blocks and booklets are all present in this rounded stock. Mainly mint and neatly put together with nice quality throughout. 
A huge amount of value with much in the more modern material but it also contains earlier issues. Don’t miss this lot. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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1728   Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection & Accumulation, 1853-1970s, Don’t let the end date fool you, most of the material 
here is pre-WWII, beginning with a huge one-volume 1943 edition Schwaneberger album covering Europe. Many better stamps 
throughout, such as Liechtenstein mint #111-13, B7-10 and used 64-69, B14, Luxembourg used 1-2, 59, 69, Monaco mint 159, 
B19-23 and used 3-7, Portugal used 7-8, 9, 17, 24. All stamps are hinged and many mint seem to be adhering to the page. We also 
have a large stack of stamps hinged on quadrille pages and organized by country, around 90 covers, eight stockbooks of which 
seven are Germany covering not only the Reich but also States, Offices, WWI & WWII Occupation, Plebiscites, etc., and five 
shoeboxes packed with worldwide stock, most notably from Austria, Belgium, France, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Russia, Serbia, 
Switzerland, Turkey & Yugoslavia. And you know this accumulation was assembled a long time ago, not only because the boxes 
and envelopes look dated, but some bear the inscription “Oesterreichisch-ungarische Bank”! Another thing I love about these old-
time lots is that you’re never sure what will pop up, like randomly opening an envelope and finding Switzerland used B2-3, B4-6 
(2), 100 (3) or paging through the stockbooks of common material and suddenly finding one with Austria used 225a, Italy mint 
117-18 (VLH), 125 (LH), 246 (NH), Q1 and used 124-25, 141-42, B3, Netherlands used 97-100, Germany mint B11 (NH) and used 
B55a, B56-57, C34, C41, B104 (2) or rummaging through an old shoebox and pulling out Spain MNH B108Kl. And everything I 
described is in this lot and undoubtedly much, much more, Condition varies but generally Fine to Very Fine, Some images available 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 56 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1729   Large Stock in Stockbooks, late 19th Century to 1989, many stockbooks and sheet file folders filled with many nice mint 

sets, with the majority of the sets from the 1960’s-80’s with plenty of complete sets, souvenir sheets, etc., many thousands of 
stamps, sorted roughly by geographic area, with 3 stockbooks of Europe (mostly Western Europe) with Austria, Belgium, France, 
Greece, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, Estonia, Russia, etc., 2 stockbooks of Germany and Area, with a small section 
of States and Plebisites, 1 stockbook of Northern Europe with Iceland, Norway, Danish West Indies, Denmark, Faroe Islands, 
Finland, Greenland, Sweden, 2 stockbooks of Liechtenstein, 1 cover album of Liechtenstein (mostly FDC’s from 1950’s-1980’s), 
stockbook of various Eastern European countries, 3 stockbooks of Yugoslavia, 1 stockbook of Italy and 1 stockbook of Italian 
Area, with Colonies, San Marino and Vatican City, 1 album of Europa Issues from 1950’s-1989, 2 stockbooks of Great Britain 
Machins, 1stockbook with early Victoria’s to 1990’s commemoratives, 1stockbook with Great Britain Regional issues, Channel 
Islands and Ireland, 1 stockbook of British Commonwealth Specimens, 2 stockbooks of British Commonwealth booklets (mostly 
UK and Canada), 3 stockbooks of British Commonwealth and 2 cover albums of covers (1 mostly UK and the other mostly various 
European countries), 1 stockbook of Latin America, 1 small stockbook of French Colonies, 1 stockbook of Japan, 1 stockbook of 
Asia with Malaya, Ryukyu, Philippines, Manchuku, Korea, China Republic, PRC and Taiwan, 1 stockbook of Africa, Middle East 
and South Asia, with Iran, Israel, Vietnam, etc., 2 stockbooks of miscellenous issues, 7 sheet file folders with various souvenir 
sheets and sheetlets and a small box of miscellenous loose stamps, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 143.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1730   Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1870-2010, A couple of albums, a dozen stockbooks, seven smaller boxes filled with 

glassines, envelopes, and loose counter pages, numerous binders filled with full and mini-sheets, some old approval books and 
more. One album is worldwide and filled with 1000’s of stamps; stockbooks are varied but one is all Russia, another has specialized 
stock of German definitives, yet another entirely devoted to worldwide Christmas stamps & seals. There are a few binders filled 
with souvenir sheets from around the world, including many better, like mint Portugal #602a (2), 614a (2), 649a (2), 657a, 670a, 
674a, 682a, as well as full sheets, many from Russia, Poland, Romania, El Salvador and others. Also a couple of mint sheet folders, 
mostly British Commonwealth in full sheets but also numerous Nicaragua and Rwanda. Opening one of the boxes we find 100’s of 
“107” cards displaying mostly worldwide CTO sets with a seemingly endless supply of topicals. A very diverse lot on offer here, 
Generally Fine to Very Fine, In-person viewing is recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 90 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1731   Worldwide, An Intriguing Soup to Nuts Accumulation, comprising multiple sections; let’s begin with a solid collection of 

used Antigua all mounted on Palo pages with a Scott value of $1380, followed by a Grenada used collection on Palo pages with 
a Scott of $1490; a never hinged group of Germany from 1968-2000 which were new issue purchases has a Scott value of $4847, 
a worldwide mint and used selection on 27 double-sided stocksheets with some duplication and only items over $1 counted has a 
Scott of $6238; we note a huge section of 700 mint and used souvenir sheets plus booklets all unpicked; another section includes a 
group of collections in nine stockbooks, and lastly a large mystery pile of 102 cards and much, much more; certainly a few faults, 
but mainly Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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1732   Worldwide, Albums, Stockbooks, and Pages, 1852-2019, several thousand mint sets, singles and souvenir sheets organized 
by country; about 200 Spain & Colonies on pages; Hungary & Occupation 1919; several hundred Chile on pages; numerous 
worldwide unused older sets mounted on pages; United Nations single, block and postal stationary 1952-1959 in an album; 
several hundred modern mint Russia in a stockbook; thousands of Malaya in three stockbooks; Germany Third Reich filled with 
Hindenburg and Hitler regular issues in large quantities, nearly all values present including higher values; well over 1,000 DDR 
organized by catalog number in a German stockbook; Sweden collection on Minkus album pages (1855-2000) mostly mounted 
with majority postally used but includes later MNH booklets and singles; Yugoslavia extensive and specialized collection of the 
1918-1920 issues, includes a few thousand mint and used; and lastly a wonderful Minkus album of France (1849-1981) very 
nicely populated with great cancels early and mostly mint later (check it out online); lots of hidden treasures for a dealer ready to 
monitize, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 36.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1733   Worldwide, A Mostly Twentieth Century Accumulation/Amalgamation, in various albums and on dealer’s cards, with 

better never hinged country collections including French South Antarctic Territories, 1955-2007, in Lighthouse album 
and on dealer’s cards with #16-19, 23-24, 25-28 and 294, similar for French Polynesia, 1921-2008, with #C17-C19, and 
St. Pierre & Miquelon, 1931-99, with #J48-J57; also Ghana 1957-60 collection of corner plate or requisition number 
blocks of four, Europe, US, and recent United Nations, Fine to Very Fine and fresh.  Shipping charges apply - weight 46 lbs.  
Scott $14,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ............................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1734   Worldwide, A Superior Mint and Used Inventory.  All housed in 2 lockable carrying cases, each housing 24 binders with over 

1000 sales pages, with Scott numbers and prices neatly typed for easy sales. Canada is decent starting with the Small Queens and 
going up to the 1990’s with much later plate blocks and face which adds up. Some duplication including better sets and singles 
over $10 each. We note USA, Palau, Micronesia, Marshall Islands and Russia, with the balance sorted A to Z by country. Most is 
priced in the $1 to $10 range by mid-1990’s prices. We also note a good number of stamps in the $25 and up category including 
some over $50. Check this lot out and you will be pleased that you examined it closely. Overall nice quality, a few faults, most are 
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1735   Worldwide, Mostly Mint Accumulation with Strong Japan, 1960s-2002, Almost entirely mint holdings, heavy on the 80’s & 

90’s, and extremely powerful Asia, Japan head and shoulders above the rest with a box of mint singles and sets, blocks and stacks 
of sheetlets all weighing in at 6.5 lbs! ??!!! There’s also a couple of year sets from the PRC, as well as most from 1984-98 for Hong 
Kong in duplication, proof coin sets from the BVI and PNG, and many more mint sets and souvenir sheets from around the globe 
including strong Canada, Australia and other British Commonwealth, French Colonies, etc. Perfect for the worldwide collector 
or dealer looking to resell, Fine to Very Fine, Images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1736   Worldwide, Valuable Assemblage of Items From a Wide Variety of Countries.  The mainly mint material is contained in 115 

“102” cards, 45 manila or vinyl view cards and 24 stock sheets. All of these 184 items are identified and priced with values ranging 
from $15 into the hundreds. Some of the better we noted include Algeria B1-B31 used, Bulgaria C12-C14 mint, China 105-106 
mint, 1471-1474 NH, C6-C9 NH, PRC 1599-1601 NH, Cuba 1960-1962 Christmas blocks NH, France 126 used, C22 NH, C56-C59 
NH, C61-C62 in NH blocks, plus a great amount of recent face in euros, Germany B66 NH, B320-B323 used, B862-B896 NH, plus 
1992-1998 regular issues complete NH, Italy 116 mint, Japan 437 without gum, Korea 78-79 mint, Mexico 754-758, C103-C107 
NH, Monaco 1505-1515 NH, 1661-1674 NH, Mozambique 305-324 NH, Norway B28-B30 blocks, Netherlands B238-B242 NH 
blocks, Portugal 595-602 mint, Russia 603a NH, St. Pierre & Miquelon 258-259 NH, San Marino 289-291 mint, Spain 799-800 
mint, C12-C17 mint, C100-C108 NH, C110-C116 NH, C118-C119 NH, Switzerland 282-283 NH, B15-B17 NH, B18-B20 NH, 
B25-B28 used, C2 NH, C34 NH, Thailand B17 used, Vatican C22-C23 NH, Viet Nam 350//418 in NH imperf sets etc. This lot is 
a perfect opportunity for the online or show reseller. (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1737   Worldwide, Neatly Arranged and Priced Mint and Used Stock.  A huge amount of material, mainly priced, often with Scott 

numbers, divided into countries mounted carefully on 102 cards and all housed in 8 red boxes, each containing hundreds of 102 
cards, with some duplication. Some boxes with material priced at $1 each or less and others with a nice range up to hundreds of 
dollars. No Great Britain or USA, much British Commonwealth and other Worldwide countries. The work is mainly completed, 
ready for sale online by country or set. Condition is quite nice with Fine to Very Fine the norm and few faults. Check this one out. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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1738   Worldwide, “Just Can’t Get Enough” Accumulation, 1850s-1980s, You can never have enough stamps, right? Well, here are 30 
albums (18 of them Scott) with 1000’s upon 1000’s of them; some strong Germany in a few, nice Russia in another, some decent 
Denmark. And you never know what you’ll find; just quickly flipping through one rather mediocre volume, I ran into Nova Scotia 
#3! We’re also throwing in a stockbook containing mint Netherlands and mostly mint British Commonwealth, and a big box of 
worldwide stamps on paper. An enticing adventure lot to say the least, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Personal inspection highly 
recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 230 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1739   Worldwide, Mint Sheets & Mystery Boxes, 1851-1970s, In multiple mint sheet folders, around 200 MNH full sheets and many 

additional partial sheets of which you will a great deal from France, Germany, Israel, Switzerland and early UN. Among the better 
is Belgium #B220 Sheet of 10, France 624 Block of 4, and sheets of 10 with date & plate number of B52, B56, B57, B70, B71-
72, B74. Also Saar 247 Sheet of 10, Portugal 602, Switzerland B201-05 Sheets of 25, C41 Sheet of 25. In the “mystery boxes”, 
you will find many FDCs, stamps on paper, two stockbooks with mint & used Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia, etc., but 
the rest is pretty much, well, a mystery! 1000’s of stamps in bulging, yellowing glassines and envelopes, and four cigar boxes of 
bundleware, primarily France, Belgium and other European nations, most of which seems to date from the 1950s and before. This 
lot already carries some significant catalogue value, but who knows what else is waiting to be tallied! For the most part Fine to Very 
Fine, Some images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 38.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1740   Worldwide, “The Whole Nine Yards” Accumulation, 1850-2000, Here we go, another one of those lots when you’re not quite 

sure what you will uncover next. There’s a worldwide collection of 1000’s of stamps hinged on album pages, from Andorra to Zaire, 
other collections of Spain and Mexico with some nice classics, a binder of used Australian stock, another mostly of Scandinavia 
both mint & used, many 100’s of glassines in boxes filled with U.S. & worldwide, a binder filled with U.S. souvenir sheets with 
over $200 in face, three counter books along with two boxes of “102” cards with better material, a large wooden box with 1000’s of 
stamps organized in envelopes by country, ten plastic tubs crammed with many 1000’s more, much of it still on paper, another tub 
with 100’s of covers, many of which are FDCs, a couple of stockbooks, postal card packs from the USPS, some still unopened, and 
then there’s the more unusual. One box is filled entirely with old approval books, and then I encounter two homemade collections 
on pages, one an all-mint collection of stamps & souvenir sheets on Churchill, the other on the theme of space running nearly 
200 pages and organized alphabetically by country. After opening mint sheet folders containing full & partial sheets of Christmas 
Seals and Boys Town, and perusing a gorgeous 2-volume set of Wildlife Conservation Stamps from the National Audubon Society, 
things just got weirder when I came across a folder stuffed with partial sheets of mint Latin American revenues and a complete set 
of progressive color proofs of Sharjah (Michel #1158B-77B) in sheets of 15 including more mint oddities from the Trucial States. 
You gotta love these lots! generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 
161 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1741   Worldwide, Wide Ranging Balance Lot, 1858-2012, Linder Falzlos hingeless German album essentially complete MNH 1991-

1998 including sets, souvenir sheets and unexploded booklets; pair of European stock books with hundreds of mostly modern 
unused Austria; three Showgard cover binders (two are legal-sized) with mostly modern German with attractive commemoratives 
and at least a dozen mint examples of UN postal stationery; about a dozen early Czech flight covers including 1927 Prague to 
Berlin, 1937 Prague to Stockholm, and wonderful 1947 Registered cover from the Radium Palace Hotel to Tel Aviv; thousands 
of stamps mixed in boxes, most common, but with very interesting pockets of better material including China #34, 60, 62-64, 
66; Taiwan 834A mint, 846 mint; Japan 125, 396; considerable Hungary; Russia; and 19 black stock cards of New South Wales 
including two F1 ($250), F2 ($210), F3 ($190), O18, and O28; some hidden gems to uncover, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 33 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1742   Potpourri of Topicals with Extensive U.N., The U.N. also has no shortage of topicals and here we have three complete mint 

collections, the best of which is a 3-volume White Ace set in slipcases from 1951-1989 featuring all three offices and a complete 
set of the flag sheets and many other panes. In addition, there are nearly 300 duplicate sheets of the flags and about as many full 
sheets of other issues, many souvenir cards, souvenir folders, postal stationery, new issue announcements, a binder filled with 
used inscription blocks, and over 150 FDCs. Among the topical collections offered is two volumes on Disney, all mint British 
Commonwealth and in mounts, four oversized stockbooks on space exploration with much Russia, individual stockbooks on 
butterflies, flowers, birds, royalty, and a somewhat messy but very fascinating collection on motorcycles featuring many match 
box labels in addition to stamps. There are other surprises waiting too, like a stockbook of Indonesia, stocksheets of worldwide 
classics, and a virtually complete mint collection of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta (1966-1982) in a hingeless album, 
Fine to Very Fine, In-person assessment strongly encouraged. Shipping charges apply - weight 138 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1743   Worldwide, Treasure Trove of Worldwide Mint, 1940-2000, thousands and thousands of mint sets, singles, blocks, sheets and 
souvenir sheets; wonderful mix of Swiss, Brazil, British Colonies, Netherlands, Syria, Norway, Japan, Poland, French Coloniies, 
Austria, Canada, and Germany just to name a few; reward (and entertainment) go to the winning bidder as you tease out all 
the nationalities; expect clean, fresh material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1744   A Worldwide Philatelic Grab Bag Accumulation, a very eclectic holding containing a section of new issues from Nevis including 

mint sets and booklets in several dozen Nevis Post Office shipping envelopes with “Official” stamps on them; a very nice stock 
of Poland, mainly mint but some used and specialty items, covers, etc., with a number of counter books ready for immediate sale; 
we also note WWII-related material with Locals, Occupation issues, and many mint sets and souvenir sheets on stockcards (some 
items retail for $30 to $50 each); lastly an accumulation of worldwide souvenir sheets which has a plethora of material and that 
section alone a Scott of $3555; altogether an interesting lot, a few possible faults, mainly Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1745   Worldwide, “No Stamp Left Behind” Accumulation, 1890s-1990s, Nine boxes with 1000’s of glassines and a tsunami of stamps. 

Mostly U.S. but one box of Canada, one of Israel and a bit of worldwide scattered in three others. This lot would have gigantic 
catalogue value if it were not for moisture damage which seems to not have affected the cancelled stamps, but much of the mint 
is adhering to the glassines and/or other stamps. Nevertheless there is still much to be salvaged here, and if you’re looking for a 
bargain, you should set aside some time and inspect this lot in person, Condition obviously varies but many Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 35.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1746   Worldwide, A Huge Potpourri Holding, Mainly Mint.  A massive stock with a few pleasant surprises for the lucky buyer. 

Thousands of sets and singles plus booklets, souvenir sheets, blocks, plate blocks, gutter blocks, full sheets and more, with some 
modest duplication, all housed in 12 stock books, 3 large 102 card albums, 3 Lighthouse binders with slipcases packed with 
material, plus loose material in thick banded together sections. Strong in better areas and countries, British Commonwealth, 
imperfs from French Colonies, Germany, some Japan and PRC, Israel, a plethora of US World Columbian souvenir sheets - 
way too much to detail. Each box is loaded and includes much in $20 and up material. Ready for instant sales online by set or 
country. Well worth careful inspection as scans do not give you the complete picture. Condition is nice throughout with few 
faults, mainly Fine to Very Fine. All was put away before this century began. Well worth your consideration. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1747   Worldwide, Stock, Book & Barrel Accumulation, 1900s-60s, Not sure where the “barrel” comes in, but this hefty lot of nine 

stockbooks contains excellent mint & used offerings of mostly European countries, most notably France, Netherlands, Russia, 
but also a fair amount of Belgium, Greece, Israel, Luxembourg and USA. Paging through, you will also encounter the occasional 
show-stopper, like Netherlands #320-22 mint, full mint sheets of Belgium 79 & 81, Switzerland used 302-04, and Russia mint 88-
104, 677 (NH), along with many others. Two stockbooks viewable online, but in-person inspection is recommended, Overall Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1748   Worldwide, Chaotic Yet Enticing Mystery Lot, Some people are repelled while others are drawn to unorganized lots such as 

this, and it’s easy to understand why, because you never know what you’re going to pull out of the pile. There’s 1000’s of stamps in 
glassines, envelopes, bags and/or “102” cards, much of it U.S. with stacks of plate blocks, postal stationery, bundleware and covers, 
and a lot of U.N. with inscription blocks, FDCs and mint sheets in folders. I randomly pulled out a handful of Machin booklets, 
bags of worldwide mixtures, many dealer stamp packets still in their original envelopes, commemorative panels, a 1927 edition 
of the Scott International, and a stack of Israeli FDCs among other things. If you’ve got the time, we got the stamps! Fine to Very 
Fine, Onsite viewing essential. Shipping charges apply - weight 86 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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1749   Worldwide, Wide Range of Covers, 1930s-1999, Several 1000 covers in three boxes, with many 100’s from U.S. & Britain, 
which accounts for almost all material from the latter part of the 20th century. Bulk of other countries tend to be 1940s-60s with 
a couple 100 cacheted Danish covers and much Belgium, Israel, Germany, Italy et al. For a lot such as this, in-person viewing is 
vital, Generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 48 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1750   Worldwide, Bring a Big Truck, 1857-2019, a considerable cartload of stamps and postal history in several large tubs; very clean 

postal cards and entires (particularly oversized) in great condition ranging from 1¢ values up through many of the most recent 
with moderate duplication, at least 100 Official postal cards and entires from UZ2-UZ5 and UO73-UO85 including at least 
one used example of UO75, commercial mail from Ireland and Great Britain, premium Jersey FDC sets, Royal Mail sets on First 
Day Covers, extensive South Africa Registered mail, hundreds of precancels on manila stock pages, dozens of mint WW postal 
stationary, numerous mint WWII patriotics, hundreds of General Electric warranty cards, at least 50 early airmail through modern 
FDCs from Canada, a dozen ultra clean oversized UN covers, delicious Registered Parcel Post from Calcutta to Philadelphia 
(Homoeopathic medical text books) with great Indian franking and US Postage Due, considerable UN postal stationary and 
aerograms, Davaar Island gold coin stamps, 60+ UN FDCs; set of four Bicentennial Philatelic Passports (original 13 states, central 
states, southern states, and western states; substantial commercial ROC airmail, hundreds of old envelopes from the Prexie 
era; hundreds of Registered letters Hitler or Hindenburg heads often with censor markings or censor tape; treasure trove 
soldier correspondance to the Fraiser and Frlan families from Shanghai, USS Gold Star on Asiatic Service, USS California, Manila, 
USS Black Hawk, and stateside; postal history of Daniela Ionitoiu in England (200+ pieces), Patsy Thornton (80+), and Gretl 
Muller in Nazi Germany (50+); strong representation of local stamp show covers (hundreds with no duplication), very strong in 
WWII soldier mail with perhaps a thousand envelopes, Great Art Stamps of the World (216 covers), International World Wildlife 
Collection (288 covers), hundreds of mid century FDC from better cachetmakers, Fleetwood Golden Jubilee album, Uni-Safe 
oversized album with corespondence from Clinton White House and other oversized philatelic related items, Fleetwood album 
packed with FDC facsimile cards and dozens of stunning postcards of the US Capitol, Franklin Mint History of Aviation Collection 
(110 covers); useful for a dealer, military historian, or the collector who appreciates wonderfully curated commercial sets, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 193 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1751   US & Worldwide, Duplicates, Triplicates, Covers and more, 19th & 20th Century, filling three PO tubs and contains a diverse 

group of material, we note ten worldwide stocksheet binders with stamps circling the globe, a Germany collection from a prominent 
Philadelphia auction house that cataloged $750 loaded with mint sets, an old time approval book with German Occupations, some 
pages with German States, a used stockbook of Germany with duplication that will add up nicely, balances, dribs, drabs and even 
a sheet file with a few hunder dollars of US face value in mint sheets and multiples, lastly we note a large shoebox size full of 
dometic mail with some higher value usages and a plastic bin of worldwide covers with a few interesting and useful, an excellent 
way to spend a month of Sundays sorting, rummaging and reminiscing about the good old days, condition overall decent and who 
knows what one might uncover, the balance from a serious collector, Fine to Very Fine, ex- Robert Gaudian. (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1752   Worldwide, Mostly Canadian FDCs & Other Delights, 1900-70s, A couple thousand covers is the main highlight of this lot, 

and mostly FDCs from Canada with some very nice premium items, such as #139 (plate block), 141, 142-43 on one cover, 146-48 
on one cover, 192-94 on one cover, 195-201 on one cover and also individually as a set, 203, 211-16 on one cover, 260-62, CE1, 
E7-10, and many, many more. And this was no ordinary collector; not only are many of these FDCs with plate blocks, they were 
also collected by plate number and the various plate positions, #411 is an example but many others present. Much U.S. FDCs as 
well and some U.N. A few albums worth noting is a binder containing collections of the 1937 Coronation of KGVI, the Peace & 
Victory issues of 1945-47 and the Coronation of QEII in 1953, which are all mint hinged and look complete. In addition, there is 
an interesting homemade collection of Expo ‘67 featuring stamps & covers from around the world commemorating the World’s 
Fair in Montreal, and a collection of mostly mint French Colonies on pages. Tons more in stockbooks and glassines. Please 
note that there was some previous water damage with some covers becoming discolored and some mint sticking to paper, but 
it is a small percentage of this holding and thankfully did not affect the specific items I described above. Some scans viewable 
online but best checked out in person, mostly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 95 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1753   Worldwide, Mint and Used Dealer’s Stock.  Consisting of over 7,000 singles sorted by country and catalog number in small #1 

glassines and 102 cards, housed in 14 glassine boxes and 1 red box. We noted mint NH Queen Elizabeth II era issues from British 
Commonwealth countries such as Barbados, Bermuda, Hong Kong, Falkland Islands, British Virgin Islands, Wales, Fiji, Gibraltar 
and more, as well as some mint and used issues from Japan, Philippines, Belgium, Mexico, Romania etc. Appears to have very 
light duplication. Overall Very Fine. (photo on web site) ................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1754   Amazing Abundance of Assorted Amalgamations, boxes of goodies to delight the bourse and online dealer, with a huge mix 

of items to offer; a few lightly filled but pristine albums, stockpages, glassines and boxes of envelopes of US, UN, Canada, 
British Commonwealth and worldwide singles with generally useful duplication; BEP and USPS souvenir cards (some philatelic, 
some numismatic); Postal Commemorative Society binders or folders with US commemoratives and Duck Stamps; scads of 
First Day and Event Covers; mint US postal cards including revalued 1¢ Jefferson and 1¢+1¢ Washingtons message-reply cards; 
strong Canada stationery, mint and used, most modern but note some Victoria as well; St. Vincent press sheets (some overprinted 
“Specimen”); loads of Topical interest with Air & Space, 1992 Columbus, etc.; even a box of mounts and supplies featuring six 
packets of Dennison hinges (several unopened); condition varies as expected in a lot of this size, but much saleable material 
throughout, Fine to Very Fine with better, embrace your inner magpie. Shipping charges apply - weight 200 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1755   Worldwide, Accumulation Featuring Collections of Canada Singles, US Plate Blocks & More, 1897-2018, a North American 

lot with unused Canada on White Ace pages, three binders of US plate blocks on Minkus pages, an international Minkus starter 
album, a Minkus All American Stamp Album, a stockbook of mostly US Face, and dozens of envelopes with postally used 
worldwide organized by country; better Canada unused include #50-51, 53-56, 66-67, 71, 80, 81, 85-85, 89, 96-103, 135, 146-148, 
203, 238-245, 262, 273, C1-C7, E1-E3, E6-E11, and J1-J20; a few hundred blocks, strips and singles in clear mounts later in the 
binder as well as unused from Jamaica, Ceylon, Bermuda, Newfoundland, Mauritius, Australia, New Zealand, and Great Britain; 
US unused singles begin with Prexies and fairly complete through 1967; the International is a beginner’s album bursting (literally) 
with thousands of postally used stamps; US plate blocks begin about 1935 and are fairly complete between 1944 and 1972 and 
Airmails between 1953 and 1962; US Face Value exceeds $225, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
1756   Worldwide, Corner the Market of Manila Pages, 1892-1965, Bankers Box with 25 country groups, the majority of the 10,000+ 

stamps have been identified by Scott catalog number, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Dealers Stock

Worldwide Dealers Stock
1757   Worldwide, A Game of “102” Card Pickup, aka The Red Box Special Part III, Four red boxes each filled to capacity with 

“102” dealer cards, amounting to a couple thousand but not in any particular order. In this specific lot, a mix of mint & used sets 
and singles, much noted from Canada, Australia, Japan, Korea, ROC & PRC. Many better, like unused Eritrea #3, Finland 18a (no 
gum), Romania 51-2 and used Belgium 8, Denmark 35, Italy 140-42, Portugal 27, Victoria F1, South Australia 2-3. Owner’s 2016 
Scott CV estimated to exceed $35,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection recommended. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 14.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
1758   Worldwide, A Game of “102” Card Pickup, aka The Red Box Special Part IV, Six red boxes each filled to capacity with “102” 

dealer cards, amounting to a few thousand but not in any particular order. In this specific lot, a mix of mint & used sets and singles, 
much noted from Canada, Australia, Germany, Switzerland, Greece, France, Eastern Europe, Egypt, U.S. and Latin America. 
Many better, like unused French Colonies #14, Ionian Islands 1 (partial gum), Switzerland 200-03 and used Germany 1-5, 7, 9, 
16-19, 23, 277, Greece 11. Owner’s 2016 Scott CV estimated to exceed $38,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection 
recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
1759   Worldwide, A Game of “102” Card Pickup, aka The Red Box Special Part I, Six red boxes each filled to capacity with “102” 

dealer cards, amounting to a few thousand but not in any particular order. In this specific lot, a mix of mint & used sets and singles, 
much noted from Great Britain, Germany including DDR, Indochina, France, Ireland, Colombia, Italy and Scandinavia. Many 
better, like the following used Britain #64 (Plate 12), 105, 111-22, 127-38, 139, 179-80. Owner’s 2016 Scott CV estimated to 
exceed $35,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
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1760   Worldwide, A Game of “102” Card Pickup, aka The Red Box Special Part II, Four red boxes each filled to capacity with “102” 
dealer cards, amounting to a couple thousand but not in any particular order. In this specific lot, a mix of mint & used sets and 
singles, much noted from the U.S., Korea, Russia, Canada, Great Britain and the rest of the British Commonwealth. Many better, 
like the following used Britain#26, 39, 96, 111-22, 126, 127-35, 138 (2), 138a, 139, 173a, 174, 180 and mint 58 (Plate 6). Owner’s 
2016 Scott CV estimated to exceed $35,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection recommended. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 14.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
1761   Worldwide, A Game of “102” Card Pickup, aka The Red Box Special Part VI, Four red boxes each filled to capacity with 

“102” dealer cards, amounting to a few thousand but not in any particular order. In this specific lot, a mix of mint & used sets and 
singles, much noted from Cilicia, Turkey, Germany, PRC, ROC, Canada and the rest of the British Commonwealth. Many better, 
like mint Belgium #B555-57, Canada 41, 76, 198, E5, J3, Germany B330, Liechtenstein B1-3, Mexico 320 and used Canada 99, 
Ceylon 163, Denmark 212, Germany B334-37, Great Britain 137, Greece 361, Iceland 44A, Portugal 7, 9, 22-24, 42, Romania 29. 
Owner’s 2016 Scott CV estimated to exceed $30,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection recommended. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
1762   Worldwide, A Game of “102” Card Pickup, aka The Red Box Special Part VII, Five red boxes each filled to capacity with 

“102” dealer cards, amounting to a few thousand but not in any particular order. In this specific lot, a mix of mint & used sets 
and singles, much noted from Australia, Canada, Ceylon, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Malaya, Romania, Russia, 
Switzerland. Many better, like unused Cambodia #231a (4), Egypt C1, Iceland O11, Kedah 47, Newfoundland 47-49, 55(2), 
Seychelles 4a, Straits Settlements 123, SWA C5, and used Australia 378 (6), Brunei 54, Canada 54, Great Britain 30, 58, 61, 
67, 68, 82, 84, 121, 133, 179, Iceland 10, 12 (2), 17, 29, 137-38, 285, Mauritius 136, New Zealand 66, Queensland 82, SWA 
118, Switzerland 54, 100. Owner’s 2016 Scott CV estimated to exceed $30,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection 
recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
1763   Worldwide, A Game of “102” Card Pickup, aka The Red Box Special Part V, Six red boxes each filled to capacity with 

“102” dealer cards, amounting to a few thousand but not in any particular order. In this specific lot, a mix of mint & used sets 
and singles, much noted from French Colonies, Germany, Scandinavia, Mexico, Independent Africa, Canada and the rest of the 
British Commonwealth. Many better, like unused Canada #71, E2, Ceylon 14, 53 (no gum), 99 (no gum), Newfoundland 47, North 
Borneo N34-41, Solomon Islands 4-5 and used Canada 27, 158-59, Ceylon 49, Rhodesia 107b, St. Vincent 23, Straits Settlements 
102-04. Owner’s 2016 Scott CV estimated to exceed $37,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection recommended. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 20.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
1764   Worldwide, Better Dealer Stock, 1856-1953, hundreds of better items on black stock cards annotated with catalog numbers and 

values; includes Belgium B179, B199, Cambodia C15a-C17a, Curacao 19-23, Denmark 2 (12), France 1, 36, 201 (11), B11, 
Germany B82-B89 blocks, B102 (26), Berlin 9N84-9N93, 9N61-9N63, 9N70-9N79, 9N94-9N98, DDR 122-136, 54-57A, B21a 
(mint and used), Hungary B198A-D, CB1-C, Israel 7-9, 13-14 tabs, Roman States used 5a, 3a, 7, 8, 9, 2, Italy Q55-Q60, 78 
(8), Q37-Q48, Japan 18 used, 46 used, Liechtenstein 1-3, Mexico C97a pair, C45a (3 vertical pair and 6 sheet margin singles), 
C59, C103-C107, C198a used pair, Monaco 202P sunk die proof, Netherlands 201, 281 (15 used), B21a-B24a blocks of 6, B1-
B3, Panama C100TCP, C102TCP, C104TCP, Poland 314-316, San Marino J19, Switzerland 7a, 8, 19, 19a, 24, 302, 304 used, 
305 used, B143, B206, Uruguay 604 imperf specimen control punch block of 6; American Consular Service Dawson Canada 
Registered to Toronto, Consulate of the Netherlands Tel Aviv with censor mark to New York 1941, and Netherlands B25-B32 
complete on Registered cover to New York; very clean and useful for online dealers, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
1765   Worldwide, A to Z in Glassines, 1880-2017, 21 boxes and a pair of stock books overflowing with glassines organized by country 

and annotated with catalog numbers; many thousands of stamps with mild duplication; mint stamps are separated from postally 
used and frequently are found as blocks; this from an old-school, meticulous dealer ready to be passed to an internet savvy one, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 96.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Postal History Collections

Worldwide Postal History Collections
1766   Worldwide, Postal History New and Old, 1878-2015, 17 like new European binders (2 covers front and back) organized by 

country with interesting mix of classic postal history with unusual modern examples; includes French Colonies (interesting 
wrappers); Denmark Registered, Telegram, mixed franking, Customs tags, and a few modern; truly Worldwide including Orange 
River State, South Pole to US, South Pole to Germany, Afghanistan to Denmark, Pyongyang to US, Tonga to Sri Lanka, non-
philatelic Bhutan to US, Ceylon to Canary Islands, Galapagoes to US; Germany local currency, Inflation, Zeppelin mail (2RM 
franking), Postage Due; Latvia mostly modern; Guinea Bissau commercially used plus Sri Lanka and Yemen; Germany parcel 
receipts, postcards (Hitler heads), Belgium censored mail (WWI era), rail tickets, and interesting modern (including WWI local 
rejected);Eritrea both mid century (nice item to Aden) as well as modern; Belgium Military Post on cards and envelopes; 1920 
Schleswig plebiscites material, as well as Danzig and Switzerland; earliest Denmark and Germany including Express Maill, 
Railroad mail, Feldpost, and Registered; United States scarce Officials on cover, Banknotes and 4th Bureau, C18 Miami to 
Chicago, C13 Lakehurst to Friedrichehafen postcard, C14 Lakehurst to Friedrichehafen envelope; about 50 items from St Pierre 
and Miquelon mostly modern; lovely mix of Denmark new and old; several potential exhibits here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 38.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
1767   Worldwide, Strong Mostly European Cover Lot, 1900-60s, A pile of what must be well over 1000 covers with extensive 

Belgium, France and Switzerland. Many FDCs and other special event covers, some postal stationery, censored mail, and an 
excellent representation of complete sets on one cover, for example the Swiss Pro Juventute/Patria issues. Many other European 
countries as well, including a fair amount of Latin America. Quickly picking through, here are some of the better Austria #B112-
17, C4+C6-9, Belgium B515-20 (FDC), B538-43 (FDC), B555-57 (FDC), C12A, France C17, Liechtenstein 152, 159, 274-76 
(FDC), 356 Block of four (FDC), Luxembourg 242-45 (FDC), Switzerland 281-83 (se-tenant, Mi.Nr 405-07 WZd14), 301, 
B89, B132, B178 (FDC), C34. As expected, some covers are a bit roughed-up, but for the most part Fine to Very Fine, Some 
photos available online, but we still suggest in-person inspection. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
1768   Worldwide, All Sorts of Delightful Stuff, 1832-2010, 18 binders contain this rich variety of postal history; two dozen Danish 

FDC with exceptional pictorial cancels (1980s), Cartwright first flight of China Clipper registered from Shanghai to San Francisco, 
a dozen interesting covers from China including Shanghai to Germany with British censor, Czech Legation in China to Bruntal 
via Siberia, and commercial mail to the United States; 60+ worldwide Colorano “Silk”; worderful military postal history including 
Spanish American War, WWI 1914 POW mail to Bombay, Dec 6, 1941 service suspended to Germany with censor tape, WWII 
military camp in Australia, Vietnam War US ship and APO mail, Vietnam War propaganda leaflets, Viet Nam 1959-62 FDCs, 
1961 Loatian covers; 60+ ArtCraft covers; personal mail from Kuwait, Niger, and Vietnam; a binder of postal entires (mint and 
used), medical advertising postal cards, congressional printed Free Franks, and Registry receipt cards; 50 oversized postal entires 
and stamped envelopes in a Supersafe cover album; about 30 Canadian covers and cards 1920-1975 and 32 breathtaking unused 
postcards of fractals; 25 US or German Zeppelin related commemorative items; 200+ WWII patriotics with minimal duplication; 
1943 letter from Naval officer enclosing postal card taken off Japanese soldier at Attu, Alaska; 10 items from early Australia 
including postally used 1908 Australians Welcome Americans postal card, Perth cover to US in 1936 via England, 6 extraordinary 
postcard sized photographs of Aboriginies with extensive notations on reverse, 4 mint Cape of Good Hope postal cards, 35 
stampless covers (one back to 1610 in Latin) will a few addressed to Earl of Lauderdale in Edinburgh in the 18th century, 
several to a woman in New Jersey (1820-1836), several letters in France, and an 1838 pristine business letter from Germany 
to lawyer with address as simply, “New York”; 10 checks from the 1870-1880 period on revenue stamped paper; First Day 
Covers from Gibraltar, Sea Jug Post, FDC from West Germany, United Nations, Austria and Japan, and 70 oversized sets on cover 
from Great Britain; lots of interesting directions, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 59 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
1769   Excellent and Extremely Wide-Ranging Old-Time Postal History Hoard, a wonderful mix of a couple hundred or so items, 

with a bit of everything from scarce 1950-51 San Marino UPU Issue First Day Covers, lovely British Empire with early colonial 
Queen Elizabeth II First Day Covers, an attractive collection of 1939 Canadian Crosby photo cacheted King George VI Visit First 
Day Covers, nice Malta, worldwide postal stationery, good Russia, France and more; diverse holding with good potential for the 
trader, bulk Fine to Very Fine, be sure to note images on the web. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
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Worldwide: Topical Collections

1770   Worldwide, “Cover Me” Collection of U.S. & Britain FDCs & Other Covers, 1817-1999, Beginning with nearly 2,000 FDCs 
from the U.S., you won’t find any great rarities, but definitely some nicer material on offer here, from a Prexie set complete to the 
$2, to some very attractive sets from some of the leading cachet makers, like Artcraft, Artmaster and Fleetwood. Just to highlight a 
few, there’s over 100 Colorano silk cachets, a beautiful 5-volume Fleetwood set entitled “America in the 20th Century” featuring 
each stamp from #3182-91, a 4-volume set from the USPS showcasing 100 First Day Ceremony Programs, and “The Philatelic 
History of the Civil War” released by the Postal Commemorative Society and featuring the beautiful artwork of Mort Künstler. In 
addition, there are a few hundred U.N. FDCs, mostly New York, and a binder of WWII-related FDCs, mostly from the Marshall 
Islands. Another binder houses a fascinating look at the 500th anniversary of the birth of Copernicus in 1973 featuring over 170 
virtually all-different covers, many of course from his native Poland, but numerous from other countries as well, such as Austria, 
Germany, Canada, U.S. and more. A few hundred FDCs from Britain are also included in this collection along with nearly 30 
stampless covers from the 19th century. A box of worldwide covers containing many hundred rounds out this lot. A thought-
provoking collection covering a lot of ground, both the familiar and the not so familiar, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal 
inspection strongly encouraged. Shipping charges apply - weight 162 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Topical Collections

Worldwide Topical Collections
1771   Extensive and Wide-Ranging Selection of Zeppelin Flight Covers, over 140 sleeves (some containing more than one cover) 

offering a great range of frankings, flights, segments, cancels and markings, cachets and more; not surprisingly, Germany and US 
dominate, but we note frankings from Austria, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Danzig, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Japan, Liechtenstein, 
Netherlands Indies, El Salvador and Switzerland; uprated postal cards, mixed-country frankings, picture post cards, drop mail 
covers, “Too Late” covers, and more; a handful of Los Angeles and Macon items included as well; each sleeve is identified as 
to flight (sometimes with catalogue number) and priced, the consignor’s retail exceeding $65,000; generally good condition, 
though expect normal usage and travel wear, Fine to Very Fine with better, a lot to have your floating on air. (photo on web site) 
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
1772   Worldwide, It’s an Enormous World After All, 1980-2021, literally tens of thousands of modern mint Walt Disney sets, singles, 

and souvenir sheets from all over the globe; virtually every nation who has ever issued a Disney stamp and in dealer-sized 
quantities (moderate large to “bricks” of souvenir sheets; Mickey, Minnie, Goofy, Daffy, Donald, Pluto, and the rest of the gang; 
several massive boxes to house all this Post Office fresh topical material; substantial catalog and resale value of a very popular, 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 118 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
1773   Worldwide, “Wild Blue Yonder” Collection of Mostly Mint Airmails, 1918-91, Lovely collection in four stockbooks with many 

better sets & singles, such as the following unusedU.S. #C1, C6, Albania C36-42, Belgium C12, C12Ab-c, Bolivia C20, Canada 
C2, Iceland C2, Italy C28-33, C42-47, C62-65, Italian East Africa C18, Japan C3-7, Philippines C4, C6, SWA C5-6 (hinged 
only on selvage), Uruguay C7-8, C63-82, Venezuela C47-63. A few nice used too, like Liechtenstein C1-6, Russia C15-19, a 
few first flights from the U.S.  and Hungary C25 on a Zeppelin cover from 1931, Generally Fine to Very Fine, Collection viewable 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
1774   Zeppelins, Catapults, DOX and Rocket Mail, 1912-1959, 75+ delicious items in a premium binder; about 45 are Zeppelins with 

most on LZ-127 with 2RM and 4RM German franking, C15 on 1930 South American flight, three envelopes with Brazillian 
postage, Soviet stamps on Moscow to Germany flight, three Soviet registered covers on Polar flight 1931 and a stunning pair of 
German 2RM Zepps with Polar Flight 1931 overprint and a Luxembourg Airmail on drop mail to the icebreaker, several 
ZR-3 covers, DOX cover from Germany to Tacoma WA with extensive letter, and a pair of 1912 Zeppelin cards with Semi-
Postals postmarked in Darmstadt and Franfurt; a real postcard photograph autographed by Irwin, Deal and Wiley; about 20 
commemorative covers for USS Akron and USS Macon, including one autographed by C E Rosendahl; about a dozen modern 
postcards from the Zeppelin Comes! series; a pair of catapult covers including a lovely one from 1929; and flown USS Los Angeles 
envelopes Los Angeles to Lakehurst, New York to Bermuda, and New York to Puerto Rico; and rocketmail from the United States, 
Luxembourg, Germany and Italy; considerable value here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
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Worldwide: Topical Collections - 

1775   Worldwide, FAMs and Airmail FDCs, 1935-1953, 310+ better covers in three albums; extensive FAM 14 between San Francisco 
and Hong Kong and in reverse; 15 early Canadian flights to and from Alaska seldom seen; FAM 18 to the Azores with pretty 
examples from Portugal to France and the Azores to Portugal; attractive Ireland to Newfoundland; several FAM 20 with better 
cachets; 15 Pan Am 1946 different mixed franking test covers; experimental rotary wing routes; National Air Mail Week; FAM 19 
to Canton, Noumea, and Auckland; a healthy number of FAM 22 first flight from Miami to Africa departing on Dec 6, 1941; a few 
Lindbergh FAM 5 covers to Mexico and back; stunning C24 FDCs (2 plate blocks of 6 and a block of 4) followed by C25-C47 
mostly complete in blocks or plate blocks and often trying to match sets; solid collection with virtually zero duplication (except 
when matching FDCs), Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)..  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
1776   Epic Trove of Sheets, Mini-Sheets, and Souvenir Sheets, 2000-18, two file drawers packed with post office fresh space issues; 

Antigua 25 stamp Year of Ocean sheet (9); Guyana 12 stamp Year of Elder Person sheet (8); Palau Millenium 18 stamp (9); 
Singapore 20 stamp $2 issue (2); Marshall Island 15 stamp 1940-49 20th Century (11); 1900-09 20th Century (17); 1960-69 20th 
Century (1); 1970-79 20th Century (3); 1930-39 20th Century (3); 1920-29 20th Century (9); 1950-59 20th Century (13); 1980-89 
20th Century (8) these 65 sheets alone catalog $1368; Ireland Millennium 12 stamp (14); P’ ra Selar o Seculo XX deluxe sets 
(11); St Vincent 9 stamp $1 mini sheets, 3 different (4 of each); “Emblem” gutter sets from Solomon Islands, Bahamas, Ascension 
Island, Jamaca, Cayman Islands, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Barbados, Fiji, Kiribati, Tuvalu, Samoa, St. Kitts, and Nauru 
(3 sets); same set with Crown Agents and another with printing color registration in gutter; 30th anniversary Moon landing S/S 
British Colonies set of 16 multi dollar vales (4 sets); St Vincent 9 value silver Star Wars sheets (10), and 3 value triangle mini sheets 
(10); Nobel Prize mini sheets from various countries (79); Russian republic blocks and mini sheets (several dozen); Spanish phone 
cards of the planets (96 cards); Niger imperforate S/S; Niger Millenium series (10 sheets from each decade); Mali gold S/S (12); 
conservative cat $10,000+. Shipping charges apply - weight 36.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
1777   Space-Related Fresh Stock in Quantity, Mostly 1990-2016, Ecuatorial Guinea minisheet 1ek-100ek, 370 perf and 380 imperf; 

Taiwan 2000 SS (10 perf, 12 imperf); Macaw 1999 overprint (14), Macau telecomunications strips of 4 (48 sets); Kosovo Soviet 
dogs in space (14), Netherlands 80 cent x 5 booklet (11); Korea 1996 booklets (10x2), Yeman Conquest of the Moon numbered 
imperf sheets (10), Mali sheets Jules Verne (3 values); Liberia Intl Woman Year sheets (10), 15c, 25c and 35c Man on Moon 
imperf sheets (2 sets imperf, 2 sets perf); Burundi Copernicus (7 values) imperf sheets of 8 stamps (4 sets); Ecuatorial Guinea 
tribulation imperf sheets (7 different), perf sheets (4 sets), conquest of Venus sheets (43 of different denom); several hundred new 
issue Ajman, 40 sheets of Sharjah Apollo related; Central Africa Galileo-Einstein-Curie-Merbold SS (11 perf 3 imperf); Guyana 
space history sheetlet (3), Mars-Pioneer-Galileo; Cameroun (C224), Dahomey (C208), Gabon (C149), Mali (C198-202) (C395-98) 
deluxe sheets; Togo (674/C108) deluxe sheet; Mali 500f,1000f deluxe gutter sheets of 10 stamps (4 sets); and thousands more; post 
office fresh. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
1778   Worldwide, Tremendous Space Stamp Collection, 1957-2018, consignor spent thousands obtaining the 6,000+ singles, sets, 

mini sheets and souvenir sheets from all over the world including strength in Trucial States, Monoco, Poland, Russia, French 
Colonies, Belgium, British Commonwealth, and tons more as well as about 50 manila stock pages packed with stamps; virtually 
all appear MNH and fresh; John F Kennedy related vintage 8x10 photographs (40+) often related to the space program or the 
United Nations, MA-8 (Schirra) Six Orbits of Sigma 7 (2 copies), two dozen BEP space related engraved show cards, several sheets 
of Scott C-76 First Man on the Moon stamp, Fleetwood spaceflight oversized panels, several cloth mission patches including 
GT-IV, AP-1 (3), SL-I, and SL-II, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
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Worldwide: Topical Collections

1779   Worldwide, FLOWN Stratospheric Balloon Mail, 1933-1962, a few dozen exceptional items very rarely seen, mounted in a 
Scott Specialty binder; Aug 5, 1933 Century of Progress commemorative covers (13) with slight differences in cachets; Nov 20, 
1933 Settle Second Trial flight (3) along with an interesting oversized envelope with printed cachet and postmarked at Fairton 
landing point; 20 real photo postcards of various aspects of the National Geographic Society at Stratobowl in South Dakota; July 
28, 1934 NGS launch from Rapid City (5 different); Oct 23, 1934 Piccard flight from Detroit (A C Roe creation and a Chamber 
of Commerce), a 3”x4” triangle of Piccard balloon fabric as well as a notarized letter with 5”x6” fabric; Jul 12, 1935 NGS 2nd 
flight, 6 commemorative (including one autographed by Albert Stevens and Orvil Anderson), plus scarce FLOWN Jul/Nov 
1935 STRATOSPHERE MAIL addressed to the Vice President of the NGS; Nov 11, 1935 Explorer II reflight (4) with balloon 
material bookmark and a few real photo postcards;Jan 9, 1944 ALS letter on Dr and Mrs Jean Piccard letterhead;  Feb 16, 1947 
1st postwar balloon flight FLOWN and autographed by Don Piccard; signatures of Jean Piccard and Jeanette Piccard on an 
aviation envelope; Nov 28, 1956 StratoLab FLOWN autographed Malcolm Ross and Morton Lewis; Jul 27, 1958 StratoLab High 
#3 FLOWN with Ross and Lewis; Oct 17, 1958 ManHigh #3 FLOWN and piloted by McClure; Aug 7, 1959 StratoLab FLOWN 
with signatures of Malcolm Ross and Robert Cooper; May 4, 1961 StratoLab #5 FLOWN with Ross (and Prather drowned); 
and Dec 13, 1962 ManHigh FLOWN autographed by Joe Kittinger and William White; many other fascinating covers including 
Princeton’s Stratoscope II primitive cachet, several better 1938 Polish fundraising souvenir sheet covers, and more; rare stuff, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
1780   Worldwide, Polar Topical Collection, 1897-1975.  An exhibition collection of covers and stamps neatly mounted on 68 pages, 

all related to the North Pole. Begins with two Zepp Polar Flights, one from Germany (Scott C40) and one from Russia (franked 
with C22 & C29, both with the “Polar Flight” cachet). Followed by Amundsen and Ellsworth 1926 North Pole Mail cover, 
plus two related 1924 Trans-Polar Flight cards and much more. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
1781   Space-Related Sets of Issues, Imperfs and Related Covers, 1960-2010, loosely related to space themes including; ITU, satellites, 

spaceflight, astronomers but also finding Scouting and Polar; Ascention Island NASA- end of an era sheet, Guinea S/S set on cover, 
St Vincent Telstarr II specimen set, TAAF S/S proof, Mongolia space set and S/S, Bulgaria, Korea, Niuafo’ou progressive color 
block of 15, Soviet club cachets, South Georgia bird set (15 stamps) and gutter pairs with printer emblem, Japanese UFO booklet, 
Wallis margin imperf and deluxe die proof, set of 8 Togo deluxe proofs, set of 3 Senegal deluxe proofs, Trucial State set of 6 proofs, 
Antigua Disney set of 14, lots of British Antarctica; high cat; winning bidder will be pleased. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.2 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
1782   Halley’s Comet in nine volumes, worldwide comprehensive presentation of the comet in nine binders plus an unused “Official” 

hingless Halley’s Comet album with slipcase; great global balance with strong Korea postmarks on lovely envelopes; beautiful 
Russian study of 40k stamp with wide and narrow gutter blocks, comb perfs, rough perfs, also significant runs of club cancels (the 
30 from Tartu are particularly nice); strong Montserrat including specimen overprints, Japan suken die proof in black, signed by 
designer with ministry seal; attractive gutter pair series from Bermuda, Malawi, and British Antarctic. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 53.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
1783   Astronomers-Observatories errors, varieties and proofs, France P308 deluxe suken die proof with small stain on edge of 

balloonist Rozier; P637 sunken die proof honoring Poincare; plus a dozen other sunken die French proofs; Slovak National 
Alliance of America label booklets; Columbia 339 sunken die proof on card (and another in a slightly different shade); US Sc#1804 
imperf and numerous misperfs; Bolivia Gate of the Sun set; Polish imperfs. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
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Literature: General Works on Philately - 

1784   Celebrating Space Events, 1990-2015, perfect sized lot for sales at shows or over the web; light to moderate duplication in 
sleeves; Japan UFO cancel on ISY stamps (15), DDR, Czech meter pictorials, Belgium, Romania, Ghana, Maldives, lovely Sierra 
Leone 9 stamp sheetlet set of 5 on FDC (4), Honduras Apollo 13 overprint set on cover (3), Ap-13 pink numbered S/S on cover 
(4), same in green (4), overprint set with AP-13 emblem cornercard (4), pink (4), green (4), Grenada minisheets exploring Mars 
(7 oversized in set), at least 100 unsent postal cards includeing; Yoshida-ChoWako-Tsushin, Okura-Sho, Humu-Sho, Minamitanz-
Cho, Menkoi-TV, Daidan, Heian, Gakken, Akasi, Kamogata, Mitaka, and 18 from Philatelic Week 1990; Sweden, Poland, Greece, 
Liberia shuttle S/S on cover (9), extensive Russian including postally used, US aerogramme mint World Communications Year 
30c (20), Halley’s Comet 36c (46), Landsat 36c (12), extensive Romania (1989-90), Kazakstan, Armenia, oversized Soviet meter 
mail, 7x10” cover with stylized ASTP emblem and Soviet S/S postmarked on launch date at Balkonur (eye catching and there 
are 11); margin strips (about 40) from Romania with 6-12 stamps per strip; Russian local overprints including 8 different sheets 
of Gagarin (4 sets), 8 different of ASTP, 13 different Cosmonaut Day (3 sets), 6300 Russian locals in sheets alone and all 
in excellent condition, 1000+ covers and exceedingly clean. Shipping charges apply - weight 47.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

LITERATURE
General Works on Philately

Literature General Works on Philately
1785   Fournier, François, Album de Fac-Similés, 1928, a truly legendary philatelic and cross-over literature rarity of the highest 

order, published by “L’Union Philatélique de Genève”. Number 17 of the 480 albums produced. It is complete in the original blue 
binding, possibly expertly rebound. A few introductory pages have light foxing. The balance with the reproduction stamps, cancels 
and more are in perfect condition. Very few if any items not present. Contains hundreds of the “Fac-Similés” created by Fournier. 
One of the few albums to survive as most were broken up. Includes the 12 pages of “Réservés aux Experts” containing several 
hundred additional stamps, plus pages of “Oblitérations” (cancels) and more. A marvelous philatelic time capsule containing 
the life work of one of the most prolific forgers of all time. Rarely offered at auction. A unique opportunity to acquire one of the 
premier philatelic rarities. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Literature General Works on Philately
1786   The William S. Langs Reference Catalog Library, intact as removed from his NJ office and boasting many hundreds of titles, 

housed in 20 cartons, every important US reference book is included and many important auction sales relating to Proofs Essays 
and Trial Colors, many with Bills annotations, plus smaller obscure pamphlets, articles and references that are missing from most, 
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and irreplacable value to the classic US philatelist or trader, Fine to Very Fine some wear as these 
were used extensively by Bill. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Literature General Works on Philately
1787   Longstanding Philatelic Library, about 75 books and monographs including Luff (Postmaster Provisionals), Dietz (Postal Service 

of CSA autographed), Ashbrook (1851-1857 2 vol), Johl (20th century stamps), Micarelli (Identification guide), Album Weeds 
I-VIII, and much more; supplies including 9 new White Ace high capacity green Guardian mint sheet binders, Lighthouse binders 
with slipcases, used counter books, and dozens of black stock and manila pages; includes Banker’s Box of Sherve Auction catalogs 
and prices realized; many useful references, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 400 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750
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